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Shiva’s Waterfront Temples: Reimagining the Sacred Architecture of India’s Deccan Region 
Subhashini Kaligotla 
 
This dissertation examines Deccan India’s earliest surviving stone constructions, which were 
founded during the 6th through the 8th centuries and are known for their unparalleled formal 
eclecticism. Whereas past scholarship explains their heterogeneous formal character as an 
organic outcome of the Deccan’s “borderland” location between north India and south India, my 
study challenges the very conceptualization of the Deccan temple within a binary taxonomy that 
recognizes only northern and southern temple types.  Rejecting the passivity implied by the 
borderland metaphor, I emphasize the role of human agents—particularly architects and 
makers—in establishing a dialectic between the north Indian and the south Indian architectural 
systems in the Deccan’s built worlds and built spaces.  Secondly, by adopting the Deccan temple 
cluster as an analytical category in its own right, the present work contributes to the still 
developing field of landscape studies of the premodern Deccan.  I read traditional art-historical 
evidence—the built environment, sculpture, and stone and copperplate inscriptions—alongside 
discursive treatments of landscape cultures and phenomenological and experiential perspectives.  
As a result, I am able to present hitherto unexamined aspects of the cluster’s spatial arrangement: 
the interrelationships between structures and the ways those relationships influence ritual and 
processional movements, as well as the symbolic, locative, and organizing role played by water 
bodies.  The project therefore reimagines the Deccan’s sacred centers not as conglomerations of 
disjointed monuments but as integrated environments in which built structures interact with, and 
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worlds.  
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introduced me to a variety of scholars and perspectives over the years; and challenged me at key 
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an architectural historian as much as the scholars with whom I have studied formally: his 
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Beyond Borderland: Towards a Historical Reinterpretation of Deccan Eclecticism  
 
My first encounter with the temples of Pattadakal was in a survey course on the Indian temple.  I 
was so struck by their visual glamour that I wrote a hurried note to myself: “must see this place, 
though it seems difficult to reach.”  When I eventually visited Pattadakal and nearby temple 
towns in late 2008 that initial impression was confirmed.  Early Deccan temples are indeed 
gorgeous. The locally quarried red sandstone in which they are built comes alive at sunrise and 
sunset, showing off the temples’ fine figural sculpture and deeply faceted exteriors.  The 
buildings’ scenic locations on riverbanks, alongside artificial lakes and waterfalls, and atop 
sandstone bluffs offering panoramic vistas further enhance their visual appeal.   
  It was, however, my historiographical encounter with this architecture that solidified my 
interest in pursuing sustained study.  For while the visitor to Pattadakal experiences the place as 
an integrated whole as she ducks in and out of buildings and strolls within the densely packed 
architectural assemblage, the same is not true of the Pattadakal constructed by art-historical 
writings.  There, the canonical binary taxonomy for Indian temple architecture splits this temple 
cluster into Nagara, Dravida, and hybrid temple styles, often treated in independent volumes of 
the same study, while monument-based architectural histories isolate Pattadakal from the 
physical landscape in which it is an integral part.  My aim in this dissertation is to redress these 
two central problematics in our current conception of Early Deccan architecture. 
  The study concentrates on the architectural productions and built environments of the 
Malaprabha and Krishna-Tungabhadra river valleys, where the Deccan region’s earliest stone 
constructions survive.  Aihole, Badami, Mahakuta, and Pattadakal in the Malaprabha valley and 
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Alampur, Kadamara Kalava, Mahanandi, and Satyavolu in the Krishna-Tungabhadra valley will 
be my primary focus (figs. 1.1-3).  There, some two hundred buildings are clustered, and divided 
across the Karnataka, Telangana, and Andhra Pradesh states of the modern Indian nation-state.  
A majority are constructed or structural temples, built in red sandstone, but the corpus also 
includes four rock-cut shrines at Badami and five at Aihole.  Besides this core group I will 
selectively examine the extensive excavated construction that preceded these buildings—located 
in Maharashtra state—because it sets many formal precedents taken up by the later monuments.   
  The analysis comes into sharper focus by limiting not only its spatial purview but also its 
temporal one to structures dating from the sixth through the eighth centuries, known henceforth 
as “Early Deccan.”  Despite being roughly coeval with the reign of the Chalukyas of Badami 
(543-757 CE), I self-consciously adopt the Early Deccan category for this architecture in lieu of 
Badami Chalukya or the other dynastic appellations (Early Chalukya, Early Western Chalukya, 
and Western Chalukya) that have been the norm so far.  In fact, dynastic affiliation is the general 
organizing principle of the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture, the authoritative multi-
volume compendium of South Asian sacred buildings of the early medieval to early modern 
periods.  Based on the idea that architectural styles came into being with the emergence of a 
political power and faded out with its demise, this paradigm emphasizes historical rupture rather 
than continuity, and tends to sideline the participation of complex agents other than ruling elites 
and motivating factors besides political instrumentality. 
  I will stress instead common “conditions of time and space,”1 including the intervention 
of building communities, ideas of place and power, courtly values and culture, and other 
1 Pramod Chandra, “The Study of Indian Temple Architecture,” in Studies in Indian Temple Architecture, ed. 




                                                 
historical factors, which have received short shrift so far.  The study will situate Early Deccan 
material with evidence from the broader early medieval period, that is, the 6th through the 13th 
centuries, a unit of analysis adopted by scholars in a number of South Asian disciplines including 
history, religious studies, and literary studies.2  Though periodization continues to challenge 
South Asian studies, and scholars contend with ideas, conceptual constructs, and analogies 
developed for European contexts, we have nonetheless made much progress.  A number of 
architectural studies have adopted regional and temporal foci in place of political periodization, 
both in temple studies3 and beyond;4 unfortunately, architectural studies of the Early Deccan lag 
behind that trend.5    
  Since sacred spaces (mainly Brahmanical temples but also Jaina and Buddhist 
commissions) constitute the most abundant material evidence, studies, including mine, take on 
an overarching ritual perspective, unwittingly reinforcing the Orientalist notion that premodern 
Indian society was primarily constituted by religion.  However, the remains of fortifications 
(Badami and Alampur), urban and courtly spaces (Badami), gateway buildings (Alampur, 
2 See, for instance, Alexis Sanderson, “The Śaiva Age: The Rise and Dominance of Śaivism during the Early 
Medieval Period,” in Genesis and Development of Tantrism, ed. Shingo Einoo. (Tokyo: Institute of Oriental Culture, 
University of Tokyo, 2009), 41-349; B.D. Chattopadhyaya, The Making of Early Medieval India (Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1994); Daud Ali, Courtly Cutlure and Political Life in Early Medieval India (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004); Ronald Inden, Imagining India (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 
2000). 
 
3 Vidya Dehejia, Early Stone Temples of Orissa (Durham, NC: Carolina Academic Press, 1979); M.A. Dhaky, “The 
Genesis and Development of Māru-Gurjara Temple Architecture,” in Studies in Indian Temple Architecture, ed. 
Pramod Chandra. (New Delhi: American Institute of Indian Studies, 1975), 114-165; Ajay Sinha, Imagining 
Architects: Creativity in the Religious Monuments of India (Newark: University of Delaware Press; London: 
Associated University Presses, 2000); Philip Wagoner, “Mode and Meaning in the Architecture of Early Medieval 
Telangana (c. 1000-1300)” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1986); Michael Willis, Temples of 
Gopakṣetra: A Regional History of Architecture and Sculpture in Central India AD 600-900 (London: British 
Museum Press, 1997).    
 
4 Abha Narain Lambah and Alka Patel, eds. The Architecture of the Indian Sultanates (Mumbai: Marg Publications, 
2006).  
 
5 See, for instance, George Michell, Temple Architecture and Art of the Early Chalukyas: Badami, Mahakuta, Aihole, 
Pattadakal (New Delhi: Niyogi Books, 2014). 
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Pattadakal, Badami, Ittagi, Mahakuta), and water monuments (numerous locations) should 
caution us against disregarding the courtly, commercial, agronomic, martial, and other social 
aspects of this Deccan milieu. 
 
Conceptual Fragmentation: Borderland and Hybrid Metaphors  
Many studies begin by foregrounding one aspect of Early Deccan architecture: its formal 
heterogeneity.  The scholarship points to the numerous unusual, enigmatic, or aberrant (meaning 
unclassifiable) temple forms in the corpus: some favorite examples are the apsidal Durga 
Temple, the flat-roofed, “wooden-looking,” “cave-like” Lad Khan Temple, and the austere, two-
storied Meguti Temple, all in Aihole.  A second feature, and the focus of this dissertation, is the 
juxtaposition of Nagara and Dravida temple styles.  Susan Huntington’s survey book The Art of 
Ancient India: Buddhist, Hindu, Jain (1985) introduces Early Deccan architecture in this manner: 
“Both southern- and northern-style structures were actively built during this period, sometimes 
side by side at a single site.”6  A more striking description comes from George Michell’s The 
Hindu Temple (1977): “The great fascination of the temples erected under this dynasty 
[Chalukya]…is that they display a meeting and fragmentation of different temple styles and the 
creation of local variants.”7   
Studies literally instantiate the fragmentation of which they speak.  James Fergusson’s 
History of Indian and Eastern Architecture (1876), the first comprehensive history of Indian 
monuments, discusses Pattadakal’s Dravida temples in Book III, Volume I, and its Nagara 
6 Susan Huntington, The Art of Ancient India: Buddhist, Hindu, Jain (New York: Weatherhill, 1985), 322.  
 





                                                 
temples in Book VI, Volume II.8  Though they appear in the same chapter in Michell’s Hindu 
Temple, they are in two different sections, separated by some thirty pages.  Adam Hardy’s Indian 
Temple Architecture: Form and Transformation (1995) divides them again, putting Dravida 
temples in one chapter and reserving another chapter for what the work calls the “non-Dravida 
and hybrid temples.”9  The Encyclopaedia, too, like Fergusson separates Dravida and Nagara 
into separate volumes.10  The experience of reading scholarship on Early Deccan architecture is 
thus akin to a visit to the South Asia collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York), 
where Indian Islamicate material is located in a wing spatially distant from the region’s 
Buddhist, Brahmanical, and Jaina works.  In other words, this curatorial choice reinforces the 
incommensurability of these cultural productions, their presumed independent genealogies and 
discrete spheres of influence and operation.   
It is in this manner that art history acknowledges the Deccan’s knowledge of disparate 
architectural styles.  Yet this awareness is considered but a natural outcome of the Deccan’s in-
between or “borderland” location between north India and south India.  First articulated by 
James Fergusson in his History, the perspective gains force as an explanatory model and 
continues to characterize architectural discourse.  Consider the Encyclopaedia’s remarks in the 
late 1980s: “The geographical position of the Calukyas allowed their kingdom to be a unique 
8 James Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1972, first 
published 1876). 
 
9 Adam Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture: Form and Transformation, The Karnata Drāviḍa Tradition, Seventh to 
Thirteenth Centuries (New Delhi: Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts and Abhinava Publications, 1995). 
 
10 It is noteworthy that Henry Cousens, The Chalukyan Architecture of the Kanarese Districts (Calcutta: 
Government of India Central Publication Branch, 1926), though early and though following Fergusson’s 
understanding of temple styles, discusses temples of interest by temple cluster, not according to style, as Fergusson 
and later studies do.   
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“cultural magnet,” a fact reflected in their art.”11  Not surprisingly, then, both the Deccan’s 
temple clusters and individual buildings in those clusters are deemed “hybrid” because of their 
juxtaposition of Nagara and Dravida. 
  I paraphrase and adapt here the conceptual problems that hybridity and its attendant 
models produce, as forcefully articulated by Tony Stewart and Carl Ernst.12  First, no volition, 
selectivity, or agency is allowed Deccan social actors, as Deccan built spaces are posited as the 
unconscious, accidental, organic, or passive products of their unique geographical location.  To 
use an apt characterization of Stewart and Ernst, they are the offspring of the “mysterious 
miscegenation” between Nagara and Dravida.  Second, though the model may describe the state 
or condition of Deccan environments, it does not “explain any of the processes by which this 
condition has been achieved.”13  Third, since only the geographically distant parent traditions are 
pure and original, their syncretic or hybrid progeny—Deccan productions—take on a secondary 
status accorded a range of pejorative values: inauthentic, impure, corrupt, tainted, strange, alien, 
and of course, derivative.  A fourth underpinning of this model is the assumption that the parent 
categories—Nagara and Dravida—are incompatible or incommensurate, and so exist in the 
syncretic or hybrid product in “a state or condition of uneasy union.”14    
  My interest is in the processes and in the human agents and agencies involved in making 
11 Michael Meister and M.A. Dhaky, eds., Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture, vol. 1, pt. 2, South India: 
Upper Drāviḍadesa, Early Phase, A.D. 550-1075 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1986), 7. 
 
12 Tony Stewart and Carl Ernst, “Syncretism,” in South Asian Folklore: An Encyclopedia (New York: Routledge, 
2003), 586-588.  Though they present a general discussion that can be applied to a number of different cultural 
forms, their essay is nonetheless far more interested in questions of religious syncretism.  I have adapted the 
arguments, however, for the Deccan’s so-called formal hybridity. 
 
13 Stewart and Ernst, “Syncretism,” 587.  
 




                                                 
the Deccan’s formally heterogeneous built spaces.  While it may be possible to recast or 
recuperate discourses about hybridity or syncretism, they are now so fraught with problematic 
conceptual and historiographical baggage that I use the terms heterogeneity and eclecticism 
instead.  I work with Marvin Trachtenberg’s idea of eclecticism,15 which he uses effectively to 
theorize the reuse, recombination, and reinterpretation of Gothic in late medieval Italian 
architecture.  Trachtenberg describes the process as “one of accommodation and diversity, of the 
toleration of complexity and contradiction in architecture, and the encouragement of—indeed the 
demand for—purposeful originality in design, be it in structure, iconography, or style, rather than 
conformity to any preordained architectural model or morphological system.”16  I argue that 
Deccan spaces, too, allow for and accommodate diversity and difference; their builders deploy 
Nagara and Dravida purposefully, and adapt, reuse, reinterpret, reconstitute, and displace forms 
from these systems.  Another way of putting it is that I am interested in Deccan reception of 
Nagara and Dravida, in Deccan attitudes to Dravida and Nagara.   
 
Nagara and Dravida: Styles or Modes?   
Nagara, Dravida, Vesara, Bhumija and other temple typologies have been conceptualized in a 
number of different ways since the publication of Fergusson’s History.  While Chapter 3 will go 
into the specific impact of this historiography on Early Deccan architecture, I wish to establish at 
the outset how I understand and use “Nagara” and “Dravida” in the dissertation.  Most of the 
early historians—James Fergusson, James Burgess, Henry Cousens, and Ananda 
Coomaraswamy—understood the terms as regionally based architectural styles.  Scholars have 
15 Marvin Trachtenberg, “Gothic/Italian “Gothic:” Toward a Redefinition,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians, Vol. 50, No. 1 (Mar., 1991): 22-37. 
 
16 Ibid., 31. 
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also compared them to orders in the Greek building system, but that idea has not endured.  More 
recently, citing the inadequacy of style as a model, Adam Hardy has cast them, instead, as 
architectural languages which provide alternative “kits of parts” and a distinct grammar for 
building the temple.17  Michael Meister has proposed three interconnected concepts: style, idiom, 
and mode.  Style, he says, alters with political power, and defines as an “accumulation of general 
characteristics that reflect a broad cultural grouping.”18  Idiom on the other hand, he ties to local 
traditions and artisans, “which endure even as political authority shifts or declines.”19  And 
finally, mode is “a type of configuration of building…that can be used by an architect regardless 
of the style in which he works.”20  To illustrate: a mosque and a temple building might be two 
different modes in the same regional style, and the Latina and Phamsana, with curvilinear and 
pyramidal towers respectively, are different modes of the Nagara temple style.   
Despite their precise definition, the application of these concepts can nonetheless be 
confusing, ambiguous, and conflicting, partly because of the material’s remarkable complexity.  
The Encyclopaedia, which Meister edits, for example, identifies Deccano-Dravida as both a 
mode and a style of Early Deccan temples, and it is difficult to see where style, whose vast ambit 
encompasses region and dynasty, ends, and where idiom begins.21  Ajay Sinha’s groundbreaking 
Imagining Architects (2000) militates against previous understandings of 11th – 13th century 
17 Adam Hardy, The Temple Architecture of India (Chichester, England; Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2007), 14 and Indian 
Temple Architecture: Form and Transformation: the Karnata Dravida Tradition, 7th to 13th Centuries (New Delhi: 
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts; Abhinav Publications, 1995), 8. 
 
18 Michael Meister, “Bīṭhū: Individuality and Idiom,” Ars Orientalis, Vol. 13 (1982):169.  Also see “Style and Idiom 
in the Art of Uparāmala,” Muqarnas, Vol. 10, Essays in Honor of Oleg Grabar (1993): 344-354, for a discussion of 
the three concepts.     
 
19 Meister, “Bithu,” 169. 
 
20 Ibid., 170. 
 




                                                 
Deccan buildings, also posited as hybrid, to establish their Vesara character as a mode distinct 
from Dravida and Nagara.  Sinha departs from Meister’s typological understanding of mode, 
because he believes it does not explain Vesara historically.  Adapting Oleg Grabar’s creator-
beholder model and Svetlana Alpers’ understanding of mode as mediation between the maker 
and his world, Sinha argues that the maker’s response to the outside world must be considered, 
for it is that which he translates into the physical or formal characteristics of the work.22  My turn 
towards Early Deccan makers’ reception of Nagara and Dravida owes much to Sinha’s approach 
to Vesara temples and their makers.   
Nevertheless, I have chosen to retain the term “style” in this dissertation, even though I 
do not understand Nagara and Dravida strictly as styles.  Rather, to my mind, they describe 
deeper, structural aspects of the temple and are better understood as systems of organization that 
specify the entire formal structure of the temple, from its basement moldings to its capstone, 
including the articulation of its walls, pillars, sculptural niches, and tower forms.  Philip 
Wagoner’s writings on the subject have clarified these views for me.23  Style, on the other hand, 
operates at a layer above Nagara and Dravida, varying with region, time period, maker, or 
building community.  For instance, Nagara temples in Orissa and Andhra may use the same parts 
to articulate buildings and may even put those parts together in the same manner, but will likely 
differ from one another in their construction material or in their proportions: the āmalaka 
capstone and curvilinear towers of the former may be squatter or more elongated than the latter.  
It is such differences that, in my view, style describes and captures.   
22 Ajay Sinha, Imagining Architects, 29-30. 
 
23 Philip Wagoner, PhD diss. and “Modal Marking of Temple Types in Kakatiya Andhra: Towards a Theory of 
Decorum for Indian Temple Architecture,” in Syllables of Sky: Studies in South Indian Civilization in Honour of 




                                                 
My quarrel, then, I have realized after many years, is not with style as an analytical 
framework for grouping or gathering together formal patterns, but rather with purely style-based 
or formalist studies that bracket out history.  Temple studies do so in their near exclusive 
emphasis on describing the formal minutiae of temple buildings using a surfeit of impenetrable 
Sanskrit vocabulary without relating these typological findings to historical phenomena.  
Consider this description of Pattadakal’s Papanatha Temple from the Encyclopaedia: “The 
curvilinear Nāgara śikhara is like that of the Paṭṭadakal Jambuliṅga temple; the tall śukanāsa is 
like that of the Kāśiviśvanātha.  A Dravidian hāra surrounds the top of the wall.”24  Translation: 
the Papanatha temple combines two features from the Nagara system—the tower and tower 
projection—with one from the Dravida system: the entablature.  While the text goes on to 
discuss the Papanatha’s “degeneration from former models” and its “lack of a coherent scheme” 
there is no analysis of its conditions or processes of making or how these disparate features 
might have signified.  In other words, formal trends are described in isolation or else as 
instantiations or reflections of political power, which is nonetheless a limited perspective.  
Norman Bryson expresses it succinctly when he says: “…morphology by itself is not art history: 
indeed, history is the dimension it exactly negates.”25   
Temple history is a marginal field in a subfield (South Asian art history) that is already at 
the periphery of the discipline of art history.  But I have found that framing the historiographical 
challenges of Deccan architecture in the context of style has given colleagues in art history and 
24 Michael Meister, M.A. Dhaky, and Krishna Deva, eds., Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture, vol. 2, pt. 1, 
North India: Foundations of North Indian Style, c. 250 B.C.-A.D. 1100 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1988), 305. 
 





                                                 
related disciplines (not to mention undergraduate students) an entry point into a subject area26 
that has remained esoteric and hermetic in large part because of the very terms by which it 
structures the discourse.   
 
Deccan Ways of Acting Beyond the Local     
I approach Deccan perceptions and uses of Nagara and Dravida in several ways. 
Cosmopolitanism, or how Deccan agents “thought and acted beyond the local,”27 is one 
productive way forward.  I show that Deccan makers established a dialectic or tension between 
Nagara and Dravida, both in large scale works in the temple cluster, and on a smaller scale, in 
micro architecture, sculptural niches, entablatures, overdoors, and other constituent architectural 
elements.  This interplay between Nagara and Dravida needs to be aligned, I argue, with similar 
tensions that play out in early medieval South Asia: between Sanskrit and vernacular languages; 
Siddhamātṛkā and Telugu-Kannada scripts; Shaivism and the cults of Vishnu, Jina, Devi, and the 
Buddha; and between north India (uttarāpatha) or ideas of north India and various peninsular 
subregions in political discourse and practice.  I hypothesize that the purposeful adoption of 
Nagara and Dravida suggests that they carried different valences and meant differently 
depending on the spatial and architectural contexts in which Deccan makers deployed them.   
  I consider representations of these makers through the lens of Sheldon Pollock’s 
magisterial body of work on Sanskrit’s emergence and widespread use as the language of 
26 I am grateful to Peggy McCracken, personal communication, who offered this view as a possible solution for the 
style conundrum.   
 
27 Sheldon Pollock et al, “Cosmopolitanisms,” in Cosmopolitanism, eds. Carol Breckenridge et al.  (Durham and 




                                                 
expressive possibility.28  Early Deccan inscriptions inform us about at least four different temple 
makers, of Pattadakal’s Virupakhsa and Papanatha Temples, Badami’s Malegitti Sivalaya 
Temple, and Aihole’s Huccapayya Temple.  All the epigraphs are carved on buildings and name 
the individuals; what’s more, two are lauds in Sanskrit, and employ tropes commonly used to 
describe courtly men and ruling elites.  I show that differences between Sanskrit and regional 
languages were exploited not only in the political arena, as Pollock argues, but also in the 
Deccan’s building communities.  Attending to linguistic and discursive registers makes it 
possible to differentiate among categories of makers, for only some appear to merit literary 
ornament (alaṁkāra).  I also distinguish between terms for temple makers that emerge out of the 
epigraphic record and are specifically attached to built structures—the Sanskrit sutradhāri and 
Kannada māḍidor, for example—and those that largely exist in the art and architectural treatises 
(vāstu śāstras), whether pan-Indian or regional.   
 Ornament or alaṁkāra is another key concept that I depend on to locate the intervention 
of makers and to consider the processes or conditions by which the Deccan’s heterogeneous built 
worlds came into being.  Alaṁkāra is a courtly Indian value that interconnects the 
representations of temple makers with those of Chalukya ruling elites in the epigraphic corpus; it 
animated Sanskrit drama and poetry and regulated the lives of the people of the medieval court, 
determining how they adorned their bodies and hair, moved through space, and interacted with 
and apprehended one another.  Ornament ordered and related entities in the ancient and medieval 
worlds.  As Daud Ali writes, it was “used to denote the complete relationship of two elements of 
any kind which was thought to be proper and good, whether it be ornaments and the body, virtue 
and the self, an attendant and a lord, a prince and his house, or that house and the earth, to name 
28 In particular, Sheldon Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men: Sanskrit, Culture, and Power in 
Premodern India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006). 
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just some of the common usages.”29  It also, importantly, governed the embellishment and 
beautification of architectural spaces, as Vidya Dehejia has shown, through figural motifs such 
as yakshi imagery, loving couples, female figures, and architectural accouterments.30  
While Deccan uses of Nagara and Dravida are perceived in the arena of the temple 
cluster—in the adoption of diverse tower forms like the curvilinear Latina, the pyramidal 
Phamsana, and the storeyed Dravida—sculpted images of temples, which I call temple-images 
and which appear on elevations and in interiors, provided Deccan makers another platform to 
spiritedly engage Nagara and Dravida.  Adopting Ananda Coomaraswamy’s explication of 
alaṁkāra as the constitutive elements of an artwork that increase its efficaciousness, I relate 
temple-images to other canonical ornaments of the Indian temple.  Like images of the female 
figure and amorous couples, temple-images, too, I suggest, operate apotropaically and 
auspiciously.  In addition, Deccan makers deploy them rhetorically, as signs of sanctity, 
signifiers of status, as markers of social difference, and as indices of their own cosmopolitanism, 
their discerning recourse to the translocal and local.  This perspective of the temple-image will in 
turn allow us to approach aspects of Early Deccan built spaces that we have, on the one hand, 
described and designated composite, but on the other, inadequately historicized.  It places the 
way Deccan makers relate Nagara and Dravida in the “vast ornamental order” of medieval 
India.31   
 But let me be clear that I do not advance the originality, creativity, or genius of the 
Deccan architect in a modern, European, or Kantian sense.  To be sure, the limitations of the 
29 Ali, Courtly Culture, 177. 
 
30 Vidya Dehejia, The Body Adorned (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009).  
 




                                                 
author model have been forcefully articulated by a number of twentieth-century scholars and 
writers.32  We also have little access to most aspects of these makers—their biographies, training, 
subjectivities, or decision-making process—and their architectural practice.  We remain ignorant 
about the vocabulary they attached to these building systems and to the individual structural 
components of the temples.  Yet I contend that the current patron model (if we can even propose 
that term for the dynastic approach) does not account for the particularities of Early Deccan 
architecture.  It is the buildings and the built worlds, and their nuanced understanding of Nagara 
and Dravida, that demand to be seen from the perspective of their maker’s intercessions.   
While art and architectural treatises for other South Asian regions (such as Tamil country, 
Gujarat, and central India) have come down to us, we have no such textual clues for Deccan 
building practice.  We do, however, have epigraphic texts from the 13th century that make 
several cogent arguments.  One, that Deccan makers were conscious of diverse architectural 
systems; two, that they were aware of and used the terms Nagara, Dravida, Vesara, Kalinga, and 
Bhumija.  And three, that they claimed not only knowledge but also discernment, for they 
negotiated and “manipulated” these systems for their own purposes.  Consider this epigraph from 
Kuppatur’s Koṭinātha Temple in Karnataka: 
[Within this village of Kuppaṭūr] was built, as if by the heavenly architect himself, out of 
sublime devotion for the god Shiva, the elegant, equipoised and shapely temple of Kotīśa 
Bhava, freely ornamented with Drāviḍa, Bhūmija, and Nāgara, and, with bhadra-offsets 
manipulated in many ways.33 
 
32 Michel Foucault, “What is an Author?,” in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, 
ed. Daniel Bouchard. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1977), 113-138; Roland Barthes, “The Death of the 
Author,” Image / Music / Text. Trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill and Wang, 1977), 142-7. 
 
33 I have amended the translation slightly from M.A. Dhaky, The Indian Temple Forms in Karṇāṭa Inscriptions and 
Architecture (Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1977), 3.  The inscription is dated to 1231CE and the language of the 




                                                 
Another inscription, also inscribed on a Karnataka temple, the Amtresvara in Holal, tells us that 
its architect (denoted by the Sanskrit sūtradhāri) was an expert in making the four classes of 
temples: Nagara, Kalinga, Dravida, and Vesara.34  In addition, this architect is presented as a 
“master of sixty-four arts” as well as an “expert on building the sixty-four varieties of 
prāsādas,”35 which can mean either temples or palaces.   
Based on reading these inscriptions against the visual evidence of the temples, M.A. 
Dhaky speculated about the ways Deccan makers understood Nagara and Dravida (and the other 
forms named in the epigraphs) within the framework of their own building tradition.  Taking 
Dhaky’s work as a point of departure, Philip Wagoner and Ajay Sinha established Deccan 
processes of “seeing and knowing”36 Nagara and Dravida, and Deccan ways of altering the logic 
of the temple based upon that knowledge.  While these innovations have reimagined 11th – 13th 
century Deccan architectural perceptions and practices, the approach to Early Deccan 
architecture retains the perspective of Nagara and Dravida as essential, unchanging categories 
whose origins are geographically distant.  In the absence of similar epigraphic evidence for the 
Early Deccan, the temples are the most eloquent advocates of their makers’ values, reflecting not 
only how they viewed Nagara and Dravida, but also how Nagara and Dravida were received or 
perceived in their Early Deccan milieu.  If the work is a “manifestation of the cultural values of 
the period to which it belongs,”37 and if “the artist instantiates and materializes the culture of 
34 Ibid.  
 
35 Dhaky, Indian Temple Forms, 3. 
 
36 Sinha, Imagining Architects, 27. 
 
37 Keith Moxey, The Practice of Theory: Poststructuralism, Cultural Politics, and Art History (Ithaca and London: 




                                                 
which he or she is a part,”38 then this focus on the maker’s reception will get us closer to his 
social world, his specific time and place in history.  Moreover, the shift to reception need not 
simply reflect the maker’s attitudes but must necessarily extend to the other social formations 
that constituted the milieu that produced the work.  
 
Temples in Landscapes and Landscapes in Temples 
Thus far, architectural histories have charted the biographies of Early Deccan monuments, 
focusing predominantly on moments of creation.  Without these foundational works, however, 
this dissertation could not have been written.  The comprehensive studies of Gary Tartakov, 
George Michell, Carol Bolon, and Susan Buchanan have clarified many essential questions about 
chronology, sculptural iconography, religious affiliation, and patronage.39  The temples and 
temple clusters of Karnataka are also generally well documented through ground plans and 
architectural drawings.  The research of Odile Divakaran, B. R. Prasad, M. Radhakrishna Sarma, 
M. Rama Rao, and Bruno Dagens has been invaluable for answering many of the same questions 
for Andhra works,40 and for establishing relationships between the Andhra and Karnataka 
buildings.  While K.V. Ramesh and Durga Prashad Dikshit have charted the political history 
38 Ibid. 
 
39 Gary Tarr (now Tartakov), “The Architecture of the Early Western Chalukyas” (PhD diss., University of 
California Los Angeles, 1969); George Michell, Early Western Calukyan Temples (London: Art and Archaeology 
Research Papers, 1975) and Pattadakal (New Delhi; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002); Carol Radcliffe Bolon, 
“Early Chalukya Sculpture” (PhD diss., New York University, 1981); Susan Buchanan, “Calukya Temples: History 
and Iconography” (PhD diss., The Ohio State University, 1985). 
 
40 M. Rama Rao, Early Chalukyan Temples of Andhra Desa (Hyderabad: Government of Andhra Pradesh, 1965); M. 
Radhakrishna Sarma, Temples of Telingāṇa: The Architecture, Iconography, and Sculpture of the Cāḷukya and 
Kākatīya Temples (Hyderabad, 1972); Odile Divakaran, “Les Temples d'Alampur et de ses Environs au Temps des 
Calukya de Badami,” Arts Asiatiques, XXIV (1971): 51-101; Bruno Dagens, Entre Alampur et Srisailam: 
Recherches Archeologiques en Andhra Pradesh (Pondicherry: Institut Francais d’Indologie, 1984); B.R. Prasad, 




                                                 
through a close analysis of Chalukya epigraphs.41  The monument-based focus has meant, 
however, scant attention to buildings’ distribution in the built environment and to their place in 
wider physical environments.  Structures like rock reliefs, water monuments, fortifications, 
gateways, and other non-canonical built works have also received short shrift.   
  Having come to the project of integrating architectural history and landscape history 
rather late in my research, I should confess at the outset that this aspect of the dissertation can 
only be preliminary and may continue to be directed by an art-historical bias.  Moreover, I limit 
my purview to water, following a hunch in the early stages of my thinking that water was the 
organizational focus of Early Deccan temple clusters, an observation that also finds 
corroboration in such prescriptive texts as the Bṛhat Saṁhitā and the Viṣṇudharmottara Purāṇa.  
  I approach the analysis in several ways.  Adopting the temple cluster as an analytical 
category permits me to consider not only spatial and formal relationships between structures 
aggregated together in a place like Pattadakal, but also imagine or reconstruct the experience of 
an implied visitor, through his or her movements within the cluster.  While we lack historical 
accounts, visual or verbal, that tell us how visitors responded to, or interacted with, these places 
either at their moments of creation or in later periods,42 such an approach nonetheless shifts the 
focus from questions of design and originary moments to questions of reception.  Furthermore, 
as some of these temple clusters remain active religious centers, the range of contemporary 
experience could suggest possible historical experiences; spatial layouts, too, though 
41 Durga Prasad Dikshit, Political History of the Chālukyas of Badami (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1980); 
K.V. Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi (Delhi: Agam Kala Prakashan, 1985). 
 
42 Some exceptions are the photographs of colonial-period archaeologists (notably those of James Burgess and 
Henry Cousens) as well as their reactions to these places, which they sometimes include as short snatches in their 
writings; the account of Chinese monk Xuanzang, who visited India in the 7th century and who while writing 




                                                 
palimpsestic, direct and imply responses.  John Dixon Hunt’s The Afterlife of Gardens has been 
important in thinking through this question.43  In the Indian context, Crispin Branfoot’s Gods on 
the Move makes a persuasive argument for attending to the circulation of both devotee and 
divine within temple spaces and in their larger urban and natural landscapes.44  Branfoot’s work 
is also useful for providing a model for integrating into the analysis processional architecture, 
temple tanks, and other neglected elements of the built world.   
  Medieval courtly values are helpful here too.  On the one hand, Sanskrit prescriptive and 
literary texts give access to ancient and medieval representations of gardens and landscapes as 
well as to affective responses to them; on the other, art and architectural treatises specify the 
spatial organization of built environments including directives for the presence and distribution 
of water bodies.  Material embodiments of landscape themes in temple sculpture (and in select 
coinage)—images of river goddesses, nāgas or snake divinities, and the Varaha and Trivikrama 
manifestations of Vishnu—relate political discourse, power, and place.  The inscriptions of the 
Chalukyas are a final valuable resource.  Through a systematic analysis of their land grants and 
genealogical praise-poems (praśastis), left on copper-plates and on stone tablets and monuments, 
I explore a number of landscape issues and concerns: the relationship between kingship and land 
and resource control; ideational constructions of local and transregional spaces; and the salience 
of certain geopolitical spaces (particularly north India) for the language and rhetoric of political 
metaphor.   
  Because Early Deccan water architecture is a neglected field of study, I also take an 
43 John Dixon Hunt, The Afterlife of Gardens (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004). 
 
44 Crispin Branfoot, Gods on the Move: Architecture and Ritual in the South Indian Temple (London: Society for 




                                                 
empirical approach to the inscriptions, and analyze them systematically for terms denoting water 
bodies.  I began with Shrinivas Padigar’s Inscriptions of the Calukyas of Bādāmi,45 where all the 
inscriptions are edited and collected in the original language with a short précis in English,46 
working chronologically from the epigraphs of Pulakesin I (535/543-566) to those of 
Kirtivarman II (745-757), and moving to Epigraphia Indica, Indian Antiquary, and other 
journals for more detailed analysis.  However exploratory the analysis, it nonetheless locates the 
temples within the Early Deccan agricultural landscape, and imbricates productive, political, and 
ritual functions. 
  Taken together these perspectives begin to flesh out Early Deccan landscapes as 
“expensive pieces of real estate” that were “also consciously constructed and aesthetically 
perceived artefacts.”47 
 
Other Historiographical Challenges 
If architectural histories written from the perspective of the Deccan’s Chalukya rulers and their 
affiliates have tended to foreground elite agency, modern political and administrative divisions 
present a different set of historiographical problems.  On the one hand, the monuments’ 
jurisdiction is divided amongst the central, Delhi-based Archaeological Survey of India and 
various regional Archaeology Departments; and on the other, sculpture, architectural fragments, 
photo archives, coinage, and inscriptions are spread across so-called Site Museums, State 
Museums at regional centers such as Hyderabad and Bangalore, and museums with broader 
45 Shrinivas V. Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas of Bādāmi (Bangalore: Indian Council of Historical Research, 
2010). 
 
46 The inscriptions are in Sanskrit, Kannada, and Telugu, and the numerical distribution in each language is as 
follows: 90, 42, 16.  See ibid., xxix.   
 
47 Craig Clunas, Fruitful Sites: Garden Culture in Ming Dynasty China (Durham: Duke University Press, 1996), 15. 
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purviews such as the National Museum, New Delhi, and Mumbai’s Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj 
Vastusangrahalaya.  Thus, responsibilities for archaeology, restoration, epigraphic analysis, and 
conservation, as well as museology are apportioned amongst organizations dispersed across the 
Deccan and in the nation’s capital.  Similarly, permissions for access privileges need to be made 
separately to an array of institutions and individuals.   
  The language competencies required for study present a further complication: a majority 
of the inscriptions, which remain the only other primary sources besides the monuments, are in 
Sanskrit, and a small percentage are in Kannada and Telugu; so while Sanskrit reading 
knowledge might suffice for inscriptional analysis, spoken abilities in Kannada and Telugu are 
required for fieldwork.  Perhaps, as a result, studies replicate modern political and linguistic 
divisions, with scholars focusing on either Karnataka sites or on sites in Andhra.  The creation of 
a separate Telangana state out of Andhra Pradesh in 2014 will likely further complicate 
scholarship as both material remains and administration become more fragmented.  A final 
problem that I wish to highlight is that Andhra sites have received much less attention than the 
Karnataka ones.  Since Karnataka is perceived as the “center” or “core” of Chalukya authority 
and culture, scholars have presented Andhra productions as less accomplished, “provincial” 
variants48 where “crude workmanship” and inexperience abounds.49  
  I find, however, that this view of Andhra architecture is part of a larger historiographical 
48 For example this is how Carol Bolon frames the Kudaveli Sangameshvara Temple.  She describes its location as 
an “outpost,” and finds the treatment of the niches and windows on the temple’s exterior walls “bizarre” and 
“provincial,” which she attributes to the work of “local artists.”  Whereas the sculpture contained in the niches is of 
acceptable quality since she believes it to be imported from Aihole in Karnataka.  Carol Radcliffe Bolon. “The 
Durga Temple, Aihole, and the Saṅgameśvara Temple, Kūḍavelli: A Sculptural Review, Ars Orientalis, Vol. 15 
(1985): 50.    
 
49 These qualities are imputed to the central shrines at Satyavolu and Kadamara Kalava in Andhra.  See Bolon, PhD 
diss., 331, for instance.  Buchanan, PhD diss., 336, also characterizes these temples in the very same manner using 




                                                 
problem afflicting the Deccan.  For the region as a whole is considered a “developmental 
backwater” vis-à-vis the Indo-Gangetic plain and the Kaveri river belt.  Richard Eaton notes that 
the Deccan does not constitute a “coherent core region”50 or possess an “enduring geo-political 
center”51 like Delhi, for example, which was the base for many polities including British India 
and is the capital of the modern Indian nation-state.   
  The word “Deccan” itself is a corruption of the Sanskrit dakṣina, meaning southern 
direction or the right side, and appears in some of the earliest Indian texts and inscriptions; 
variants of the word are also found in the Greek Periplus of the Erythrian Sea (1st century CE), 
where it is called Dakhinabades, and in the fifth century travelogue of the Chinese monk 
Faxian.52  Dakṣinapatha is the most commonly encountered term in the Indian literary and 
epigraphic sources:53 the Sanskrit epics, the Ramayana and Mahabharata, use the term, as does 
the Arthasāśtra (3rd century CE), in the sense of region, route, or a set of routes.54  
  Geographical understandings of the Deccan are also various.  The broadest definition is 
that the Deccan encompasses all of peninsular India; a more specific variant is that the Deccan is 
peninsular India south of the Vindhya Mountains and the Narmada River.  Another more focused 
view excludes the southernmost part of peninsular India, namely Tamil country or south India, 
from Deccan country.55  Yet another definition, which comes from the fifteenth century historian 
50 Richard Eaton, Eight Indian Lives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 1. 
 
51 Ibid., 2. 
 




54 Dilip Chakrabarti, The Archaeology of the Deccan Routes: The Ancient Routes from the Ganga Plain to the 
Deccan (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 2005). 
 
55 A notion that finds precedent in the great Indian epics the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. 
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Firishta, is that the Deccan is the place where Marathi, Kannada and Telugu are spoken.56  Thus, 
the Deccan is not unified by a single language community, nor have its political boundaries 
remained constant over historical periods.  In sum, no stable or unifying sense of the Deccan 
emerges from historical sources, whether Indian or foreign; contemporary understandings are 
equally contingent, ranging from boundaries defined by geography to geology to language.   
Eaton proposes that this lack of coherence explains why the Deccan remains understudied.  
It is perhaps no wonder then that we lack a separate analytical category for Early Deccan 
buildings, which also lack a “coherent” style vis-à-vis their more homogeneous northern and 
southern counterparts.   
 
Plan of the Dissertation     
A final word on the organization of the material in the dissertation is in order.  Since the 
dissertation’s purview is rather vast, covering rock-cut and structural temples in a period 
spanning two centuries, and arguably extending to include the early medieval period, Pattadakal 
will serve as a leitmotif to maintain a consistent through-line and a sense of continuity.  The 
dissertation begins with Chapter 2 by thinking about the architect of Pattadakal’s Virupaksha 
Temple in relation to other known Early Deccan makers.  It will show how “text and image”—or 
rather, language choice, diction, and visual and spatial markers—acted together to present this 
maker as a courtly individual and a maker with a broad creative range.  This evidence in turn 
lays the foundation for the next two chapters, which examine Early Deccan architecture’s formal 
heterogeneity from the point of view of their makers’ intelligent choices.  Chapter 3 will look at 
how the miniature temple, in sculpted and constructed forms, means in order to look at how it is 
 
56 Eaton, Eight Indian Lives, 2.  
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deployed in the temples at Pattadakal in the subsequent chapter.  That chapter, Chapter 4, also 
situates the Deccan’s formal heterogeneity in relation to other early medieval historical processes 
in the political, language, and ritual spheres in order to think more broadly about the tensions 
between local and translocal forms and the various uses to which historical agents put them.  
Finally, Chapter 5 will move outward from the temple cluster into Pattadakal’s landscape.  
Pattadakal will be a thread tying the questions and issues the dissertation raises: the role of the 
maker, the meanings of the little temple, the Early Deccan temple’s uneasy existence in the 
current classification system, and lastly, its imbrication in landscape.  





Temple Makers, Image Makers, and other Early Medieval Deccan Makers  
 
Who was responsible for the design of the Deccan region’s magnificent stone shrines and 
excavated temples of the first millennium?  The traditional response to my question is that 
premodern India’s architects and builders are unknown; they were predominantly anonymous 
individuals whose identities have been subsumed by those of their royal or elite patrons; their 
presence in the historical record is shadowy at best, with a few names and some fragmentary 
genealogies, but no biographies surviving.  That no volition should be ascribed to such historical 
non-entities is a concomitant of this mentality, and scholarship attributes most, if not all, formal 
innovation to the agency of ruling elites and their affiliates.1  A direct outcome of this thinking is 
the practice of classifying South Asian temples according to their putative dynastic affiliation 
under such rubrics as Gupta, Chālukya, Kākatiya, and Hoysala.  This is true even when evidence 
linking the buildings to aristocratic patronage is meager. 
I quote here an excerpt from an inscription at the VirupakshaTemple Complex (ca. 750 
CE) in Pattadakal lauding what I understand to be that monument’s sūtradhāri or master builder.  
11 Some recent work is redressing such ideas, however.  See Michael Meister, ed. Making Things in South Asia: The 
Role of Artist and Craftsman (Philadelphia: Department of South Asia Regional Studies, 1988); R.N. Misra, “Artists 
in the Early Middle Ages,” in Indian Studies: Essays Presented in Memory of Prof. Niharranjan Ray, eds. Amita 
Ray et al. (Delhi: Caxton Publications, 1984), 65-72.  In the realm of painting, the following scholars have shifted 
the attention to individual painters, painters’ workshops, and painters’ families: Molly Aitken, B.N. Goswamy, and 
John Guy; in the realm of architecture, Ajay Sinha’s Imagining Architects is a much needed intervention and has 
prompted my own investigations into the period preceding the one covered by Sinha’s scholarship.  The scholarship 
of Vidya Dehejia, Phillip Wagoner, Joanna Williams, and Michael Willis, too, has emphasized region and time 
period as more logical and useful analytics for the study of temple architecture and the construction of a temple 
“style.”  
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I do so to signal a key argument of this dissertation and to inaugurate its concerns with 
establishing the active intelligence of architects in fashioning the Deccan’s formally eclectic built 
environment of the sixth to the eighth centuries, a period to which the present work refers as 
Early Deccan. 
Svasti, śri sarvasiddhi ācāri, sakala guṇāśraya, aneka pura vāstu pitāmahan, sakala niṣkala 
sūkṣmāti bhāṣitan, vāstu prāsādayān āsana śayana maṇimakuṭa ratnacūḍāmaṇi, ṭenkaṇa 
diśeyā sūtradhāri.2 
 
Hail, Śri Sarvasiddhi Ācārya, the possessor of all virtues, the maker of many cities and 
buildings, whose conversation is entirely perfect and refined, who has for a jeweled 
crown and crest-jewel the houses and palaces and vehicles and seats and couches [that he 
has constructed], the architect of the southern direction.3 
 
Pattadakal is a temple cluster in the western part of the Deccan in today’s Indian state of 
Karnataka (fig. 2.1); its principal shrines, built of the local red sandstone, were constructed 
during the late seventh to the eighth centuries, on the left bank of the Malaprabha river towards 
which they are oriented (figs. 2.2 - 3).  The Virupaksha is the cluster’s grandest shrine, 
overshadowing in scale, conception, prestige, and ritual importance the eight other shrines of 
significance at Pattadakal.  It is more properly viewed as a temple complex comprising the 
monumental Virupaksha shrine measuring 250 feet long by 120 feet wide,4 dedicated to the 
aniconic linga form of the god Shiva (fig. 2.4); a separate stone pavilion for the god’s bull mount 
Nandi; and thirty subshrines (some reduced to their foundations) encircling the main temple and 
built into an enclosing wall.  The complex is aligned on an east-west axis, with access to the 
2 As transliterated in John Faithful Fleet, “Sanskrit and Old-Canarese Inscriptions,” IA, Vol. X (1881): 165, with a 
few corrections by the author to the diacritical marks used by Fleet.  
  
3 The translation is a combination of Fleet, IA, Vol. X, a few modifications suggested by K.V. Ramesh’s more recent 
1984 translation, and my own interpretation.  
 
4 Shrine dimensions from Carol Radcliffe Bolon, “Early Chalukya Sculpture” (PhD diss., New York University, 
1981), 425.  
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walled compound through stone gateways, on the east and on the west (fig. 2.5).  The 
Mallikarjuna Shrine, located diagonally to the northeast of the Virupaksha, appears to have been 
conceived as its smaller replica, but remains unfinished and is hence only partially enclosed, and 
only a portion of its western gateway is extant.  The Virupaksha thus signals its importance 
through its imposing scale and sophisticated conception as well as its spatial circumscription.   
Located steps from the Malaprabha River, the complex’s eastern gateway is larger and 
more elaborately carved than the western and, I believe, provided the most ritually correct access 
to the temple precinct when the temple complex and the larger temple cluster in which it is 
situated would have been in active worship.  The aforementioned inscription about the architect 
appears, significantly, on this gateway, while no inscriptions appear on its western counterpart.  
Indeed, the eastern gateway is the site of two important lithic epigraphs that provide both the 
identity of the temple complex’s builder and its patron.  What I wish to highlight, however, is 
their focus on the shrine’s presiding architect—his virtues, achievements, and awards—though 
both inscriptions begin by hailing the ruling monarch, Chalukya king Vikramaditya II (r. 733-
744 CE). 
Both epigraphs are in the Telugu-Kannada characters of the eighth century and appear on 
the east or front face of the columns that flank the gateway’s entryway, on the north and on the 
south.  Each inscription takes up roughly the same amount of space and has been given equal 
attention in terms of depth and fineness of carving; the epigraphs share a similar orthography and 
writing style too.5  The north inscription tells us that the temple’s architect, Śri Gundan, has been 
honored by the title tribhuvanācārya, the maker of the three worlds, and three times with the 
5 Fleet gives the dimensions of the north column inscription as 3 feet 3 inches high by 2 feet 1.5 inches wide; the 
dimensions of the inscription on the south column are: 2 feet 8.5 inches high by 2 feet 4 inches wide.  Fleet also 




                                                 
ceremony of perjeṛupu, whose meaning is not entirely clear.6  The corresponding pendant 
inscription on the south column praises Śri Sarvasiddhi Ācārya (which I understand as an 
honorific for Gundan or the name of his guild),7 who, besides possessing the many qualities 
already enumerated, also “averted the excommunication”8 of the craftspeople of the region.  
Moreover, as M.K. Dhavalikar has observed in his short but compelling essay on the influential 
social position of the sūtradhāri, this is the finest South Asian inscription to address a sūtradhāri 
or architect.9  The other inscriptions of any significant length are on the eastern porch of the main 
shrine.  These are shorter and contain no laudatory verses like the gateway inscriptions: one 
records the donation of lands at the village of Nareyangallu to the temple,10 and the other 
confirms covenants to the temple’s singers.11  Numerous short epigraphs, some just labels 
identifying figures in narrative sculptural tableaux, are also carved on the temple’s exterior and 
interior.  
6 Left untranslated by Fleet and S. Rajasekhara and translated as a Tamil word meaning abundance, wealth, and 
prosperity by K.V. Ramesh.   
 
7 Scholars do not agree about whether the two inscriptions, when read together, refer to a chief architect named 
Gundan who was accorded the title Sarvasiddhi Ācārya or belonged to a guild by that name, or if the temple had two 
architects one by the name Gundan and the other by the name Sarvasiddhi Ācārya, the former responsible for the 
construction of the building’s northern portion and the latter for its southern portion.  J.F. Fleet, the original 
translator of the inscriptions, Henry Cousens, the EITA, Carol Bolon, George Michell, M.K. Dhavalikar, and 
Cathleen Cummings propose a single chief architect.  Others who have written on the temples of Karnataka such as 
Gary Tartakov and Adam Hardy have not expressed an opinion on this topic.  S. Rajasekhara and S.V. Padigar 
follow K.V. Ramesh, the well-known epigraphist, who revised Fleet’s translations and proposed two architects 
instead of one.  However, since the nearby Papanatha Temple’s architect also belonged to the guild of the 
Sarvasiddhi Ācāryas and given that the term reads more like a title, I am of the opinion that we are dealing with a 
single master architect by the name Gundan, who, as I show in the chapter, was prestigious enough to merit many 
honorifics.  One further point lends credence to the idea of a single master architect: both inscriptions refer to him as 
a sūtradhāri, and I believe that a temple can have only one sūtradhāri, just as a single sūtradhāri directed a play.  
More to follow on this topic a little later on in the chapter.   
  
8 Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 165. 
 
9 M.K. Dhavalikar, “Sūtradhāra,” Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, Vo. 52, No. ¼ (1971): 217. 
 
10 Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 167; K.V. Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi (Delhi: Agam Kala Prakashan, 1985), 162. 
 
11 Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 166. 
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When scholars have considered the gateway inscriptions they have done so to establish 
one or more of the following facts: 1) the identity of the royal patron, which both inscriptions 
confirm as Vikramaditya II’s chief queen Lokamahadevi, after whom the temple and its deity 
were called Lokeśvara in the eighth century; 2) the date of the temple complex’s foundation; and 
3) the chronology of Vikramaditya II’s military incursions into the southern city Kanchipuram, 
which the epigraphs say he conquered three times.  Much ink has been spilled by one generation 
of scholars to assert the derivative nature of the Virupaksha shrine in particular and Deccan 
architecture in general, and establish the “southern,” meaning Tamil, origins of the temple’s 
formal elements.  Equally, a later generation of scholars challenged those assumptions to argue 
for a Deccan provenance for the region’s architecture.  The arguments have pivoted on the last 
phrase of the southern gateway inscription, quoted earlier, with the former group reading it as 
“architect of the southern country” and the latter as “architect of the southern side.”  Since the 
matter of Pallava or Tamil “influence” on Deccan architecture has been ably contested 
elsewhere, I will not rehearse those debates here, but highlight instead an issue that has escaped 
scholarly notice almost completely.  This is the fact that the longest and most public inscriptions 
at Pattadakal’s grandest shrine, inscribed on the eastern threshold of the sacred precinct’s 
riverfront facade, praise the complex’s architect, not its patron nor the ruling monarch, and do so 
in poetic Sanskrit.  This startling piece of evidence flouts the axiomatic notion of the premodern 
maker’s anonymity, and is more startling for the fact that it has gone unstudied except as an 
expedient for constructing political histories and chronologies.   
In the pages that follow I will unpack these inscriptions within the context of other 
epigraphic evidence from the Deccan and elsewhere.  Specifically, I will attend to their linguistic 
complexities—lexical choices, polyvalent significations, and deployment of multiple linguistic 
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registers and writing systems—to think about the professional hierarchies and social positions 
occupied by the Deccan’s builders, architects, sculptors, and other makers.   
 
The Architect as Professional Maker 
Let me return, then, to the text I quoted at the chapter’s opening.  While it may appear that the 
only concrete biographical details we can glean about our eighth-century architect are his name, 
the general time period in which he practiced, and the broad range of categories in which his 
creations fall, I believe that the text’s diction and choice of language reveal much about his place 
in contemporary society.  I have already referred to Śri Gundan as “master builder” and 
“architect,” but as I write this chapter in the National Gallery of Art’s East Building in 
Washington, DC, a structure designed by celebrated contemporary architect I.M.Pei (b. 1917), it 
is important that I interrogate my assumptions and ask whether I am projecting twentieth and 
twenty-first century conceptions of artists and architects onto the social fabric of the eighth-
century Deccan.  What do I mean when I posit Gundan as the architect of the Virupaksha Temple 
Complex?  And does this category differ from that of the builder? 
As at Pattadakal, two important lithic inscriptions confront the visitor to the building in 
which I write: the first one identifies the benefactors as Paul Mellon, Ailsa Mellon Bruce, and the 
Andrew Mellon Foundation, and the second identifies, among other individuals, I.M.Pei and 
Associates under the heading “architect.”  But here, there is a clear distinction between “builder” 
and “architect;” the former managed the mechanical, structural, material, and other technical 
aspects of erecting the building, while the architect was responsible for the creative conception 
of the structure, its “design” in contemporary parlance.  It is however difficult to arrive at the 
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same sort of distinction for the time period of this dissertation, and scholars who have written on 
the subject, myself included, tend to blur the two categories.   
I proceed from the Sanskrit noun sūtradhāri. The word appears twice in the southern 
gateway inscription and once in the northern one to describe Gundan, and literally means “the 
holder of the measuring line.”12  I follow M.K. Dhavalikar and R.N. Misra, who have explicated 
the term convincingly as master builder or chief architect.13  Both scholars have analyzed the 
epigraphic corpus extensively and pointed out the disjunction between textual representations of 
artistic professions and those reflected by the material and inscriptional records.  By contrast, 
many eminent scholars have uncritically accepted the professional categories and organization 
articulated by such art and architectural treatises (śilpa śāstras and vāstu śāstras) as the 
Mānasāra, Mayamata, Samarāṅgaṇasūtradhāra, and others.14   
Relying exclusively on texts presents many problems.  Since no art and architectural 
treatises have been discovered for the Deccan, the texts available for consultation not only 
represent the canons of other regions but are also usually temporally distant from the period of 
study.  The Mayamata and Mānasāra originate in Tamil country and have been dated to the 
period from the early ninth to the late twelfth centuries.15  The Samarāṅgaṇasūtradhāra is 
12 From Revised and Enlarged Edition of Prin. V. S. Apte's The Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Poona: 
Prasad Prakashan, 1957-59).  
 
13 See the following works: M.K. Dhavalikar, “Sūtradhāra;” R.N. Misra, Ancient Artists and Art-Activity (Simla: 
Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 1975); R.N. Misra “Artists in the Early Middle Ages;” R.N. Misra, “Ancient 
Indian Artists: Organizations in Lieu of Guilds,” in Indian Art History: Changing Perspectives, ed. Parul Pandya 
Dhar. (New Delhi: National Museum Institute, 2011), 101-110. 
 
14 See, for instance, Stella Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1976), 8-11. A more recent 
example is Himanshu Prabha Ray, “Creating Religious Identity: Archaeology of Early Temples in the Malaprabha 
River Valley,” in Archaeology and Text: The Temple in South Asia, ed. H.P Ray. (New Delhi: Oxford University 
Press, 2010), 29.  Ray refers to the Virupaksha’s architect as the assistant to the sthapati.  
 
15 Bruno Dagens, Mayamatam: Treatise of Housing, Architecture, and Iconography (New Delhi: Indira Gandhi 
National Center for the Arts and Motilal Banarsidass, 1994), xliii – xlv. 
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believed to have been written in the central Indian state Malwa by King Bhoja (r. 1010 – 1055),16 
and is therefore both spatially and temporally removed.  Even recourse to transregional Sanskrit 
texts such as the Viṣṇudharmottara Purāṇa, Bṛhat Saṁhitā, and Agni Purāṇa, widely consulted 
for indigenous views on aesthetics, insight into architectural terms, iconography, and other art-
historical issues, remains problematic for several reasons.  First, practice does not usually 
correlate with the canon, and second, like many South Asian texts, these, too, are challenging to 
date and were likely the result of accretions encompassing many centuries.  The inscriptional 
record thus remains invaluable, particularly when epigraphs are directly carved onto built 
structures, as opposed to copperplate grants, whose find spots vary and which cannot unerringly 
be tied to specific locales or their edifices.   
If we were to consult texts alone, then according to the Mānasāra the sūtradhāri 
occupied the lowest position among the four professions the text discusses, which are sthapati, 
sūtragrāhin, vardhakin, and sūtradhāri.  The text presents the sthapati as the de jure “designing 
architect” and “the foremost of the craftsmen”17 and the sūtradhāri as an assistant to the other 
three professions.  But inscriptions do not bear out the sthapati’s preeminent status nor the 
sūtradhāri’s subaltern one, for the former is rarely mentioned in epigraphs while the latter 
dominates them.18  Moreover, Dhavalikar shows that the term sūtradhāri or sūtradhāra (the two 
words are interchangeable) first appeared in the fifth century, at the Buddhist monastic complex 
 
16 Adam Hardy, “Drāviḍa Temples in the Samarāṅgaṇasūtradhāra,” South Asian Studies, 25:1 (2009): 42  
 
17 Stella Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple, 8-11. 
 
18 Misra, Ancient Artists and Art-Activity, 34. Other writers who have written about the role of the sūtradhāri even if 
in passing or as part of larger narratives are Devangana Desai, “Social Dimensions of Art in Early India,” and 





                                                                                                                                                             
Ajanta, located directly due north of Pattadakal in present-day Maharashtra state, 19 and was the 
most deployed term from then on until the Vijayanagara period (1336 – 1565 CE), 
overshadowing the other three terms known from texts.20 
R.N. Misra’s pan-Indian study of premodern artists, which relies heavily on epigraphic 
evidence, shows that the term sūtradhāri carried multiple significations and that individuals 
identified as sūtradhāri performed many functions.21  They were known as skilled engravers of 
royal records, charters, and inscriptions or supervised the engraving of such records;22 they made 
sculpture or supervised its making by śilpīs and rupakāras;23 they made temples, gateways, halls, 
step wells, victory pillars, and other edifices;24 enlarged urban centers;25 authored canonical 
works on architecture and iconography,26 and presented themselves as proficient both in the 
practice and theory of those two systems of knowledge.27  What the inscriptions illuminate is that 
the kind of professional specialization and clear division of labor indexed by the National 
Gallery’s inscriptions was not true of premodern India.  In addition, praxis ran counter to the 
professional hierarchies codified in the śilpa and vāstu śāstras.   
19 M.K. Dhavalikar, “Sri Yugadhara: A Master Architect of Ajanta,” Artibus Asiae, Vol. 31, No. 4 (1969), 301-
305+307-308: 303-304 
 
20 Dhavalikar, “Sūtradhāra,” 216. 
 
21 Misra, Ancient Artists and Art-Activity. 
 
22 Ibid., 39-43. 
 
23 Ibid., 44. 
 
24 Ibid., 46-47. 
 
25 Ibid., 58. 
 
26 Ibid., 44-45. 
 




                                                 
The Virupaksha Temple’s sūtradhāri therefore needs to be understood in relation to 
artistic practices indicating that the responsibilities and status of the subcontinent’s makers were 
fluid and context-dependent and that they had both social and professional mobility.  Consider 
that in many inscriptions sūtradhāris emerge primarily as engravers,28 but lekhakas or scribes 
also engraved29 and so did śilpīs.30  Moreover, śilpī in some contexts signified a general 
category, meaning artist or craftsperson, but in other contexts meant builder or image maker.  
Rupakāras, citrakāras, and karmins were also image makers.  Misra tracks Palhana, a single 
professional in Madhya Pradesh, in inscriptions dating from 1159 to 1178, who was able to 
progress from one trade to four others, presumably with training and experience.31  Though that 
kind of evidence does not exist for the Deccan’s image and temple makers, S. Rajasekhara’s 
scholarship on scribes demonstrates a similar professional mobility that might have been possible 
for other kinds of makers.32  Rajasekhara shows that scribes had many responsibilities, including 
composing and engraving texts, and also sometimes held high administrative posts such as the 
minister of peace and war (mahāsandhivigrahaka), routinely traveling with the king and issuing 
charters from his camp.  One Rāmapunyavallabha served as mahāsandhivigrahaka under 
Chalukya king Vinayaditya (r. 681 – 696 CE) and his successor Vijayaditya (r. 696- 733 CE).33  
28 Ibid., 41. 
 
29 Ibid., 41. 
 
30 Ibid., 43. 
 
31 Misra, “Artists in the Early Middle Ages,” 68. 
 
32 S. Rajasekhara, Early Chalukya Art at Aihole (Delhi: Vikas Publishing House, 1985), 18-27. 
 




                                                 
Chalukya inscriptions in fact reveal the names of many such key figures who served ruling kings, 
and who possibly belonged to the same family.34   
Shrinivas Padigar’s analysis suggests the heterogeneity of artist specialties and the 
prevalence of professional hierarchies in the Early Deccan.35  His study examines over a hundred 
short inscriptions recording artists’ names and epithets carved onto rock faces at Badami or 
ancient Vātāpi, located 22km west of Pattadakal in the Malaprabha valley.  Padigar comes to 
several interesting conclusions: first, he finds the repetition of identical names at more than one 
architectural site, in the vicinity of Badami’s four famous rock-cut temples and in the proximity 
of the north fort, suggesting that the same artists worked on multiple commissions; second, he 
notes the occurrence of at least three different suffixes denoting professional class: kalluṭṭi 
meaning stonecutter or sculptor; oja also meaning sculptor, and ovaja meaning architect.36   
Evidence from the Andhra part of the Deccan suggests the geographical mobility of 
makers, a hierarchical organization as well as flexibility in the kinds of architectural 
commissions they were engaged in.  A single title, Śri Utpattipiḍugu, has been inscribed on 
constructed and rock-cut temples and on a boulder at close to ten locations spread across the 
Krishna-Tungabhadra river valleys. 37  Written in Telugu-Kannada script, the text is remarkable 
34 Ibid., 26. 
 
35 Shrinivas V. Padigar, “Craftsmen’s Inscriptions from Bādāmi: Their Significance,” in Ellora Caves: Sculptures 
and Architecture, eds. Ratan Parimoo et al. (Delhi: Books & Books, 1988), 398-405. 
 
36 Padigar, “Craftsmen’s Inscriptions,” 399. 
 
37 I have been able to locate and verify the inscription at Kadamara Kalava, Satyavolu, and at the Sangameshvara 
Temple (formerly at Kudaveli and now relocated to Alampur).  Unfortunately, I have been unable to travel to the 
other locations at which the inscription is reported found.  Moreover, the scholarship produces an inconsistent list of 
locations and does not mention the Sangameshvara’s inscription (with the exception of Bruno Dagens). According 
to S.V. Soundara Rajan the inscription is seen at the Akkanna-Madanna, Bhokardan, Mogalarajapuram, and 
Undavalli caves, and at Satyavolu. See Cave Temples of the Deccan (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 
1981), 248.  Mukunda Rao gives the following list of occurrences: Akkanna-Madanna, Satyavolu, Pratakota, 
Satanikota, Mahanandi, Alampur, and Undrukonda. See N. Mukunda Rao, “Sri Utpattipidugu,” in Indian 
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for combining the Sanskrit for creation or birth (utpatti) with the Telugu for thunder or 
thunderbolt (piḍugu), and could thus be understood as meaning the thunderbolt of/for making.38  
It is possible to read the title as the name of an individual, an honorific, or as the sign of a 
professional organization of temple or image makers.   
Similarly, based on epigraphs inscribed on, or associated with, architectural structures, 
both Misra and Dhavalikar see the sūtradhāri as an individual of a high professional standing 
with the responsibility for the design of the structures and the supervision of a broad class of 
workers and craftspeople involved in the erection and ornamentation of those edifices.  The two 
scholars invoke Sanskrit drama, where the sūtradhāri was a key personage, to reinforce the 
supervisory role of the sūtradhāri in the building trade.39  In the Sanskrit play, the sūtradhāri 
denoted the stage or story manager; he welcomed the audience, introduced the author and the 
play, announced important actions, and gave stage directions.  He was a mover and shaker who 
directed outcomes outside the main narrative action of the play.  The early seventh century 
biography of King Harṣavardhana of Kanauj (606 – 647 CE), the Harṣacarita, a composition of 
poet Bāṇa (c. 600 - 650 CE), supports this view, for the text opens with a stanza illustrating both 
meanings of sūtradhāri: as stage manager and architect of many-storied temples.  
Bhasa gained as much splendor by his plays with introductions spoken by the manager 
(sūtradhāra), full of various characters and furnished with startling episodes as he would 
Archaeological Heritage: Shri K.V. Soundara Rajan Festschrift, Vol. I., eds. C. Margabandhu et al. (Delhi: Agam 
Kala Prakashan, 1991), 323-326.  Finally, E. Siva Nagi Reddy locates the epigraph at Akkanna-Madanna Caves, 
Satyavolu, Pratakota, Satanikota, Mahanandi, Undrukonda, Alampur, and Regonda.  See E. Siva Nagi Reddy, 
Evolution of Building Technology (Delhi: Bharatiya Kala Prakashan, 1998), 315-317. 
 
38 I have adapted the suggestion as well as the translation of the compound from those offered by Mukunda Rao.  An 
opposing view, though not developed, is offered by Soundara Rajan, who calls the text a “pilgrim label.”  See Rajan, 
Cave Temples, 40. 
 




                                                                                                                                                             
have done by the erection of temples created by architects (sūtradhāra), adorned with 
several stories and decorated with banners.40 
 
One more word that appears in both gateway inscriptions supports the idea that Gundan was the 
complex’s most senior maker: the Sanskrit ācārya.  Gundan is called simply ācārya, tribhuvana 
ācārya (the maker of the three worlds), and belonged to a guild of ācāryas called the Sarvasiddhi 
Ācārya.  The word’s dictionary definition is “preceptor” or “venerable one,” but we can also rely 
on textual formulations for further insight.  Daud Ali cites the Arthaśāstra and proposes “royal 
preceptor”41 while Stella Kramrisch suggests “architect-priest.”42  
While the textual and inscriptional evidence suggests that the sūtradhāri was the creator 
of temples and other built structures and also oversaw their construction, it is unclear whether the 
contemporary distinction between builder and architect was de rigueur in medieval India.  I will 
thus continue to employ the two categories interchangeably to reflect their flexibility as well as 
the conflation of their attendant responsibilities in the period of interest here.  In addition, 
adopting the term “maker” avoids imposing western and/or contemporary conceptions of artists 
onto premodern India while at the same time attempting to recuperate an indigenous category.   
The verb “to make” appears in some form or the other in inscriptions that refer to the 
Deccan’s creators, of buildings, built structures, and images.  The Old Kannada verb māḍida, 
“made,” occurs in both gateway inscriptions to say that sūtradhāri Gundan made the temple of 
Queen Lokamahadevi.  The only other inscription at Pattadakal that mentions an architect by 
name calls him māḍidor, Kannada for maker, not the Sanskrit sūtradhāri.  The Sanskrit kṛta, past 
40 As quoted in M.K. Dhavalikar, “Sūtradhāra,” 219.   
 
41 Daud Ali, Courtly Culture and Political Life in Early Medieval India (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 44. 
 
42 Stella Kramrisch, “Artist, Patron, and Public in India,” Far Eastern Quarterly, Vol. 15, No. 3 (May 1956): 337. 
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participle of the root verb √kṛ, to make, is ubiquitous in the South Asian inscriptional record to 
identify different kinds of makers.  Various short inscriptions employ kṛta to name image makers 
at Pattadakal.  We know, for instance, that a striking door guardian figure in the Virupaksha 
Temple’s south porch was “made by” Baladeva: Baladeva kṛta.43 (fig. 2.6)  Three short 
inscriptions on a sandstone gateway (toraṇa) at Ittagi also employ kṛta to give the names of three 
individuals who were presumably involved in the making of the gateway or its sculptural 
images.44  An Alampur inscription uses it to refer to the making of an enclosure wall (prākāra 
bandha) to surround the main temple cluster at that city.45 
The list of creations attributed to the Virupaksha Temple Complex’s sūtradhāri is 
without precedent, and analyzing their typologies reveals a further professional dimension.  John 
Faithful Fleet, the first scholar to translate the Virupaksha’s epigraphs in 1881, gives Gundan’s 
expertise in the following impressive and wide ranging list of creations: palaces (prāsāda), 
houses (vāstu), vehicles, seats, and couches (āsana śayana).  A comparable inscription about a 
Deccan sūtradhāri and his professional achievements is the twelfth century Holal inscription, 
from the Amrtesvara Temple, also in Karnataka.  There, sūtradhāri Bammoja boasts of his 
expertise in sixty-four arts (kalā), sixty-four types of buildings (prāsāda), and four different 
architectural systems.46  This sūtradhāri compares himself, albeit formulaically, to the heavenly 
architect Viśvakarma and attests to his tutelage under Panoja, presumably another sūtradhāri. 
43 For the inscription see M.S. Nagaraja Rao, “Sculptures and Paintings of the Badami Chalukyas,” in The 
Chalukyas of Badami: Seminar Papers, ed. M.S. Nagaraja Rao. (Bangalore: The Mythic Society, 1978), 307. 
 
44 Ibid., 311. 
 
45 See G.S. Gai, “Alampur Inscription of Chalukya Vijayaditya, Saka 635 and 636,” EI, Vol. XXXV (1963-64): 123. 
  
46 M.A. Dhaky, The Indian Temple Forms in Karṇāṭa Inscriptions and Architecture (New Delhi: Abhinav 




                                                 
Applying additional pressure on the creative categories in the Virupaksha inscription 
should reveal their full lexical richness.  Fleet and K.V. Ramesh, the noted twentieth century 
epigraphist who has provided many correctives to early translations, have translated the Sanskrit 
noun prāsāda simply as “palace,” but it is useful to consider Ananda Coomaraswamy’s essay on 
the subject and his finding that the word is multivalent, blurring the line between courtly and 
sacred realms that contemporary readers may have imposed. 47  Prāsāda, Coomaraswamy shows, 
designates a mansion, palace, or other multi-storied “pretentious dwelling,” but equally signifies 
a temple or monastery. 48  I would suggest that the Sanskrit verse on the Virupaksha’s gateway 
invites us to recognize Gundan’s expertise in the design of a broad range of building types that 
occupy many realms: aristocratic or kingly, where prāsāda is an elite household or residence; 
sacred, where the prāsāda is a god-house; and urban or mercantile, where the prāsāda might be 
the dwelling of a wealthy merchant.   
The conflation of sacred and secular, if we wish to employ that oft-instantiated 
dichotomy, may also be applied to the nouns that designate the furnishings or accouterments of a 
prāsāda: āsana and śayana.  Again, these words would be equally at home in an elite or urban 
household or in one devoted to a god, signifying thrones, seats, and reclining couches for the 
chambers of a courtier, king, or noble, or for the prāsāda’s resident deity.  Taking vāstu to 
encompass “architecture,” the “science of architecture,” or “the built environment” more 
generally, rather than the humble “houses” Fleet and Ramesh adopt, also highlights the vastness 
of Gundan’s knowledge, which, I argue, is in keeping with the overall intent of the inscription.    
47 Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, “Early Indian Architecture: Palaces,” in Essays in Early Indian Architecture, ed. 
Michael Meister. (New Delhi: Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, 1992), 33-69. 
  
48 Ibid., 33.  
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Finally, the inscription represents Gundan not only as a maker of buildings and their 
furnishings but also possibly of urban spaces, as understood by the expression aneka pura 
pitāmahan: maker of many cities.  Does this mean that Gundan was responsible for designing or 
planning Pattadakal and other Deccan urban centers in addition to the making of such complex 
structures as the Virupaksha Temple Complex?  If he made the largest and most prestigious 
shrine complex at Pattadakal, then urban planning does not seem outside the realm of possibility.  
In fact, Pattadakal is typically understood in the scholarship as a capital city or coronation capital 
of the Badami Chalukya kings (543 – 757 CE).49 
However, this understanding rests almost entirely on epigraphic evidence and, absent 
archaeological evidence, we have to ask to what extent Pattadakal was a city, a capital, or for that 
matter, a capital city.  B.D. Chattopadhyaya has rightly argued that the process of urbanization 
and the nature, character, and extent of urban settlements in early medieval India are poorly 
understood.50  Chattopadhyaya cautions against relying exclusively on place names and terms 
such as pura and nagara, gleaned from epigraphs, and unsupported by archaeological and other 
material evidence, to establish the presence or extent of urban spaces and to distinguish them 
from their putative polar opposites, namely, rural spaces, or grāma.  Nonetheless, Pattadakal 
49  John Faithful Fleet was the first scholar to propose that Pattadakal was a place of coronation for Chalukya kings, 
based on the etymology of Pattadakal and its ancient name Pattada Kisuvolal.  He translates Pattada as “of the 
(royal) fillet or turban;” in other words “of the crown” or “of the anointing (of the king).”  For the modern place 
name Pattadakal, he suggests “the stone of the anointing.”  See IA, Vol. X, 162-163.  Though Fleet is careful to 
situate Pattadakal as “not a capital city, but a place of considerable importance,” scholars who followed suit present 
Pattadakal as some kind of capital.  Some noteworthy examples are: Gary Tarr (now Tartakov), “The Architecture of 
the Early Western Chalukyas” (PhD Diss., University of California Los Angeles, 1969), 17, names Pattadakal one of 
the “major capitals” of the Chalukya dynasty. EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 7, designates Pattadakal a “nuclear Chalukya city.” 
 
50 B.D. Chattopadhyaya, “Urban Centers in Early Medieval India: An Overview,” in The Making of Early Medieval 




                                                 
possesses some of the criteria Chattopadhyaya cites as essential for the process of urbanization in 
early medieval India, a period which he and other historians define as spanning 600 – 1200 CE.51   
Pattadakal emerged as an important ritual center between the late seventh to the mid-
eighth century, with the building of a high concentration of sacred spaces during that period in 
the enduring medium of sandstone; the place surely retained its ceremonial significance well 
afterwards as seen by continued building and epigraphic activity even after the decline of 
Badami Chalukya power in 757 CE.  Along with the nearby religious centers at Badami, Aihole, 
and Mahakuta, Pattadakal must have been a stopping place for pilgrim networks in the 
Malaprabha river valley (fig. 2.7).  Finally, of the nine significant shrines at the site, three have 
established links to the ruling elites of the region, and inscriptions show these shrines mobilizing 
the agrarian resources of surrounding rural spaces for their upkeep, thus ensuring the movement 
of goods towards Pattadakal, and quite possibly their redistribution and recirculation.  Pattadakal 
was therefore at least a modest-sized regional nodal point in keeping with Chattopadhyaya’s 
findings about urban spaces in the early medieval period.52  
In light of these arguments, I present the following amended list of Gundan’s creations: 
urban spaces, multi-storied dwellings (in the broadest sense of the term dwelling), vehicles, 




51 Ibid., 168. 
52 Chattopadhyaya finds, quite significantly, that early medieval urban centers were nuclei of exchange in regional 
contexts of modest dimensions, whereas those of the early historical period (300 BCE - 600CE) operated as 




                                                 
The Architect as a Courtly Individual or Nāgaraka 
Inscriptions also demonstrate the high social status of sūtradhāris.  They were connected to 
royalty or other elite individuals as the inscription at the Virupaksha Temple Complex itself 
attests, for Gundan shares the same space with the ruling monarch and his chief queen.  
Sūtradhāris could hail from elite families and were sometimes officers of state or related to such 
officers;53 one inscription even refers to the “king’s own sūtradhāri.”54  Moreover, the 
Virupaksha Temple Complex’s sūtradhāri is represented as a member of the courtly class.  He is 
described as having a high moral character and possessing all virtues, that is, for being sakala 
guṇāśraya.  Chalukya king Pulakesin II (r. 608/609-642 CE) is described in almost exactly the 
same terms in his Chiplun plates: he is sarva sadguṇāśraya, literally the “home of all good 
qualities.”55  Daud Ali’s extensive analysis of the inscriptional corpus of the first millennium 
finds that:  
Inscriptional eulogies routinely commend the virtuousness of kings, royal families, 
queens and dependents with phrases like ‘abode of royal virtues,’ ‘having virtues 
extending to the four ends of the Earth,’ ‘having an overflow of a multitude of virtues’ 
and ‘possessing ever expanding circles of virtues.’  Gupta and post-Gupta inscriptions 
contain hundreds of variations on this theme – the possession of ‘good qualities’ by 
members of the court.56   
 
I would suggest, then, that Gundan has been presented as or like a man of the court, a nāgaraka, 
the public celebration of whose character would indicate that he is part of the “ethicized 
worldview”57 of the medieval Indian court, to adopt one of Ali’s formulations.  This moral 
53 Dhavalikar, “Sūtradhāra,” 304, 307. 
 
54 Misra, Ancient Artists and Art-Activity, 57. 
 
55 See John F. Fleet, “Chiplun Copper-Plate Grant of Pulakesin II,” EI, Vol. III (1894-95): 51, first plate. 
 
56 See Ali, Courtly Culture, 89-90. 
 
57 Ibid., 93. 
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system enjoined members of the court to retain strict control over doṣas or faults and judiciously 
manage virtues (guṇas), for a doṣa when appropriately harnessed could become a virtue, and a 
virtue when unethically applied could become a fault.58  Though the inscription itself does not 
spell out the virtues that Gundan possessed, Ali finds that the repertoire of good qualities that 
members of court valorized include prudence, modesty, generosity, mercy, cleverness, 
politeness, tenacity, resolve, energy, valor, truthfulness, intelligence, wisdom, charm, beauty, and 
eloquence.59   
The Virupaksha inscription makes explicit mention of the last item in the list, for Gundan 
is said to possess excellence or fineness in conversation.  Ali’s analysis of a wide range of 
Sanskrit sumptuary manuals, texts, treatises, and inscriptions has shown that South Asian courtly 
culture expected males to possess, and lauded them for, their facility in linguistic registers 
unavailable to women, children, monks, mendicants, and other “low people.”60  If beautiful 
dress, fine fabrics, jewelry, flowers, unguents, and perfumes were considered the body’s 
necessary ornaments (alaṁkāra)—completing it, and literally making it sufficient61—then 
refined speech and the ability to adorn that speech, in contradistinction to deploying “natural 
speech,” was one of the necessary moral virtues that separated courtly men from other classes of 
 
58 Ibid., 94. 
 
59 Ibid., 96.  For the sake of readability, I have chosen not to give the Sanskrit equivalents which Ali provides in his 
original. 
 
60 Ibid., 170-172. 
 




                                                                                                                                                             
people.  “The oral-literary culture of the court,” Ali argues, “laid tremendous value on speaking 
beautifully.”62  
Two Sanskrit terms associated with courtly men and used in connection with Śri Gundan 
reinforce the importance of alaṁkāra or ornament as the lens through which courtly men and 
women saw themselves and others within their milieu.  The words are cūḍāmaṇi, meaning 
“crest-jewel, which also appears in royal inscriptional records,63 and maṇimakuṭa, a Sanskrit 
Karmadhāraya compound of the nouns, maṇi, meaning gem, pearl, or jewel, and makuṭam, 
meaning crown.  It is well known that kings and male courtiers wore a variety of adornments for 
the head and body including crowns, necklaces, finger rings, armbands, and jeweled waistbands.  
But the conceit of the Virupāksha’s inscription is that Śri Gundan’s artistic productions—his 
buildings and their furnishings and furbishments—were his adornments: his jeweled crown and 
crest-jewel.  Once again, this kind of figurative language, as Ali and others have shown, was 
employed regularly in royal epigraphs, to praise a royal house, its titulary god or gods, the ruling 
monarch, and his ancestors.  Consider this excerpt from the Modlimb plates of Pulakesin II 
which begins with the following verse (in Sanskrit) praising the beauty and adornments of the 
Varaha incarnation of the god Vishnu: 
Victorious is Varāha whose complexion is like the blue lotus and the cloud-filled sky, 
whose neck is adorned with a garland made of glittering precious stones, whose waist is 
encircled with a shining belt like the cloud covered with lightning, and whose face is 
covered with sweat from the burden of carrying the earth, like the cloud which emanates 
water when it is confronted with a mountain.64   
 
62 Ali, Courtly Culture, 174. 
 
63 Ibid., 35. 
 




                                                 
The composer of the text may have resorted to similes, a string of likes, but it is as if Varaha’s 
adornments are the natural elements themselves, lotuses, clouds, rain, and most importantly, the 
earth, whom he bears up from the cosmic oceans as Vishnu’s boar incarnation, who, as the 
Chalukya rulers’ tutelary deity appears as a seal on their copperplate grants and in relief panels in 
the shrines and temples of the Deccan.  This kind of imagery is also de rigueur in epigraphs that 
praise the ruling monarch and his illustrious genealogy.  Inscriptions refer to Pulakesin II, for 
instance, as the ornament of the Chalukya family (chalukyanām kulam alaṁkariṣnoḥ65 or 
chalukya kula tilakaḥ66) and the entire family is described in the poetic inscription inscribed on a 
stele at Aihole’s Meguti Temple (634/635 CE) as “jewels among men” and the “ornaments of the 
earth.”67  
While the literary tropes examined so far place Gundan squarely among the good and 
virtuous people of the medieval court, other choices of diction place him in the realm of the 
gods.  Cūḍāmaṇi, for instance, is also an epithet for the god Shiva to whose worship the 
magnificent Virupaksha temple is dedicated.  It means “having the moon for his crest,” and can 
refer equally to the celestial moon, the god’s crest.68  The primary meaning of pitāmaha, on the 
other hand, is paternal grandfather, but it is also a moniker of the creator god Brahma.69  I have 
translated the word as “maker,” while John Faithful Fleet, the first scholar to translate these 
inscriptions, has tellingly left the word un-translated, allowing for a polyvalent reading of the 
65 See, for instance, Vikramaditya I’s Talamanchi Plates, EI, Vol. 9 (1907-08): 100; his Velnalli grant, CPIAPGM 
(Hyderabad: Government of Andhra Pradesh, 1962), 52; and his Iparumkal grant, CPIAPGM, 56.  This becomes a 
standard way of describing Pulakesin II in the Chalukyas’ praśastis.  
  
66 See the Chiplun plates of Pulakesin II, EI, Vol. III, 51. 
 
67 See J.F. Fleet, “Sanskrit and Old-Canarese Inscriptions,” IA, Vol. VIII (1879), 237-245. 
 





                                                 
original Sanskrit.  Lastly, the north inscription tells us that the architect has been honored by the 
title “the maker of the three worlds,” tribhuvanācārya, which is yet another appellation for 
Brahma as well as an allusion to the heavenly architect Viśvakarma.   
The preceding pages have thus examined ways in which the sūtradhāri of the Virupaksha 
temple complex has been represented according to the ethical and cultural values of the medieval 
Indian court.  He was a good man, a virtuous man, a man whose linguistic facilities placed him 
in the realm of the learned and courtly, and a man ornamented by the heterogeneous body of his 
artistic productions.  In addition, the suggestive possibilities of Sanskrit (dhvani) and the 
multiple meanings afforded by its richly complex lexicon allow the text to also compare the man 
to the various gods of the Brahmanical pantheon.   
 
Makers by Many Names 
I now wish to turn from the gateway inscription’s diction to its choice of language.  Noteworthy 
about the larger epigraph within which the segment about the sūtradhāri appears is its 
bilingualism, a feature that has generated little interest in the scholarship.  It is not bilingual in 
the sense that the identical text is repeated in two different languages, but in the sense that the 
very same inscription combines both Sanskrit and Old Kannada.  Though the inscription 
consistently employs Telugu-Kannada characters throughout, the portion which identifies the 
temple’s patron and the presiding monarch is in Kannada, while the part quoted above, reserved 
for praising the temple complex’s architect, is composed in Sanskrit.70   





                                                 
Sheldon Pollock’s work places the linguistic “diglossia” or “hyperglossia” observed at 
Pattadakal and elsewhere in the Deccan within the ambit of broader South Asian cultural 
processes.  Pollock argues for a “linguistic division of labor” between Sanskrit and the regional 
languages in the inscriptional corpus of South and Southeast Asia between 300 CE and 1300 CE, 
a geographical and temporal sphere Pollock has seductively termed the “Sanskrit cosmopolis.” 71  
In and during the “space-time” of this “Sanskrit cosmopolis,” Pollock believes that Sanskrit left 
its erstwhile sacerdotal and scholastic realms and entered the language of political expression, 
replacing Prakrit in political praise poems or praśastis.  Even when a praśasti, publicly displayed 
in lithic form or engraved onto copperplates, was composed both in Sanskrit and one of the local 
languages, it was only Sanskrit, according to Pollock, that worked expressively, performatively, 
and aesthetically.  The vernaculars, whether Kannada or Khmer, at Pattadakal or Angkor Wat, 
were limited to the mundane, practical, and documentary portions of the inscription.   
A typical inscription commences with a genealogy and praise poem of the overlord who 
issues the document, followed by the details of the transaction the inscription is meant to 
record (the boundaries of the gifted land, the conditions of a temple endowment, and the 
like).  When used at all vernacular language is restricted to the second or business portion 
of the grant, and thus to counting, measuring, and above all localizing.  The literary 
function—whereby power constructed for itself its origins, grandeur, beauty, perdurance, 
and which can perhaps therefore be characterized as the function of interpreting the world 
and supplementing reality—was the work exclusively of Sanskrit poetry.72 
 
During the period of study that is at stake in this dissertation Pollock shows that only 30% of 
surviving inscriptions were issued either wholly or partly in Kannada,73 and that for the first five 
71 See Sheldon Pollock, “The Sanskrit Cosmopolis,” in Ideology and Status of Sanskrit: Contributions to the History 
of the Sanskrit Language, ed. Jan E.M. Houben. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996), 197-248. 
 
72 Sheldon Pollock, “The Cosmopolitan Vernacular,” The Journal of Asian Studies, Vol. 57, No. 1 (Feb. 1998): 11.  
 
73 See Pollock, “The Sanskrit Cosmopolis,” 215, although he characterizes his findings in purely dynastic terms and 
compares the inscriptional corpus of the Badami Chalukyas (ca. 543 – 757 CE) to that of the Rastrakutas (741 – 819 
CE) and the Kalyani Chalukyas (ca. 960 – 1200 CE). 
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hundred years of its tenure in the inscriptional corpus, Kannada’s work was “unwaveringly 
documentary.”74  Richard Salomon’s broad-ranging scholarship on South Asian epigraphy also 
comes to the same conclusions: besides noting that inscriptions combining Sanskrit and one of 
the Dravidian languages begin to appear around the sixth century, Salomon writes that the text is 
“divided on functional grounds between the languages concerned,” with the invocatory and 
genealogical portions of the inscription being in Sanskrit and the “functional” portions in the 
other language.75   
How, then, do we interpret the negotiations, in the gateway inscriptions of the Virupaksha 
Temple Complex, between Kannada, the local language, the vernacular of the realm 
(deśabhāṣa), and Sanskrit, the translocal, transregional, literary, and cosmopolitan language?  
Who were the intended audiences of the texts and were the multiple linguistic registers within 
the texts pitched at separate audiences?  Can we rightly say, following Pollock, that the gateway 
inscriptions spoke to, or fall within, at least two different discursive domains?   
One important distinction needs to be made straightway: the two gateway inscriptions at 
Pattadakal are by no means praśastis; they are not political praise poems, which attain a standard 
form by the reign of Chalukya Vikramditya I (r. 655-681 CE), repeating the same structural ways 
of narrating the biography of the Badami Chalukya ruling house till the end of their tenure in 757 
CE.76  The gateway epigraphs do not begin with an invocation of the gods, no genealogy of the 
ruling monarch follows, nor a concluding imprecatory verse; most importantly, they do not 
 
74 Ibid., 215. 
 
75 Richard Salomon, Indian Epigraphy: A Guide to the Study of Inscriptions in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and the Other Indo-
Aryan Languages (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 109. 
 
76 Sheldon Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men: Sanskrit, Culture, and Power in Premodern 




                                                                                                                                                             
record a donation, temple foundation, tax benefit, or other business transaction.77  They are 
nonetheless praise-poems.  They are publicly displayed texts in a permanent medium, but rather 
than being literary self-representations of a monarch and the ruling dynasty to which he belongs, 
at least one of them is a literary self-representation of the temple’s chief architect.   
Indeed, these inscriptions and a few others from the Deccan allow us to broaden the 
overarching political discursive realm that Pollock charts for Sanskrit in South Asian epigraphy, 
to include other kinds of literary expression.  If “the language of the gods” entered “the world of 
men,” it did so to participate in and redefine not simply the aesthetics of politics, as Pollock 
argues, but also to allow aesthetic and literary expression for other prominent individuals, most 
particularly architects, who, it seemed, wished to be perceived as courtly men and as individuals 
who could create a diverse range of monuments and objects.  Śri Gundan is likened to elite men 
such as kings and nāgarakas and to the gods Shiva and Brahma, who are the ultimate cosmic 
makers. 
An inscription from Aihole lends further credence to the argument that architects and 
builders merited the kind of literary attention that Pollock reserves for political elites and that the 
phenomenon was not isolated to the Virupaksha Temple Complex, which was undoubtedly the 
royal temple par excellence at Pattadakal.  If we travel approximately 14km northeast along the 
Malaprabha river to Aihole to consider an inscription at the Huccapayya Temple (ca. 730 CE) 
77 The primary rudiments of praśastis as defined by Pollock in The Language of the Gods, 119-120. 
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(fig. 2.8),78 we find the exemplary use of Sanskrit to laud the skills of another Early Deccan 
architect:79   
Svasti Jambudvīpāntare kaścit 
vāstu prāsāda tadgataḥ 
Narasobba samo vidvān 
na bhuto na bhaviṣyati80 
 
Hail!  There has not been, and there shall not be, in Jambudvīpa, any wise man, proficient 
(in the art of building) houses and temples, equal to Narasobba.81 
 
Though short, this is by no means a purely documentary or communicative text, for 
architect Narasobba’s virtues are being sung in Sanskrit: he is a learned man, an educated man, a 
vidvān the likes of whom there has never been, nor shall there be in all of Jambudvīpa.  In 
Bāṇa’s Sanskrit drama Kādambari, courtly men (nāgarakas) are urged to associate with “good 
people,” particularly those who were learned and older, that is, vidvān and vridhha.82  Thus, once 
again, an architect is represented as a virtuous individual.  Additionally, much vaster and far 
more poetic and mythic territorial claims are being made for Narasobba, as Jambudvīpa or the 
Island of the Roseapple Tree is the entire cosmos in Brahmanical, Buddhist, and Jaina 
understandings of the world, of which India is but a part.83  By contrast, the Pattadakal 
inscriptions represent Gundan as the builder of a much smaller realm, the ṭenkaṇa diśa, 
78 Date for the temple as suggested by Carol Bolon in the EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 309. 
 
79 Indicative of the scant attention paid to architects and the language and diction used to describe them is the 
misidentification by the EITA of the language of the inscription as Kannada instead of Sanskrit.  See EITA, vol. 2, pt. 
1, 309. 
 




82 Ali, Courtly Culture, 88. 
 





                                                 
translated generally as either “the southern country” or the southern portion of the Virupaksha 
shrine.  The last line of the Aihole poem—and I self-consciously adopt the word poem and wish 
to call attention to this text as a poem—exults in the alliteration of va, na, and bha sounds.   
One more inscription about Narasobba, which is carved onto a boulder outside the Jaina 
rock-cut temple Meena Basadi at Aihole, provides additional representations of his character and 
accomplishments. 84  Here, he is not only lauded for his shining virtue (guṇa ravi), but his 
professional accomplishment seems to include proficiency in theory and aesthetic discernment, 
for he is described as śāstra maheśvaran, the paramount lord of textual learning, and vimāna 
rañjitan, delighted by/in temples and palaces.  Once more the language that is called into service 
is Sanskrit, not Kannada.  
A last contemporaneous lithic epigraph from Pattadakal suggests that the temple makers 
of the early medieval Deccan were not all equal.  An inscription on the Papanatha Temple (fig. 
2.9), located on the same riverbank a few hundred yards south of the Virupaksha, identifies the 
former structure’s builder as Revaḍi Ovajja.  S.V. Padigar’s research on artists’s signatures at 
nearby Badami shows that the surname ovaja or ovajja meant architect or builder.85  The 
inscription also gives us Ovajja’s lineage: he was the grandson of Silemudda, and belonged to 
the same guild of Sarvasiddhi Ācāryas to which Gundan belonged.  The similarities, however, 
end there.  Whereas the Sanskrit phrases describing Gundan are literary and use the figurative 
possibilities and linguistic wordplay characteristic of Sanskrit poetry, the Papanatha inscription is 
short, documentary, non-literary, and written in Kannada.  If Gundan is described as a sūtradhāri 
84 See Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 265-6, for the full inscription, though translations of the compounds are 
my own.  
 




                                                 
and ācārya and likened to earthly sophisticates and gods, Revaḍi Ovajja is denoted by the 
simpler Kannada word māḍidor,86 meaning maker.  Although both creators are hailed as “makers 
of the southern direction,” Gundan is identified as a sūtradhāri, a Sanskrit professional term 
which seemed to carry both a regional and a transregional cachet, and which is in keeping with 
the stature of one responsible for Pattadakal’s grandest and most celebrated construction.  That 
Ovajja’s name and genealogy have come down to us at all suggests that he, too, must have been 
an important figure, but was possibly a lesser maker than Gundan, as reflected by the use of the 
seemingly less prestigious professional designation māḍidor.  Clearly, architects enjoyed a status 
in the Early Deccan that has hitherto gone both unnoticed and unreported in the scholarship. 
 
Makers and Visual Signs 
As important as the expressive use of Sanskrit are visual ways of communicating the status of 
makers as well as the interrelationships between ways of showing and ways of saying.  To be 
sure, the location of the Pattadakal and Aihole epigraphs and the sandstone medium on which 
they were carved signal them as public and permanent documents; but other aspects of their 
visuality, such as their juxtaposition with liturgically potent sculpted imagery and their position 
along the eastern approach to the sanctum, also work in concert with the written word, and it is to 
this aspect I will now turn.  
The Narasobba epigraph is inscribed on a porch pillar of the Huccapayya temple in a 
liminal zone between mundane and sacred space (fig. 2.10).  Relatively simple in plan, the east-
facing Huccapayya is organized into a porch leading to a pillared hall and sanctum.  The open 
porch is provided with balcony seating between two free-standing columns in the front and two 
86 Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 170. 
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engaged columns at the back.  Standing loving couples (mithunas) are carved on the east face of 
the front columns (figs. 2.11-12) while door guardian figures (dvārapālas) are sculpted on the 
same face of the engaged columns (figs. 2.13-14).  Mithuna couples and door guardians are 
canonical iconographic features of Indian sacred spaces regardless of religious affiliation.  Since 
the former signified prosperity and wellbeing, they were considered auspicious emblems and 
probably functioned apotropaically; whereas guardians, of ferocious mien and armed with 
weapons, symbolically protect thresholds along axes of circulation.   
A devotee approaches the Huccapayya from the east and follows the central east-west 
axis to the sanctum.  She first encounters the loving couples at the entrance to the porch; after 
traversing the porch to the doorway of the pillared hall she engages with the figures standing 
guard there.  It is at this latter threshold that she would see the inscription praising Narasobba.  
On the north side of the left engaged column, the text faces the devotee as she is poised to enter 
the temple’s darkened interior (figs. 2.15-16).  No representational imagery appears on this face 
further heightening the inscription’s visibility and import.  Almost at eye level, the inscription 
asks to be “read.”  This reading, however, need not be limited to the purely discursive domain, 
for, arguably, the Sanskrit text would have been legible only to elite males and the priestly class.  
The presence of inscribed script in a space otherwise dominated by figurative, vegetal, 
geometric, and other kinds of imagery would itself carry a primary level of signification.  
Additional signifying elements are provided by the location of the text and its pairing with 
imagery such as guardian figures, wealth deities (which also flank the entrance of the porch), and 
guardian figures.  
At Pattadakal, many of the same visual elements communicate the prestige of the 
Virupaksha Complex’s maker.  There, too, the inscriptions appear along the sacred precinct’s 
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east-west axis and on the eastern elevation of a structure (the gateway) that provides access to 
sacred space (fig. 2.17).  Moreover, the text, as at Aihole, is auspiciously paired with mithuna 
couples.  There are, however, variations; for here, guardian figures are absent from the gateway 
building, and the inscriptions, which are carved onto a roundel and square block, are positioned 
above the sculpted couples (figs. 2.18-19).  The Aihole inscription is associated with the very 
same roundel and square shape, but at Pattadakal, the inscriptions are on the front or east façade 
of the engaged columns rather than on their sides.  One more element distinguishes the 
Pattadakal inscriptions from the Aihole epigraph: Pattadakal juxtaposes the architect’s name with 
that of the patron and the ruling monarch, while we are in the dark about a patron at Aihole.  
Despite these differences, both texts communicate the authority and standing of Early Deccan 
temple makers in ways that transcend pure textuality and Sanskrit poetics.  
Returning to the “Utpattipiḍugu” inscription, which I introduced earlier as possibly 
identifying a maker in Andhra or his guild, provides further evidence that makers were 
represented textually and visually, and that the two modes depended on one another to 
communicate meaning.  Significantly, at four places in the Krishna-Tungabhadra valley, the 
written sign “Utpattipiḍugu” is accompanied by a visual image carved in low relief. 87  One such 
example is at the temple cluster at Satyavolu, in the interior of the central Rāmalingeśvara 
Temple (690-696 CE).88  The Rāmalingeśvara, the largest in a cluster of seven modest-sized 
shrines and numerous miniature buildings, is palimpsestic: the oldest part of the building, a 
sanctum preceded by an antechamber and rectangular pillared hall, dates to the seventh century; 
87 Mukunda Rao, “Sri Utpattipidugu,” 324.  The sites where the line drawing is found are given as: Akkanna-
Madanna Caves, Satyavolu, Pratakota, and Undrukonda.   
 




                                                 
a more spacious pillared hall accessed by porches on the east and north and dating from the 
Vijayanagara period encloses and incorporates the older pillared hall (fig. 2.20). 89  The image 
and accompanying inscription have been carved on a pillar in the seventh-century hall (fig. 2.21).  
This hall is divided into three aisles and three bays by four pillars; together, image and 
inscription appear on the front left pillar, on the aspect facing the devotee, along the approach to 
the sanctum.  The image is a line drawing resembling a baseball bat standing upright on the 
narrow end; the bat’s bulbous part has an axe head projecting from one side and a sharp finial on 
the crown (fig. 2.22).  The epigraph, in 7th century Telugu-Kannada characters, is carved above 
the image (fig. 2.23).  
How do these signs work individually and what work do they do together?  E.H. 
Gombrich has argued that an image requires three elements to be read (or interpreted) correctly: 
code, caption, and context.90  “Jointly,” he says, “the media of word and image increase the 
probability of a correct reconstruction.”91  Even if we view the drawing as a diagram, an abstract 
map, or a code, its conventions are nonetheless lost to us.  Interpreting it alongside the text, 
which as I have shown earlier appears to be a compound of the Telugu word for “thunderbolt” 
and the Sanskrit word for “creation,” some have interpreted the image as depicting a tool (as in a 
maker’s tool) or a weapon (belonging to a god in the Brahmanical pantheon) or perhaps a 
conflation of the two.92  All these possibilities are likely not least because of the visual 
89 The central shrine at the temple cluster is currently in worship – the interior and exterior have been heavily 
whitewashed and also suffer from the effects of poor restoration.  Besides historical inscriptions there also seems to 
be contemporary graffiti, though it is difficult to discern. 
   
90 E.H.Gombrich. The Image and the Eye: Further Studies in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1982), 142. 
 
91 Ibid., 142. 
 
92 Mukunda Rao, Sri Utpattipidugu,” 324. 
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correspondence between the image and a tool.  That one of the Utpattipiḍugu inscriptions was 
found at a quarry site lends further credence to the notion that it is a sign connected with an 
individual or organization linked to the building trade.93  But unlike the text-image pairings that 
are common in our everyday lives—in road signs, advertisements, and brand logos—for which 
we have the code, caption, and context, our ability to parse this particular pairing is hampered by 
our ignorance of the code and context, and even the seeming comprehensibility of the textual 
sign is limited by this ignorance.  Regardless, the suggestion that the coded and abbreviated 
visual image in conjunction with the written sign refers to an individual, a body of individuals, or 
even an event has precedent in South Asian visual culture.  Notable examples are the images of 
trees, wheels, and stupas that appear in early Buddhist art and have been shown to represent the 
Buddha’s birth, enlightenment, and decease respectively.94  The presence of the Buddha in this 
aniconic but narrative art was often signified by such devices (or codes, if we follow Gombrich) 
as empty seats, footprints, and parasols, which were sometimes accompanied by a caption 
identifying the person of the Buddha.  In this case, the code could be broken by identifying the 
narrative or context in which it operated, and the caption helped cement that understanding. 
Similarly, the text at Satyavolu could be the caption identifying a maker called 
Utpattipiḍugu and the accompanying image could be his visual signature or a kind of trademark 
for the organization of makers he headed, supervised, and trained.  The appearance of text and 
image along the approach to the sanctum certainly lends support to their import.  They were 
meant to be seen and read.  The visible and propitious alignment of the two signs at Satyavolu is 
similar to that observed at Pattadakal and Aihole, where the names of makers are also inscribed.  
 
93 E. Siva Nagi Reddy, Evolution of Building Technology, 315-317. 
 
94 See Vidya Dehejia, “Aniconism and the Multivalence of Emblems,” Ars Orientalis Vol. 21 (1991): 45-66. 
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Kadamara Kalava, another Andhra example replicates the placement seen at Aihole, Pattadakal, 
and Satyavolu.  There, the text minus image is carved on a pillar in the hall of the main 
Śivanandīśvara Temple (last part of the 7th century) (fig. 2.24).  The east-facing temple is 
organized into a rectangular pillared hall leading to an antechamber and sanctum.  The hall is 
divided into three aisles and four bays by six columns, and the inscription appears on the front 
right pillar on the aspect, as in the other cases, facing the devotee as he approaches the sanctum 
along the central east-west aisle.  It is also worth highlighting that the Utpattipiḍugu inscription 
appears on the largest and possibly most prestigious and ritually important structures at 
Satyavolu and Kadamara Kalava, both temple clusters consisting of a number of structures 
varying in size from miniature shrines that are a few feet tall to single-celled sancta to multi-
chambered structures. 
Finally, the find spots of the Utpattipiḍugu sign allow us to integrate rock-cut and 
constructed architecture, for it appears on both types of construction, showing that this maker or 
his professional organization had a range of expertise in a variety of building techniques and 
modes.  The geographical spread of the inscription further stresses the mobility of these makers 
and allows us to integrate the eastern and western parts of the Deccan and material that scholars 
have normally segregated as either Eastern Chalukya or Western (or Badami) Chalukya.  Thus, 
writing the histories of the built environment from the perspective of its makers rather than from 
that of the ruling elites brings to focus commonalities binding region and time period obscured 
by emphasizing the ruptures wrought by changes in political guard and the resulting shifting 




A Maker is not just a Maker 
The maker of Badami’s Malegitti Sivalaya (late 7th century), the fine sandstone temple perched 
picturesquely on a boulder overlooking the town (fig. 2.25), complicates the category further.95  
An epigraph on the eastern elevation of the temple’s pillared hall says that a certain Āryamañci 
Upādhyāya was responsible for building.96  Or, to put it precisely, the structure was “caused by” 
or “occasioned by” Āryamañci Upādhyāya, according to a Sanskrit compound of the nouns 
prāsāda (temple) and nimitta (cause).97  The compound has elicited a variety of interpretations.  
Carol Bolon identifies Āryamañci as a “mason architect;”98 South Indian Inscriptions thinks him 
“evidently a mason;”99 and the Encylopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture understands him as 
an “architect…not the builder, ”100 thus invoking the difference between the two categories but 
without further analysis.  S.V. Padigar is more interested in Āryamañci’s geographical origins 
and less on the kind of maker he was, and hence argues for an Andhra provenance based on the 
suffix mañci.101   
95 I have accepted the dating as proposed in the EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 41-42. 
 
96 Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 63. 
 
97 prāsādanimitta is an instrumental Tatpuruṣa compound. 
 
98 Bolon, PhD Diss, 127. 
 
99 South Indian Inscriptions, Volume XV (1964), No. 473: 343. 
 
100 EITA, Vol. 1, pt. 2, 41.  
 
101 Padigar, “Craftsmen’s Inscriptions,” 399-400.  Padigar notices the suffix mañci in significant numbers: thirteen 




                                                 
I propose that the inscription’s significance is its choice of language—Sanskrit as 
opposed to Kannada—and its identification of Āryamañci as an upādhyāya,102 which, like 
ācārya, is another word for teacher or preceptor.  Was Āryamañci, then, in the same league as 
Gundan, and therefore practiced in training junior builders, overseeing construction, and 
realizing the patron’s vision?  How close was he to the design and construction of the Malegitti 
Sivalaya Temple?  And what did it ultimately mean to cause a sacred structure to be built? 
 Several answers are suggested by other contemporary inscriptions and the Sanskrit 
causative verb conjugation.  Causatives can be used in the active or passive mode in a variety of 
tense forms including past, present, and future to express actions “whose subject is not the agent, 
but he at whose prompting the agent acts.”103  The first inscription I will consider is attributed to 
the founder of the Badami Chalukya lineage, Pulakesin I (r. 535/543-566 CE), and is inscribed 
on Badami’s so-called north fort, and says that Pulakesin “made the best hill of Vātāpi [the 
ancient name for Badami] into a fortress, unapproachable from the top or the bottom.”104  Once 
again, the root verb is √kṛ, to make, implying that Pulakesin was another kind of maker, but of 
fortifications. However, the epigraph employs the causative aorist form, acīkarat; the phrase in 
the epigraph should therefore be translated as Pulakesin “caused [the fortress] to be made,”105 
meaning that Pulakesin marshaled the resources for the making of the fortress even if he was not 
directly responsible for any aspect of its construction.  The edifice was constructed, in other 
102 Note that John Faithful Fleet translates upādhyāya as “spiritual teacher.”  Ibid. 
 
103 Jacob Speyer. Sanskrit Syntax (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1973), 229. 
 
104 R.S. Panchamukhi, “Badami Inscription of Chalikya Vallabhesvara: Saka 465,” EI, Vol. XXVII (1949-50): 8-9. 
 




                                                 
words, at his prompting, a distinction important for parsing out differences among makers, and 
those between makers and patrons.   
Other inscriptions further complicate Pulakesin I’s role in the making of Vātāpi, for some 
present him figuratively as the bridegroom who made the city of Vātāpi his new young bride,106 
while others actually credit his son, Kirtivarman I (r. 566/7 - 597/8 CE), as the “first maker of 
Vātāpi.”107  It is however doubtful that either Pulakesin I or Kirtivarman I actually made Vātāpi, 
but were rather the causative agents who made possible the construction of fortresses, temples, 
and other built structures that constituted that capital city. 
The poet Ravikirti was another “maker” with an uncertain connection to the building 
process.  His praise poem (praśasti), carved onto a stone slab on the exterior east wall of 
Aihole’s Meguti Temple, celebrates the illustrious line of Chalukya kings and the exploits of his 
patron Pulakesin II and tells us that he not only made the poem but also “caused to be built” the 
temple to the Jina on which his text is inscribed.108  In verse 36 of the poem Ravikirti brags:  
This stone mansion of Jinendra, a mansion of every kind of greatness, has been caused to 
be built by the wise Ravikirti, who has obtained the highest favour of that Satyasraya 
[Pulakesin II] whose rule is bounded by the three oceans.109 
 
The inscription uses the causative form of the verb, allowing Ravikirti to take credit for the 
making of the Jaina temple and accrue the resulting religious merit (puṇya) without performing 
106 For instance, in the genealogy of the Badami Chalukyas in the Meguti Temple inscription. Fleet, IA, Vol. VIII, 
237-245. 
 
107 See the Chiplun plates of Pulakesin II (first plate) in which Kirtivarman I is called Vātāpya prathama vidhātuh. 
EI, Vol. III, 51. 
 
108 Fleet, IA, Vol. VIII, 245. 
 




                                                 
the physical labor of making.  In the following verse, Ravikirti acknowledges composing the 
praśasti and again takes credit for the construction of the temple using a causative verb form: 
The accomplished Ravikirti himself is the composer of this eulogy, and the person who 
caused to be built this abode of Jina, the father of the three worlds.110   
 
That Ravikirti possessed many of the markers of a man of the court (nāgaraka) is clear.  He 
enjoyed the support of the reigning monarch Pulakesin II (or so his poem claims); he was skilled 
enough in the cosmopolitan language of courtly prestige to compose a poem of considerable 
length, metrical complexity, and lexical richness, even if his boast about being in the same 
league as Kālidāsa and Bhāravi, the great Sanskrit poets of the subcontinent, might be off the 
mark.  He could summon the requisite material and intellectual resources to instigate the 
construction of a temple of significant proportions in an enduring medium on the highest hill at 
Aihole (fig. 26), a distinction that few individuals outside the ruling elite could claim.  Thus, the 
Meguti Temple possesses several distinctive features in addition to its elevated perch: it is one of 
the few Early Deccan multi-storied constructions; it is one of a handful of buildings in a corpus 
of close to two hundred buildings that can be precisely dated, and it is singular for having 
inscribed on its walls both a poetic genealogy of the Chalukyas as well as, in a sense, its own 
biography, composed by a man whose social cachet was enhanced both by his linguistic facilities 
as well as his association with the construction of a hilltop sandstone shrine. 
*** 
The inscriptions from Badami and Aihole thus demonstrate how capacious the category of 
“maker” could be in the early medieval Deccan, giving individuals with political, economic, and 
cultural capital the means to represent themselves as makers of cities and built structures on the 
one hand, while, on the other hand, remaining distant from the literal act of making.  In the same 
110 Fleet, IA, Vol. VIII, 245. 
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way, individuals identified as sūtradhāris, who presumably had a closer connection to the 
building process, represented themselves as courtly individuals possessed of the knowledge and 
refinements of such individuals.  The variety of professional and honorific terms encountered in 
the inscriptional record as well as the diversity of linguistic and discursive domains that the 
inscriptions fall into, appeal to, and speak for, suggest that makers of built structures were 
organized into hierarchical professional systems with the sūtradhāri likely sitting at the top and 
that there was upward mobility within those organizations.  Moreover, like any social formation, 
elite makers, too, aspired to grandiloquent and poetic self-representations that only Sanskrit 
could provide.  What we have seen is that individuals like Gundan, Narasobba, and possibly 
Utpattipiḍugu adopted the rhetorical possibilities of Sanskrit in conjunction with visual ways of 
communicating their status with public, permanent, and literary inscriptions accompanied by 
propitious placement, usually in alignment with the ritually important access to the sacred 
environments and juxtaposed with auspicious figural imagery.  
The Virupaksha Temple Complex is undoubtedly Pattadakal’s largest sacred space.  It is 
also that temple cluster’s most sophisticated in design, layout, and craftsmanship.  If not for the 
substantive transformations effected by the Archaeological Survey of India in the 1970s—
involving major clearing and restoration of the site and its built structures, and their 
circumscription within a compound wall entered at the north—the Virupaksha’s eastern gateway 
and its riverfront façade likely served as the principal entryway to the sacred compound at 
Pattadakal for centuries.  It is on that gateway’s façade that the lengthiest and most public 
inscriptions are located, and these are dedicated to the building’s architect, not its royal patron 
nor the ruling monarch at the time.  Moreover, they deploy the pan-Indian language of prestige 
and literary and religious learning to enumerate the virtues of that architect, who I have shown 
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was no mere “anonymous” craftsman, for the language chosen to describe Sri Gundan’s 
profession and professional abilities as well as his artistic productions and his social graces has 
elite, urban, royal, and divine connotations.  It is against the backdrop of this fact that I will 





“Small Models of Large Buildings:” Architecture in Miniature and How it Means  
 
Images of temples enliven the exterior and interior surfaces of Pattadakal’s Papanatha Temple.  
Temple forms in relief enframe narrative sculpture from the Ramayana and Mahabharata epics 
on the exterior walls of the shrine (fig. 3.1).  Spanning the height of the wall between the 
Papanatha’s basement moldings and entablature, the relief temples simultaneously depict interior 
space and exterior perspectives.  Sculpted columns enclosing the sculpture create the impression 
of a temple in cross section, while the tapered tower and basement moldings are depicted 
frontally (fig. 3.2).  In addition, the Papanatha’s own basement moldings also function as the 
basements of the relief temples.  The relief temples are three-dimensional in other words; they 
project from the walls and are integrated into the structure of the Papanatha, each of whose 
elevations is punctuated by such reliefs, adding up to a total of thirty-four for the whole temple.  
These reliefs are images of temples, then, and will be known henceforth as temple-images, not to 
be confused with images of gods or other figures that also populate temples.   
Interior spaces, too, are similarly augmented.  The Papanatha is organized into a porch 
leading to a pillared hall, a second narrower and smaller pillared hall, and a sanctum.  In the 
interior of the first or eastern pillared hall, a temple-image at the center of the south wall encloses 
an image of Ganesha, whereas an image of the Goddess stands in the corresponding north wall’s 
temple-image.  Lintel and clerestory beams are also carved with temple-images.  The eastern 
pillared hall’s clerestory, for instance, is sculpted into a series of two-storied temples, and the 
overdoor between the first pillared hall and the second is also carved with temple-images.  Like 
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freestanding temples, these architectural images usually enclose figural sculpture however small 
and are finely incised, presenting modeled, faceted surfaces that undulate on the temple walls.  
The Papanatha is not an isolated example, for all the shrines at Pattadakal are similarly enlivened 
by temple-images, by architecture in miniature.   
Indeed, miniature architecture serves as the basic building block of full-scale buildings in 
the Deccan and in other parts of South Asia.  Small versions of the temple appear on lintels, 
doorjambs, basement moldings, on interior and exterior walls, on cornices, clerestories, 
entablatures, on superstructures, on almost any and every sculpted surface of the temple.  Even in 
the rock-cut medium, where such elements do not have a structural function, sculptors have 
chiseled rock surfaces into images of temples and stupas.  The miniature shrines are not only 
two-dimensional but also appear in the round, for at many sacred sites, little temples (or stupas) 
of varying sizes and in monolithic and constructed forms are clustered around full-scale central 
works.  These mini shrines in the round may be just a few feet tall and may shelter deities carved 
in relief or may be large enough for an adult to squat beneath the roof.   
But how do these miniature shrines, architectural images, or temple-images function?  
What is their purpose?  Were they meant to ornament, beautify, and embellish sacred spaces?  
Do they represent, evoke, or commemorate a specific temple or shrine?  What, if any, is their 
relationship to external referents?  Are they merely frames for iconic or narrative sculptures, 
setting them apart from the rest of the temple’s visual program, and therefore staging them?  Or 
do they mean or signify in their own right, and if so how and what?  Do two-dimensional works 
mean differently than three-dimensional ones?  Do they function differently on temple interiors 




Surprisingly, we have yet to fully explore their varied semiotic possibilities.1  For the 
most part, when scholars have analyzed such “architecture” they have done so with the aim of 
reconstructing or imagining built forms that no longer survive.  Hewing close to the mimetic 
view of visual representation, which has been extensively problematized in other contexts,2 they 
have excluded other possibilities.  Take the case of the stupa-images on the limestone drum slabs 
from the stupa at Amaravati (200 BCE – 200 CE), which is no longer extant.  These images 
display a spectacular variety of form, ranging from abstracted, unadorned views of a stupa drawn 
in broad outlines to detailed images that depict railings, narrative panels, Buddha figures, and 
Buddhist emblems (fig. 3.3).  Though these must function in senses that are not just denotative or 
descriptive, they have been interpreted primarily to reconstruct the original structure, decoration, 
and proportions of the now lost monument.  While Douglas Barrett raises a fundamental question 
about the relationship between image and actuality—“did the sculptor show the decoration of the 
Stūpa as it actually was, or did he indulge his craftsmanship and knowledge of Buddhist legend 
to depict an ‘ideal’ stūpa”3—he nonetheless relies on the images only to speculate about early 
and late styles in the development of the destroyed Amaravati stupa.4   
Images of architecture, of urban and palatial buildings, also abound on the gateways of 
the Great Stupa at Sanchi (50 – 25 BCE) (fig. 3.4), but these, too, have been analyzed to posit 
1 Sinha’s Imagining Architects might be the notable exception in this regard.   
 
2 See, for instance, Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art: An Approach to a Theory of Symbols (Indianapolis: Hackett, 
1976); Norman Bryson, Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze (London: Macmillan, 1983); and Zainab 
Bahrani, The Graven Image: Representation in Babylonia and Assyria (Philadelphia: University of Phialdelphia 
Press, 2003).  Also, for a critical overview of seminal approaches to visual representation see, Keith Moxey, The 
Practice of Theory: Poststructuralism, Cultural Politics, and Art History (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1994), 29-40.   
 
3 Douglas Barrett, Sculptures from Amaravati in the British Museum (London: Trustees of the British Museum, 
1954), 29. 
 




                                                 
architectural forms no longer extant, due to their construction in wood, brick, and other non-
durable materials, or to identify scenes from the biography of the historic Buddha.  Michael 
Meister’s statement about the architectural images at Kanganahalli, another early Buddhist site, 
illustrates the predominance of the resemblance theory of representation – “what you see is what 
was built.”5   
Even the terms that designate architectural images reflect a range of often conflicting 
conceptions of these structures.  The most common are: model, shrine model, aedicule, miniature 
shrine, miniature temple form, and votive shrine.  The Latin aedicule or aedicula simply means 
“little building.”  “Model” suggests that these forms are replicas, diminutive representations that 
imitate freestanding, three-dimensional architectural works.  “Model” may also be understood as 
a prototype or archetype upon which larger forms are patterned.  This is how architect’s models 
work, for example, wherein the miniature serves as a three-dimensional blueprint, providing a 
preview of the fullscale structure that is yet to be realized.  A model is also something or 
someone understood to be worthy of emulation, worthy of copying, like the term “role model” so 
often used in contemporary parlance.  Another contemporary analogy comes from the world of 
fashion: a human being models clothing, jewelry, and other accessories, which though not 
abbreviated versions of the real thing, are meant to be signifiers for the objects that the consumer 
himself or herself can acquire.  Here, both human model and object model are meant to signify 
other things, have external referents: the former, the consumer, and the latter, the objects the 
consumer is enticed to desire.  Miniature architecture in evoking dolls’ houses and other toys 
suggests an alternate universe of child’s play, removed from reality and the dangers and vagaries 
5 Michael Meister, “Early Architecture and its Transformations: New Evidence for Vernacular Origins for the Indian 




                                                 
of the real world.  In this sense, miniature buildings imply defunct architecture: they do not work 
(or mean) in the same way that “real” architecture does, for human beings cannot inhabit or 
experience them in the same way.  Finally, the chapter takes its title from an observation first 
made by James Fergusson in his 1876 History of Indian and Eastern Architecture: 
“everywhere…in India,” he says, “architectural decoration is made up of small models of large 
buildings,”6 which gives us yet another way of approaching small buildings: as ornament.      
Miniature architecture raises the issue of various relationships (often represented as 
polarities or dualities), which this chapter will attempt to explore in the Early Deccan context: 
full-scale and miniature; three-dimensional and two-dimensional; original and copy; signifier and 
signified; real and imagined; real and representation; building and ornament; prototype and 
replica; model and instantiation.  It will first look at two-dimensional forms, images, to consider 
miniature architecture as ornament and as discursive sign.  Both functions are founded on a 
distinction between signifier and signified, on the understanding of the miniature temple as a 
translation or an intermediary between the “real” temple and an abridged version.  But miniature 
architecture, both in three-dimensional forms and as images, does not always have an external 
referent.  So the chapter will consider how miniature temples and stupas function as sacred 
spaces in their own right.  Finally, it will examine the various functions—donative, memorial, 
and funerary—that miniature architecture made possible.   
 
The Miniature Temple as Ornament 
If the previous chapter discussed the use of rhetorical ornament in discursive representations of 
the Deccan builder, this chapter will argue that the temple form itself, miniaturized, translated, 
6 James Fergusson, A History of Indian and Eastern Architecture (John Murray: London, 1876), 285. 
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duplicated, and reduplicated, functions as ornament for the body of the temple.  I propose, 
however, that we understand “ornament” in the Sanskrit sense as first explicated by Ananda 
Coomasraswamy in his seminal essay simply titled “Ornament,”7 and extended more recently to 
courtly life and visual culture in book-length works by Daud Ali and Vidya Dehejia 
respectively.8  Coomaraswamy observes that “our modern preoccupation with the “decorative” 
and aesthetic aspects of art represents an aberration that has little or nothing to do with the 
original purposes of an “ornament.””9  In our modern use and understanding of the word, then, 
ornament implies a non-functional, inessential decoration or trapping.  Deconstructing the 
etymology of several key Sanskrit terms—alaṁkāra, bhūṣaṇa, and ābharaṇa— Coomaraswamy 
argues that ornament is integral to the artwork and “necessary to its efficacy.”10 The Sanskrit 
alaṁkāra comes from the root verb √kṛ, “to make,” discussed in the previous chapter, and the 
adverb alam, meaning “sufficient” or “enough,”11 and literally means “to make sufficient.”  
From the term bhūṣaṇa and its grammatical cognates come other senses of “ornament:” to 
strengthen, magnify, increase, support, and nourish.12  As a point of comparison, in classical 
Arabic adab literature, too, terms that have been translated as “to embellish” or “to cover with 
decoration” suggest “effective completion and even transfer of meanings from one form to 
7 Ananda Coomaraswamy, Figures of Speech or Figures of Thought (London: Luzac and Co., 1946), 85-99.   
 
8 Ali, Courtly Culture; Dehejia, The Body Adorned. 
 




11 Coomaraswamy, 87-88. 
 




                                                 
another.”13  Thus, ornament is not superfluous or frivolous decoration, but instead it equips, 
furnishes, or fits out an object fully, increasing its efficacy by endowing it with necessary 
attributes.  Alaṁkāra (adornment) and alaṁkṛta (the state of being adorned) complete, 
strengthen, amplify, augment, and increase.  It is in this sense that I suggest that the temple-
image ornaments the temple.   
The absence of ornament is also significant, for an unadorned human body was 
associated with grief, defeat, disgrace, or other distress14 and was therefore deemed inauspicious.  
An unadorned woman in particular connoted loss and mourning, for she was a widow.15  Daud 
Ali’s extensive treatment of what he terms “body culture” shows that in medieval India, courtly 
men and women ornamented their bodies in a variety of ways, with perfumes, pastes, and 
ointments; hair adornments, including flowers and leaves (for women); jewelry for practically 
every limb and body part;16 and of course fine garments and even fabrics, fashions, and headgear 
that came from Iran, Central Asia, China, and elsewhere.17  A king was to appear in court, 
inspect his troops, and perform other public duties only once his body had been treated to its 
proper daily courtesies (upacāras) and only once he was properly attired.18  In fact, a separate 
palace chamber was reserved for the king’s daily alaṁkāra.19  Ornament by its presence thus 
made a body, whether male or female, aesthetically pleasing, and rendered it auspicious.  
13 Oleg Grabar, The Mediation of Ornament (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 25-26. 
 
14 Ali, Courtly Culture, 165-166.  
 
15 Coomaraswamy, 93. 
 
16 Ali, Courtly Culture, 167. 
 
17 Ibid., 168-169. 
 





                                                 
Auspiciousness is also significant in the context of sacred spaces and built environments 
in general.  What I wish to emphasize is that temple-images appear in conjunction with images 
associated with auspiciousness, particularly beautiful women and loving couples, both 
established ornaments not only of Brahmanical sacred spaces but also of Buddhist and Jaina 
ones.  Dehejia proposes that the female body’s “auspiciousness was transferred to the monument 
on which she was sculpted or painted, so that such a monument—whether a royal palace, a 
Buddhist stupa, or a Hindu or a Jain shrine—gained strength and protection through portrayals of 
the feminine.”20  According to an 11th century Orissan art treatise called the Śilpa Prakāśa, a 
monument unadorned by figures of women, “will be of inferior quality and bear no fruit.”21  The 
text details sixteen different female types with which sculptors could adorn buildings.22  Though 
no such Deccan textual prescriptions have come down to us, visual evidence amply supports the 
constitutive nature of the feminine ornament.  Indeed, the sheer number of images of female 
figures at later sites such as Khajuraho and the variety, exuberance, and quality of their 
depictions as well as the near ubiquity of the beautiful woman in South Asian visual culture 
might make this a redundant or obvious point.  But what I want to advance is the idea that the 
female figure and the temple-image belonged to the same order of ornament, that the temple-
image, too, ubiquitous and depicted variously and exuberantly had many of the same 
associations, functions, and purposes as the lovely woman.   
 
20 Dehejia, The Body Adorned, 101. 
 
21 Rāmacandra Kaulācāra, Śilpa Prakāśa, trans. Alice Boner and Sadāśiva Rath Śarmā (Leiden: Brill, 1966), 46, 
verse 391 or 392.  
 
22 See Dehejia, The Body Adorned, 101-102, for specifics on these female types and their depiction on Orissan and 
central Indian temples.   
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Similarly, the image of the loving couple, omnipresent in sacred spaces regardless of 
their sectarian affiliation also conferred auspiciousness and thwarted ill-luck and misfortune.  
Citing examples from two early Buddhist sites, Dehejia finds that the motif of the loving couple 
“was accepted by Buddhist clergy as appropriate and auspicious imagery in monastic 
surroundings.”23  At Karle (first century CE), eight life-size couples “adorn” the verandah 
preceding the rock-cut worship hall (caitya); inscriptions confirm that the monk Bhadraśarman 
donated two of the couples, which the text designates as mithuna,24 a standard term since 
adopted by scholars to identify this type of figural grouping.  In the same vein, stone stupa slabs 
from Nagarjunakonda (3rd – 4th centuries CE) carry images of couples interspersed between 
narrative scenes from Buddhist legends; these are prominent and visible, like the Karle couples, 
and positioned at places significant for liturgical practice.25   
So how visible, then, are female figures, loving couples, and temple-images at Pattadakal 
and where in the plan of a sacred space do they appear?  The reader will recall the eastern 
gateway of the Virupaksha Temple Complex from the previous chapter.  There, mithuna couples 
flank the entryway into the complex and, by being paired with inscriptions, augment, magnify, 
and strengthen the significance and visibility of those texts (figs. 2.17-2.19).  The artist may have 
depicted the figures frontally, but he evokes the couple’s intimacy by curving the woman’s body 
into the male’s and twining her left arm around his torso; the man in turn leans his head towards 
his mate.  Their bodily ornaments suggest that the figures dwell in courtly settings: heavily 
bejeweled bodies support tall, tapered crowns on the males and coiled coiffures on the women.  
23 Dehejia, The Body Adorned, 96.  
 
24 Devangana Desai, Erotic Sculpture of India: A Socio-cultural Study (Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1985), 26. 
 
25 Dehejia, The Body Adorned, 96-97. 
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Perhaps, as Carol Bolon suggests, we might think of such couples as “royal attendants or part of 
a royal entourage.”26  Furthermore, a slender tree with fantastical curlicues for branches and 
leaves brackets the couple on the south, thus also evoking the amorous couple’s associations 
with fecundity, growth, and prosperity (fig. 2.18).   
Entering the complex through the gateway, one encounters the stone pavilion for Shiva’s 
Nandi bull, a structure that is twenty-five feet square and raised on a plinth eight-foot high.27  A 
doorway on the west, accessed by a high stairway, faces the Virupaksha Temple; the remaining 
three elevations have central door-like openings but give no entry.  Female figures and mithuna 
couples adorn these facades.  On the eastern and northern elevations, couples on engaged 
columns flank the central opening, while female figures in temple-images appear at the corners 
(fig. 3.5).  The southern and western facades, on the other hand, carry only female figures in the 
same four places (fig. 3.6).  Temple-images, incorporating the Nandi shrine’s basement moldings 
and spanning the height of the wall till the cornice, enshrine the corner females.  These images of 
beautiful women, I would argue, are all the more potent for being staged in this manner, their 
efficacy augmented by the architectural frame, which in turn augments the pavilion for Shiva’s 
colossal bull.  At nine feet long, seven feet high, and four and a half feet wide,28 the black stone 
Nandi is arguably the largest in the Early Deccan corpus; axially aligned with the sanctum 
image, he is worshipped in his own right by priests and laity alike (fig. 3.7).  In short, images of 
temples, images of beautiful women, and images of couples all complete the visual program of a 
shrine integral to devotions at the Virupaksha Complex.   
26 Bolon, PhD diss., 441. 
 
27 Measurements from Bolon, PhD diss., 429. 
  




                                                 
After passing the Nandi shrine the worshipper then encounters the Virupaksha Temple, 
where the god Shiva in his linga form occupies a square sanctum provided with an inner 
ambulatory path.  Preceding the sanctum is an antechamber leading to a square pillared hall 
accessed by three porches, on the east, south, and north.  The couple and the temple-image are 
both integral elements of porch imagery.  On the eastern porch, which consists of two 
freestanding pillars in the front and two engaged columns in the back, amorous couples are on 
the front pillars facing the east-west axis.  Here, too, inscriptions accompany the couples: on the 
east or front face of the columns.  It is important to recognize that the couples are paired with 
door guardians, who are carved on the rear engaged columns.  This arrangement allows us to 
consider another way in which ornament operates.  It is apotropaic: it protects by warding off ill 
fortune and malevolent forces, and appears at thresholds, doorways, and other parts of the temple 
considered particularly vulnerable.   
Devangana Desai’s research on erotic imagery and the motif of the couple at Khajuraho 
shows that the couple has “magico-defensive” properties.29  At Khajuraho, the kapilī or juncture 
wall joining the sanctum and the pillared hall at three major temples in the eastern temple 
cluster—the Lakshmana (954 CE), the Vishvanatha (999 CE), and the Kandariya Mahadeva 
(1030 CE)—carries highly conspicuous images of sexually engaged couples (maithuna).30  
Though Desai argues that this imagery served multiple functions, including providing delight for 
laity, embodying philosophical concepts, and visual punning, she nonetheless asserts its primary 
function of protecting “the most vulnerable part of the temple where the corners of the hall and 
29 See Devangana Desai, The Religious Imagery of Khajuraho (Mumbai: Franco-Indian Research, 1996), 175-197.  I 
should state, however, that Desai discusses a very specific configuration of the couple: the infamous acrobatic 
position wherein the male is upside down, balanced on his head, and attendants assist the couple’s erotic activity.   
 
30 Note that maithuna denotes a couple engaged in explicit sexual activity as opposed to the amorous mithuna 




                                                 
the shrine meet.”31  In addition, Desai’s research finds that the amorous couple (mithuna as 
opposed to maithuna) first appears on doorways and entrances to monuments during the first 
through the third centuries CE.32  One of the earliest such depictions of the couple is the 
entryway to Vihara III, a Buddhist monastic residence at Nasik, dated to the first century, which 
I will discuss again in the chapter’s last section;33 and we already noted the couple’s appearance 
at later Deccan Buddhist monuments such as Karle and Nagarjunakonda.  Indeed, by the time the 
6th century Bṛhat Saṁhitā is written the inclusion of the couple in the ornament of sanctuary 
doorways is already codified, for a chapter entitled The Description of Temples says the 
following: 
“In the lower part [of the door], up to a height of a fourth of the doorpost, two images of 
doorkeepers (like Nandin and Danda) are to be installed, the remaining space being 
ornamented with the carvings of auspicious birds (like swans and ruddy geese), Bilva 
trees, svastika figures, pitchers, couples, foliage, creepers, and Shiva’s hosts.”34   
 
At Pattadakal and other Early Deccan spaces, too, couples appear on gateways, porches, 
doorways, and other points of access to sacred precincts, and also, importantly, at the threshold 
of the sanctum, where they appear at the base of doorjambs.  Images of women are similarly 
employed.  The argument I am making is that makers have deployed temple-images at the very 
same places: they too flank doorways and other access points, usually by sheltering figural 
sculpture, as we have seen at the Nandi shrine, and they appear on overdoors.  The overdoors of 
the pillared hall and the sanctum of the Virupaksha Temple are good examples of the latter.  
31 Desai, Religious Imagery of Khajuraho, 196. 
 








                                                 
Moreover, when temple-images appear in such vulnerable places they, too, function defensively, 
I would argue, like the other “ornaments” with which they have been conjoined (figs. 3.8-3.9).    
I will end the discussion by showing that inscriptions too emphasize the ornamental 
function of architectural elements.  Let us look at an inscription from Ajanta’s Cave 16, a 
donation of Vakataka prime minister Varahadeva.  The monastic residence (vihāra) is one of the 
grandest and most lavishly decorated spaces at the Buddhist sacred site excavated into a 
horseshoe shaped ravine formed by the Waghora River.  The epigraph, which is carved on a wall 
outside the cave’s verandah, describes the space as “adorned with windows, doors, beautiful 
picture galleries, ledges, and statues of the nymphs of Indra.”35  In addition, the space is 
described as “ornamented with beautiful pillars and stairs, and has a temple of the Buddha 
inside.”36  Though the text does not single out miniature architecture or even mention it, it does 
nonetheless underscore the ornamental function of architectural features such as windows, doors, 
staircases, pillars, and even ledges, and what’s more, it employs the very same verb forms, 
alaṁkṛta and bhūṣita, that are used extensively for ornamentation in somatic and discursive 
contexts.   
What I have tried to suggest is that temple-images function in different ways depending 
on where they are used in the temple’s plan.  At a basic level, when they enframe figural imagery 
they delineate and circumscribe that imagery, separating it from the rest of the building’s 
decorative program.  A second level on which they operate is in the amplifying, completing, and 
strengthening sense of ornament – by augmenting the image they enframe and also by 
augmenting the building on which they appear.  A third level of operation is the apotropaic or 
35 V. V. Mirashi, ed., Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Vol. V (Ootacamund: Goveryment Epigraphist for India, 





                                                 
protective level, when they appear at thresholds, doorways, and other liminal zones, which are 
also protected by other motifs such as door guardians, loving couples, and female imagery.  In 
this zone their auspicious function seems to go hand in hand with their protective function. 
 
The Miniature Temple as Discursive Sign  
The temple-image also functions rhetorically.  It allows architectural and sculptural forms to 
make arguments, to make claims about sacrality, prestige, difference, and other social concerns, 
and to work as sign or in systems of signs.  I will first examine how temple-images, when they 
appear at the threshold of the sanctum and other ritually important parts of the plan, are signs of 
sacrality, marking out and delineating sacred space.  In Badami’s rock-cut shrines, which provide 
some of the earliest examples in this part of the Deccan, sculptors have carved temple-images on 
the sanctum overdoor, at sanctuaries with Vaishnava and Jaina affiliations.  As is the case with 
the majority of architectural elements in rock-cut structures, the overdoor is a sculpted form and 
serves no structural function.   
Once known as Vātāpi, Badami served as the capital (rājadhāni) of the Deccan’s 
Chalukya rulers from 543 CE until ca. 642,37 when a Pallava invasion brought an abrupt end to 
the city’s political and administrative importance.  Four rock-cut shrines have been scooped out 
of a sandstone hill to the southeast of the present village; among Badami’s earliest monuments, 
they are numbered I to IV in the order of their ascent, I being the closest to ground level (fig. 
3.10).  Cave III is the only shrine that can be linked to the Chalukya polity by inscription and for 
37 Vātāpi is referred to both as rājadhāni and adhiṣṭhāna in an inscription on the Jambulinga Temple from the reign 




                                                 
which a completion date of 578 CE can be assigned.38  All the other excavated shrines at Badami 
and nearby Aihoḷe, also discussed here, are dated based on stylistic correspondences to the 
period between the mid- to the third quarter of the 6th century.39  
The caves at Badami are organized into a verandah proceeding to a pillared hall and a 
sanctum with no circumambulatory path.  Caves I, II, and III are of Brahmanical affiliation and 
cave IV is Jaina.  Temple-images are sculpted on the sanctum overdoors of Caves II, III, and IV.  
The overdoors of Caves II and IV have a row of three temples, whereas five temples appear on 
the Cave III overdoor.  The temple-images in Cave III are also more elaborate: they are carved in 
greater relief than the rest of the lintel, and organized into two stories: a lower pillared story, 
reminiscent of a manḍapa in cross section, and a tower or superstructure story (figs. 3.11-3.13).  
In contrast, the Cave II examples emphasize the towers alone (fig. 3.14).  In addition, the temple-
images, like structural temples, house divine images.  In the Jaina cave, the temples at the far left 
and right enshrine seated Jina figures (figs. 3.15-16) as if in anticipation of the large seated relief 
image of the Jaina faith’s founder Mahavira, carved on the shrine’s back wall.  All five overdoor 
shrines in Cave III accommodate figural imagery: god Vishnu in frontal view seated on his 
mount Garuda is in the central shrine, mithuna couples are in the flanking shrines, and female 
figures in the corner shrines.  Although the Cave III sanctum is devoid of a ritual image, the 
shrine’s Vaisnhava dedication is confirmed by inscription40 and reinforced by the Vishnu in the 
central temple-image.   
38 IA, Vol. X (1881): 57-59. 
 
39 The dating controversies associated with these structures are outside the scope and interest of my dissertation.  For 
a thorough survey of the relevant scholarship on the subject and a more recent perspective on dating, see Gary Tarr 
(Tartakov), “Chronology and Development of the Chāḷukya Cave Temples,” Ars Orientalis, Vol. 8 (1970): 155-184. 
 
40 See IA, Vol. III, 305-306; IA, Vol. X (1881): 57-59 for the Cave III inscription. 
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Though cave shrines replicate such architectural features of the structural temple as 
pillars, capitals, brackets, wooden rafters, and even textile hangings, the sanctum overdoor is the 
only structure in these 6th century cave shrines to refer to the structural temple in this manner.  
The image of the structural temple does not appear, for instance, as a framing device for iconic 
or narrative sculpture as it does on the structural temples at Pattadakal.  Moreover, this location 
at the threshold of the sanctum can be hardly deemed incidental.   
Other 6th century examples come from the two-storied Buddhist temple on the north face 
of Aihole’s Meguti hill, located just 15 miles east of Badami (fig. 3.17).  This structure is unique 
for combining both excavated and constructed building techniques, for being two-storied, 
another rare occurrence, and for being of Buddhist affiliation.  Here, five miniature temples are 
carved on overdoors on both levels of the building (figs. 3.18-19). The building’s lower level is 
organized into a pillared verandah that leads to a hall proceeding to three rock-cut cells; on the 
upper level is a matching verandah that connects to a single rock-cut shrine.  While the cells in 
the rear are excavated, the verandahs at the front are built of stone masonry blocks.  The 
overdoor with temple-images marks the doorway to the upper shrine—a significant placement, 
for on the verandah ceiling just in front is a seated Buddha image (fig. 3.20).  Similarly, on the 
lower level, it is the middle cell’s lintel that is marked by temple-images.  Though the cells are 
now absent of icons, the upper shrine and the lower central shrine may have once housed Buddha 
images;41 certainly, the décor of the doorway lintels seems to separate or mark out their 
important spatial standing in the plan of the structure. 




                                                 
One more Aihole example is relevant for this discussion.  At the mid-6th century42 
Ravalaphadi cave shrine, a Shaiva dedication, sculptural niches in the form of miniature temples 
flank the cave shrine’s entrance (fig. 3.21).  The rocky outcropping into which this shrine is 
carved has been described as dolmen-like, and it is on its façade that the seated, pot-bellied 
wealth deities Śaṇkha and Padma Nidhi are placed in miniature relief shrines.  These temple-
images have three major components: a basement section, a wall section represented by two 
slender pilasters which enframe the gods, and a domed superstructure (figs. 3.22-24).  What is 
significant here is that these beings are not situated in a space roughed out in the shape of a 
niche, but is instead given the form of an abbreviated temple.  The two examples on the façade 
are all the more significant for being the only “references” to the structural temple in 
Ravalaphadi.  Furthermore, they might have served as prototypes for the later treatment of the 
same motif.  The same wealth deities flank the doorway into the mid-eighth century Virupaksha 
Temple from the eastern porch; there, too, the gods are enframed in the same kinds of temple-
images with the same domed superstructure, but here the images have many more architectural 
and somatic details (fig. 3.25).     
Thus, temple-images denote the sanctum doorway or the principal entrance to the shrine 
at Buddhist, Jaina, Shaiva, and Vaishnava shrines.  That this choice had a semantic relevance 
beyond the cave shrine is reinforced by the widespread use of the same pattern in structural 
temples of the 7th century and beyond, where miniature temples signal not only the doorway to 
the sanctum but also the ritual path to the enshrined deity.  In fact, Gary Tartakov noted the 
circulation of motifs from the cave shrines to the structural temples as early as 1970: “In [Cave] 
III, there is a tentative step toward what is eventually the standard overdoor type found among 
42 See Tartakov, “Chronology and Development,” 175-177, for a discussion of this temple’s place in the chronology 
of Early Deccan cave temples. Bolon, PhD diss., 50, also dates it to roughly the same period.  
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the structural temples.”43 I will discuss the case of the structural temple in greater detail in the 
subsequent chapter.  
Indeed, sculpted images of sacred architecture appear in the Deccan even earlier than the 
examples at Badami and Aihole described so far.  Several remarkable instances are seen at the 
excavated monastic complexes in the Western Ghats, the mountain chain bordering the Deccan’s 
west coast.  Located in Maharashtra state and affiliated with the Buddhist faith, the complexes 
feature both an apsidal worship hall called a caitya and vihāras or residences for monks, in 
which rows of individual cells are arranged along the three sides of a central court.  Let us look 
at Bhaja, excavated between 100 and 70 BCE,44 where there is a central caitya and nineteen 
caves for monks’ quarters.  Here, in vihāra XIX, which has a rectangular verandah that leads to a 
rectangular central hall from which seven monks’ cells radiate in an asymmetrical layout, are 
possibly the earliest images of stupas to appear at a threshold.  While academic interest has been 
limited to identifying the figures sculpted on either side of the doorway at the right end of the 
verandah,45 I believe that the Bhaja stupa-images demarcate or underscore sacred space in the 
ways in which we have seen at later locales.   
Seven stupas carved in high relief and interspersed with atalantid-type figures ring the 
interior of the verandah below its demi barrel-vaulted roof (fig. 3.26).  Owing to their small size 
the stupas are abstracted for the most part, but the sculptor manages to distinguish the stupa’s 
drum from its dome, and in one case, highlight the railing at the top of the drum and even 
43 Tartakov, “Chronology and Development,” 163. 
 
44 I am using the dates proposed in Huntington, The Art of Ancient India, 75. 
 
45 Including a more recent paper offering a corrective to previous readings of vihāra 19’s sculpture that also gives a 
comprehensive account of the scholarship focused on interpreting Bhājā’s figural sculpture.  See Robert DeCaroli, 
“Reading Bhājā: A Non-Narrative Interpretation of the Vihāra 19 Reliefs,” East and West, Vol. 50, No. ¼ 




                                                 
suggest the stupa’s crowning railing.  This instance recalls the overdoors at Badami and Aihole.  
Here, however, the emphasis is on the dome-shaped silhouette of the stupa, which the artist 
emphasizes by sculpting the stupa so that a full half of it emerges from the rock.  A domed 
funerary mound interring the remains of the historic Buddha or other important Buddhist 
personages and teachers, the stupa represents Buddhism’s holiest of holy sacred spaces, much as 
the sanctum sanctorum (garbha gṛha) does in the Brahmanical context.  
Gregory Schopen has argued that the Buddha and the stupa containing his relics are 
functionally equivalent: texts exhort Buddhists to honor the Buddha and his relics in a like 
manner, and to adopt the same mental attitude towards both.46  Research also suggests that the 
Buddha himself was believed to dwell alongside the resident monks in the Deccan’s rock-cut 
monasteries; there was no ontological difference, in other words, between the living Buddha and 
his image.47  Indeed, the presence of relief stupas or stupa-images in some Deccan monasteries 
(such as Nasik) suggests a functional equivalency between the stupa-image and the freestanding 
stupa too.  While I will develop these ideas further in a subsequent section, here it is sufficient to 
suggest, given the prevalence of such ideas among the Buddhist laity and monastic community, 
that a string of stupa-images at a threshold also denotes the beginning of holy space as it does in 
the Brahmanical and Jaina contexts.  Moreover, since the Bhaja excavations postdate the Bharhut 
stupa (100-80 BCE) and the Great Stupa at Sanchi (50-25 BCE), it is clear that the practice of 
constructing stone funerary structures for the relics of the Buddha and the structural stupa’s form 
had already been well established by this time.   
46 Gregory Schopen, “Burial ‘Ad Sanctos’ and the Physical Presence of the Buddha in Early Indian Buddhism. A 
Study in the Archaeology of Religions” Religion, Volume 17, Issue 3 (1987): 193-225. 
 
47 See Gregory Schopen, “The Buddha as an Owner of Property and Permanent Resident in Medieval Indian 




                                                 
Another example from the Buddhist context is the façade of cave 40, located on 
Manmodi hill at the Junnar cave complex,48 located about 56 miles north of Pune.  Junnar is the 
most extensive complex in the western Deccan, comprising 252 excavations49 distributed across 
five separate hills that encircle the small town of Junnar.  Cave 40, dated to 50-70 CE50 and the 
largest excavation on Manmodi hill, is unfinished, though the cave’s apsidal plan and completed 
rock-cut stupa indicates that it was meant to be a worship hall (caitya).   
A monumental caitya arch dominates cave 40’s rock façade, which is articulated into 
three main sections: a tympanum above which the arch projects, and a rectangular frame that 
encloses both tympanum and arch and defines the boundaries of the elevation (fig. 3.27).  
Projecting the farthest from the rock surface, the frame is further subdivided into smaller arch 
forms that run across the frame’s vertical and horizontal “beams.”  The spandrels of the central 
arch each contain a relief stupa and a standing male figure, the figures being closest to the arch’s 
cusps (figs. 3.28-29).  On the stupa-image, the sculptor has chiseled out the top part of the drum, 
the dome, an abstracted harmikā, the triangular frill, and a rough parasol.  When the cave façade 
is viewed from the exterior, the rock-cut stupa and the stupa-images are in a triangular formation 
and echo one another.  The principal caitya arch and its smaller duplicates on the frame further 
reiterate and replicate the stupa form.  I wish to suggest that the stupa-images on the façade of 
this worship hall, the largest at Manmodi hill, worked in several ways: they visually and 
physically separated the space from the rest of the hill, they repeated the stupa form over and 
48 I am adopting S. Nagaraju’s nomenclature; note that the sanctuary is also known as: Budh Lena caitya (Dehejia), 
Manmodi 39 (Joanna Williams); Bhut Leni Cave 40 (AIIS photo archive). 
 
49 The total number of excavations as given in S. Nagaraju, Buddhist Architecture of Western India (Delhi: Agam 
Kala Prakashan, 1981), 133.   
 




                                                 
over again across the height and width of the caitya elevation, and in so doing, perhaps created in 
the viewer sentiments of awe, worshipfulness, and “anticipatory and sensory pleasure.”51   
Excavation 45, also on Manmodi Hill, about ten meters from cave 40, is another example 
of the same phenomenon.  Here stupa-images mark the entrance to monks’ habitations, as they 
do at Bhaja (fig. 3.30).  This structure is divided into a verandah that gives onto four monks’ 
cells arranged in a row.  The rock wall above the cell doorways is carved into a series of caitya 
arches, with each arch corresponding to a cell doorway.  A railing pattern connects the space 
between the arches, and two stupa-images appear between the arches (fig. 3.31).  These stupas 
are demarcated into the same architectural elements as the stupa-images on cave 40’s façade.  
The stupa-images on the façade of caitya 18 at Nasik though small offer one last example in 
which the stupa-image appears on the façade to denote sacral space generally and to function as a 
signifier for the rock-cut stupa inside (fig. 3.32).  
That the relief images refer to the structural shrine and the freestanding stupa in the 
Brahmanical and Buddhist contexts I have just described may be obvious.  Scholars have already 
written about the many ways rock-cut monuments reproduce structural counterparts even to the 
point of replicating in stone wooden rafters and window frames that serve no “useful” purpose in 
this medium.  I wish to suggest, however, that images of temples and stupas also work 
discursively.  Another way of putting it would be to invoke the oft-cited polarity between 
conceptual image and perceptual image: these are not perceptual images of the temple or stupa, 
that is, forms recorded by the maker’s ocular apparatus, even though there exists a physiognomic 
likeness between stupa-image and stupa and temple-image and temple, but rather conceptual 
51 I am indebted to Grabar, The Mediation of Ornament, 190, who makes this claim about the ways in which 
architectural images functioned on the cover pages of Qurans, and think the argument can be extended to shrine-
images that appear at sanctuary doorways.   
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images whose referents are the sanctity of the stupa and the sacrality of the temple.  Moreover, 
the location of these images in space also works rhetorically.  As David Summers has said, 
conceptual images “make present what they show, and they do this by placing the absent in the 
already present.”52 
    *** 
 Let me turn now from the temple-image as a sign of sacrality to the ways in which it 
allows the staging of difference and makes an argument for the expertise and range of the 
Deccan maker.  If we return to Badami’s sanctum overdoors, we see that the category of 
miniature temple subsumes a great deal of formal and discursive diversity that must now be 
disaggregated.  The temple-images at Cave II, for example, are unlike those at Caves III and IV, 
and though those at III and IV belong to the same architectural style or system are different on 
the level of the sign.   
The temple towers are curvilinear in Cave II—broad at the base and tapered at the 
summit— and their surface is comprised of interlacing gavākṣa motifs vertically arranged (fig. 
3.14).  Gavākṣas carved in lower relief interconnect the towers, which are arranged on a row of 
pillars that span the length of the lintel, giving the appearance of an abstracted manḍapa.  No 
figures inhabit the spaces between the pillars.  These towers resemble, then, the Latina towers of 
the Nagara architectural system.  In contrast, the temple roofs in Cave III are either domed or 
barrel-vaulted (fig. 3.13) and those in Cave IV are just barrel-vaulted (fig. 3.16).  These belong, 
in short, to the Dravida building system; the dome-roofed building is called kūṭa and the barrel-
vaulted one, śālā, and the pattern of temple-images on the Cave III sanctum overdoor is as 
follows: kūṭa, kūṭa, śālā, kūṭa, kūṭa.  The central śālā houses the image of Vishnu mentioned 
52 David Summers, “Real Metaphor: Towards a Redefinition of the ‘Conceptual Image,’” in Visual Theory: Painting 
and Interpretation, eds. Norman Bryson, Michael Ann Holly, Keith Moxey. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991), 241. 
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earlier.  While the next chapter will explore in detail Deccan uses of these temple forms, here I 
focus on how the miniature temple shows builders’ awareness of the differences between Nagara 
and Dravida, and instantiates that difference.  Perhaps the only scholar to acknowledge the 
significance of the Badami overdoors is Gary Tartakov, and although he made the observation as 
an aside, he nonetheless acknowledges that “at this date the difference was already recognized, 
and that both temple styles were being used by the Chāḷukyas.”53  
At this point I wish to dwell on a few points at the risk of testing the reader’s patience 
because temple scholarship to date has not explicitly dealt with them.  Firstly, the use of images 
of what are most likely structural temples, or at a minimum their towers, to demarcate the 
entryway to the sanctum, the excavated temple’s most ritually potent part.  Secondly, in two out 
of the three cases cited, the temple-images house divine figures and therefore replicate not only 
the structural temple’s basic formal attributes but also its ritual function as a devagṛha, a house 
or abode for the divine.  Thirdly, even these three Badami examples suggest an awareness among 
builders of two different building systems, for, while Dravida temples mark the sanctum 
doorways of Caves III and IV, Cave II’s sanctum doorway can be described as comprised of 
Nagara forms, likely an early version of the Nagara gavākṣa.  The formal evidence thus indicates 
that as early as the late 6th century, two architectural systems were recognized and distinguished 
from one another using their own separate vocabulary.  But this point can be pressed further.   
Though Caves III and IV may be the same on the level of style, since they both use 
Dravida temple-images, they are, however, different on the level of the sign or topos. The 
temple-images in both shrines are generally signs of sacrality since they demarcate the sanctum 
doorway, but at Cave III they also, I believe, denote that shrine’s elite status and association with 
53 Tartakov, “Chronology and Development,” 163, footnote 26. 
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political power.  Cave III is the largest excavation at Badami and the most elaborate in sculptural 
décor, with a vast open-air plaza giving on to the cave.  The porch itself is 70 feet long while the 
rest of the cave measures 65 feet long; the cave’s depth from the porch pillars to the sanctum is 
48 feet, and the sanctum is an additional 12 feet deep.54  In sharp contrast, Cave IV is cramped, 
measuring 31 feet long by 6.5 feet wide and 16 feet deep.55   
Iconographic content, too, sets Cave III apart: several large iconic presentations of god 
Vishnu—as Varaha, Narasimha, and Trivikrama—emphasize the god’s preternatural martial 
powers, his role as the earth’s protector, and his manifestation at times of great cosmic distress to 
vanquish evil forces and restore rightful order (dharma).  That this imagery had great 
significance for South Asian kingship goes hand in hand with a long Sanskrit inscription, carved 
adjacent to the Vishnu Varaha, confirming the shrine’s dedication by Chalukya ruler Mangalesa 
in 578 CE.  Painting fragments on the underside of the eave depicting courtly scenes—one of a 
king being entertained and another of his coronation—further reinforce this space’s royal 
associations.56  No other shrine on the hill is similarly connected with royalty, and while Cave II, 
also a Vaishnava dedication, has sculptural panels of Vishnu as Varaha and Trivikrama, these are 
smaller, less skilled, and less dynamically executed, in keeping with that shrine’s smaller size 
and lower status, as indicated by its less elevated position on the hill.  Cave IV, too, does not 
appear to have overt links to Chalukya elites except through spatial proximity to Cave III and is 
dedicated to the Jaina founder and Jaina spiritual conquerors (Jina).  What I propose, then, 
although provisionally, is that the Dravida temple-image, as opposed to the Nagara one, was a 
54 Cave III dimensions from James Fergusson and James Burgess, The Cave Temples of India (New Delhi: 
Munshiram Manoharlal, 1988, first published in 1880), 406.  
 
55 Dimensions as provided by ibid., 491. 
 




                                                 
sign of social prestige and elevated status.  This is a point that the next chapter will elaborate 
upon in the context of the structural temples at Pattadakal and other Early Deccan temple 
clusters.   
One last example from Badami shows the formal range of the Deccan builder and raises a 
number of questions about the temple-image and its possible functions.  Consider the forms 
deployed on a freestanding boulder close to the north-east end of Badami’s Lake Agasthya, a few 
yards south of the Bhutanatha temple group (figs. 3.33-34).  A large artificial water body57 at the 
heart of Badami, the lake is prominently visible from the red sandstone cliffs which naturally 
fortify Badami adding both to the beauty of the place and highlighting the lake’s centrality to the 
spatial organization of this early urban center.  The temple-images on the boulder all belong to 
the Dravida system.  They are similar, then, on the level of “style,” but together and in the 
context of an outdoor rock-relief they probably meant differently than the temple-images in 
Caves III and IV, which are also Dravida.  The Encyclopaedia identifies four different “temple 
models” which it documents in diagrammatic form, dates to the late 7th or early 8th centuries and 
finds “interesting from a formal point of view,”58 but offers no other interpretation.  Indeed, the 
rock relief does not find mention in most studies as it falls outside the canonical foci of 
architectural histories: rock-cut shrines and structural temples.   
Sculptors used three surfaces on the boulder, which has a number of natural faults and 
projections.  On one projection is a single temple-image and a standing male figure, side by side.  
The next projection holds three groups: a standing figure and a linga; two Nandis alternating 
with two temple-images (fig. 3.35); and a temple-image on its own.  The boulder’s last sculpted 
57 See Julia Hegewald, Water Architecture in South Asia: A Study of Types, Development, and Meanings (Leiden: 
Brill, 2002), 51, which describes Badami’s lake as artificial and provides a brief treatment.   
 
58 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 59. 
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surface is more complex: it has two tiers of deities in frontal iconic presentations and on one end 
a single temple-image, level with the figures on the top tier (fig. 3.36).   
There are several issues to which I wish to draw our attention.  First, all the temple-
images house Shiva lingas; other divinities like the Goddess, Ganesha, Narasimha, and Varaha, 
though represented on the relief, are enshrined in rock-cut niches that have the outline of temples 
and may be called minimal temple-images at best.  Second, the shrines have Dravida 
superstructures, typically of two stories.  However, no two temple-images are alike, suggesting 
not only makers’ awareness of the Dravida tradition but also their use of its constituent elements 
to create a variety of forms.  What else can we say about these temple-images?  Did they 
function differently in this outdoor setting than they did in Badami’s rock-cut and structural 
shrines?  Why were lingas singled out for inclusion in the temple-image?  Did the rock relief and 
the space around it operate as a sacred environment or did it have some other function, say, as an 
arena for sculptors to showcase the range of figural and architectural images they could create?   
Noting the deep rectangular mortises above the top row of deities in the third projection, 
Henry Cousens proposed the existence of a wooden structure (fig. 3.36).59  It is probable that 
some sort of canopy once extended from the relief offering shelter to worshippers congregated 
below, if indeed this was a ritual space of some kind.  On the question of lingas in temple-
images, a closer look at the second projection shows traces of temple structures around both 
Nandi images implying that they too would have been enclosed in a temple structure, though left 
unfinished (fig. 3.35).  Vidya Dehejia has observed that a large percentage of South Asian sacred 
monuments, including many celebrated ones, remain unfinished, partly due to what Dehejia calls 
59 Henry Cousens. The Chalukyan Architecture of the Kanarese Districts (Calcutta: Government of India Central 




                                                 
a “flexible concept of finish.”60  The architectural outlines around the images of Nandi and other 
divinities betray the Badami relief’s unfinished character.  Artists may have intended to complete 
these temple-images, but also plausible is the idea that they were not considered incomplete and 
functioned and continued to function as ritually correct temple-images.  In fact, inscriptions, 
identifying artist names,61 appear only below the divinities, thus rendering those images (both 
figural and architectural) more forceful by their presence.   
Though many of the questions raised about the rock relief may remain unanswered, this 
particular space nonetheless underscores the importance of considering the many possible 
meanings and functions of the temple-image and the dependence of those meanings on the 
specific architectural and spatial context.  Furthermore, even temple-images that belong to the 
same architectural system or style may not mean in the same way, as suggested by the use of the 
Dravida temple-image on the rock relief and in Caves III and IV.   
 
Not Ideas About the Thing but the Thing Itself 
It is time to turn to ways in which the miniature temple functions not as sign, stand-in, or re-
presentation of the temple, but as a temple in its own right, or taking a line from the American 
poet Wallace Stevens, “not ideas about the thing but the thing itself.”  I will begin by looking at 
“little” stupas, which appear in the part of the monastic residence (vihāra) associated with the 
perfume chamber (gandhakuṭī), that is, the space reserved for the Buddha.  I will show that these 
stupas, which are carved in relief and are not strictly miniature stupas, functioned not as 
“images” but as full-fledged stupas.  I will use this finding to think more generally about the 
60 See Vidya Dehejia and Peter Rockwell, “A Flexible Concept of Finish: Rock-cut Shrines in Premodern India,” 
Archives of Asian Art, Vol. 61 (2011): 61-89. 
 
61 Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 317-319.   
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widespread phenomena of deploying miniature shrines, temples, and stupas in the structure of 
larger architectural works. 
One of the earliest and most persuasive examples is from the Gautamiputra cave at Nasik, 
also known as Vihara III.  Here a gateway or toraṇa, also in relief, precedes the relief stupa, 
much as at freestanding stupas.  Located 8km southwest of the town of Nasik in Maharashtra 
state, the twenty-four caves at the site are excavated into a north-facing hill commanding views 
of the River Godavari.  Containing four inscriptions of the royal Satavahanas,62 Vihara III is one 
of the largest and most finely carved Deccan cave shrines; its first stage of construction is 
believed to have been completed around 100 CE.63  A pillared porch leads to a square hall, 41 
feet by 46 feet, from which radiate eighteen monks’ cells arranged in more or less symmetrical 
fashion along the three walls of the central hall (fig. 3.37).  An additional two cells can also be 
accessed from the porch.  The toraṇa is inscribed on the doorway between the porch and the 
central quadrangular hall, and the stupa has been carved in the middle of the central hall’s back 
wall (fig. 3.38).   
The toraṇa shares many intriguing formal and functional parallels with the toraṇas at the 
Great Stupa at Sanchi, in present-day Madhya Pradesh, and one of the few surviving stupas to 
retain its original stone gateways.64  James Burgess and James Fergusson first pointed out the 
62 For a complete summary of the inscriptions at Nasik see S. Nagaraju, Buddhist Architecture, 343-345. 
 
63 Dehejia, Early Buddhist Rock Temples, 159-160, believes that the cave was finished by 100 CE during the reign 
of Satavahana ruler Gautamiputra Satakarni and expanded again to its present form during Vasishtiputra Pulumavi’s 
reign (though no date is given for the latter).  S. Nagaraju gives the date of the first stage as 124 CE, and sets the 
second stage’s completion to 149 CE.  See Nagaraju, Buddhist Architecture, 262-263.  As is the case with many 
South Asian monuments, chronology here is hardly unambiguous and not without controversy, but will not be 
treated in any more detail as it does not affect the nature of my argument.  
   
64 Though we have one intact toraṇa from the Bharhut stupa, the Great Stupa at Sanchi is the only extant stupa to 




                                                 
similarity, even if their description of the motif and its significance is dismissive: “The central 
door into this [Vihara III] is rudely sculptured in a style that at once reminds the spectator of the 
Sanchi gateways…”65 Their line drawing of the toraṇa is nonetheless invaluable for the clarity 
with which it depicts the details (fig. 3.39).  
Toraṇas at Sanchi and in other Buddhist contexts function as doorways do at 
Brahmanical and Jaina temples, marking important thresholds and delineating sacred space; they 
are also embellished with emblems that are important for the faith.  A stone railing encircles 
Sanchi’s Great Stupa, and is punctuated by four richly sculpted toraṇas at the cardinal directions.  
The toraṇas are made up of two upright columns that support three horizontal architraves; all 
four facets of the columns and both faces of the architraves are carved.  The devotee may first 
circumambulate the stupa outside the railing and then enter the inner ambulatory via the toraṇas.  
He may view the inner and outer sculpted faces of the toraṇa from these two ambulatories, and 
can get even closer from the upper ambulatory which is raised and encircles the stupa at the level 
of the drum.  
Sculptors have given the Nasik doorjambs the appearance of toraṇa columns, and cut the 
overdoor in the form of two architraves with the characteristic ribbed and curved ends seen at 
Sanchi (fig. 3.40).  Moreover, the supports between the two architraves are carved with 
Buddhism’s three most important symbols, also seen at Sanchi, namely the tree, the stupa, and 
the wheel of law, representing, the Buddha’s enlightenment, his decease or mahāparinirvāṇa, 
and his first sermon.66  Comparing the Nasik toraṇa and the west face of Sanchi’s west toraṇa is 
particularly productive (fig. 3.41).  There, too, all three symbols are present.  The topmost 
65 Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of India, 267. 




                                                 
architrave shows the stupa interleaved with the tree motif twice, while the central architrave 
prominently displays the Buddhist wheel.  In addition, at Sanchi and Nasik both, the three 
emblems appear in non-narrative scenes as objects of veneration. 
As Sanchi’s toraṇas direct the pilgrim to the structural stupa, so too the Nasik toraṇa 
directs the monk to the vihāra’s central hall and its relief stupa.  Two female figures, possibly 
yakshis or other auspicious semi-divine beings, flank the stupa’s base; one of them holds up the 
wheel; flying celestials bearing flywhisks flank the stupa’s top.  The stupa itself evokes structural 
stupas “faithfully” and is delineated into a drum and a dome, the former surmounted by a vedika 
railing, suggesting an upper ambulatory as at Sanchi.  Finally, parasols emerge from the harmikā 
and the triangular frill at the stupa’s apex. 
Though I appear to have emphasized the ways in which the stupa-image and toraṇa 
replicate freestanding structures, I do not wish to overstate mimesis’s role.  As important to the 
relief stupa’s meaning, function, and status, I believe, is its position in Vihara III’s plan.  The 
stupa is carved, as we have already seen, in the quadrangular hall, in the center of the back wall; 
three monks’ cells are to its left and three to its right.  
Another Nasik vihāra includes a stupa carving at the very same location in the plan.  This is 
Vihara X,67 also called the Nahapana Vihara (fig. 3.44).  Here too monks’ cells converge around 
a central hall that is preceded by a porch; however, the number of cells as well as the hall 
dimensions are diminished compared to Vihara III.  What is of interest is that the stupa’s drum 
and dome (its body, as it were) have been transformed into a standing male figure,68 presumably 
67 Note that this is numbered Cave VIII in Fergusson and Burgess; Dhavalikar also adopts the same nomenclature.  I 
am using Dehejia’s naming scheme, however. 
 
68 Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of India, 270, identifies the figure as Bhairava; S. Nagaraju simply calls it a 
“Śaiva deity.” See S. Nagaraju, Buddhist Architecture, 266. 
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as a result of later developments in the vihāra’s use, while the harmikā, triangular frill, and 
parasols are unaltered (fig. 3.45).  Other evidence also supports reuse: the female attendants’ feet 
would have aligned with the stupa’s base, but now hover near the central figure’s hips; the 
stupa’s base would have been several feet above the cave’s floor level, as at Vihara III,69 but is 
now extended down to accommodate the figural addition and give him the requisite size 
demanded by hierarchical scale (fig. 3.46).  
I am interested in these relief stupas because they give us the opportunity to discuss 
equivalences that contemporaneous makers and the Buddhist community perceived in all 
likelihood, and which we, as modern consumers and interpreters of visual imagery, might not 
fully appreciate.  From our viewpoint, we need to make several leaps to take us from the stupa-
images to the living presence of the Buddha: first, we must equate the relief stupa and the 
freestanding stupa, then the stupa and the Buddha image, and finally, the Buddha image and the 
person of the Buddha.   
To begin with, the relief stupas occupy positions in the vihāra’s plan that become 
strongly associated with the Buddha, not just with his image but with his physical being.  By the 
mid-fifth century, the monastic residence (vihāra) assumed a standard plan consisting of monks’ 
chambers arranged around a central square court.70  The vihāra was open at the front, and cells 
were cut into its back and two sidewalls; and a Buddha image occupied the central chamber in 
the back wall.  M. K. Dhavalikar argues that this quadrangular scheme combined two formerly 
 
69 Vidya Dehejia suggests that Vihara III was in fact modeled on Vihara X.  See Dehejia, Early Buddhist Rock 
Temples, 160.  Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of India, 268, also propose this view, but their view is less 
developed than Dehejia’s and is offered almost as an aside.  
 
70 M. K. Dhavalikar, “Evolution of the Buddhist Rock-cut Shrines of Western India,” Journal of the Asiatic Society 




                                                                                                                                                             
separate spaces, the worship hall (caitya) and the monastic dwelling (vihāra) into a single 
space.71  In early Buddhist complexes, an apsidal caitya integrated a rock-cut stupa in the curved 
end and a square vihāra served as the monks’ dormitory.  However, the “new” plan, seen at 
complexes such as Ajanta, most notably at the 5th century Cave XVI, allowed monks to worship 
and congregate in the very same spaces in which they lived and slept (fig. 3.47).  
Dhavalikar believes that the Nasik stupas represent an intermediate step between the 
early and the later Buddhist complexes, in which “the caitya and vihāra [converge] into a 
harmonious whole.”72  Dehejia, too, connects the relief stupas to later developments in the 
vihara’s plan.73  A few other early western Deccan sites also include relief stupas.  Cave XLVII 
on the Shivneri hill at the Junnar complex, roughly dated to 110-138 CE,74 has a relief stupa in 
the center of the back wall (fig. 3.48).  It is possible, too, that the Lenyadri group of caves at the 
same site also possessed a similar stupa in Vihara VII (also known as Ganesh Lena).75 
It is not my intention here to revisit the “evolution” of the Buddhist excavated complex, 
from “early” to “late,” or from aniconic to iconic, nor can I confront the tricky task of fitting the 
hundreds of surviving Deccan caves into a timeline—these analyses have been taken on by past 
scholarship and still continue to challenge us.  Rather, my interest is in interpreting these stupa 
“images” and connecting their use to later patterns in the visual vocabulary of structural temples.  
71 Ibid, 52-53. Note, however, that Dhavalikar characterizes these two periods of construction as Hinayana and 
Mahayana, the first spanning the early centuries BCE to the second century CE, and the second beginning in the 5th 
century CE.   
 
72 Dhavalikar, “Evolution,” 54. 
 
73 Dehejia, Early Buddhist Rock Temples, 93. 
 
74 See Vidya Dehejia, “Early Buddhist Caves at Junnar,” Artibus Asiae, Vol. 31, No. 2/3 (1969): 166.  
 
75 Pointing to the similarity between this vihāra’s plan and that of the Nasik vihāras III and X, Dehejia proposes the 
existence of a relief stupa or a stupa within the central cell in the back wall, now appropriated for the worship of the 
Brahmanical deity Ganesha. Ibid., 164. 
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The stupa-image does not assume a semantic charge simply because it mimics the defining or 
characteristic formal features of the structural stupa— the dome, vedika, harmikā, parasol, and so 
on—although this aspect is not unimportant.  Other factors contribute to the stupa’s meaning, 
and signal its status as an object of veneration: the toraṇa and its attendant guardian figures 
(Nasik III) presage both devotional object and sacred space; the stupa’s own attendant figures 
further reinforce its devotional character; and finally, the stupa’s position in the plan directly 
connects the stupa and the Buddha, for this location eventually becomes the central chamber 
occupied by the Buddha.  
Literary and epigraphic sources identify this chamber as the gandhakuṭī or perfume 
chamber.  In the Śayanāsana Vastu, a vinaya text, i.e, a document prescribing monastic codes of 
conduct, the Buddha is said to have made the following statement about the gandhakuṭī’s 
disposition and location: “if you have three cells made the Perfume Chamber is to be made in the 
middle, the two (other) cells on each side; likewise if there are nine cells in three wings; in a 
quadrangular (vihāra) the Perfume Chamber (is to be placed) in the middle (of the back wall) 
facing the main entrance, two cells on each side of the main entrance.”76  Needless to say, this is 
the location of the Nasik relief stupas as well as the later chambers in which we find Buddha 
images, such as at Ajanta Cave XVI.  Gregory Schopen argues that in situations where a Buddha 
sculpture occupied the gandhakuṭī, its position was not that of an “image” but that of his living 
presence: “The drafters of these grants and all the inscriptions…never use a word which could—
however unsuitably—be translated by “image.”  They talk about persons, not objects, and these 
76 As quoted in Gregory Schopen, “The Buddha as an Owner of Property and Permanent Resident in Medieval 




                                                 
persons—like the monks who are to be provided for—always live in monasteries.”77  In fact, by 
the 4th – 5th centuries, inscriptions state with increasing clarity that not only monks but the 
Buddha himself was understood to be a resident at monasteries.78  Consider the 5th century 
inscription from Ajanta’s Cave XVI, a vihāra with seventeen residential chambers, which refers 
to the whole space as “the excellent dwelling to be occupied by the best of ascetics [that is, the 
Buddha].”79   
Moreover, epigraphs from other parts of the subcontinent, including Nagarjunakonda 
(Andhra), Bagh (Madhya Pradesh), Vallabhi (Gujarat), the Salt Range (Punjab), Gunaighar 
(Bengal), and Nalanda (Bihar), show that gifts and endowments were made directly to the 
Buddha, who was seen as a living resident of the vihāra and the “corporate head” of the resident 
monastic community.80  Donative inscriptions indicate that he was an entity with a legal status.  
He was a juridical personality in other words: gifts were made to him, he owned property, and 
when endowments were received, they were apportioned among the Buddha, the dharma, and the 
monastic community.81  
If an equivalence existed between “image” and “actual person,” then this idea of 
personhood also extended to the death of these “images,” for they were interred in the same 
77 Ibid., 186.  In a long footnote to this passage (number 20), however, Schopen acknowledges that some medieval 
inscriptions do use terms such as pratimā, bimba, and pratikṛti, which he believes have been problematically and 
uncritically translated as “image” without much reflection or analysis.  Clearly, further study is needed in this area to 
unpack South Asian understandings of images and visual representation.  
 
78 Schopen, “The Buddha,”183. 
 








                                                 
manner as the Buddha’s mortal remains, that is, in stupas.82  The remains of broken or otherwise 
ritually dead Buddha images have been found in a number of medieval stupas at Sanchi, 
Sravasti, and Sarnath.83  Returning full circle, then, to the concerns of this chapter, since the 
Buddha image was “cognitively classified”84 as the Buddha, and thought to live, receive gifts, 
and even die in the gandhakuṭī, so too images of stupas, particularly those in liturgically 
significant parts of the vihāra’s plan, must have been understood as stupas not as representations 
or reenactments of those structures.  The same argument can be made about the Brahmanical 
temple and the temple-image.  The image of the deity in the structural temple is also functionally 
equivalent with the deity, assuming that image had been appropriately consecrated and the deity 
invited to be present.  Indeed, the practice of darśana, the reciprocal seeing between worshipper 
and the divine, is premised on the deity’s immanence, as are the daily temple devotions that cater 
to the full gamut of the god’s bodily needs.  Similarly, the Hindu god, like stupa and Buddha, is a 
legal entity and owns property, jewelry, cash, crops, and lands, and receives a vast array of gifts 
and endowments.  And while the analytics of ornament and sign are useful for theorizing the 
temple-image and the ways it operates in many situations, they are nonetheless premised on the 
idea of the temple-image as a “charged intermediary,”85 mediating between the worshipper and 
the divine, referring to the divine and the sacral, which are necessarily external to the 
architectural image.  At Nasik and other Deccan sites, however, the distinction between signifier 
and signified collapses, so that the shrine-image is no longer an intermediary between the 
worshipper and the divine, but is itself the divine. 
82 Ibid., 203. 
 
83 Ibid., 203.   
 
84 I am borrowing this very useful phrase from ibid., 203. 




                                                 
 
What We Talk About When We Talk About Little Temples 
Miniature temples in the round abound at Early Deccan sites.  Often randomly clustered around 
much larger principal shrines, they are found at many places of interest to this study.  I will focus 
on one place, Kadamara Kalava, located thirty-five miles southeast of Alampur in Andhra’s 
Adoni Taluk, because a staggering twenty-two miniature temples, both Nagara and Dravida, are 
aggregated here.  This site is also interesting because one of the small temples has an inscription 
in 7th century Telugu-Kannada script attributed to Chalukya ruler Pulakesin II.86   
The temple cluster is organized around an east-facing structural temple called the 
Sivanandisvara, which is divided into a sanctum surmounted by a Nagara Latina tower, preceded 
by an antechamber leading to a pillared hall.  In the aggregation of shrines at Kadamara Kalava 
are six much smaller temples, also structural; one with a Nagara Latina tower is to the southeast 
of the central shrine and faces north (fig. 3.49), while five south-facing temples, with tiered 
Phamsana towers, are on the northeast (fig. 3.50).  The miniature shrines, which are all 
monolithic and no more than a couple of feet tall and a foot and a half wide, have been cemented 
onto stone platforms and arranged at regular intervals in straight lines on the Sivanandisvara 
temple’s west and south as if at an outdoor sculpture garden (fig. 3.51); on the north, they are on 
the ground although still arranged in a straight line.  That this tidy museological presentation is 
recent is confirmed by past scholarship87 and photographs which show groups of the structures 
jumbled together, in no particular order, at the temple’s southwest corner.  Their haphazard 
arrangement at other sites such as Satyavolu further militates against the Andhra Pradesh 
86 See Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 98; Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 46. 
 
87 B.Rajendra Prasad, “Sivanandisvara Temple at Kadamara Kalava,” Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, 
Vol. VII (1975-76): 27, describes the structures as “scattered all over the place.”  
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Department of Archaeology and Museums’ neatened curation; in fact, the shrines’ small size 
lends itself to portability – they can be easily picked up and moved, and can travel within the 
complex, between temple interior and exterior, or from one temple complex to another.   
The miniature shrines are divided into a wall section and a tower; the walls are bare or 
carry divine imagery in relief, including linga, Ganesha, and other divine images. One temple 
façade has a striking image of the goddess as slayer of the buffalo demon bearing a close 
resemblance to that of a miniature shrine in the interior of Alampur’s Kumara Brahma Temple.  
The Kadamara Kalava miniature shrines have two types of towers: a domed roof with a 
crowning stūpi, a kūṭa roof in other words, or a tiered Phamsana roof surmounted by the ribbed 
āmalaka (figs. 3.52-53).  It can be argued that the little temples conflate interior space and 
elevational space, like temple-images.  They present, on one elevation, deeply carved lingas in 
spacious niches—usually found only in the sanctum interior—juxtaposed with related deities 
depicted in iconic form on two flanking elevations.  The latter evoke the sanctum exterior, which 
is populated by icons at the center of the three cardinal faces.  In some cases, though the walls do 
not have figural sculpture, they nonetheless project in the center evoking the sanctum elevation’s 
bhadra niches.  Another perspective is that the little temples are abbreviations or metonyms of 
the structural temple, and present its most ritually potent part— the sanctum and its crowning 
tower—stripped of all else.  Yet another view is that the miniature shrine quotes the structural 
temple by citing or referring to the sanctum and its crowning tower. 
Both the monolithic miniature temple and this particular temple cluster have received 
little scholarly attention.  Even after a hundred and fifty years of systematic study of the Indian 
temple, we have no ground plan for the temple cluster, and even the central shrine’s plan leaves 
much to be desired.  The site has been treated in a single article and a couple of dissertations, and 
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generated a page or two in a few books.88  Most of these works have focused on the problem of 
dating the principal Sivanandisvara shrine.  Little has been said about the meaning, function, and 
form of the mini shrines except to note the single inscription.  For that matter, little has been said 
about the mini shrine in the round even at other better known and better studied sites. 
Many scholars automatically classify the little temples as “votive shrines” with no 
apparent justification for this point of view.  Carol Bolon and Susan Buchanan both use this 
terminology.  Bolon mentions the 7th century inscription, but it is of concern only in so far as it 
can provide insight into the central shrine’s date.89  Buchanan describes the microarchitecture as 
“miniature votive shrines” and calls the other small structures in the complex “small functional 
temples,” suggesting that the mini shrines were in some way defunct, unlike the structural 
temples which provide interior spaces in a constructed medium.90  Thus, here, too, the polarity 
between functional and defunct is invoked.  B. R. Prasad prefers “shrine models” and is the only 
scholar to analyze the formal character of the structures, noting their tower forms and sculptural 
decoration.91  The Encyclopaedia does not mention the existence of the mini shrines, focused as 
it is on a formal description of the principal Sivanandisvara Temple.   
The miniature temple has fared better in texts with a focus on epigraphy.  Shrinivas 
Padigar’s Inscriptions of the Chalukyas of Bādāmi refers to the mini structure with the Chalukya 
inscription as “a miniature stone shrine.”92  K.V. Ramesh’s characterization of little temples 
88 See B.R. Prasad, “Sivanandisvara Temple,” 27-32; Bolon, PhD diss., 328-332; Buchanan, PhD diss., 335-337; 
EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 324-326. 
 
89 Bolon, PhD diss., 328. 
 
90 Buchanan, PhD diss., 337. 
 
91 B.R. Prasad, “Sivanandisvara Temple,” 30. 
 
92 Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 46. 
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comes closest to an analytically accurate description: he calls them “miniature monolithic 
shrines,”93 and is the only scholar to have attempted an interpretation.  He posits that the 
Kadamara Kalava inscription refers to a dear but unknown son of Pulakesin who may have died 
prematurely, and therefore that the miniature structure on which it appears was 
commemorative.94  He then proposes that the entire collection of temples at the cluster was 
“earmarked” for “memorial temples and shrines for himself [Pulakesin] and his immediate 
family members.”95  In this manner, he imputes a funerary and memorial character to the 
miniature temple, a suggestion the scholarship has yet to explore or exploit. 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines the votive as something “dedicated, consecrated, 
offered, erected, etc. in consequence of, or in fulfillment of, a vow.”  Except for being portable, 
abbreviated signs of the structural temple, it is unclear in what sense these miniature temples 
functioned as votives.  Moreover, in the absence of other evidence, particularly inscriptional, it is 
difficult to sustain this claim.  Since the miniature shrines are not the only small structures at 
Kadamara Kalava, and since six medium-sized structural temples are also integrated into the 
cluster and aligned along the central shrine’s south and north peripheries, it is more likely that 
the micro architecture too offered additional possibilities for patrons to “build” at the site.  In my 
view, the monolithic mini temples and the small structural temples offered subsequent patrons or 
those with more limited means to benefit from the spiritual capital of the place. My argument 
may presume that the smaller temples postdate the central shrine’s construction, but would hold 
true even with alternate temporalities.  The point I wish to make is that the locale’s primacy 
 
93 Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 98. 
 
94 Ibid, 98. 
 
95 Ibid, 98-99. 
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attracted building commissions or, in the case of the mini monolithic shrine, commemorations.  
In fact, the very size of the mini shrine allows for its introduction at any stage in the “life” of the 
sacred site, as it could be squeezed into whatever limited space was available, thus allowing a 
donor to accrue religious merit (punya) by contributing to a particularly prestigious site rather 
than build a larger shrine at a place with far less cachet.   
Diminution in size also allowed for much greater variation and variety, both in the temple 
form and in its sculptural content and dedication.  A patron could commission a mini goddess 
shrine even if the principal deity in the central sanctuary was Shiva.  Or he could choose to 
dedicate an apsidal temple, as at Satyavolu, another Andhra site crowded with mini shrines, 
which though much smaller than the two central shrines, is distinguished by being the only 
shrine at that temple cluster in this unusual form (fig. 3.54).  Furthermore, Satyavolu’s apsidal 
shrine, a structural construction, carries a short inscription in 8th century characters96 perhaps 
underscoring its “special” status.  Another reason for dedicating mini shrines could be that they 
allowed individuals of lower status to donate at the same places associated with the elites.  At 
Satyavolu, since the central shrine is connected with Chalukya royalty, the patrons of the mini 
shrines could bask in some of the reflected glory, simply by association and proximity (fig. 
3.55). 
Surveying the literature does not get us closer to the defining characteristics of a votive 
structure or object.  Moreover, though I began the discussion with the miniature monolithic 
shrines at Kadamara Kalava, a Brahmanical sacred site, much of the writing on Deccan “votive 
shrines” as well as the most abundant evidence of miniature sanctuaries comes from Buddhist 
96 N. Venkataramanayya, Andhra Pradesh Government Report on Epigraphy for 1965 (Hyderabad: Government of 




                                                 
excavated complexes in the western Deccan, in present-day Maharashtra state.  So it is to this 
material I will now turn to see if we can get any closer to the ontology of the votive shrine.  
Walter Spink perceives the “helter-skelter” inclusion of images of the Buddha, 
bodhisattvas, and stupas at Ajanta as “intrusions” dating to what he considers that site’s troubled 
Period of Disruption (479-480 CE), following the death of Vakataka emperor Harisena around 
477.97  These “votives” were hurriedly added to Ajanta’s sculptural programs, in Spink’s view, 
so that “eager and anxious new donors,” who were unable to contribute when patronage was 
limited to the ruling Vakataka elites and their feudatories during the complex’s heydays, could 
do so.98  “The concern now was fundamentally devotional,” Spink notes, “and the goal was the 
creation of votive offerings made for the good of the world, with the benefits presumably 
accruing to the self as well."99  Thus the parvenu donors, who were both local villagers and 
monks, who had also been barred from making offerings at Ajanta (except for the powerful 
monk Buddhabhadra who sponsored Cave 26) could now accrue merit.  It is important to 
remember that Spink believes that Ajanta was “an insistently elitist site, with productive 
connections both to the imperial [Vakataka] court and its feudatory satellites.”100  From the early 
460s to 479, Spink argues that strict administrative controls restricted building at Ajanta to those 
97 Walter M. Spink, Ajanta: A Brief History and Guide (Ann Arbor: Asian Art Archives of the University of 
Michigan, 1990), 36.  See also Spink’s Ajanta: History and Development, Volume 4 Painting, Sculpture, 
Architecture - Year by Year (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2008), 96-105. 
 
98 Spink, Ajanta: A Brief History, 36. 
 
99 Spink, Ajanta: History and Development Vol. 4, 98. 
 





                                                 
who were either from court or had a “friend at court;” others could neither build nor donate at the 
vast cave complex.101   
The following primary meaning for “votive” can be inferred, then, from Spink’s writings: 
it was a pious gift or offering—whether of an entire cave or images on its elevation or interior—
made by a non-elite individual or entity.  An inscription might accompany the donation giving 
the name of the donor as well as the recipients of the resulting religious merit; and though the 
votive was never explicitly self-interested, merit was nonetheless believed to accrue to the donor.  
The following inscription from Cave 16 below two “votive” Buddha images is a most telling 
example: “This is the religious donation of the Sakyabhiksu reverend Dharmadatta.  Let the 
merit therein be for the attaining of supreme knowledge by [his] mother and father and all living 
beings.”102  While Spink stresses that Ajanta’s votives were hasty, uninvited, disorderly 
intrusions that disrupted the caves’ original well-laid plans, whether he would consider these 
aspects to be a function of the limited time span of the Period of Disruption or whether these too 
are defining attributes of the votive is not entirely clear. 
Pia Brancaccio takes Spink’s idea of non-elite patronage in a different direction: whereas 
Spink’s votives were intrusive and erratically situated, for Brancaccio it is thoughtful integration 
into a preexisting plan and iconographic scheme that defines the votive’s character.  For her, 
votives are “attestations of individual devotion,” attributed to lay or popular devotional practice, 
as opposed to that associated with the Buddhist monastic order (saṁgha).103  Though no 
dedicative or commemorative inscriptions accompany the relief panels in Aurangabad’s Cave 2, 
101 Ibid., 155. 
 
102 Spink, Ajanta: History and Development Vol. 4, 98-99. 
 
103 Pia Brancaccio, “The Buddhist Caves at Aurangabad: The Impact of the Laity,” Ars Orientalis, Vol. 30, 




                                                 
Brancaccio nonetheless finds their careful coordination with the cave’s plan and inclusion of 
“lay” worshippers to provide sufficient evidence of their votive meaning and intent.  So for 
Brancaccio, votives are pious donations of the laity; that is all. 
At the rock-cut complex of Bhaja, which has twenty-nine spaces excavated into a north-
facing hill 120 meters above ground, fourteen smallish rock-cut stupas in the round are clustered 
in Cave 20 (figs. 3.56-57).104  Of these, six carry inscriptions and though some are damaged and 
illegible, at least three make clear the stupas’ links to Buddhist nuns (thera bhadaṅta) whom the 
inscriptions name.105  Interestingly, S. Nagaraju, the sole scholar to my knowledge to describe 
each sculpted stupa in detail and note their heterogeneous formal treatment, does not refer to the 
stupas as votives but finds them to be “commemorative in character made in honour of 
individual thera.”106  Himanshu Ray, however, accepts the Bhaja stupas as votives in order to 
support her argument about the votive character of miniature stupas at another Deccan rock-cut 
complex, Kanheri.107   
There, Ray finds the foundations of at least a hundred small brick stupas in cave 87, 
which she claims must have been donated by pilgrims “in memory of Buddhist monks.”108  She 
thus connects the establishment of “votive” stupas to another aspect of lay worship: the ritual of 
pilgrimage.  Though Ray’s reasons for ascribing the votive label are not made explicit, she 
104 However, these stupa forms are not all that small: they are 1.8 – 3m high and 1.6 – 2.5 m in diameter; dimensions 
from S. Nagaraju, Buddhist Architecture, 123. 
 
105 The three nuns are called Samghadina (stupa 6); Ampikinaka (stupa 7); Dhamagiri (stupa 8). Ibid., 123. 
 
106 Ibid., 124. 
 
107 Himanshu Prabha Ray, “Kanheri: The Archaeology of an Early Buddhist Pilgrimage Centre in Western India,” 
World Archaeology, Vol. 26, No. 1, Archaeology of Pilgrimage (Jun., 1994): 40. 
 




                                                 
implies that the following conditions are necessary: the inclusion of relic objects such as ash 
(found in some of the stupas), as well as inscriptions containing the Buddhist creed (ye dharma 
hetu prabhava...), which was inscribed on copper plates found in one stupa and on the wall 
below a relief stupa in another cave.109   The example of the Kanheri stupas also allows us to 
reflect upon an important structural distinction between miniature rock-cut stupas (Bhaja) and 
their constructed counterparts (Kanheri): the former may carry commemorative inscriptions 
and/or the Buddhist creed but do not generally include relic materials, whereas the latter can 
include both since they possess both interior spaces and surfaces upon which to inscribe text.  
However, it would seem that the Buddhist monastic community and laity did not see a functional 
or ontological difference between the two, since the principal object of veneration in worship 
halls (caityas) across the Deccan is usually a rock-cut stupa.  Ray’s view of the votive, then, 
conflates mortuary practices and donative practices; moreover, she ascribes the erection of 
miniature stupas to the actions of pilgrim visitors although the evidence for this claim is highly 
circumstantial.    
Miniatures of the Mahabodhi Temple at Bodhgaya, one of the most sacred Buddhist sites 
and the place where the historic Buddha reached enlightenment, appear to be much more 
strongly connected to pilgrimage practices.  John Guy shows that the temple, which may have 
replaced the outdoor tree shrine at the site as early as the second or third century CE,110 produced 
not only miniature models in a variety of media, but also full-scale constructions across the 
109 Ibid., 40. 
 
110 John Guy, “The Mahābodhi Temple: Pilgrim Souvenirs of Buddhist India,” The Burlington Magazine, Vol. 133, 




                                                 
Buddhist world.  Guy has identified twenty miniature shrines in stone,111 rectangular in plan and 
averaging 20cm. high,112 dating from the 10th to the 12th century (Pala-Sena period) and 
produced in Gaya, in present-day Bihar, for sale to pilgrims visiting Bodhgaya (figs. 3.58-60).113  
Guy asserts both the models’ concordance with textual accounts, particularly the description of 
the Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang who visited Bodhgaya around 637 CE, and the way the models 
emulate, echo, or replicate the plan and sculptural programs of the monumental structural temple 
at Bodhgaya.114  He is interested, in other words, in showing that the miniatures are faithful 
copies of the original.  The miniatures “were produced expressly for selling to pilgrims,” says 
Guy, “and…served not only as souvenirs but as proof of the journey [to Bodhgaya] successfully 
completed.”115   
But are these little temples votives and if so, what makes them so?  Though Guy does not 
explicitly categorize the abbreviated Mahabodhi shrines as votives, referring instead to miniature 
models, he equates the circulation of the miniature temples with the practice of pilgrims 
returning from Bodhgaya with souvenirs of clay miniature stupas (figs. 3.61-63).116  These latter 
objects, which he considers votives, allowed the pilgrim to continue to enjoy the spiritual 
benefits of the journey and even share those benefits with those unable to travel.117  One such 
object, in the collections of the British Museum and recovered from Bodhgaya by Alexander 
111 Ibid., 362. 
 
112 Ibid., 360. 
 
113 Ibid., 364. 
 
114 Ibid., 359-361. 
 
115 Ibid., 362. 
 
116 Guy, “The Mahābodhi Temple,” 356. 
 




                                                 
Cunningham during excavations at that site, has been broken open to reveal the embossed 
Buddhist creed within (fig. 3.63).  The Museum’s catalogue entry suggests an equivalency 
between the text and a relic or funerary deposit, and the text’s “burial” within the small terracotta 
stupa certainly confirms that reading.     
Intriguingly, the Mahabodhi provides an instance of “model” working in multiple senses: 
first, in the sense that the monumental temple served as the prototype for the miniature shrines 
produced and carried to other parts of the Buddhist world; second, in the sense that the miniature 
shrine itself served as an architect’s model for the subsequent reconstruction of the Mahabodhi 
temple in the late nineteenth century, as well as, possibly, the construction of seven full-scale 
versions in Myanmar, Thailand, China, and Nepal between the 13th and 15th centuries.118  Thus, it 
would seem that the Mahabodhi temple travelled away from Bodhgaya and also returned to 
Bodhgaya, via the miniature.  Although I cannot go into the temple’s complex biography or its 
numerous architectural and historiographical lives, I propose that what is significant is not how 
faithfully the miniatures “copy” the original or even which “essential” features they quote in 
order to be recognizable as bonafide replicas, but rather the significant place the Mahabodhi 
Temple and Bodhgaya occupy in the Buddhist imagination, eliciting the production of miniatures 
that traveled both towards and away from Bodhgaya.  
But have these examples gotten us any closer to the nature of the votive shrine or object?  
Gregory Schopen forcefully questions scholars’ habitual and “imaginative” understanding of 
miniature stupas as votives.119  He examines an array of Buddhist sacred sites in various parts of 
118 Guy suggests that the Mahabodhi temple at Pagan, Myanmar, built during the reign of King Natonmya (1210-34), 
is “the most faithful copy.” See ibid., 365.   
 
119 Gregory Schopen, Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks: Collected Papers on the Archaeology, Epigraphy, and 
Texts of Monastic Buddhism in India (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1997), 119. 
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South Asia—in Sind, Taxila, Sanchi, among others—where a multitude of subsidiary stupas and 
other structures of varying size crowd around a central stupa.  The smaller structures, sometimes 
numbering in the hundreds and thousands, were even added on top of previous strata as the sites 
expanded over time.120  Though Schopen does not attend to the little stupas’ form, materials, or 
dimensions, or distinguish between monolithic and structural stupas, he does nonetheless make 
several points germane to our discussion of miniature shrines.   
First, the location and distribution of the stupa clusters is significant: they are found in 
places that had contact with the physical body of the Buddha or just as importantly, with his 
relics, as the central stupa usually contained his mortal remains.121  Second, Schopen argues that 
the “irregular placement” of the subsidiary stupas shows that “they were clearly added at 
different times whenever space allowed.”122  But, as at Kadamara Kalava, clearing and 
excavations conducted at many Buddhist sites resulted in the loss of the original context and 
“arrangement” of miniature stupas, and so has to be gleaned from archaeological reports and 
photographic documentation.  For instance, the Great Stupa at Sanchi, now a monumental 
presence in an evacuated landscape, was once surrounded by crowds of subsidiary stupas, all lost 
during the archaeological operations of 1881-83 when an area of 60 feet around the stupa railing 
was cleared.123  Third, many of the smaller stupas were also funerary objects, often containing 
 
120 This is true at Bodh Gaya, although here the subsidiary stupas are not clustered around a central stupa, but rather 
were drawn to the site for its important connection with the living presence of the Buddha, as the site of his 
enlightenment.  See ibid., 118. 
 
121 Ibid., 118. 
 
122 Ibid., 119. 
 
123 Schopen, Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks, 119.  For a concise account of 19th century colonial efforts to 
document, repair, and restore the monuments at Sanchi see Tapati Guha-Thakurta, “The Production and 
Reproduction of a Monument: The Many Lives of the Sanchi Stupa,” South Asian Studies, Vol. 29, No. 1 (2013): 
77-109.   
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relic deposits such as bone and ash (but not of the Buddha) as well as dhāraṇīs, texts principally 
concerned with the avoidance of rebirth in the Buddhist hells or procuring release for those 
already confined to such hells.124  
Schopen’s most significant point is that the Buddha’s relics are functionally equivalent 
with the living Buddha.125  Texts and inscriptions affirm the belief that the Buddha’s relics were 
pervaded or infused with the very qualities associated with his living person: “morality, 
concentration, wisdom, emancipation, and the knowledge and vision of emancipation.”126  And 
the believer was—and is—expected to behave towards the relics and the Buddha in a like 
manner: she was to venerate and honor the relics and adopt the same mental attitude towards 
them as she would the Buddha.127  Furthermore, the relics and the stupa itself had the status of 
“legal persons,” with the right to own property and receive gifts and endowments; a corollary of 
those rights being their protection, for any attempt to forfeit or encroach upon the stupa’s rights 
was considered a serious offense to be met with “immediate retribution.”128  Thus, since the 
central stupas at Buddhist sacred sites housing Shakyamuni’s relics were living embodiments of 
the Buddha, it is no wonder they drew miniature stupas in the hundreds and thousands into their 
spatial ambit.  An added benefit of this proximity might have been the belief that it could obtain 
release from the cycle of rebirth.129 
 
124 Schopen, Bones, Stones, and Buddhist Monks, 120-122. 
 
125 Ibid., 131. 
 
126 Ibid., 125-128. 
 
127 Ibid., 132. 
 
128 Ibid., 128-131. 
 
129 Ibid., 135. 
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 What emerges from even this brief survey of the literature is the conflation of at least 
three separate meanings of miniature buildings: donative, commemorative, and funerary.  The 
relief stupas carved on the façade of Ajanta’s Cave 9, for example, were likely pious offerings 
made to accrue religious merit for the donor (whether they were hurried or disruptive is beside 
the point); Bhaja’s rock-cut monolithic stupas, on the other hand, appear to be commemorative 
structures commissioned to honor specific members of the monastic community; and finally, 
miniature structural stupas, containing relics and crammed into spaces around central stupas in 
which Shakyamuni’s remains were interred, were funerary objects attracted to those locales for 
eschatological concerns and the hope for a better afterlife for the soul of the departed.  Thus, we 
need to disaggregate little stupas not only according to function and meaning but also by form 
and construction material.130   
With the benefit of these insights from the Buddhist context, let me pick up again the 
thread of the miniature temples at Kadamara Kalava and other Early Deccan sites.  The sheer 
number of miniature shrines at Kadamara Kalava and their erstwhile random arrangement in 
proximity to the central shrine all find concordance with the miniature structural stupas clustered 
at sites connected with the Buddha’s presence.  Other sites in Andhra where miniature shrines 
are similarly clustered are Mahanandi, Satyavolu, and the Bala Brahma temple complex in 
Alampur.  In Karnataka, Mahakuta is a particularly noteworthy example, as is Pattadakal.  
 
130 I have limited the scope of my analysis to small stupa structures, whether rock-cut or structural, that functioned 
as stand-alone architecture, and so do not consider miniature clay stupas.  These are often no more than a couple 
inches tall and wide, and have been recovered in the hundreds along with clay tablets inscribed with Buddhist 
formulas from sacred sites across the Buddhist world.  They were left on or in larger structures perhaps as “votive 
offerings,” but were also carried back from the holy places of Buddhism as pilgrim souvenirs, as John Guy suggests 
in the article on the Mahabodhi miniatures.  These objects await detailed documentation and systematic study.  I am 
indebted to Maurizio Tadei “Inscribed Clay Tablets and Miniature Stūpas from Ġaznī,” East and West, Vol. 20, No. 
½ (March-June 1970): 70-86, for reviewing the scholarship and clarifying the vast geographical span of these 
findings.   
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Though studies have focused on the eight structural temples at Pattadakal assumed to be 
associated with Chalukya patronage, the entire site is practically “littered” with the foundations 
of dozens of small structures (fig. 4.2) which appear to have been “drawn” to this site, to adopt a 
term that Schopen uses in the Buddhist context.  A principal prestigious shrine is at the “center” 
of every one of these Brahmanical sacred sites, reminiscent of the main stupa at Buddhist holy 
places.  And like miniature stupas, the miniatures temples are not distributed across the 
landscape, urban or natural, but crammed into these densely packed compounds in whatever 
space is available.  Their haphazard arrangement recalls Ajanta, where a meritorious donation 
was made using any vacant space.  The smaller size might imply non-elite patronage in the 
Brahmanical context, too, as it did at Ajanta.  
In addition, the small size may be related to private functions such as commemoration or 
memorials.  The 7th century inscription already noted at Kadamara Kalava is one element of the 
supporting evidence.  Another is the high incidence of Phamsana shrines at this and other sites, 
which modality Philip Wagoner argues was “dedicated to memorial cults and other forms of 
private worship.”131  He makes the claim for the Phamsana temple mode in the Telangana region, 
ca. 1000-1300,132 based on the formal correspondences between its austere masonic walls and 
stepped pyramidal towers and preexisting funereal structures (mainly megalithic dolmens and 
burial monuments).133  The Phamsana shrines on Hemakuta hill in Vijayanagara, too, probably 
131 Phillip Wagoner, “From “Pampa’s Crossing” to the “Place of Lord Virupāksha:” Architecture, Cult, and 
Patronage at Hampi Before the Founding of Vijayanagara,” in Vijayanagara Progress of Research, 1988-1991, eds. 
D.V Devaraj and Channabasappa Patil. (Mysore: Directorate of Archaeology and Museums, 1996), 167. 
 
132 Wagoner, PhD diss.. 
 




                                                 
carried similar funerary connotations according to Wagoner, or were linked to the worship of 
fierce deities.134   
A second key Early Deccan example is the temple cluster at Huligamanakolla (also called 
Bhadra Nayakana Jalihal) in Karnataka, which M.S. Nagaraja Rao and K.V. Ramesh proposed 
was a memorial site for Chalukya Vikradmitya II.135  In this shady, U-shaped valley, 6 miles 
from Badami, where a thin waterfall cascades down the cliff face, nine out of eleven sandstone 
structures are Phamsana (fig. 3.64).  Based on an inscription in 8th century characters referring to 
a “casket,” Rao and Ramesh identify the building at the bottom of the valley as a “memorial 
shrine” of Vikramaditya II (figs. 3.65-66);136 in addition, they suggest that the flanking buildings 
were memorials to the ruler’s two queens: Lokamahadevi and Trilokyamahadevi.  The proximity 
of a hero stone and the “smallness and simplicity” of the shrines, too, the scholars suggest point 
to the private nature of rituals practiced in the valley, which they posit was a memorial site for 
the king and his family and officers.137  It is worth pausing over the fact that the structure 
identified as the king’s memorial shrine is not Phamsana.   
Certainly a majority of the subsidiary shrines and many of the miniature shrines at 
Andhra Early Deccan clusters are Phamsana; the same is true of Karnataka clusters.  Mahakuta is 
a particularly good example: here, the largest, “central” shrines have Dravida towers while the 
remaining buildings have either Latina or Phamsana towers, with the smallest structures being 
Phamsana.  Nonetheless, in the absence of supporting inscriptional evidence however scant at 
134 Wagoner, “Pampa’s Crossing,” 167. 
 
135 M. S. Nagaraja Rao and K. V. Ramesh, “A Royal Memorial to Chalukya Vikramaditya II,” in Madhu: Recent 
Researches in Indian Archaeology and Art History, ed. M.S. Nagaraja Rao. (Delhi: Agam Kala Prakashan, 1981), 
175-177.  
 
136 Ibid., 176. 
 
137 Rao and Ramesh, “A Royal Memorial,” 176. 
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most sites and the high incidence of Dravida kūṭa-type miniature shrines I am reluctant to extend 
the hypothesis about the funereal character of Phamsana to all Early Deccan miniature shrines.  
Also, if Phamsana is connected to private concerns and private cults, then the overall use of the 
temple cluster needs to be considered.  The Phamsana shrines at secluded locations like 
Huligamanakolla may well have had funerary connotations, but those at more public clusters like 
Alampur, Pattadakal, and Mahakuta may have simply been associated with non-elite patronage 
drawn to those places for the worldly and other worldly rewards associated with building there.   
Moreover, in the Brahmanical context it is difficult to distinguish between memorial and 
funerary function as the issue of a relic does not arise as it does in the Buddhist sphere.  
Regardless, the term “votive” ought to be cautiously applied to miniature shrines and stupas 
alike.   
     *** 
This chapter has analyzed miniature architecture as temple-image and in the round.  The temple-
image, too, has been presented multiple ways: as architectural frame, as ornament, as discursive 
sign, and as an independently signifying and functioning entity.  All of these ideas will be 
important in the following chapter as we turn to the ways in which makers deployed temple-
images, Dravida and Nagara, in the framework of the freestanding structural temple.  Analyzing 
such deployments will allow us to approach Early Deccan values and perceptions of difference.  
The consideration of the miniature shrine at Kadamara Kalava, Satyavolu and other sites has 
already connected architectural diminution to a number of social concerns.  Small size lent itself 
to portability, versatility in plan and form, variety in ritual dedication, and affordability and 
accessibility.  It drew non-elite donors to the same ritual sites as elite patrons so that they too 
could accrue merit from building or giving at those sites.  Small size potentially permitted 
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makers to display their formal range, and may have allowed the transformation of outdoor spaces 
like boulders and rocky outcroppings into sacred spaces.  Small size and simple forms like the 
Phamsana combined with secluded locations may have lent themselves to memorial or funerary 
commissions.  Finally, attenuated size and volume did not mean attenuation in function or 





A Name of One’s Own: Claiming a Conceptual Space for Early Deccan Architecture  
 
 
If one looks at a work and then lists whatever other works have served to influence it, one does not 
necessarily take into account the attitude of the work itself to those discovered sources.  
-- Norman Bryson, Word and Image 
 
The temple cluster at Pattadakal, a UNESCO World Heritage site, is located on a bend in the 
River Malaprabha, at a point where the river turns northwards dramatically (fig. 4.1). There, on 
the left bank of the river, in a compact area no larger than a New York City block, eight principal 
sandstone temples and numerous smaller structures are densely arranged (fig. 4.2).  Founded 
during the seventh and eighth centuries CE, the eight shrines are east-facing and oriented 
towards the river.  Since the mid-nineteenth century and the publication of the first architectural 
histories to address India’s sacred structures, this particular temple cluster has been noticed for 
its formal heterogeneity.  In the 1866 Architecture in Dharwar and Mysore James Fergusson 
wrote that the village of Pattadakal “possesses a group of temples, not remarkable for their size 
or architectural beauty, but interesting because they exhibit the two principal styles of Indian 
architecture in absolute juxta-position [sic].”1  In this way, Fergusson inaugurated the binary 
understanding of Indian temple architecture, and the view that the Deccan region was a meeting 
place of architectural styles. 
More recently, the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture described Pattadakal 
and other Deccan sacred centers of the sixth to the eighth centuries, or the Early Deccan period, 
as places where “a bewildering array and variety of temple forms and architectural and sculptural 




                                                 
styles are encountered along with a promiscuity of styles on a scale unknown in other regions.”2  
Most scholarly treatments of Pattadakal and its Deccan neighbors, however, do not satisfactorily 
explain or analyze the formal variety they celebrate.  Scholarship attributes the phenomenon to 
the Deccan’s unique geography, its “borderland” location between north India and south India, 
as Fergusson first formulated it, suggesting that the Deccan was a passive crossroads for the 
reception and absorption of architectural modes native to other regions.  Another facile view is 
that the architectural variety of the Deccan is a form of political propaganda, that it indexes the 
widespread dominion of the Chalukya rulers who controlled the region from 543 to 757 CE.  
Besides denying the active interventions of architects, builders, and other human agents involved 
in design, these views also sidestep any precise formal analysis of the region’s built spaces and 
built environments.  
This chapter will first highlight the problematic position of Early Deccan architecture 
within the binary taxonomy governing Indian temples, which not only fails to recognize Early 
Deccan buildings in their own right but also fragments the dense temple clusters into which they 
are organized.  Secondly, I will show, through a close formal analysis of the temple cluster at 
Pattadakal and select temples in other places, that the Deccan’s heterogeneous built spaces are 
the products of their makers’ conscious involvement, and I will advocate for approaching them 
holistically.  Finally, I will situate the Deccan’s decidedly eclectic architectural outlook in the 
context of heterogeneity in other realms, specifically in the political, linguistic, and ritual 
spheres, in order to think more broadly about early medieval historical processes in South and 
Southeast Asia.  At stake is the very epistemology for the Indian temple and the reconsideration 
2 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 7. 
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of a vast architectural corpus that has been relegated to a secondary position by a taxonomy that 
recognizes, and names, only northern and southern temple types.  
According to the current taxonomy, whose foundations were laid in the 19th century, 
Indian temples are grouped into two building types: Nagara, thought to originate in north India, 
and Dravida, which is assigned a south Indian provenance.  A temple is deemed Nagara if it is 
surmounted by a curvilinear tower articulated into lace-like bands (latās) and crowned with a 
ribbed capstone (āmalaka) (fig. 4.3);3 whereas temples with pyramidal towers characterized by 
their horizontality and divided into stories of diminishing size are understood as Dravida (fig. 
4.4).  Each Dravida story is further subdivided into combinations of domed kūṭa, barrel-vaulted 
śālā, and dormer-shaped pañjara miniature shrines or aedicules. 
The organization of Early Deccan temples in the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple 
Architecture is a vivid illustration of the problems with this present conceptualization and its 
basis in tower form.  This authoritative multi-volume compendium of South Asia’s sacred 
buildings treats Early Deccan temples with curvilinear towers in the volume devoted to North 
India and those with tiered towers in the volume devoted to South India.4  Those buildings that 
cannot be accommodated by either the Nagara or Dravida category are designated “hybrid” and 
treated in both volumes or in one or the other volume.   
3 To be precise, this would be the Latina mode, the Latina being one of the earliest modes within the Nāgara system.  
See Adam Hardy, The Temple Architecture of India (Chichester, England; Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2007), chapter 10, 
for a full description of all Nāgara modes, including Latina, and their development.   
 




                                                 
The architecture of Pattadakal is therefore split across several volumes: three structures 
are deemed Dravida and five Nagara. 5  What is problematic about this scheme is that it 
conceptually separates buildings situated just a few feet from one another, built during the same 
time period, often by the same building communities, and most likely with shared worshipping 
publics.  By contrast, the very design of the temple cluster invites the devotee to experience the 
architecture as interrelated, cut from the same material (fig. 4.2).  One of the satisfactions of 
inhabiting a space like Pattadakal is the sensory delight it presents to the visitor as she travels 
from one temple to the other, both visually and spatially, optically and haptically, responding to 
individual temples as well as the ways in which buildings relate to one another and their 
riverfront setting.  It is tempting to speculate that a 7th or 8th century visitor would have 
experienced the place similarly.  At a minimum, our approach to Pattadakal ought to account for 
the relatedness of the buildings at the site.  Only then might we recover routes of ritual or 
processional movement, an avenue yet to receive any serious attention. 
 
The Problem of Names 
James Fergusson’s History of Indian and Eastern Architecture inaugurated the still influential 
conception of South Asia’s temple architecture.6  Grounded in the normative racial and 
ethnographic prejudices of India’s colonial period, Fergusson’s 1876 publication classified 
Indian temples into three architectural styles, which he called Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, and 
Chalukyan.  Fergusson saw Indo-Aryan and Dravidian as antithetical styles, the former 
5 One noteworthy exception is Michell, Pattadakal, which considers the site as a whole, including all the major 
structures, whether Nāgara or Drāviḍa, and treats at least three structures dated to the Rashtrakūṭa period (757-973 
CE).    
 





                                                 
prevailing in regions where Sanskrit or Sanskrit-based languages were spoken7 and the latter 
amongst the speakers of Tamil or “cognate tongues.”8  He located the first zone in the region 
extending from the Himalayas in the north to the Vindhya Mountains,9 and the second he 
confined to Madras Presidency.10  These divisions correspond more or less to today’s views of 
the equally broad rubrics north India and south India.11  Chalukyan, the third architectural 
category in Fergusson’s scheme, occupied “a borderland between the other two”12 styles, and 
inhabited the area first controlled by the Badami Chalukyas and later by the Chalukyas of 
Kalyani..13  Today we call this zone the Deccan.   
Fergusson, however, did not view the Early Deccan buildings of Pattadakal, Aihole, and 
other sacred centers of concern here as stylistically Chalukyan despite their location in 
Chalukyan realms.  Instead, for him, “Chalukyan” signified Deccan temples built from the ninth 
century onwards, those contemporary scholars identify by the dynastic appellations Kalyani 
Chalukya, Kakatiya, and Hoysala.  In Fergusson’s view, Early Deccan temples simply 
7 Fergusson, History, 85. 
 
8 Ibid., 302. 
 
9 Ibid., 89. 
 
10 Ibid., 302. 
 
11 Though Fergusson rooted Indo-Aryan and Dravidian broadly in north India and the Tamil south, he is careful to 
point out that Indo-Aryan temples do occur south of the Vindhya Mountains ((see History of Indian and Eastern 
Architecture, 89) and that Dravidian temples are found as far north as Ellora (see History of Indian and Eastern 
Architecture, 303).   
 
12 Ibid., 84. 
 




                                                 
juxtaposed northern and southern styles, for the buildings “either show the curvilinear outline of 
the northern style, or the storeyed pyramids of the Dravidian.”14  
Fergusson’s colonial-era successors echoed many of the same ideas.  Henry Cousens did 
not depart from Fergusson’s three temple styles, though writing fifty years later, in 1926.15  Like 
Fergusson he thought Early Deccan builders juxtaposed or “overlapped” two regional styles: 
they introduced “an admixture of details and ideas from the northern type of building”16 which 
existed “side by side”17 with “pure” Dravida temples.  And like Fergusson, Cousens observed the 
emergence of a Deccan temple distinct from its northern and southern antecedents only with the 
advent of Kalyani Chalukya power.18   
Ananda Coomaraswamy’s writings were significant for moving scholarly discourse 
towards the adoption of indigenous terms for temple architecture, based on his considerable 
knowledge of Sanskrit and extensive reading of Indian art and architectural treatises (vāstu and 
śilpa śāstras).19  But he, too, viewed the early medieval Deccan as a meeting place of 
architectural styles innovated elsewhere, whether in the Pallava south or in the Gupta north.  
Coomaraswamy’s contributions include highlighting the importance of geography over sectarian 
affiliation and race, and, by classifying early medieval temples as Early Cāḷukya, Pallava, 
Rāstrakuta, and so on, inaugurating a shift to the dynastic understanding of sacred architecture 
14 Fergusson, History, 421-422. 
 
15 Henry Cousens, The Chalukyan Architecture of the Kanarese Districts (Calcutta: Government of India Central 
Publication Branch, 1926), 17. 
 
16 Ibid., 18. 
 
17 Ibid., 18. 
 
18 Ibid., 18. 
 




                                                 
that is still dominant.20  He mapped Fergusson’s three styles to the Nagara, Dravida, and Vesara 
categories,21 which also continue to structure South Asian architectural histories.  
Coomaraswamy, too, understood Deccan buildings of the ninth century and later as Vesara; and 
like the scholars who preceded him, saw Early Deccan buildings (which he called Early 
Cāḷukyan) as characterized by a combination of styles.  His description of Pattadakal’s 
Papanatha Temple as “a cross between Dravidian and Āryavārta styles”22 is representative of this 
view. 
Almost two decades later, in 1946, Stella Kramrisch’s important two-volume work, The 
Hindu Temple, laid out indigenous textual views of the ternary—Nagara, Dravida, Vesara—
which, she observed quite rightly “looms large in contemporary discussions on Indian 
architecture.”23  Her analysis included pan-Indian texts such as the Bṛhat Saṃhitā and Agni 
Purāṇa as well as those confined to regional building traditions such as the Kāmikāgama 
(Tamilnadu), Samarāṅgaṇasūtradhāra (Malwa), and Īśānaśivagurudevapaddhati (Tamilnadu).  
Kramrisch’s work was pioneering for noticing regional differences in the understanding of the 
Nagara-Dravida-Vesara ternary despite the widespread use of the same terms across traditions.  
She found, for instance, that texts from Tamil country adopt the terms to designate the shape of 
the topmost part of the temple tower, its crowning “high temple,” known as the stūpi in 
contemporary terminology;24 whereas texts from Malwa and other regions north of the Vindhyas 
20 See Coomaraswamy, History, 106-107, for his views on geography versus race, in clear opposition to Fergusson.   
 
21 Ibid., 107, provides the equivalences for Fergusson’s categories as well as their geographical span.   
 
22 Ibid., 96. 
 
23 Stella Kramrisch. The Hindu Temple (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1976), 267.  
 




                                                 
understand Nagara, Dravida, Vesara as distinct regionally-based temple types.  When defining 
Vesara, Kramrisch saw its “mixed” character as natural to a region, the Deccan, “betwixt two 
powerful schools,”25 and says, not deviating from previous scholarship, that the Hoysalas and the 
Kalyani Chalukyas were responsible for Vesara temples.  In a chapter on the temple 
superstructure, Kramrisch discusses the Early Deccan architecture of Aihole, Badami, Mahakuta, 
and Pattadakal, noting their singularity for juxtaposing three kinds of towers (termed Latina, 
Phamsana, and Dravida in current scholarship) and puts in place the tower-based epistemology 
taken up by the Encylopedia and many general and specialist works on temple architecture.26  
Despite the inroads forged by Coomaraswamy and Kramrisch comprehensive works on 
Indian art of the mid-twentieth century continued to harken back to Fergusson’s race-based 
terminology of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian.  Two examples are Benjamin Rowland’s The Art and 
Architecture of India (1953)27 and Percy Brown’s Indian Architecture (1956).28  Both works 
reinforce several key ideas: one, that northern and southern temple styles come together in the 
Deccan; and two, that they are either found “side by side” in separate buildings or hybridized in 
the body of a single temple.  About Pattadakal, Rowland remarks: “at this one site we can see 
standing side by side four or five examples of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian temples.”29  Percy 
Brown’s observations could be said to constitute a derivative discourse, for he compares the 
phenomenon to the juxtaposition of Gothic and Renaissance buildings in medieval Europe, and 
25 Ibid., 291. 
 
26 Ibid., 184-186. 
 
27 Benjamin Rowland. The Art and Architecture of India: Buddhist, Hindu, Jain (London, Baltimore: Penguin Books, 
1953). 
 
28 Percy Brown, Indian Architecture: Buddhist and Hindu Periods (Bombay: Taraporevala, 1956). 
 




                                                 
reiterates the idea of hybridity.  “Certain of these temples which are in one style,” Brown notes, 
“contain architectural details belonging to the other contrasting style.”30  Thus, nearly one 
hundred years after Fergusson, the idea that Nagara and Dravida are “contrasting” or 
incompatible styles persisted. 
While nineteenth- and many twentieth-century scholars considered the characteristic 
Deccan temple to be an admixture of Nagara and Dravida styles, the present view is that the 
Deccan’s native temple form is Dravida.  As we have already seen, the Encyclopaedia allows 
only two categories for South Asia’s temples: Nagara and Dravida.  It accommodates Deccan 
temples within this binary scheme as Deccano-Dravida, a category related to, but distinct from, 
the Tamil-Dravida tradition practiced farther south;31 it further divides Deccano-Dravida temples 
by subregion into Karnata and Andhra styles.  The period between the 1960s to the late 1980s 
was an extremely productive one for research on Early Deccan architecture: art and architectural 
historians as well as epigraphers made major breakthroughs in documentation, chronology, 
sculptural iconography, and religious affiliation, among other issues.  This scholarship, too, 
implicitly or explicitly endorses the views later codified in the Encyclopaedia during the mid- to 
late 1980s.  
The Encyclopaedia’s conception not only fragments the Deccan’s dense temple clusters, 
as we saw with Pattadakal, but also privileges and assumes certain geographical origins for 
Nagara and Dravida.  Although Deccano-Dravida acknowledges Deccan buildings’ 
30 Brown, Indian Architecture. 82. 
 
31 The term “Deccano-Drāviḍa” appears in the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture, vol. 1, pt. 2, South 
India: Upper Drāviḍadesa, Early Phase, A.D. 550-1075, eds. Michael Meister and M. A. Dhaky (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1986), 12; other notable publications which distinguish between the Drāviḍa 
architecture of the Deccan and that of Tamil country are: Gary Tartakov, “The Beginning of Dravidian Temple 
Architecture in Stone,” Artibus Asiae, Vol. 42, No. 1 (1980): 40; George Michell, Pattadakal (New Delhi; Oxford: 




                                                 
independence from Tamil architecture and its indigenity, it does not account for the ways in 
which Deccan architects have adapted or translated Nagara forms, suggesting that these were 
somehow alien to the Deccan, or else vogue elements.32  A second problem is that structures that 
do not fall within the Nagara-Dravida binary are relegated to the “hybrid” category.  Hybridity, 
as discussed in Chapter 1, implies little human intervention and assumes that “pure” Nagara and 
“pure” Dravida forms gave birth, organically and unconsciously, to hybrid forms.  Thus, not 
unlike colonial-era counterparts, present-day scholars continue to assert the derivative nature of 
Deccan buildings and divest their makers of agency.   
Ajay Sinha’s Imagining Architects is one of the few contemporary works to establish the 
formal independence of Deccan architecture and to situate its moments of production within a 
wider historical frame.  The scholarship is groundbreaking for arguing against the purely 
typological and style-based understanding of temple architecture and the problematic biological 
metaphors that have governed the discourse, from evolution to mutation to hybridity.  Sinha 
recuperates the Vesara category for Karnataka buildings of the 11th century and later by 
demonstrating the agency and intentionality of their builders.  According to Sinha, Vesara does 
not synthesize or blend Nagara and Dravida elements nor is it an outgrowth of Dravida; instead, 
he says, “it is the continuing separate “function” of these two formal systems in Vesara that I 
find intriguing.”33  Endeavoring to explain Vesara historically as “the maker’s response to the 
32 See, for instance, Carol Radcliffe Bolon, “Early Chalukya Sculpture” (PhD diss., New York University, 1981), 
157; Susan Locher Buchanan, “Calukya Temples: History and Iconography” (PhD diss., The Ohio State University, 
1985), 120; the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture, vol. 2, pt. 1, North India: Foundations of North 
Indian Style, c. 250 B.C.-A.D. 1100, eds. Michael Meister, M. A. Dhaky, and Krishna Deva (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1988), 282-283; Michell, Pattadakal, 10; and Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture, which devotes 
an entire chapter (9) to the “non-Drāviḍa” (particularly Nāgara) temples of the Deccan.  
 




                                                 
surrounding world, conveyed into the works of arts themselves,”34 he connects the “conditions of 
making” with broader historical processes.  While Sinha’s purview does not address the Deccan 
more widely and covers a historical period many centuries distant from the one of concern here, 
he has nonetheless laid the conceptual and methodological groundwork for my own reimagining 
of the Deccan’s earliest surviving built spaces and their “conditions of making.”   
Adam Hardy’s contribution to the study of Indian architecture must also be 
acknowledged.  Hardy’s many publications have painstakingly deconstructed the Indian temple 
into its constituent “aedicular components,” focusing on the formal composition of the buildings 
and documenting the precise ways in which the component forms combine, split, duplicate, and 
multiply to create the temple’s structural fabric.35  In Hardy’s own words: “in order to see the 
jungle, the trees will be looked at, and even the leaves.”36 More than any other temple scholar 
Hardy has argued that the aedicule, derived from the Latin aedicula meaning “miniature 
building,” is the temple’s basic building block.  Stressing the inadequacy of style as an 
explanatory model, Hardy proposes instead “a kit of parts” or a set of architectural languages 
from which builders drew.37  While Sinha has argued that Vesara constitutes a break from 
Dravida and Nagara traditions and introduces buildings with an independent logic, Hardy charts 
a continuous Karnataka building tradition from the seventh to the thirteenth centuries that he 
calls Karnāṭa-Dravida, a view not unlike that codified in the Encyclopaedia.  Thus, besides 
34 Ibid., 29. 
 
35 Adam Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture: Form and Transformation, The Karnata Drāviḍa Tradition, Seventh to 
Thirteenth Centuries (New Delhi: Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts and Abhinava Publications, 1995) and 
Temple Architecture of India. 
 
36 Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture, 6. 
 




                                                 
confining his analysis only to Karnataka and therefore excluding the eastern Deccan, Hardy 
continues to uphold the binary taxonomy, including the biological metaphors of growth and 
hybridity, and the resulting conceptual fragmentation that this view engenders.  
A final influential voice that I wish to highlight belongs to Philip Wagoner.  His 
scholarship on the eastern, Telangana region of the Deccan gets us out of the typological dualism 
in two significant ways.  Firstly, Wagoner attends to the formal makeup of the temple in its 
entirety, from the plinth to the articulation of the walls to the tower form, and in so doing 
demonstrates that buildings should be understood as “comprehensive systems of articulation” 38 
in which all the details of the elevation, and not merely the tower form, are significant.  
Secondly, he proposes “mode” as a more meaningful concept for the multiple systems of 
organization that builders created, and attaches semantic significance to these modes.39  While 
Sinha connects mode with mediation or a way in which the maker intervenes, for Wagoner mode 
reflects social, functional, ritual and other kinds of meaning.  Thus, Wagoner’s work, like 
Sinha’s, advances temple scholarship from an ahistorical charting of stylistic progress, and even, 
arguably, from a purely formal exercise, to an enterprise in which formal choice is linked with 
social and cultural processes governed by common conditions of time and space.   Such work 
makes it possible to approach Early Deccan sacred spaces afresh.   
Returning then to Early Deccan architecture, it is clear that builders, architects, and other 
social agents in the Krishna-Tungabhadra and Malaprabha river valleys drew from multiple 
systems of articulation.  But what do their formal choices suggest about the historical phenomena 
38 See Philip Wagoner, “Modal Marking of Temple Types in Kakatiya Andhra: Towards a Theory of Decorum for 
Indian Temple Architecture,” in Syllables of Sky: Studies in South Indian Civilization in Honour of Velcheru 
Narayana Rao, ed. David Shulman (Delhi; New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 436, for a further elaboration 
of this concept. 
 
39 See also Philip Wagoner, “Mode and Meaning in the Architecture of Early Medieval Telangana (c. 1000-1300)” 
(PhD diss., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1986). 
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shaping the social fabric of the Deccan in the sixth to the eighth centuries?  That is, what attitude 
or attitudes are betrayed by Deccan builders’ deployment of Nagara and Dravida?  It is with 
these questions in mind that I turn now to the temple cluster at Pattadakal.   
The Nagara-Dravida Dialectic at Pattadakal  
A tiny hamlet in Northern Karnataka, Pattadakal today attracts busloads of visitors from within 
India and abroad despite its rather remote location amid the sandstone bluffs of the Malaprabha 
river valley.  Based on the town’s ancient name, which means “the stone of anointing,”40 
scholars suggest that Pattadakal once served as the coronation capital of the Badami Chalukya 
kings.  Indeed, the three largest temples at Pattadakal, and arguably two of the grandest in the 
entire corpus, were patronized by Chalukya queens and kings.  Archaeological evidence, 
however, supports Pattadakal’s sacrality before the advent of Chalukya power,41 and building 
commissions and inscriptions attest to continued patronage after the dynasty’s decline in 757 
CE.42  Since only seven out of a corpus of close to two hundred Early Deccan buildings43 were 
commissions of Chalukya royalty and their affiliates, my research attempts to shift the focus 
towards shared regional and temporal circumstances and away from dynastic affiliation as an 
explanatory model. 
40 J. F. Fleet, Indian Antiquary, Vol. X (1881): 163. 
 
41 Excavations by the ASI during the 1970s revealed a brick structure in front of the Sangameshvara Temple, 
possibly apsidal in plan; to the north of the Jaina temple were discovered the remains of two more brick temples.  
More recent excavations dating to 2003-2005 produced another brick temple at nearby Bachangudda. All structures 
are believed to pre-date Chalukya rule.    
 
42 See Michell, Pattadakal, 5; 16; 31-32; 89-90, which treats several structures dated to the latter part of the eighth 
century and the ninth century.   
 
43 See Himanshu Prabha Ray, “Creating Religious Identity: Archaeology of Early Temples in the Malaprabha 
Valley,” in Archaeology and Text: The Temple in South Asia, ed. Himanshu Prabha Ray. (New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 25. 
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Using Pattadakal as an entry point, and considering temples classified as Nagara, 
Dravida, and hybrid, I will implicate the involvement of architects in their design in order to 
open the discussion to the meaning systems animating builders’ choices.  Rather than use the 
temple tower as the primary approach to the temple, I propose an analysis that considers the 
building in its entirety.  In particular, I will look at the use of temple-images or little temples in 
ritually significant parts of the temple’s plan.  Builders’ use of these miniature temple forms in 
many of the ways discussed in the last chapter provides the most persuasive evidence of their 
knowledge of Nagara and Dravida systems, and of their self-conscious deployment of difference.  
I will argue that Deccan builders combined, translated, and reconstituted Nagara and Dravida in 
purposeful ways creating a dialectic between the two in the Deccan’s formally eclectic built 
spaces.  The discussion will find parallels at temples in Alampur, Aihole, Badami, and related 
sites to demonstrate that the phenomenon though strongly observed at Pattadakal is not unique to 
that temple cluster and can be generalized to the Early Deccan. 
     *** 
The Early Deccan corpus at Pattadakal consists of seven shrines built of massive sandstone 
masonry blocks and enclosed within a walled compound; slightly removed from the enclosure 
and a few hundred yards south, is another temple, the Papanatha.   
The most basic temple plan consists of a square sanctum (garbha gṛha) crowned by a 
tower or superstructure.  At the center of the sanctum is an image of the god to whom the temple 
is dedicated.  In more formally complex temples, the sanctum may be preceded by an 
antechamber (antarāla), one or more pillared halls (maṇḍapa), and a porch (mukhamaṇḍapa) 
(fig. 4.5).  The Early Deccan temple shows a full range of formal expression, from the basic 
single-celled form to highly complex structures.  One such complex configuration is Pattadakal’s 
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Virupaksha Temple Complex which integrates a pavilion for Nandi, the bull vehicle of god 
Shiva, on axis with the temple’s eastern entrance, as well as numerous subsidiary shrines for 
related divine figures in the pantheon.  All these structures are situated within an enclosure 
accessed by stone gateways (fig. 4.6).  Other elements of such complexes are masonry water 
tanks, accommodations for temple officiants, kitchens for the preparation of sanctified food 
offerings, and storage chambers for the god’s processional vehicles, clothing, jewelry, and other 
ritual objects.  Since the temple is conceived as a residence or palace for the deity on earth, all its 
accouterments, rituals, and spaces are designed to meet the deity’s needs, from the moment he or 
she wakes up in the morning to the time he or she is put to bed at night. 
Let us begin with the Papanatha Temple (720-750 CE), which some studies consider 
Nagara because of its curvilinear Latina tower and others deem hybrid (fig. 4.7).44  The building 
itself, however, reveals a far more complex formal narrative, for Dravida temple-images in 
various parts of the temple’s elevation and interior act as a counterpoint to the Nagara tower.  
Located outside the main architectural compound, the east-facing temple is organized into an 
open pillared porch leading to an enclosed, eastern pillared hall (maṇḍapa), a second, western 
hall, and a sanctum (fig. 4.5).  The shrine is generally believed to have been constructed in two 
or three stages; the eastern hall and porch post-date the western hall and sanctum.45  Though 
three temples in the temple cluster—the largest Virupaksha, its smaller but formally cognate 
44 For instance, Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture, Chapter 10, discusses the temple as a hybrid, while the EITA, 
vol. 2, pt. 1, 305-307, a volume devoted to North Indian temples, treats the temple as Nāgara. 
 
45 See Tartakov, PhD diss., 294-300; Bolon, PhD diss., 410-412; Buchanan, PhD diss., 273-275, 276-282, 409-416; 




                                                 
Mallikarjuna, and the Sangameshvara—were commissioned by royal patrons,46 the Papanatha’s 
patron is unknown. 
A devotee traditionally approaches the temple from the east and begins by 
circumambulating its exterior in a clockwise manner.  Circumambulation constitutes an 
important part of Brahmanical, Buddhist, and Jaina worship practices and can include the shrine 
itself, its constituent parts, and the main ritual image.  Keeping the temple to the right, the 
devotee circles the building one or more times before entering the shrine.  This initial experience 
of the edifice reveals a tension or interplay between Nagara and Dravida forms.  The parapet 
running along the entire length of the exterior, surmounting the porch, the eastern and western 
halls, and the sanctum, is composed of Dravida structures: kūṭa, śālā, and pañjara (figs. 4.8-9).  
These domed, barrel-vaulted, and dormer-shaped miniature shrines are the building blocks of a 
Drāviḍa tower’s story.  On the other hand, sculptural niches interspersed with stone screen 
windows run along the exterior walls of the entire temple, encompassing the walls of both 
pillared halls and the sanctum.  Standing on the temple’s basement moldings and comprised of 
two pilasters, the niches are crowned by interlacing gavākṣas creating the mesh-like latās 
characteristic of Nagara towers (fig. 4.10).  That is, Nagara temple-images enliven the 
Papanatha’s exterior walls while its parapet is sculpted into miniature Dravida shrines.  In 
circling the temple therefore the eye travels back and forth between Dravida and Nagara, Nagara 
and Dravida temple-images.  What seems clear is that this collocation of Nagara and Dravida is 
46 Vikramaditya II’s (733-745) chief queen Lokamahadevi is confirmed as the patron of the Virupaksha Temple by 
inscriptions on the temple’s eastern gateway (Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 164-5) and the Lakshmikambha pillar, a free-
standing column situated in the architectural compound north of the temple (Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 168; J. F. Fleet, 
Epigraphia Indica, Vol. III (1894-95): 1-7); the Lakshmikambha inscription also allows an attribution of the 
neighboringTemple to Lokamahadevi’s younger sister and co-wife Trailokamahadevi and the Sangameshvara 
Temple to Vijayaditya (696-733/4).  
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the result of a carefully considered arrangement rather than any unconscious stylistic evolution 
as the hybrid understanding of the building implies.  
If we move into the temple’s interior, we see that Dravida temple-images emphasize the 
temple’s east-west axis, which, because it connects the temple’s main doorway to the sanctum, 
has the greatest ritual significance.  Moreover, the plan, elevation, and sculptural and decorative 
programs of the Early Deccan temple emphasize this path.  The Papanatha’s eastern hall is 
divided into five aisles and five bays by sixteen columns arranged into groups of four.  The 
central aisle is wider than the flanking aisles and wide enough to accommodate an image of 
Nandi on axis with the sanctum image (fig. 4.11).  This aisle is also more volumetric, with a 
higher ceiling and a clerestory, and is therefore more light-filled.  Divine, semi-divine, 
auspicious, and apotropaic imagery further accentuate the route’s liturgical import.  
Seven large, richly carved ceiling panels appear, for instance, above the central aisle 
starting with the porch ceiling and ending with the ceiling panels in the western hall.  All except 
one panel represent divine figures and all except one are complex compositions featuring 
multiple figures in dynamic poses requiring the hand of skilled sculptors.  One of these panels, 
depicting dancing Shiva with his consort Uma surrounded by a sea of celestial figures, even 
bears a sculptor’s signature, suggesting the importance of this imagery to the temple’s 
iconographic program (fig. 4.12).  Turning to the columns that demarcate the temple’s aisles, 
shows that the central columns are more formally complex and have a finer decorative finish 
than the remaining columns (fig. 4.13).  Furthermore, female figures emerge from the sixteen-
sided central segment, while the brackets above the cushion capital are decorated with ornate 
foliate designs surrounding a large kīrti mukha or radiant lion face, both established ornaments of 
South Asian temples carrying auspicious and apotropaic significations (figs. 4.14-15).  
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Against the backdrop of this sophisticated decorative scheme, I wish to draw attention to 
the placement of Dravida temple-images in the temple interior.  A Dravida temple-image sits 
above the doorway connecting the porch to the first pillared hall and above the doorway 
connecting this hall and the second pillared hall.  The second overdoor is a complex form 
consisting of two tiers of Dravida temple-images: the bottom tier divided into a combination of 
kūṭa, śālā, and pañjara and the top sculpted into a large barrel-vaulted śālā (fig. 4.16).  In both 
cases, leaping lions flank the temple-images.  In addition, builders have chosen images of 
Dravida temples for the clerestory of the porch and the eastern hall (fig. 4.17).  This means that 
the pathway to the sanctum, besides being watched over by Nandi’s gaze and demarcated by 
female figures, faces of glory, and other features, is also delineated by a procession of Dravida 
temple-images (fig. 4.18).  
Importantly, Dravida temple-images accentuate not only the liturgically significant east-
west approach but also the crossing north-south axis (fig. 4.19).  If the worshipper pauses at the 
center of the first pillared hall he should notice that the central bay is wider than the other bays in 
this hall.  To the right of this bay, or at its southern end, is an image of the elephant god Ganesha 
and to the left the Goddess in her avatar as the destroyer of the buffalo demon 
(Mahiśāsuramardini).  Both are housed in Dravida temple-images (figs. 4.20-21).  Moreover, the 
high relief of these “niches” place them in the realm of miniature Dravida temples complete with 
basement story, wall section, and a multi-tiered tower culminating in a barrel-vaulted śālā roof.  
Whereas the Dravida temple-images along the east-west aisle operate as signs of sanctity 
delineating the path to the sanctum, these temple-images house iconic images of important 
figures in the Shaiva pantheon in this temple to Shiva.  As such, Ganesha and the Goddess would 
have been integrated into worship practices.  In other words, there would have been no 
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functional distinction between the temple-images that house the divinities and standalone 
temples.  
Other temples at Pattadakal designated Nagara because of their curvilinear towers also 
integrate Dravida temple-images into liturgically important portions of their plans, particularly at 
or near doorways.  Consider the overdoor of the Jambulinga Temple’s main entrance (690-720 
CE).47  It is sculpted with five shrines, and each shrine shows the horizontal storied arrangement 
typical of Dravida towers (fig. 4.22).   Significantly, this overdoor is similar to the overdoor of 
the Mahakutesvara Temple in nearby Mahakuta, which is both the largest temple at that temple 
cluster and surmounted by a tiered Dravida tower (figs. 4.23-24).  Doorways in Brahmanical 
temples serve an important symbolic function, separating sacred space from the mundane, with 
each progressive doorway signifying the devotee’s approach into a space that is increasingly 
more sacred until, finally, she approaches the temple’s most sacred space, its sanctum sanctorum, 
where the principal deity is enshrined.  One visits a Hindu temple for a darśana with the 
presiding deity, that is, to see him or her and to be seen by him or her.  It is a reciprocal process, 
in which both sides of vision are equally important.48  The threshold of the sanctum also 
represents the point beyond which the devotee cannot travel, often requiring a temple officiant to 
intercede on his behalf.  Therefore, the choice to demarcate the devotee’s path to the sanctum 
with images of Dravida temples is not only semantically significant, but perhaps semantically 
charged.  
47 See EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 298. 
 
48 For a full discussion of the practice see Diana Eck’s now classic Darśan: Seeing the Divine Image in India (New 




                                                 
One more example of the use of images of Dravida temples is at the much larger Kashi 
Vishvanatha Temple (mid-8th century), 49 also classified Nagara because of its curvilinear tower 
(fig. 4.25).  Here, Dravida temple-images flank the temple’s main doorway, and occupy the 
space normally accorded to door guardians.  Since doorways give access to the temple’s sacred 
space, they are often protected by door guardians, who can be monumental in size, ferocious of 
form, and armed with weapons.  Door guardians may flank the entrance(s) of the temple, the 
thresholds of its various pillared halls, and importantly, the threshold of its sanctum.  Indeed, 
many of the temples at Pattadakal are so equipped, such as the nearby Kada Siddheshvara 
Temple, where two life-size, standing doorkeepers flank the entryway in almost the same 
location as the Kashi Vishvanatha’s Dravida temple-images (fig. 4.26).  Thus, builders have used 
Dravida temple-images at two other Pattadakal temples with Nagara towers: at the Jambulinga, 
since they are on the temple overdoor, they point to or demarcate sacred space and at the Kashi 
Vishvanatha, they operate as architectural frames for sculpture and in the protective or 
apotropaic sense of temple ornament.   
 In the preceding analysis, I have tried to demonstrate, by focusing on the deployment of 
temple-images, that the Papanatha Temple is not purely Nagara in design just because of its 
curvilinear tower.  Nor is it an organic combination of Nagara and Dravida elements as its hybrid 
designation would suggest, but rather a construction in which architects stressed Nagara and 
Dravida architectural forms in different parts of the building.  Because the temple was probably 
constructed in several stages it is unlikely that the same individuals worked on all stages of 
49 Neither can this structure’s date be precisely determined by an inscription nor are scholars in agreement about its 
possible date.  Some have avoided dating it altogether (Tartakov, PhD diss.); some give it a relative date predating 
the Mallikarjuna Temple (Michell, Pattadakal, 70); and others give it a relative date postdating the Mallikarjuna and 
a date range of 745-55 CE (Bolon, PhD diss., 470).  I have chosen the average of these views by accepting a date 
towards the mid-eighth century. 
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construction, meaning, that later builders had to make conscious choices when adding to the 
preexisting edifice.  We have seen that the sanctum, the earliest and most sacred part of the 
building, is crowned with a Nagara tower, but subsequent designers made use of Dravida forms 
both in the articulation of the elevation and in the interior of the temple.  That Dravida elements 
appear primarily in the later portions of the temple, that is, the parapet, the porch, and eastern 
hall, as opposed to the western hall and sanctum, need not invalidate the argument, for architects 
chose to employ Dravida forms when they could have done otherwise.   
What’s more, the current conception of the Papanatha as Nagara divorces it from its 
putative Dravida neighbors, the Virupaksha and Mallikarjuna temples, with which it shares 
formal, inscriptional, and other correspondences and from which it is separated by a few hundred 
yards.  The Papanatha’s eastern pillared hall shares many formal affinities with the pillared halls 
of the Virupaksha and Mallikarjuna temples: sixteen columns divide all three halls into five 
aisles and five bays, and the central aisle is wider and more volumetric than the others and 
equipped with a clerestory (figs. 4.27-28).  In all three buildings, the overdoors between the 
porch and pillared hall as well as the clerestory demarcating the east-west axis are marked by 
Dravida temple-images (figs. 4.29-30).  Furthermore, Ganesha and Goddess images appear in the 
Virupaksha and Mallikarjuna temples in the same location as at the Papanatha.   
These relationships should not be surprising as an inscription on the Papanatha tells us 
that the temple’s builder, Revaḍi Ovaja, belonged to the very guild of the Sarvasiddhi Acharyas 
to which the architect of the Virupaksha belonged.50  Secondly, as discussed in chapter two, the 
epigraphs represent the two builders using a near identical phrase, translated as “architect of the 
50 Fleet, IA, Vol. X, 170; since the Pāpanātha Temple was probably built in several stages, it is likely that the 
architect to whom the inscription refers was responsible only for the later additions to the temple, those which are 
contemporaneous with the Virupaksha and Mallikarjuna temples.  
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southern direction” or “architect of the [temple’s] southern side.”  Although more recent 
scholarship has favored the latter translation and the greater agency it accords the Deccan’s 
makers, I contend that the Deccan’s makers have still not received their full due.  For the current 
binary understanding of the temple cluster and the typologies for these temples do not consider 
the conjunctions and affinities of regional propinquity, whether these are a common artistic 
community or a shared formal vocabulary.  We should be focusing not on the Papanatha’s 
classification as Nagara, Dravida or hybrid or even, as is the case with most studies, on correctly 
anatomizing its Nagara and Dravida elements, but rather, as Norman Bryson has argued in other 
contexts, on what builders’ choices reveal about their attitudes to Nagara and Dravida.  In other 
words, did architects choose to incorporate Dravida forms into the Papanatha Temple because 
they wanted to relate it formally to the more prestigious royal temples?  Were Dravida forms 
valorized for other reasons and so considered particularly appropriate as adornments for the 
ritual approach to the sanctum?  The current style-centered approach has bracketed out these and 
other questions that the buildings themselves pose, and to which I will return in the chapter’s 
closing section.  
 
Architectural Translation  
Turning now to the Virupaksha and the Mallikarjuna temples, classfied Dravida because of their 
tiered superstructure form,51 I will show that these temples, too, are better conceptualized as 
Early Deccan.  The two royal commissions are Pattadakal’s grandest buildings and date to the 
51 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, which is devoted to the Drāviḍa temples of the Deccan region or Upper Drāviḍadesa in that 





                                                 
mid-eighth century.52  Occupying the symbolic center of the temple cluster, the larger 
Virupaksha is situated closest to the river and accessed via an ornate eastern gateway.  The 
temple’s special standing is further emphasized by its placement in a separate walled compound 
within the larger temple complex and the presence of an independent Nandi pavilion, as richly 
decorated as the main temple, and a smaller but equally elegant western gateway.   
These temples prominently integrate the śukanāsa, a structural element understood to be 
Nagara.53  Besides being articulated according to the storied arrangement typical of Dravida 
architecture, the temples’ towers are also equipped with the śukanāsa or “parrot’s beak,” which 
is a projection of the tower that extends over and crowns the sanctum’s antechamber (antarāla) 
(fig. 4.31).  The śukanāsa is thus reflected in the building’s elevation and matched by the plan.  
On the śukanāsa’s front is a horseshoe-shaped sculptural niche sheltering the elevation’s most 
visually pronounced sculpture, usually indicating the building’s sectarian affiliation.  Though a 
supposed northern structural feature, the śukanāsa is here adapted to cohere with a Dravida 
superstructure, and transcribed using śālā and stūpi elements from the Dravida architectural 
vocabulary (fig. 4.32).  By comparison, the śukanāsa of the Kashi Vishvanatha, discussed earlier 
and surmounted by a curvilinear Latina tower, is massed into four projections of interlacing 
Nagara gavākṣa motifs to integrate it into its corresponding Nagara tower (figs. 4.33-34).  One 
more significant Early Deccan shrine in which builders introduced the śukanāsa into a Dravida 
52 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 78, dates the Virupaksha temple to 745 CE; it is difficult to arrive at an exact date for the 
Mallikarjuna, but scholars generally believe the latter temple to be more or less contemporaneous with the 
Virupaksha, since it too is assigned to the reign of Vikramaditya II (733-45) and is linked to the Virupaksha by 
patronage and design.  Also see note 46. 
 
53 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 73, makes the claim that Drāviḍa temples adopted the śukanāsa from Nāgara architecture. 
Hardy, The Temple Architecture of India, 132, says the same thing. In addition, Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture, 
34, suggests that in developing the śukanāsa, Drāviḍa temples of the Deccan are like their Nāgara counterparts and 




                                                 
tower is the monolithic rock-cut Kailasanatha Temple at Ellora.  Believed to be a commission of 
Rastrakuta monarch Krishna II (756-773),54 the temple is a compelling testament to the formal 
vocabulary shared by the Deccan’s constructed and excavated architecture.  
One view of the Virupaksha temple’s śukanāsa is that it exemplifies a formulaic or 
distinctive feature from the Nagara architectural system transcribed within the formal logic of the 
Dravida temple.  But this view is premised on the notion that Nagara forms are alien to the 
Deccan.  Alternatively, and I would argue, more correctly, architects incorporated the śukanāsa 
into the formal language of Early Deccan architecture during the late seventh century, translating 
the structure and adapting it to the tower types available for their use.  That they used different 
building blocks to incorporate the śukanāsa into multiple tower profiles is clear from the 
examples just cited, but in doing so they created something entirely new with an architectonic 
logic of its own.  It would be useful at this point to introduce Homi Bhabha’s definition of 
translation.  “Translation is a way of imitating,” Bhabha says, “in a mischievous, displacing 
sense – imitating an original in such a way that the priority of the original is not reinforced but 
by the very fact that it can be simulated, copied, transferred, transformed, made into a 
simulacrum and so on: the ‘original’ is never finished or complete in itself.”55 
Consider, for instance, B.R. Prasad’s finding that Alampur’s Tāraka Brahma temple, 
dated to 670 CE, is one of the earliest Deccan temples to employ the śukanāsa.  Prasad goes on 
to show that the architectural evidence in the Deccan suggests that the śukanāsa is not 
54 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 111. 
 
55 Homi Bhabha, “The Third Space: Interview with Homi Bhabha,” in Identity: Community, Culture, Difference, ed. 




                                                 
necessarily Nagara but that “its form is common to all [Deccan] regions,”56 an assertion 
supported by the fact that the Taraka Brahma’s superstructure has the tiered Dravida profile (fig. 
4.35).  Another small shrine in Andhra, dated to 635-642 CE and located in Banḍa Tānḍrapāḍu,57 
also argues for the Deccan-ness of the śukanāsa, for here a Phamsana superstructure has been 
outfitted with the tower projection (fig. 4.36).  Indeed, since the śukanāsa becomes a standard 
feature of later Deccan temples and distinguishes them from their Tamil country counterparts, 
the corresponding Early Deccan towers which employ it, regardless of their tiered or curvilinear 
profile, ought to be viewed as Deccan rather than Dravida or Nagara. 
Returning to Pattadakal, it would appear, then, that the śukanāsa in fact relates the Kashi 
Vishvanatha Temple, formally and spatially, to its larger, more illustrious, and more ancient 
neighbors, the Virupaksha and Mallikarjuna temples. 58  It is possible that architects added the 
śukanāsa to the Kashi Vishvanatha as a visual quotation, a fact supported by examining the 
profiles of the three towers in the Pattadakal skyline (fig. 4.37).  When viewed from the east, 
south, and north the śukanāsa ties the three towers together; it is only from the west that the 
śukanāsa is not visible.  Thus, approaching the temples at Pattadakal as Early Deccan temples, 
not as Nagara, Dravida, or hybrid buildings, allows us to take an integrated approach to the 
temple cluster that does not lose sight of the spatial interrelationships that their builders appear to 
have carefully orchestrated.  
 At this point the discussion warrants a detour to Mahakuta to show how architects 
adapted another structural element for the Deccan temple.  Like Pattadakal, the temples at 
56 B. R. Prasad, “Śukanāsā in Drāviḍian Architecture,” Journal of the Oriental Institute, Vol. 20 (1970): 65. 
 
57 Dates for the Banḍa Tānḍrapāḍu temple as suggested by the EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 335. 
 
58 My argument holds true if we accept Bolon’s relative dating for the Kāshi Vishvanātha, which places this temple 
after the construction of the Mallikarjuna. 
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Mahakuta are organized around a water body: a masonry water tank fed by a natural spring.  
Mahakuta’s design provides further evidence of the eclectic architectural knowledge of the 
Deccan’s builders.  But here, too, the Nagara-Dravida binary is responsible for the conceptual 
fragmentation of a closely packed temple cluster, for the largest two temples, the Mahākuteśvara 
and the Mallikarjuana, with tiered superstructures, are treated in the Encyclopaedia’s South India 
volume, while the remaining shrines, with Latina and Phamsana towers, are analyzed in the 
Encyclopaedia’s North India volume.  Using tower morphology to classify temples has only 
segregated structures that their builders viewed as related, and atomized temple clusters 
conceived and experienced as organic wholes.  I will make the case by considering Mahakuta’s 
basement moldings.   
The series of moldings that make up the basement of the temple is called a vedibandha in 
the Nagara system and an adhiṣṭhāna in the Dravida system.  In the former tradition, the 
temple’s floor level corresponds with the bottommost molding of the vedibandha while the 
Dravida temple’s floor level begins at the topmost molding of the adhiṣṭhāna.  Interestingly, the 
temples at Mahakuta, whether surmounted by Dravida, Latina, or Phamsana towers possess the 
same kinds of vedibandha basement moldings.  Moreover, the floor level of the temple, again, 
regardless of tower form, begins at the top of the basement moldings.  The current interpretation 
is that this phenomenon is an aberration, a kind of mistranslation or misreading of the form and 
logic of Nagara and Dravida temples.59  To put it differently, temples with Dravida towers were 
given the “wrong” kinds of basement moldings even though those moldings sit in the “right” 
place, while temples with Latina towers were assigned the “right” types of basement moldings 
even though those moldings occupy the “wrong” place.  The Mahākuteśvara and Mallikarjuna 
59 See EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 283. 
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temples are cited as examples of the former category and the Vishnu temple as an example of the 
latter.  
What might this “strange” confluence of form and placement signify?  Builders’ 
incomplete and inaccurate knowledge of architectural conventions foreign to the Deccan?  Or a 
period of fluidity when architectural conventions had not cohered?  The example of the śukanāsa 
opens up another possibility.  While the architectural and sculptural forms encountered in the 
Deccan may bear a resemblance to forms we find in other regions, continuing to understand them 
through the lens of the Nagara-Dravida binary is tantamount to declaring Deccan forms 
derivative, aberrant, or incorrect transpositions of pure forms whose provenance lies elsewhere.  
What I wish to suggest is that despite the morphological similarities shared by Mahakuta 
basements and those of Nagara temples and the structural similarities between Dravida temple 
basements and Mahakuta basements, the temples at Mahakuta and the temple cluster more 
generally are in fact Early Deccan spaces with a logic of their own.  This is not acknowledged by 
compartmentalizing Mahakuta along Nagara and Dravida lines.  Another way of framing the 
problem is to implicate the attitude of Deccan builders towards Nagara and Dravida and the ways 
in which both Nagara and Dravida are mediated in the body of the Deccan temple and in the 
sacred spaces of the Deccan.  In other words, the Deccan temple is constituted by the vedibandha 
and the śukanāsa regardless of the superstructure form.   
 
A Deccan Attitude: The Dialectic Elsewhere 
Norman Bryson warns that simply citing a work’s disparate “influences” tells us little about the 
“attitude of the work” to the forms that have been adopted, appropriated, or incorporated.  
Following Bryson, I have written, therefore, of the attitude of Deccan builders to Nagara and 
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Dravida and of their having established a dialectic between the two formal systems in the body 
of the temple and in the temple cluster.  This section shifts the focus from Pattadakal to three 
exemplary structures, at Alampur, Badami, and Aihole, the first in the Tungabhadra river valley 
in Telangana and the last two in Karnataka’s Malaprabha valley, so that we may begin to think 
more generally about Early Deccan attitudes to Nagara and Dravida.    
 
Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple  
Presently located under a kilometer west of Alampur’s Nava Brahma temple cluster, the 
Sangameshvara Temple (late 7th century)60 originally stood near Kūḍaveli village, ten to twelve 
miles southeast of Alampur, at the confluence of the Krishna and Tungabhadra rivers (fig. 4.38).  
The sandstone shrine and all subsidiary buildings were relocated to Alampur before their original 
site was permanently submerged by the Srisailam hydroelectric dam project.  Stripped of 
centuries worth of lime plaster and disassembled in 1979, re-erected and reconsecrated at 
Alampur in 1990,61 the temple provides one of the most striking examples of the dialectical 
relationship between Nagara and Dravida established by Early Deccan architects.  The 
Encylopaedia and most temple authorities classify the building as Nagara owing to its prominent, 
curvilinear Latina superstructure type (fig. 4.39).62  But let us take a closer look.  
At approximately 68 feet long and 41 feet wide, the east-facing temple sits on a high 
plinth accessed by stairs and entered via a pillared hall (maṇḍapa) leading to an antechamber 
(antarāla) and the sanctum (garbhagṛha).  A massive wall (prākāra), fifteen feet high from 
60 For a discussion of the building’s possible date of construction see Carol Radcliffe Bolon, “The Durga Temple, 
Aihole, and the Saṅgameśvara Temple, Kūḍavelli: A Sculptural Review, Ars Orientalis, Vol. 15 (1985): 51.    
 
61 Indian Archaeology Review, 1989-1990, 173-174. 
 
62 The temple is included in the Encyclopaedia’s North India Volume: see EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 329-330. 
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ground level, encloses the building.  Also within the enclosure and at the southeast corner of the 
temple is a rectangular subshrine with a north-facing entrance.  A stone flagstaff (dhvaja 
staṃbha) and a seated Nandi in its own open, four-pillared stone pavilion face the temple and are 
located outside the enclosure (fig. 4.40).  The Archaeological Survey of India maintains the 
large, spacious compound in which the temple and subsidiary structures are situated, just a short 
auto rickshaw ride from Alampur’s main market street.  
Let us begin by circumambulating the temple at its outermost periphery, that is, outside 
the prākāra wall.  Viewed from ground level, the wall is imposing, visually resolving itself into 
three registers (fig. 4.41).  The lowest register is composed of four abstract and relatively simple 
basement moldings; on the next higher register is a more complex molding, at least as high as 
two of the lower moldings put together, and featuring figurative sculpture of human and animal 
forms separated by slender pilasters; the final, crowning register is sculpted with alternating 
Dravida kūṭa and śālā superstructures (fig. 4.42).  The wall projects where the kūṭas and śālās 
are located and is recessed at the intervening gaps, thus creating the impression of a series of 
miniature temples, composed of a basement story, a middle, pillared story occupied by figurative 
sculpture, and a crowning story of domed or barrel-vaulted roofs.  On the other hand, the 
impression the overall building creates as the eye travels from the ground upwards is of a wide 
Dravida story in which representations of kūṭas and śālās create an undulating effect and from 
which a tapered Nagara tower emerges (fig. 4.41).  The combination of Dravida entablature and 
Nagara tower at Pattadakal’s Papanatha Temple produces a similar effect. 
Moving closer to the temple allows us to see that Dravida forms continue to be featured 
in the building’s design.  After circumambulating the prākāra, a devotee may ascend the stairs to 
circumambulate the building at the level of the plinth, where a further ambulatory is provided 
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between the prākāra and the temple.  The pilgrim is thus afforded two ritual paths en plein air, a 
lower and an upper ambulatory, much as at other prominent Indian sacred spaces such as the 
Great Stupa at Sanchi (50 – 25 BCE), the Kandariya Mahadeva Temple, Khajuraho (1110 CE), 
and closer to home, the more renowned Durga Temple at Aihole (ca. 725-30 CE).63  Here, the 
viewer’s attention is drawn to the temple’s elevation, which is prominently sculpted with large 
niches, as opposed to the plain inner wall of the prākāra (fig. 4.43).  Located between the 
temple’s basement moldings and cornice, the niches alternate between enframing divine figures 
and pierced stone windows.  At about 116 cm. high and 61 cm. wide the figures appear almost 
life-size and dominate the temple walls.64  Four niches occupy the eastern elevation, nine each 
are on the northern and southern elevations, and five are on the western.   
The niches all have the same base: a pair of engaged columns standing on a single 
basement molding.  However, while the windows are surmounted by an arch shape (tōraṇa) 
composed of intertwined makara, haṃsa, or kinnara couples (fig. 4.44), the divine figures are 
crowned by a Dravida superstructure – either a domical kūṭa or a barrel-vaulted śālā – so that the 
figures appear to reside in a miniature Dravida temple (fig. 4.45).  In other words, the god’s 
body, even when the god is a subsidiary figure on the temple’s external walls, is housed in his or 
her own separate temple-image, and this image belongs to the Dravida architectural system.65  
And like the Dravida temple forms sculpted on the prākāra the significance of these architectural 
images is communicated not only by their size but also by their high relief.  
63 Dates as proposed by Gary Tartakov, The Durga Temple at Aihole: A Historiographical Study (Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 95. 
 
64 Dimensions as provided by Bolon, “The Durga Temple and the Saṅgameśvara Temple,” 48. 
 
65 The only exceptions to this rule are the Nidhis and river goddesses flanking the temple doorway.  The niches 
framing them have sustained damage and are now partially made of restored stone; moreover, the crowning lintel on 
both Nidhis is lost, so that it is partly a row of gaṇās and partly a bit of restored stone.  
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The design of the upper ambulatory also permits the devotee to stop at the subshrine 
located at the temple’s southeast corner before entering the temple proper and even before 
considering most of the sculpture on the elevation.  In this case the encounter is not with a 
Dravida temple-image, but with a fully realized Dravida temple.  The shrine is longer than it is 
wide and has a barrel-vaulted roof above a simple entablature (fig. 4.46).  Its northern elevation, 
where the entrance is located, is the only façade with any significant decoration, comprising 
pierced stone windows flanking the entrance, four engaged columns (two on either side of the 
entrance) decorated with kirtimukhas, and a couple bands of decorative moldings around the 
doorway.  The eastern and western elevations are devoid of decoration save for the entablature, 
while the shrine’s south wall is part of the prākāra already discussed, which at this point is 
elevated several feet above the rest of the wall to give adequate height to the shrine; moreover, 
the southern façade projects farthest outward from the prākāra (fig. 4.47).  However, this façade, 
too, when viewed from the ground level is plain except for the entablature.  
Though currently empty, some scholars speculate that the subshrine once housed the 
fertility goddess Aditi66 or the seven mother goddesses (saptamātrikās),67 highlighting once 
again the choice of a miniaturized Dravida temple to enshrine divine figures outside the temple’s 
sanctum.  Whatever the identity of the divinity, the singularity of the shrine and its proximity to 
the temple’s main entrance strongly suggest that it would have formed an important part of the 
devotional experience at the Sangameshvara Temple.  Just as devotees at Shiva temples across 
South Asia first pay their respects to Nandi, touching, hugging, or caressing the sacred bull and 
offering food, flowers, and other tokens of affection, before proceeding to their darśana with god 
66 Bolon, PhD diss., 311. 
 
67 Buchanan, PhD diss., 128.  
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Shiva, in the same way, a devotee might have stopped at this subshrine before paying her 
respects to the Sangameshvara’s principal deity.  Additionally, the height and projection of the 
prākāra at the northeast corner suggest that a corresponding, pendant śālā shrine also stood here, 
though no longer extant.   
 Having finished with the lower and upper ambulatories, the worshipper is now ready to 
enter the temple via the pillared hall and the temple’s eastern entrance.  The hall is divided into 
five aisles by sixteen columns arranged into four groups of four; the central aisle, which is 
broader than the flanking aisles, is provided with an elevated, flat-roofed clerestory, while the 
side aisles have a sloping roof.  The approach to the sanctum, along the central east-west aisle, is 
thus afforded a greater sense of space and volume, as observed at Pattadakal.  The hall leads to 
the antechamber and sanctum, which form a single unit that can be circumambulated by an 
interior path illuminated by the elevation’s pierced windows, on the south, west, and north.  
After completing this ritual, the pilgrim may approach the threshold of the antarāla where, to 
this day, since the temple continues in worship, an officiating priest intercedes between him and 
the enshrined deity, Shiva in his aniconic linga form.   
The temple’s builders have communicated the sanctity and potency of this threshold 
through various formal means.  The doorway is crowned by an overdoor several feet high, 
which, as at the earliest rock-cut structures, is sculpted with a series of Dravida temple-images, 
each sheltering one or more divine figures (fig. 4.48).  The central shrine, also the largest, is a 
śālā housing an image of seated Shiva and Pārvati flanked by a kūṭa on either end (fig. 4.49).  
The śālā is joined to the kūṭas by pañjara units, carved in lower relief than the former two 
elements.  Moreover, though all the divinities are situated between pilasters, giving the bottom 
story the appearance of a maṇḍapa cross-section, the central śālā has four pilasters instead of 
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two, with the rear pilasters receding into the distance, thus giving the central architectural image 
more dimensionality than the others.  Ganesha appears in the pañjara to the immediate right of 
Shiva and Pārvati, the figure to his right is possibly a standing Sūrya,68 though this identification 
is uncertain; the identity of the two figures on the left is unknown, though given their location, 
they too presumably belong either to the Shaiva pantheon or to the more general Brahmānical 
one.  It is also probable that the overdoor’s central śālā, besides being the largest and the most 
volumetric temple-image, may point to the temple’s religious affiliation through the identity of 
its occupants.   
That this particular doorway is central to the temple’s ritual program is emphasized in 
other ways: two larger than life wealth deities (nidhis) occupy the antarāla wall on either side of 
the doorway, while standing figures of the river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna accompanied by 
mithuna couples are carved at the bases of the door jambs.  This choice of imagery echoes the 
imagery around the temple’s main eastern doorway, where nidhis and river goddesses are also 
carved, although, there, each figure is situated in its own separate wall niche (fig. 4.50).  
Symbols of prosperity, fertility, and auspiciousness therefore abound in this liminal space 
between the maṇḍapa and the sanctum.  It is, however, worth pausing over the fact that the 
highest position, both physically and symbolically, is occupied by the temple-image and its 
divine occupants.  
 The rationale for approaching the Sangameshvara Temple as a pilgrim would, ritually 
circling the shrine at the various ambulatories provided, upper and lower, outer and inner, is to 
illustrate this temple’s formal complexity, which is belied by merely designating it Nagara, or 
even as “hybrid.”  We have seen that whether the visitor is outside the temple or inside, she is 
68 Bolon, PhD diss., 314 and Buchanan, PhD diss., 131, identify the rightmost figure as standing Surya.   
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presented with a profusion of “little” Dravida temples of the sculpted as well as the constructed 
variety. The former emerge from the prākāra, the temple’s exterior walls, and the antarāla 
overdoor, while the subshrine to the temple’s southeast and most likely the one that stood at the 
northeast corner are examples of the latter.  The word emerge is significant here since the 
miniature shrines indeed pulse forth from the sandstone creating a ripple effect on the surfaces 
on which they are carved.  If we further imagine the temple precinct as resolved into a series of 
concentric quadrilaterals composed of prākāra, temple building, antarāla-sanctum unit, and 
sanctum, then Dravida forms move us from the outermost quadrilateral all the way to the 
penultimate, and only then make way to the Nagara.  Alternatively, the temple can be viewed as 
a series of stepped elevations of increasingly smaller dimensions, with Dravida forms climbing 
from the prākāra shrines, to the wall shrines, to the cornice, to the antarāla overdoor.  
Furthermore, in all cases, the miniature shrines house divine bodies and show that though a 
Nagara śikhara was chosen for the sanctum sanctorum, where the Shiva linga resides, all other 
sacral figures are sheltered in Dravida temples of various types.   
 
Badami, Jambulinga Temple 
Badami’s Jambulinga Temple also instantiates the Nagara-Dravida dialectic.  An epigraph 
inscribed on a pillar in the temple’s porch tells us that the building was constructed in 699 CE, in 
the third regnal year of the Chalukya king Vijayaditya (r. 695-733 CE) by the queen mother 
Vinayavati, for the three gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Maheśvara (Shiva).69  The east-facing 
temple is organized into an open, pillared porch that leads to a rectangular pillared hall of five 
aisles and three bays; the central aisle is wider and taller than the flanking ones and surmounted 
69 IA, Vol. X, 60-61. 
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by a flat-roofed clerestory, as is typical of Early Deccan temples.  The hall gives onto three 
rectangular sancta, on the south, west, and north; the Shiva linga in the western sanctum is in 
worship, while the other two now defunct sancta lack ritual images (fig. 4.51). 
Several factors make the triple shrine difficult to study.  It is located in the heart of the 
modern village and contemporary construction encroaches upon it in all directions. Its interior is 
heavily whitewashed, its exterior damaged, and the Early Deccan superstructures over each of 
the three sancta no longer survive, though a later brick superstructure crowns the northern 
sanctum (fig. 4.52).  The extant elements nonetheless tell a compelling story about seventh 
century design choices and attitudes. 
The problems with the existing formal categories for the temple become apparent if we 
consider the opinions on the original form of the superstructures.  Gary Tartakov calls the 
Jambulinga “a trikuta shrine in the Chalukya version of the Northern style”70 and believes the 
now lost towers would have been “northern;”71 the Encyclopaedia, on the other hand, includes 
the temple in its Upper Dravidadesa volume, thus implicitly classifying the temple as Dravida 
without actually saying why.  Carol Bolon thinks that the brick superstructure over the north 
shrine might be original and considers it Dravida,72 while the Encyclopaedia dates it to the 
Chola-Vijayanagara period.73  George Michell concurs that the brick tower is from the 
Vijayanagara period but does not venture a guess about the original form.74  Susan Buchanan 
70 Tartakov, PhD diss., 90. 
 
71 Ibid., 92. 
 
72 Bolon, PhD diss., 351. 
 
73 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 55. 
 




                                                 
simply says, “no original superstructure survives,” offering no further elaboration.75  In a short 
essay on the hybrid temples of Karnataka, Adam Hardy singles out the Jambulinga (and the 
Durga Temple) for juxtaposing “Southern and Northern elements in more or less equal 
proportions” without further explanation.76  Thus, this temple has been classified as Nagara, 
Dravida, and hybrid, the three options reserved for the Early Deccan temple.  
Like the other Early Deccan temples we have discussed, temple-images, albeit in a poor 
state of preservation, enliven the Jambulinga’s exterior walls; though meant to function as 
sculptural niches, they are now devoid of period sculpture.  There are sixteen in total, of both 
Nagara and Dravida type.  Comprised of two flanking pilasters raised on the temple’s basement 
moldings, they have two types of pediments.  The Nagara is pyramidal and sculpted with the 
gavākṣa (fig. 4.53), the angular trefoil shape that becomes ubiquitous in this system to form the 
interlacing mesh pattern seen on superstructures.  The latter has a barrel-vaulted or śāla pediment 
topped with a row of three stūpi finials (fig. 4.54).  
The Dravida temple-images are in the minority, however: there are four, on the hall’s 
south-east, south, north-east, and north walls, whereas the twelve Nagara temple-images are on 
the elevations of the three sancta, at the center of each of the three walls.  It would appear, then, 
that the miniature Nagara temples correspond with ritually important parts of the sanctum, the 
elements of its elevation that match the central or bhadra offsets.  But the example of Alampur’s 
Sangameshvara Temple, in which all the niche pediments are Dravida, including those of the 
sanctum’s bhadra offsets, while the sanctum itself is surmounted by a curvilinear Nagara tower, 
should caution us about making any assumptions about the tower form that builders might have 
75 Buchanan, PhD diss., 239. 
 
76 Adam Hardy, “Hybrid Temples in Karnataka: Medieval Hindu Temples in the Deccan,” in First Under Heaven: 
The Art of Asia, ed. Jill Tilden. (London: Hali Publications, 1997), 31. 
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chosen for this temple.  As Odile Divakaran observes, the Jambulinga’s Nagara-type sanctum 
niches are not enough in themselves to definitively indicate a curvilinear, i.e., Nagara tower,77 as 
some have suggested. 
In the temple’s interior, makers adopted the miniaturized Dravida temple as a sign of 
sanctity.  As already noted, a clerestory sits on top of the hall’s much wider and taller central 
aisle, leading to the western sanctum.  Several formal elements suggest the greater importance of 
this sanctum besides its alignment with the temple’s central east-west aisle.  The inner face of the 
clerestory is sculpted with a series of Dravida temple-images (fig. 4.55) leading the beholder’s 
eye towards the overdoor of the western sanctum, also richly sculpted with Dravida shrines (fig. 
4.56).  Moreover, the miniaturized Dravida temples sculpted on both surfaces are complex.  
Though difficult to read due to thick coats of white wash, it is clear that they are in high relief 
and two-storied.  In addition, as at Alampur’s Sangameshvara Temple, divine figures or other 
auspicious emblems (such as female figures) occupy these stories and are enframed by pilasters.   
As the Encyclopaedia points out, the clerestory’s miniature Dravida temples are 
saḍvarga,78 meaning that they have the following six divisions: base, wall, entablature, vertical 
recess, cupola, and finial.  By contrast, the pathways to the southern and northern sancta are 
neither wider or more volumetric nor lined with images of Dravida shrines.  Their overdoors are 
made up of simple mouldings decorated with gavākṣas (fig. 4.57).  Similarly, the ceiling panels 
that precede those sancta are simpler too: a wheel pattern composed of fish motifs precedes the 
north sanctum while a ceiling panel composed of svastikas and flying celestials precedes the 
southern cella (figs. 4.58-59).  On the other hand, the ceiling panels leading the devotee from the 
77 Odile Divakaran, “Le temple de Jambuliṅga (daté de 699 ap. J.-C.) à Bādāmi,” Arts Asiatiques. Tome 21, (1970): 
22. 
 
78 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 55. 
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hall’s eastern entrance to the western sanctum are dominated by the figures of the three main 
deities to which the temple was dedicated in the late seventh century.  They are from east to 
west: Vishnu on his mount Garuda; Brahma; and an exquisite and unusually dynamic panel 
depicting Shiva and Parvati astride a joyous Nandi.  A comparison to Pattadakal’s Papanatha 
Temple is warranted, for we notice a similar formal strategy: a wider and more spacious central 
aisle that is decoratively more complex and, importantly, ornamented with architectural images 
from the Dravida formal system.   
This brief examination of the Jambulinga’s formal makeup shows that the shrine cannot 
be pigeonholed as either Nagara or Dravida nor should it be uncritically deemed a “hybrid,” for 
that category suggests an ad hoc randomness that does a disservice to the inventive design 
choices made by the temple’s builders and the significations and attitudes represented by those 
choices.  The adoption of the miniaturized Dravida temple could suggest, for instance, that it was 
associated with greater sacrality, as we have seen it adopted consistently in many buildings to 
adorn the approach to the sanctum; the Dravida shrine form might have had royal associations 
too, for we have seen it adopted at royally patronized temples both in the approach to the 
sanctum and as the superstructure.  Likewise, it is just as possible that Deccan architects, 
sculptors, and builders wished to communicate, forcefully, an intimacy and a prowess with 
multiple building traditions and the ability to deploy a plurality of forms for their decorative, 
design, architectonic, and iconographic potential.  None of these possibilities have received 
much notice so far.   
 
 
Aihole, Durga Temple 
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Dated to 725-730 CE, this shrine is arguably the most debated among the structures I discuss in 
the present work.  Gary Tartakov has exhaustively charted the complex and often problematic 
discourse concerning this temple in his 1997 monograph, The Durga Temple at Aihole: A 
Historiographical Study,79 beginning with the nineteenth century reading of the structure as a 
Buddhist caitya appropriated for Brahmanical worship.  Since later twentieth-century 
conceptions of this apsidal temple, one of four such Early Deccan structures, have redressed the 
problematic reading of the temple’s religious affiliation,80 I will set aside that part of the 
historiography and focus on the building’s classification as a “hybrid” structure, whose roots 
also, not surprisingly, lie in the colonial period. 
The Durga, too, is more properly viewed as a shrine complex comprising the temple 
proper, which faces east and is aligned on an east-west axis, a stone gateway to the temple’s 
south and a stepwell to the gateway’s southeast (fig. 4.60).  Unlike Pattadakal’s Virupaksha 
Temple Complex, however, no surrounding wall survives, although it is possible that the temple 
and stepwell81 were once enclosed and accessed via the gateway.  The shrine itself is organized 
into an open, pillared porch provided with balcony seating leading to a rectangular pillared hall 
and a sanctum.  Both the hall and sanctum have a semi-circular western end, giving the temple 
its characteristic apsidal form (fig. 4.61).  As at Alampur’s Sangameshvara Temple, builders 
have furnished inner and outer ambulatory paths for the worshipper’s ritual progress.  The inner 
79 Tartakov, The Durga Temple at Aihole. 
 
80 Note the temple is neither currently dedicated to the female deity Durga nor was it dedicated to her in the past.  
The durgā here refers to the nearby fort.   
 
81 The scholarly treatment of the Durga Temple’s adjoining water monument indexes the marginal status of the 
period’s water architecture: Tartakov’s dissertation makes no mention of it; Michell treats the plan of the gateway 
but also makes no mention of the water structure; Bolon simply calls it a “tank” and does not mention it again; 
Buchanan mentions the gateway but not the water monument; the EITA calls the monument a “deep step well” and 
gives its orientation vis-à-vis the temple and says no more. 
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path is within the hall and allows the devotee to circumambulate the apsidal sanctum, while the 
latter ambulatory allows her to circle both sanctum and hall.  This ambulatory is elevated on the 
temple’s plinth, and shielded by an overhanging eave and demarcated by pillars.  It is likely, too, 
that devotees circumambulated the entire structure at ground level, thus giving a total of three 
ritual paths.   
The apsidal sanctum is surmounted by a square Nagara tower of the Latina type, only 
partly preserved (fig. 4.61).  Like the apsidal plan and its putative Buddhist origins, the temple’s 
Nagara tower has elicited much scholarly speculation and disagreement: some have asserted its 
incongruity with the temple’s apsidal plan and others question the contemporaneity of the tower 
and the temple structure.  Those debates have been laid to rest for the most part—current 
consensus leans towards the contemporaneity of the tower—and will not be rehearsed here.82  I 
will focus instead on the problematic approach to the Durga Temple’s formal character.    
James Fergusson first asserts the Durga Temple’s “hybridity,” describing the building as 
“a temple not easily classified…though a tolerably elegant specimen of a mixed Chalukya 
architecture.”83  Many later scholars including James Burgess, Henry Cousens, and Ananda 
Coomaraswamy, have focused less on this aspect and more on the apsidal plan and the 
implications of that plan.  K. R. Srinivasan appears to be the first twentieth-century scholar to 
return to the trope of the “mixed” nature of the Durga Temple by stating that it is “essentially of 
the southern type, with a later northern type of superstructure imposed upon it.”84  According to 
Srinivasan, then, the temple’s Nagara superstructure is not only alien to this temple, but to the 
82 Tartakov’s The Durga Temple at Aihole has also thoroughly treated this aspect of the historiography. 
 
83 Fergusson, Architecture in Dharwar and Mysore, 68. 
 
84 K. R. Srinivasan, in Archaeological Remains, Monuments & Museums, ed. A. Ghosh (New Delhi: Archaeological 




                                                 
entire Deccan region, a point that begins to be articulated much more forcefully in the 
scholarship from then on.  The Encyclopaedia exemplifies this reading of the temple as well as 
Nagara’s alterity in the Deccan.  The Encyclopaedia discusses the Durga Temple in its Nagara 
volume and its Dravida volume, both.  Earlier in the discussion I demonstrated the ways in which 
the Nagara-Dravida binary is responsible for the fragmentary conception of the temple cluster at 
Pattadakal.  At Aihole, the effects are equally egregious: a single temple complex is atomized 
into its components and split across two volumes of temple architecture.  For a discussion on the 
temple’s date, religious affiliation, tower, and gateway, the reader will need to consult the 
Encyclopaedia’s Nagara volume,85 and for an analysis of the plinth, basement moldings, 
sculptural niches, and doorframes, the Dravida volume86 must be read, creating a dizzying, 
fractured reading of a single sacred space.  
Of the scholars who published extensively during the 1960s to the late 1980s—a 
particularly fruitful period for Early Deccan architecture—one scholar’s work is relevant for this 
discussion.  Gary Tartakov’s 1969 dissertation describes the Durga Temple as “the climactic 
most monumental [sic] and elaborate of all the temples that mix [emphasis added] the Northern 
and Southern traditions.”87  However, it is only in his 1997 monograph that Tartakov undertakes 
an in-depth formal analysis and elaborates upon the aforementioned statement.  Moreover, his 
analysis foreshadows some of the concerns and methods of my dissertation.  In his discussion of 
the temple’s rectilinear tower, for instance, he argues that it was “the conscious choice made by 
85 EITA, vol. 2, pt. 1, 298-300. 
 
86 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 49-52. 
 
87 Tartakov, Ph.D diss., 125. 
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legitimate acarya [sic] and sthapati designers”88 even if the choice may seem incongruous to 19th 
century and later observers.  Tartakov presents the Durga Temple as a “striking example of the 
mixing of styles—Nagara and Dravida, Telingana and Karnatak—that is a hallmark of early 
Chalukya tradition and…a particular penchant of the designers of this temple.”89  Though this 
section and one other seem to foreground the role of the building’s designers, Tartakov 
nonetheless invests ultimate responsibility for artistic and architectural innovation in the hands of 
the region’s Chalukya sovereigns.  This is evident in his analysis of the outer ambulatory’s niche 
pediments, whose heterogeneity he attributes to the Chalukya kings’ desire to declare in their art 
“that they were rulers of both north and south India.”90  The monarchs were expressing but a 
“natural tendency to take advantage of the different traditions existing in the lands they ruled,”91 
which tendency Tartakov observes in their earliest commissions, the excavated temples of 
Badami, and all the way into the seventh and eighth centuries in such constructions as the Durga 
(Aihole), Jambulinga (Badami), Papanatha (Pattadakal), and Sangameshvara (Alampur) temples.  
Adam Hardy’s Indian Temple Architecture: Form and Transformation (1995) takes an 
equally unsatisfactory approach.  Hardy discusses the Durga Temple in a chapter entitled 
“Hybrid Temples,” but despite beginning the chapter by stating that the text is concerned with 
shrines “that are deliberate combinations of Nagara and Dravida architecture, and with the 
formal means by which such shrines are created,”92 he demonstrates neither deliberation nor the 
ways in which such constructions were achieved.  Like the Encyclopaedia, Hardy takes a 
88 Tartakov, The Durga Temple at Aihole, 78. 
 
89 Ibid., 77. 
 
90 Ibid., 87. 
 
91 Ibid., 87. 
 
92 Hardy, Indian Temple Architecture, 296. 
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fragmentary approach, splitting the Durga Temple across as many as three different chapters.  
Hardy asserts and reiterates the mixing that Fergusson noted without demonstrating its 
constructedness or its semantic significance.  The Durga Temple and its “hybrid” cousins, the 
Papanatha and the Jambulinga, emerge as no more than architectural anomalies.   
 My primary interest is in demonstrating through a rapid analysis the Nagara-Dravida 
dialectic at work here and to open out the discussion to Deccan attitudes towards Nagara and 
Dravida.  Once again, I will approach the space as a worshipper might. 
A devotee approaches the sacred precinct of the Durga through the gateway building, a 
substantial sandstone structure that is rectangular in plan (fig. 4.62).  In its present avatar, the 
temple is not separated from the other structures in the Aihole temple cluster, but the presence of 
the gateway suggests the existence of a prākāra wall that would have further delineated the 
sacred space around the temple.  The gateway is not aligned with the temple’s east-west axis, 
however, but is to the temple’s south.  Yet this arrangement appears to correspond with the 
lateral stairways, on the south and the north, that give access to the high plinth on which the 
temple is raised.  For our purposes, it is worth highlighting that the overdoor of the gateway on 
the southern end, which would have provided the principal access point for the temple, is made 
up of Dravida temple-images: śāla, kūṭa, śāla, kūṭa, śāla.  The śālas are wider and project farther 
than the kūṭas (figs. 4.63-64).  
Once the worshipper has crossed the gateway, she can circumambulate the building at the 
ground level before ascending the south lateral stairway to the top of the plinth, where another 
ambulatory awaits her for her progress around the porch, pillared hall, and sanctum.  This semi-
enclosed colonnade is sheltered by a sloping roof and bounded on one side by a parapet wall that 
is almost waist high; between the parapet and the roof is a series of pillars that also encircle the 
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entire structure.  To the devotee’s right are the sculpted walls of the temple building, and to her 
left the parapet and its unadorned pillars (fig. 4.65).  As at Alampur’s Sangameshvara Temple, a 
number of near life-size divine figures from the Shaiva, Vaishnava, and Shākta canons emerge 
from the temple walls enshrined within sculptural niches.   
Here, too, the niches, which project from the temple walls incorporating its basement 
moldings, take the form of miniature shrines enframing the gods between pilasters and under 
complex superstructures (fig. 4.66).  A total of seventeen niches—two on the building’s east, five 
on the south, five on the west, and five on the north—gave designers the opportunity for 
interplay with architectural form, for the tower forms show a complexity and variety unmatched 
by any of the structures discussed so far.  There are numerous domed kūṭa and barrel-vaulted 
śāla superstructures, and also towers made up of a series of Dravida roofs: one that is kūṭa, 
pañjara, kūṭa; another that is kūṭa, śāla, kūṭa; and yet another that is pañjara, kūṭa, pañjara (figs. 
4.67-68).  Furthermore, at least five niches have superstructures that play with Nagara gavākṣa 
motifs (figs. 4.69-70), thus repeating the push and pull between Nagara and Dravida observed on 
the exterior walls of Badami’s Jambulinga albeit marked by a greater range and intensity.  
Though studies that discuss the Durga Temple’s “hybridity” have noticed this detail and 
even its variety, what has gone unremarked is the meaningful deployment of Nagara and Dravida 
forms.  For instance, all five temple-images along the western, apsidal end of the building are 
Nagara. Though the temple-images at the very start and end of the ambulatory have kūṭa towers, 
and though the niches along the colonnade show a variety of tower forms as described above, all 
five pediments along the western end manipulate the gavākṣa form in one way or another.  Since 
builders chose to surmount the sanctum with a Latina tower and since the apsidal end 
corresponds to the part of the sanctum that would have housed the temple’s presiding deity, the 
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Nagara niche pediments are a continuation of the Nagara tower.  Builders thus appear not only to 
be aware of the differences among architectural forms but were also deploying difference to 
semantic advantage, playing forms against one another in some cases and accreting and building 
upon them in others.   
 In other parts of the temple’s design, they used Dravida forms as counterpoint to the 
Nagara tower.  Particularly noteworthy is the path to the sanctum, including the overdoors of the 
hall and sanctum as well as the porch and hall clerestories, all of which are sculpted with 
multistoried Dravida temples in relief, sporting a variety of roof forms—kūṭa, śāla, and pañjara 
(figs. 4.71-72).  In addition, as observed at other Deccan sites, these Dravida temple-images 
shelter deities and such propitious emblems as female figures.  Furthermore, as at the temples 
already examined—Papanatha (Pattadakal), Sangameshvara (Alampur), and Jambulinga 
(Badami)—the procession of Dravida temples is accompanied by other salutary emblems: river 
goddesses on the bases of the doorjambs of the hall’s doorway, a one-of-a-kind Garuda grasping 
four nāgas above the hall’s doorway, and intricately carved ceiling panels in the porch.  
Additionally, as at other Early Deccan temples, the ritually important east-west path is wider and 
more volumetric than the other aisles: it has a higher ceiling and a flat-roofed clerestory.  That 
Dravida “heavenly mansions” mark the devotee’s progress to a sanctum with a Nagara tower is a 
phenomenon we have observed quite consistently at temples in Karnataka and Andhra, at 
Pattadakal, Alampur, Badami, and Aihole, to name only the places analyzed here, suggesting that 
it ought to be generalized as an Early Deccan phenomenon.   
If the emphasis so far has been on the maker and the devotee or, on transmitter and 
receiver, the next section will open onto the wider social and cultural context of the Deccan in 
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this period.  It will attempt to historicize the Deccan’s formal eclecticism so that it can be 
understood as more than a purely stylistic attribute of the built environment. 
 
Various Ways of Seeing and Saying  
The formal choices I have highlighted at Pattadakal and other Early Deccan temple clusters raise 
a host of questions about attitudes to Dravida and Nagara.  If we leave behind purely formal and 
ahistorical approaches to this architecture, we can situate the Deccan’s heterogeneous 
architectural outlook within wider historical processes in which other human agents also 
participated.  This will allow us to finally consider attitudes to difference in the architectural 
realm alongside similar attitudes in the political, linguistic, and ritual spheres.  
The inscriptions of the Chalukyas who ruled the Deccan from the mid-sixth through the 
mid-eighth centuries confirm political interactions between the Deccan and places to the north 
and south of the region.  For the north, the epigraphs affirm certain signal events: Pulakesin II’s 
conquest of north India around 620 CE;93 Vinayaditya’s conquest of an unnamed paramount 
ruler of northern India (sakalottarāpathanātha) ca. 695 CE;94 and strikingly, of his son crown 
prince Vijayaditya bringing back booty in the form of a standard bearing the northern river 
goddesses.95  Furthermore, Managlesa’s Mahakuta pillar inscription informs us of the king’s 
defeat of a northern ruler and his intention to commemorate that victory by erecting a pillar on 
93 Though Chalukya genealogies claim that Pulakesin defeated Harshavardhana of Kanauj, we don’t have 
confirmation from northern sources, specifically Harsha’s biography.  There is also, not surprisingly, some 
disagreement among scholars about the dates of the encounter between Pulakesin and Harsha.  See Dikshit, Political 
History of the Chālukyas of Badami, 83-91, for a full account of scholarly opinion. 
 
94 Once again, northern sources do not corroborate this claim. See Ibid., 152-154 for speculations on the identity of 
this ruler.    
 




                                                 
the banks of the Ganga, though the king eventually established a pillar in the Deccan.96  While 
these assertions cannot always be verified, it is useful to consider how they functioned 
rhetorically.  Ronald Inden has argued that in conquering or even claiming to conquer the kings 
of north India (uttarāpatha), the Chalukyas and their Deccan successors the Rastrakutas were 
able to position themselves not only as overlords of the Deccan but also as paramount rulers of 
India.97   
Equally significant to Chalukya self-stylings was their longstanding conflict with the 
Pallava rulers of Tamil country.  We are well informed about Chalukya incursions south into 
Tamil country as well as reciprocal Pallava forays into the Deccan, which occurred across the 
entirety of the Chalukyas’ near two-hundred year rule, including a twelve-year interregnum 
during which the Pallavas occupied the Chalukya capital.  In other words, the political 
environment of the Early Deccan provided a further instantiation of the region’s eclectic outlook, 
witness to the circulation of rulers, ministers, armies, scribes, and other supporting agents within 
peninsular India and beyond. 
The epigraphic corpus shows equally heterogeneous practices in the language sphere, 
where transregional languages, such as Sanskrit and Prakrit, were juxtaposed with the regional 
Kannada and Telugu languages.  Chapter 2 discussed Sheldon Pollock’s views on this “linguistic 
division of labor,” and his argument that medieval writers and poets were aware of diverse 
discursive spheres and addressed disparate audiences by marshaling Sanskrit for aesthetic, 
performative, and rhetorical purposes, while reserving Kannada, Telugu, and other regional 
languages for the mundane grant portions of inscriptions.  Indeed, the Virupaksha Complex’s 
96 J. F. Fleet, “Mahakuta Pillar Inscription of Mangalesa,” IA, Vol. XIX, 7-20.  
 
97 Inden, Imagining India, 258. 
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gateway inscription seems to follow this pattern.  It uses the figurative possibilities of Sanskrit 
literary ornament (alaṁkāra) to represent the complex’s architect as a courtly individual while 
adopting Kannada, the vernacular of the western Deccan, to note more purely documentary 
details.  Though this kind of clean division along functional grounds is not seen in the 
architectural vocabularies available to the Deccan architect, such a line of inquiry may prove 
fruitful in further exploring the formal eclecticism of the Deccan’s built world.  
Another related instance of the awareness and employment of discursive difference is 
seen in the use of writing systems.  Take the case of two biscript inscriptions from Pattadakal and 
Alampur.  The epigraphs juxtapose the near identical98 Sanskrit text in both the regional Telugu-
Kannada characters and in the Siddhamātṛkā script,99 believed by some authorities to have a 
north Indian provenance.  At Pattadakal the inscriptions are carved on the Lakshmikambha, a 
monolithic sandstone pillar to the north of the Virupaksha Complex (figs. 4.73-74).  Dated from 
the reign of Chalukya king Kirtivarman II (r. 744 – 757 CE), the inscription identifies the royal 
patrons of the Sangameshvara, Virupakhasa, and Mallikarjuna temples, Pattadakal’s most 
prestigious buildings, as well as the disposition of the buildings in relation to the pillar.  The 
Alampur inscription, which is earlier and dated to 713 CE, also duplicates the identical Sanskrit 
text in the same two graphic systems and appears on the fort wall that partially encloses 
98 I say “near identical” because there are orthographic differences between the Siddhamātṛkā and the Telugu-
Kannada versions of the text.  For a detailed analysis of the differences see J. F. Fleet, “The Pattadakal Pillar 
Inscription of the time of Kirtivarman II,” EI, Vol. III, 1-7. 
 
99 Both scripts have evolved from Brahmi, which is first seen in South Asia in Mauryan inscriptions.  Without going 
into any of the debates regarding the antiquity and origins of Brahmi, I will give a brief genealogy of the two scripts 
mentioned here, condensed from Colin Masica, The Indo-Aryan Languages (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991), 143.  In the six centuries after Asoka, Brahmi develops into the so-called “Northern” and 
“Southern” subtypes; the former leading to the Gupta script in the fourth and fifth centuries CE, which in turn 
develops into the Sarada script in the northwest and the Siddhamātṛkā in the center of the 6th to the 10th centuries.  
Early Nāgari script in turn develops from the Siddhamātṛkā script.  One branch of the “Southern” subtype of Brahmi 




                                                 
Alampur’s group of nine seventh-century temples (fig. 4.74).  Besides using the same two scripts 
and treating them similarly,100 both inscriptions have strong associations with Chalukya royalty, 
both are carved on stone, and both record the construction of stone structures.  They are also the 
only inscriptions in the entire Badami Chalukya epigraphic corpus to include two scripts.   
But why use two writing systems?  Though the phenomenon remains understudied, the 
putative northern script’s appearance in the Deccan has been tied to the northern origins of 
makers,101 the subject matter of the inscriptions, and to political authority.102  Another possibility 
is the ability to appeal to diverse audiences, akin to the strategy of polyglot inscriptions.  
Interesting as they are, these suggestions can be further complicated by considering ritual 
life during this period, particularly the rise of Shaivism or the cult of the god Shiva against the 
competing faiths of Vishnu, Buddha, the Jina, and the Goddess.  Alexis Sanderson has tracked 
the increasing dominance of Shaivism from the sixth century onwards and the alignment of 
ruling elites in polities across South and Southeast Asia with Shaiva modes of kingship.  From 
Kashmir to Angkor, royal chaplains and preceptors inducted rulers into Shaivism: these royal 
initiations were “performed for the good of the monarch and the state,” 103 “serve[d] to fortify the 
king’s dominion,” 104 and offered the “benefits of state-protection.” 105 In fact, the Amudalapadu 
100 G. S. Gai, “Alampur Inscription of Chalukya Vijayaditya, Saka 635 and 636,”EI, Vol. XXXV (1963-64): 121, 
Gai finds that the characters in both scripts at Alampur are similar to their counterparts at Pattadakal. 
   
101 Shrinivas V. Padigar, “Craftsmen’s Inscriptions from Bādāmi: Their Significance,” in Ellora Caves: Sculptures 
and Architecture, eds. Ratan Parimoo et al. (Delhi: Books & Books, 1988), 398-405. 
 
102 Whitney M. Cox, “Scribe and Script in the Cālukya West Deccan,” The Indian Economic and Social History 
Review 47, 1 (2010): 1-28. 
 
103 Alexis Sanderson, “Religion and the State: Initiating the Monarch in Śaivism and the Buddhist Way of Mantras,” 
unpublished paper, 12.  
 
104 Ibid., 33. 
 
105 Ibid., 61. 
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plates of Chalukya Vikramaditya I record the king’s gift of the village of Iparumkal to 
Sudarsanacarya, likely a Shaiva royal chaplain,106 on the occasion of the monarch’s initiation 
into the Shaiva fold (śiva maṇḍala dīkṣa).  The initiation took place while the king was in what is 
now Mahbubnagar district, close to Alampur, and his gift is dated to 660 CE.107  From then on 
Chalukya rulers began to identify themselves in their grants and charters as “entirely devoted to 
Shiva.”  Until Vikramaditya’s momentous “conversion” to Shaivism Chalukya rulers represented 
themselves, like a vast number of South Asian rulers in the 4th through the 7th centuries, as 
paramabhāgavataḥ, that is, “entirely devoted to Vishnu.”108  Shaivism’s influence in the early 
medieval Deccan should therefore not be underestimated, for Sanderson shows that in the period 
between 450 and 1050 CE, 363 temples were dedicated to Shiva in Karnataka alone as opposed 
to just 62 dedications to Vishnu.109   
I am led to conclude then that the two biscript inscriptions at Pattadakal and Alampur 
feature Shaiva preceptors. The Alampur text says that the guru Īśanācārya built an enclosing wall 
(prākāra bandha) at the command of Chalukya king Vijayaditya,110 presumably for the nine 
temples at that site.  And the Pattadakal inscription informs us that sculptor Subhadeva erected 
the pillar for preceptor (ācārya) Jnanasiva.111  Additionally, in the Pattadakal inscription a verse 
praising the union of the god Shiva and his mate Gauri precedes the Chalukya genealogy; also, 
 
106 I base this claim about Sudarsanacarya largely on the evidence presented by Sanderson in ibid. 
 
107 See Sanderson, “Religion and the State,” 19.  Also EI, Vol. XXXII, 175-184; APGAS, No. 6, 54-57, for the full 
inscription.   
 
108 Sanderson, “The Śaiva Age,” 59.  Also, I am adopting Sanderson’s translation for the two Sanskrit compounds.   
 
109 Ibid., 298. 
 
110 Gai, “Alampur Inscription of Chalukya Vijayaditya,” EI, Vol. XXXV, 122. 
 
111  See Fleet, EI, Vol. III, 7.  Note, however, that Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 236, suggests that it was 
Jnanasiva himself who set up the pillar, though this does not alter the nature of my argument. 
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as already noted, the epigraph documents the patrons of the cluster’s three royal temples, all 
dedicated to Shiva.  Both epigraphs therefore evince support for a major religious center through 
the construction of a structure in an enduring medium, and both epigraphs underscore the 
significant position of Shaiva preceptors. 
I propose therefore that the reason we see the Siddhamātṛkā script at these centers of 
Shiva worship must be connected to its transregional status.  Richard Salomon makes a 
persuasive case for Nāgari’s “special status” as a “supra-local” script both in its modern form 
(Devanāgari) and in historic or proto forms such as Siddhamātṛkā.112  Notably, in the Deccan and 
in Tamil country, from the 7th century onwards, Sanskrit was written in Nandi-nāgari and other 
“northern-style” scripts in addition to or instead of local scripts.113  Furthermore, inscriptions in 
Sri Lanka, Burma, and Indonesia are in early or proto forms of Nāgari, while the sacred Buddhist 
writings of East Asia are in Siddhamātṛkā,114 suggesting that the script had a reach and charisma 
well beyond north India.  In other words, much in the manner that Sanskrit replaces Prakrit in the 
inscriptional records of South and Southeast Asia starting in the third century CE, and as Shaiva 
modes of ensuring royal authority and longevity edge out Vaishnava, Jaina, Buddhist and other 
ways in South and Southeast Asian polities, Nāgari too connoted translocal reach, 
communicability, and cachet.   
With the insights gained from this brief examination of difference in the political, 
linguistic, and ritual realms, I wish to revisit the eclecticism of the Deccan’s built world.  I will 
now ask what these heterogeneous spaces reveal about attitudes to various ways of assembling 
112 Richard Salomon, “Writing Systems of the Indo-Aryan Languages,” in The Indo-Aryan Languages. George 
Cardona, Dhanesh Jain, eds., (New York: Routledge, 2007), 75. 
 
113 Ibid., 75.  
 
114 Ibid., 75.  
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the temple.  Was Dravida associated with greater sacrality and status because builders 
consistently demarcate the path to the sanctum with processions of miniature Dravida temples?  
Or can we propose, adopting the attitude of the Encyclopaedia and recent art-historical 
scholarship, Dravida as the “normative” or “natural” style of the Deccan?  If so, then what role 
did Nagara play?  Did Nagara provide builders with an alternative formal toolkit to add visual 
interest and drama to Deccan skylines?  Or did it represent a mobile style able to travel beyond 
north and central India and thus signifying transregionally in a manner akin to Sanskrit, 
Shaivism, and the Siddhamātṛkā script?  Yet another possibility is that the connotations 
associated with Nagara and Dravida depended specifically on the Deccan subregion, where 
Nagara served as the normative style or the prestige style in the east (in, say, Andhra and 
Telangana), and Dravida was the prestige style of the Karnatan west.  Certainly, Alampur and 
Pattadakal lend credence to this argument.   
At Alampur, which is in Telangana, eight out of nine buildings in the temple cluster were 
outfitted with Nagara towers, and at Pattadakal, which is in the west, the three largest temples, 
which were also royally sponsored, have Dravida towers.  In addition, the principal shrines at all 
the eastern temple clusters—Kadamara Kalava, Satyavolu, and Mahanandi—have Nagara Latina 
towers, and, as noted in the previous chapter, a large percentage of the subsidiary structures are 
Phamsana.  In the west, another significant example is Mahakuta, where the two principal 
shrines—the Mahakutesvara and the Mallikarjuna—occupying the two most prominent positions 
at the northern and southern flanks of the central masonry tank—have Dravida towers.  It is, 
however, important to pause over the fact that even when builders chose Latina towers, Dravida 
elements continued to play a significant role in the building’s plan—housing the bodies of 
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subsidiary deities in standalone alone structures or in temple-images and demarcating the ritual 
progress to the sanctum—as observed at Alampur’s Sangameshvara Temple.   
Also persuasive is the idea that architectural and formal eclecticism indexed the expertise 
and range of the Deccan builder.  This is certainly one way to theorize the many, many instances 
of idiosyncratic, spirited, and witty interplays between Nagara and Dravida.  Like the Nagara 
āmalaka that crowns the top of the Lower Sivalaya’s Dravida tower in Badami, or the window 
entablatures at Nagaral and Mahakuta where the give and take between Nagara and Dravida is at 
a more microscopic and playful level than in the examples discussed so far.  What if we augment 
the visual evidence with supporting epigraphic evidence?  Let us consider again the claim made 
by the 13th century architect of Kuppatur’s Koṭinātha Temple in Karnataka:  
“[within this village of Kuppaṭūr] was built, as if by the heavenly architect himself, out of 
sublime devotion for the god Shiva, the elegant, equipoised and shapely temple of 
Kotīsha Bhava, freely ornamented with Drāviḍa, Bhūmija, and Nāgara, and, with bhadra-
offsets manipulated in many ways.”115   
 
To my knowledge, builders in other parts of South Asia do not make this kind of claim, nor does 
eclecticism characterize the building traditions of other Indian regions as it does the Deccan.   
Moreover, this is one of the few texts from the Deccan that uses the indigenous 
architectural terms Nagara, Dravida, and Bhumija, while at the same time recognizing their 
difference as divergent systems of articulation, as alternative visual systems for making the 
temple.  Furthermore, the inscription makes it clear that the architect’s intervention is essential—
it is because of his mediating role, because of his manipulations and, I would argue, because of 
his negotiations among the various ways of making a temple that the “elegant, equipoised, and 
shapely temple” to Shiva came into being.  Though no analogue exists for the Early Deccan 
115 I have amended the translation slightly from M. A. Dhaky, The Indian Temple Forms, 3.  The original is in Old 
Kannada.   
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period, let us revisit the Virupaksha gateway inscription.  It is not only the finest early medieval 
epigraph about an architect, but it also uses Sanskrit to identify him and praise both his courtly 
refinements and his wide range of creative works.  What’s more, given the general argument of 
this dissertation and my findings in the context of that argument, I propose retranslating the last 
phrase of the inscription not as “architect of the southern direction” or “architect of the southern 
side,” but rather as “architect of the Deccan.”  
Hail, Śri Sarvasiddhi Ācārya, the possessor of all virtues, the maker of many cities and 
buildings, whose conversation is entirely perfect and refined, who has for a jeweled 
crown and crest jewel the architecture and palaces and vehicles and seats and couches 
[that he has constructed], the eminent architect of the Deccan. 
 
A recent publication characterized the Deccan as follows: “given the intermediate position of the 
Deccan between north and south India” it is a “natural tendency” for “the lower Deccan to orient 
itself southwards towards Tamil country, and of the upper Deccan to look north towards central 
India and the Indo-Gangetic plain.”116  That Deccan builders, sculptors, poets, writers, rulers, 
preceptors, and elite individuals from a variety of constituencies were uniquely positioned to 
look in many directions for their source material is not in question.  What I have questioned, 
rather, is the accidental, unconscious, or organic nature of this looking implied by the borderland 
and hybrid paradigms.  Indeed, what the examples show in each of the spheres examined here— 
language, ritual, political, and architectural—is an acknowledgment of difference and the 
deployment of difference for a variety of purposes.  Deccan culture uses local forms such as 
Dravida, Kannada, and Telugu-Kannada script, and transregional forms such as Nagara, Sanskrit, 
Shaivism, and the Siddhamātṛkā script.  I want to therefore close with one final view: that 
besides signifying in literal ways, formal eclecticism signified in visual and rhetorical ways.  The 
116 Richard Eaton and Phillip Wagoner, Power, Memory, Architecture: Contested Sites on India’s Deccan Plateau, 
1300-1600 (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2014), 79. 
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juxtaposition of Nagara and Dravida or the dialectic between Nagara and Dravida, like the 
juxtaposition of multiple graphic systems and linguistic polyglossia, articulates difference, it 





A River Runs Through: Constructing the Deccan’s Sacred Landscapes 
 
 
In places without tanks, gods are not present.  A temple therefore should be built where there is a pond on 
the left, or in front, not otherwise.  – Vishnudharmottara Purāṇa 
 
By many land is given, and by many it is retained; whoever at any time is in possession of the earth, he at 
that time enjoys the fruit thereof. – Chalukya Mangalesa, Cave III, Badami 
 
 
The Chinese monk, Xuanzang, journeyed to India in 627 CE, traversing the Silk Route, visiting 
celebrated Buddhist pilgrimage places, and remaining for years at Nalanda, the great monastic 
university in Bihar, to study Sanskrit and Buddhist texts.1  On his return to China in 645 CE, the 
monk was in possession of a trove of six hundred Sanskrit manuscripts, images, and other 
portable objects.2  His reflections on India have provided valuable insight into the social, 
political, religious, and architectural milieux of the subcontinent in the early medieval period.  
Also valuable, though unexploited so far, is the perspective his travelogue sheds on landscape 
and environmental history.  Xuanzang’s account of the Maharashtra region in the Deccan’s 
northwest, which he visited during Chalukya Pulakesin II’s reign, though brief, highlights the 
importance of a river to the siting of the region’s urban core, whose dimensions he gives.  He 
also stresses Maharashtra’s fecundity and agricultural richness while commenting on the general 
climate and temperature: 
This country [Maharashtra] is about 5000 li in circuit.  The capital borders on the west on 
a great river.  It is about 30 li round.  The soil is rich and fertile; it is regularly cultivated 
1 Robert E. Buswell Jr. and Donald S. Lopez Jr., The Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2014), 1015. 
 




                                                 
and very productive.  The climate is hot and the disposition of the people is honest and 
simple.3   
 
After discussing Pulakesin II’s martial practices and the nature of his subjects, the monk goes on 
to detail their religious tendencies and the number of Buddhist monasteries (one hundred) and 
Brahmanical worship halls (one hundred).  His description ends with a relatively lengthy 
treatment of a sanghārāma, a rest place or residence for the Buddhist monastic community.  
Filled with particulars about the location of the monastery as well as its constitutive 
environmental features, Xuanzang’s account underscores the monastery’s embeddedness in its 
natural surroundings: 
On the eastern frontier of the country is a great mountain with towering crags and a 
continuous stretch of piled-up rocks and scarped precipice.  In this there is a sanghārāma 
constructed in a dark valley.  Its lofty halls and deep side-aisles stretch through the (or 
open into the) face of the rocks.  Storey above storey they are backed by the crag and face 
the valley (watercourse).4 
 
Samuel Beal, who translated the Chinese, suggests in a footnote to this passage that the narrative 
must surely refer to the monastic complex at Ajanta.  Though there are many similarities 
between the description and Ajanta—the Maharashtra location, rock-cut construction, and setting 
in a valley marked by a watercourse—what I wish to emphasize instead is its insight into this 
chapter’s chief concern: which is, broadly, the relationship between sacred spaces and landscape.  
While the previous chapter showed how the Nagara-Dravida binary conceptually fragments 
Pattadakal and other Early Deccan temple clusters, this chapter will address a related problem: 
the temple cluster’s isolation from its landscape context.  Adopting the temple cluster rather than 
3 Si-Yu-Ki: Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol. II, trans. Samuel Beal, (New York: Paragon Book Corp., 
1968), 256.  It is interesting to observe that Xuanzang uses the same formula in the descriptions of most regions: he 
starts with the area of the realm, locates the capital, and then describes the state of the soil.  The description of the 
soil as “rich and fertile” appears quite often in his account. 
 
4 Ibid., 257. 
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the temple as a unit of analysis allows us to consider relationships among monuments and also to 
ask broader questions about the workings of these clusters within the physical environments that 
situate and sustain them.   
Let us return to Pattadakal. Art history’s time honored preoccupations dominate studies; 
the focus so far has been on dating buildings, anatomizing architectural and sculptural style, 
decoding iconographic programs, identifying elite patrons, and charting artistic “influence.”  
Indeed, the same is true for canonical sites across South Asia, from Ajanta to Khajuraho.  As a 
result, we have thought little about the Malaprabha River’s role in siting Pattadakal, the spatial 
orientation of constituent buildings, and their distribution within constructed and natural worlds.  
Also ignored is Pattadakal’s significance as a pilgrimage place or tīrtha, and the ways in which 
the river mediated the approach to, and experience of, the sacred space, as well as its continued 
reception and relevance beyond its foundational period.  Since monument-based architectural 
histories are focused on questions of design, they have neglected the overall built environment 
and its interdependence on human habitation, geography, climate, religious networks, pilgrimage 
circuits, agriculture, and other landscape issues.  Why, for example, were so many large-scale 
temples and countless smaller structures built at this one place?  What made this particular spot 
on the Malaprabha river so meaningful?  If Pattadakal was indeed a Chalukya coronation capital 
or an urban center as many have claimed, then why were temples not distributed across the urban 
space instead of being aggregated into a small core area?  And more broadly, how did place and 
ideas of place constitute sacred places in the Malaprabha and the Krishna-Tungabhadra river 
valleys?   
This chapter will examine a number of different sources to reflect upon the significance 
of place in imagining, constituting, and producing the Deccan’s sacred locales.  It is divided into 
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four parts: it begins by examining the impact of Pattadakal’s riverfront location on the site’s 
organization and ritual experience, and moves to ways in which ideas about aesthetic pleasure, 
beauty, and enjoyment informed medieval experience of sacred places. The next two sections 
look at sculptural representations of landscape and fluvial themes: Varaha and Trivikrama 
imagery; the Jaina beings Pārśvanātha and Gommaṭeśvara; the nāga or snake deity; and the river 
goddesses Ganga and Yamuna.  These served, in many cases, the rhetoric of politics by enacting 
powerful relationships between ruler and place, but they also articulate the place-bound character 
of the myths they portray and emplace the worshipper in landscape.  The last section will 
examine discursive constructions of space—both local and transregional—in the donative 
epigraphs of the Chalukya rulers (543 - 757 CE).  In particular, the section is interested in how 
water and waterfront lands function in these epigraphs, and what that says in turn not only about 
Chalukya participation in a pan-Indian political discourse, but also about the Early Deccan’s 
material condition and concerns.  Though the chapter is generally attentive to the Deccan’s 
landscape cultures and histories, its focus will remain on water bodies and their relationship to 
the region’s sacred environments. 
 While it is true that the landscape history of premodern South Asia in general and the 
Deccan specifically remains in its infancy, recent inroads have been forged.5  These have 
focused, with a few exceptions,6 on later periods, such as imperial Vijayanagara and the Deccan 
5 The following represent much needed recent interventions: Daud Ali and Emma Flatt, eds. Garden and Landscape 
Practices in Precolonial India: Histories from the Deccan (Delhi: Routledge, 2011); Richard Eaton and Phillip 
Wagoner, Power, Memory, Architecture: Contested Sites on India’s Deccan Plateau, 1300-1600 (New Delhi: 
Oxford University Press, 2014).   
 
6 Hemanth Kadambi, “Sacred Landscapes in Early Medieval South India: The Chalukya State and Society (ca. AD 




                                                 
Sultanates, which provide more abundant material remains and richer textual sources.7  Studies 
devoted to waterworks and hydrology are dominated by Mughal perspectives,8 or else focus on 
the elaborate stepwell systems of Gujarat and Rajasthan.9  Sanchi, Udayagiri, and environs are 
also well documented in this regard.10  By contrast, since architectural histories emphasize 
monuments—structural and rock-cut temples—Early Deccan water monuments and other non-
canonical structures have been neglected.  The tanks, reservoirs, stepwells, and ghats at Aihole, 
Badami, and Mahakuta make brief appearances in an encyclopedic survey of South Asian water 
architecture,11 but the few studies to treat Deccan landscape history from a hydrological 
perspective have focused on Vijayanagara remains.12  In short, Early Deccan waterworks await 
detailed study.  Therefore, this analysis though preliminary in many ways, is one of the few 
studies to address Early Deccan landscape history, and contribute to this developing field by 
7 Carla Sinopoli and Kathleen Morrison, The Vijayanagara Metropolitan Survey (Ann Arbor: Museum of 
Anthropology, 2007); also, numerous volumes co-edited and/or authored by John Fritz and George Michell under 
the auspices of the Vijayanagara Research Project on various aspects of the royal center and its landscape covering 
20 years of research at the site.  Some noteworthy works on the Deccan Sultanates: Klaus Rotzer and Pushkar 
Sohoni, “Nature, Dams, Wells, and Gardens: The Route of Water in and around Bidar,” in Ali and Flatt, eds., 
Garden and Landscape Practices; Debra Hutton, Art of the Court of Bijapur (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2006). 
 
8 See, for instance, James Wescoat and Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn, Mughal Gardens: Sources, Places, 
Representations, and Prospects (Washington, DC: Dumbarton Oaks, 1998). 
 
9 Jutta Jain-Neubauer, The Stepwells of Gujarat in Art-Historical Perspective (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 
1981); Morna Livingston, Steps to Water: The Ancient Stepwells of India (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2002). 
 
10 Micheal Willis, The Archaeology of Hindu Ritual: Temples and the Establishment of the Gods. (Cambridge; New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2009); Julia Shaw, Buddhist Landscapes in Central India: Sanchi Hill and 
Archaeologies of Religious and Social Change, c. Third Century BC to Fifth Century AD (London: British 
Association for South Asian Studies, 2007). 
 
11 Julia Hegewald, Water Architecture in South Asia: A Study of Types, Development, and Meanings (Leiden: Brill, 
2002). 
 
12 For Vijayanagara and environs: Kathleen Morrison, Daroji Valley: Landscape History, Place, and the Making of 
a Dryland Reservoir System (New Delhi: Manohar Publishers, 2009); D. V. Narayana Reddy, Water Management in 
Andhra: From the Earliest to the 17th Century A.D. (New Delhi: Harman Publishing House, 2010), is also a useful 




                                                 
reading traditional art-historical evidence—built structures, sculpture, and other material 
instantiations of landscape themes—alongside ideational constructions of space and 
phenomenological and experiential perspectives.  In so doing, it aims to present Early Deccan 
sacred spaces not as a conglomeration of disjointed monuments, but as integrated environments 
shaped by architects, artists, and patrons, where built structures interact with, and engage, natural 
elements, and vice versa. 
 
Location, Location, Location 
The northern bends of rivers, confluences, and natural springs appear to have been connected 
with sacrality, as temples, temple groups, and pilgrimage spots sprung up at or near places with 
these particular watery associations.  The temple clusters at Pattadakal and Alampur grew on the 
northern bend of the Malaprabha and the Tungabhadra rivers respectively (figs. 5.1-2); the 
Sangameshvara temple stood for centuries at the confluence or saṅgama of the Krishna and 
Tungabhadra rivers before being relocated to its current Alampur location during the 20th 
century; and the temple cluster at Mahakuta is organized around a masonry water tank—
evocatively called the lotus pool of Vishnu (viṣṇu puṣkariṇī)—fed by the waters of an 
underground spring (figs. 5.3-4).   
Though today’s visitor is obliged to approach Pattadakal from the northwest, where the 
main road and an ASI ticket booth provide access to the walled enclosure, the temple cluster’s 
organization suggests an alternative experience during the 7th and 8th centuries when the locale 
underwent a major building boom.  The visitor may not be aware of the river’s presence just 
outside the enclosure walls as he circulates within the walled, manicured compound, but several 
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factors affirm the river’s constitutive role in the spatial layout, experience, and growth of this 
temple cluster.   
First, the entrances of all the principal shrines are oriented east to face the river (fig. 4.2).  
Since the cluster developed over time,13 it is important to notice that builders added each new 
commission into a riverfront swathe of land no more than 200 meters by 160 meters;14 secondly, 
just steps from the river is a stone gateway providing access to the cluster’s largest and most 
prestigious shrine (the Virupaksha); additionally, this gateway’s river-facing pillars carry 
inscriptions identifying the temple’s patron (Chalukya queen Lokamahadevi) and the ruling 
monarch (Vikramaditya II), and lauds of the builder (Śri Gundan).  Though the approach from 
the river is now forlorn and unused (fig. 5.5), it was likely the primary route for worshippers 
accessing the temple cluster, some of whom might have travelled there by boat.  It is also 
probable that a series of stepped platforms (ghāṭs) lined the stretch of bank, connecting the 
temples and the river, providing places for ritual and mundane functions such as bathing, 
worship, rest, and leisure, much as they do today at sacred waterfronts across South Asia.  Given 
the ritual core’s density and the topography of comparable sacred sites, it also seems reasonable 
to propose that an active human settlement grew up behind the waterfront temples, and that 
streets, including market streets, connected the urban spaces and ghāṭs.15  Indeed, a small 
settlement exists today, although further archaeological research will have to confirm any 
13 The nine shrines assigned to the Chalukya and Rastrakuta periods, which constitute the significant building 
activity at Pattadakal, were constructed in the late 7th through the mid to late eighth centuries.   
 
14 For a point of comparison, the average distance between avenues in New York City is 750 feet, and the distance 
between numbered streets is about 264 feet.  The temples at Pattadakal are squeezed into an area approximately 640 
feet x 512 feet. 
 
15 Hegewald, Water Architecture in South Asia, 43. 
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speculations about a historic urban environment.16  In addition, the Virupaksha Complex’s 
second gateway, on the western end, may have connected the historical settlement with the 
temple cluster and the riverfront beyond.   
While the ghāṭs that at present lead from the riverbank to the Virupaksha’s eastern 
gateway may be 20th century attempts to evoke their historic counterparts (fig. 5.6), it is also true 
that ancient and medieval ghāṭs rarely survive, requiring continual repair and renovation.17  
Pakkā ghāṭs (steps constructed in durable materials such as stone and marble) have replaced 
kaccā ghāṭs (in mud and other impermanent materials) only in the 20th century even at such 
places as Haridwar and Rishikesh, long renowned as pilgrimage spots.18  Geological factors, 
including changing water levels, flooding, shifts in the river’s course, sedimentation, erosion, 
and silting, also contribute to the destruction of ghāṭs,19 and make it difficult to reconstruct or 
reimagine Pattadakal’s sacred waterfront during the Early Deccan period.  However, nearby 
waterfront locales in the Malaprabha River Valley support the contemporaneity of the practice of 
building ghāṭs in the region.  A notable example is the “unbroken line of stone ghats”20 running 
along the large, artificial lake called Agasthya Tirtha that forms Badami’s sacred core.  These 
ghāṭs give access to the Yellamma temple and the Bhutanatha Temple group, among others, and 
remain in use for the various purposes already outlined. (figs. 5.7-8) 
16 The bulk of research by archaeologists, epigraphists, and art and architectural historians has been limited to 
Pattadakal’s sacred core.  Colonial period archaeology reports, too, focus on the temple buildings, and human 
settlements, if mentioned, are discussed in passing.  Like today’s architectural histories, earlier studies give little 
sense of the size, distribution, and population of settlements or of their roads and other arterial and commercial 
networks.  See, for instance, James Burgess, Report of the First Season’s Operations in the Belgām and Kaladgi 
Districts (Varanasi, Delhi: Indological Book House, 1971). 
 
17 Hegewald, Water Architecture in South Asia, 43. 
 
18 Ibid., 47. 
 
19 Ibid., 43. 
 
20 Ibid., 49. 
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Having sufficiently established the importance of the Malaprabha river to the 
organization and experience of the temple cluster, let us move to the question of Pattadakal’s 
riverfront location.  What made this particular place attractive as a tīrtha, a pilgrimage place?  
Coming from the root verb √tṛ, which means “to cross over,” a tīrtha is a place connecting earth 
and heaven, where a worshipper can cross over to the river’s other shore, that is, to the shores of 
the heavens.  As Diana Eck notes, “while many tīrthas are, indeed, river-fords, they have 
become, more significantly, spiritual fords.”21  Textual views provide one answer to the above 
question.  This excerpt from the 6th century Bṛhat Saṁhitā from a chapter entitled “Description 
of Temples” enunciates the role of water and its attendant vegetal and zoological beauties in 
attracting and pleasing the gods:  
The gods haunt those spots which by nature or artifice are furnished with water and 
pleasure gardens – lakes where lotuses like parasols ward off the sun’s darting beams – 
where the clear water has rows of white water-lilies tossed aside by the wings of swans – 
where curlews, ducks, swans and paddy-birds utter their resounding notes – where water-
creatures repose in the shade of the Nicula trees along the banks – ”22  
 
Thus, a pilgrimage spot should not only entice the gods, but also give them a reason to remain at 
the place by providing beauty, pleasure, and repose.  The Viṣṇudharmottara Purāṇa also 
underscores water’s necessity for attracting divine presence, and provides specific instructions on 
the siting of sacred buildings.  “In places without tanks,” declares the text, “gods are not 
present.”  “A temple therefore should be built where there is a pond on the left, or in front, not 
otherwise.”  The necessity of water for attracting and keeping the gods is again emphasized, but 
21 Diana Eck, “The Imagined Landscape: Patterns in the Construction of Hindu Sacred Geography,” Contributions 
to Indian Sociology 32, 2 (1998): 178. 
 
22 Varāhamihira’s Bṛhat Saṁhitā, M. Ramakrishna Bhat, trans., Pt. 1 (Delhi: Motilalal Banarsidass, 1981), 537.  I 
am however quoting Willis’ translation, The Archaeology of Hindu Ritual, 43. 
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water need not be present in its natural forms, and may be provided in artificial or manipulated 
contexts such as tanks, wells, and reservoirs.  
Also related to the ritual views articulated in such pan-Indian Sanskrit texts is the belief 
that all the subcontinent’s rivers duplicate or replicate the Ganges, and that the temples and 
settlements on their banks are in turn symbolic equivalents of the city of Varanasi (also known as 
Kashi or Banaras), Hinduism’s holiest city and Shiva’s preeminent seat on earth.  According to 
myths that connect to ideas dating as far back as the Ṛg Veda, the Narmada, Godavari, and 
Krishna rivers of the Deccan are among the seven divine rivers of India (the seven Gangas) along 
with the Ganga, Yamuna, Sindhu, and Kaveri.23  Notably, many of these rivers are discursively 
constituted like the Ganga, duplicating the Ganga’s heavenly descent, forming their headwaters 
in the Himalaya Mountains, and splitting into seven tributaries.24  The Godavari is often called 
Dakṣiṇa Ganga or Ganga of the south;25 so too Alampur is acclaimed as a Varanasi of the south 
(dakṣiṇa Varanasi) and its sthāla purāṇa (legendary history of place) claims: The Tungabhadra 
is the Ganga, Alampur is Kashi, and Brahmesvara (the principal deity at Alampur) is Visvesvara 
(the principal deity at Kashi).26  Scholars cite numerous parallels between Alampur and 
Varanasi—including the same number of ghats, riverfront location, and the commonality of 
Shiva as principal deity—to warrant this symbolic substitution or transposition of geographical 
and divine features.27  A related view is that temple clusters were located on the northern bends 
23 Eck, “The Imagined Landscape,” 178-179. 
 
24 Ibid., 178. 
 
25 Ibid., 178. 
 
26 See P. R. Ramachandra Rao, Alampur: A Study in Early Chalukyan Art (Hyderabad: Akshara, 1977), 1-2, note 3. 
27 M. Radhakrishna Sarma, Temples of Telingāṇa: The Architecture, Iconography, and Sculpture of the Cāḷukya and 




                                                 
of rivers as these are auspicious places, for they literally point northward towards the Ganga and 
Kashi.28  As Eck observes, the Ganga herself “makes a long sweep to the north”29 at Varanasi as 
if pointing to her source in the Himalaya Mountains.  But rather than assert the singularity or 
exclusivity of the Ganga or Varanasi, Eck argues that these regional rivers and tīrthas function in 
a network or fabric of tīrthas that by linking, duplication, and substitution constitute India’s 
“imagined sacred landscape;”30 and the pilgrim visits these places, which are the “same,” and yet 
have distinct names and bring with them distinct meanings.31 
Without denying the persuasiveness of such metaphysical and theological views, let us 
consider factors that are usually overlooked: water’s associations with beauty, pleasure, and 
diversion.  These connections were meaningful not only for the “denizens of heaven,” but also 
for the earthly visitors to and occupants of sacred spots—monks, nuns, priests, pilgrims, and 
townspeople.  That is, temples and monasteries were not just about placing and pleasing the 
gods, but also about pleasing their human supplicants.  I will turn to general views that consider 
the connections between a temple or monastery site and pleasure.   
Gregory Schopen stresses the common language shared by descriptions of Buddhist 
monastic dwellings (vihāras and ārāmas) and representations of pleasure gardens from Sanskrit 
literature.32  Though the translation of vihāra and ārāma as “monastery” or “cloister” suggests 
28 See, for instance, Gary Tartakov, PhD diss., 133, who makes this claim, probably repeating the view of A. M. 
Annigeri, A Guide to the Pattadakal Temples (Dharwar: Kannada Research Institute, 1961), 1.  
  
29 Diana Eck, “The Goddess Ganges in Hindu Sacred Geography,” in Devi: Goddesses of India, eds. John S. Hawley 
and Donna M. Wulff. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 137. 
 
30 Eck, “The Imagined Landscape,” 170. 
 
31 Ibid., 174. 
 
32 Gregory Schopen, “The Buddhist “Monastery” and the Indian Garden: Aesthetics, Assimilations, and the Siting of 
Monastic Establishments, Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 126, No. 4 (Oct. – Dec. 2006): 487-505. 
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seclusion, austerity, and silence, Schopen argues that the Sanskrit and Prakrit equivalents of the 
terms mean “pleasure ground” or “garden.”33  Relying on a variety of Sanskrit texts, particularly 
the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, a Buddhist text compiled during the first centuries CE, Schopen 
shows that vihāras were described as pleasure gardens in spring, filled with birdsong. The monks 
who compiled these texts were clearly well versed in Sanskrit verse and drama, because they 
represented Buddhist spaces using diction and tropes with aesthetic, erotic, and courtly 
overtones;34 a gorgeous woman, a garden where erotic encounters happened, and a Buddhist 
monastery are all depicted using the same language.   
Water, too, was a necessary appurtenance of such gardens, enhancing their attractiveness.  
As Daud Ali affirms, “…water was an integral element in all early Indian gardens.  All extant 
prescriptions for garden construction required some natural or artificial source of water.”35 
“…the vihāra was adorned with raised seats on platforms, railings, latticed windows, 
round windows, and flights of stairs.  It was surrounded by all sorts of trees, made lovely 
with ponds and pools, filled with the sound of geese and cranes and peacocks, of parrots, 
mynas, cuckoos, and pheasants, like the dwelling of a god shining with splendor.”36   
 
Buddhist literature emphasized not only the loveliness of the sacred spot—“made lovely,” as we 
see above, with water, the sounds of a panoply of birds, and plants and trees—but also the 
spectacular views it provided.37  Vihāras are described as “stealing,” “carrying away,” or 
 
33 Ibid., 493. 
 
34 Ibid., 490. 
 
35 Daud Ali, “Gardens in Early Indian Court Life,” Studies in History, 19, 2, n.s. (2003): 231.   
 
36 Schopen, “The Buddhist Monastery,” 496. 
 




                                                                                                                                                             
“captivating the heart and eye,”38 a trope common in Classical Sanskrit literature steeped in 
erotic and aesthetic language,39 and were thus “objects of aesthetic expression” mapped onto the 
sightseeing circuit.  In sharp contrast, architectural historians frame a temple or other sacred 
space in its landscape setting, but rarely do we include, analyze, or discuss views from temples 
and monasteries.  Indeed, I have had difficulty locating such images in my own archive, and 
have had to turn to the photographs taken by my companion in his capacity as a “tourist” for 
evidence of views from temple sites.  Buddhist texts also tell us that society ladies visited 
vihāras primarily to see them, to appreciate their beauty, and only secondarily to pay their 
respects to the Buddha and Buddhist teachers.40 
We need only consider the high perch of such spaces as the Malegitti Sivalaya Temple 
(Badami), Lower and Upper Sivalayas (Badami), and the Meguti Temple (Aihole), and the 
spectacular panoramic views they offer to see how these same ideas about visuality and aesthetic 
experience must have animated the locational choices of Early Deccan Brahmanical temples 
(figs. 5.9-10).  The expansive terraced area around the Meguti Temple surely provided ample 
space for large parties to gather, picnic, and enjoy views of the countryside for miles in every 
direction while following the progress of the Malaprabha River.  Even the pillared stone 
pavilions (maṇḍapas) that dot the sandstone hills ringing Badami might have served as viewing 
platforms for sightseeing excursions (figs. 5.11-12).  Indeed, places in the Malaprabha and 
Krishna-Tungabhadra valleys that remain active pilgrimage spots continue to provide for the 
pleasure, relaxation, and amusement of contemporary locals and visitors.  Take Mahakuta.  
38 Ibid., 492. 
 
39 Ibid., 492-3. 
 
40 Ibid., 496. 
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Spending just a few hours at this very active site makes clear that ritual life does not dominate 
the visitor’s experience: boisterous groups of young men and boys dive, splash, and play in the 
inviting waters of the central tank; family members and friends look on from the shade of trees 
and the porches of temples, which function as changing rooms and gathering places for eating, 
grooming, chatting, and snoozing (figs. 5.13-14).   
Chalukya Vijayaditya’s Shiggaon plates shed further light on historical associations 
among gardens, water, and aesthetic pleasure.41  Issued in 707 CE while the king was encamped 
at Pattadakal, the charter describes lands donated to a Jaina building (jina bhavanam) constructed 
by the king’s sister Kunkumadevi at Purigeṛe.42  We may be uninformed about the actual site of 
the Jaina establishment, but the descriptions of the donated lands are highly suggestive.  The 
inscription names, remarkably, eleven different taṭākas (tanks, reservoirs, ponds, or lakes) to 
delineate the boundaries of donated lands; in addition, it mentions the banks of other water 
bodies, possibly rivers, Sūralivirāṇa ārāma (a word that can mean “garden” or “monastery”), as 
well as “fine tamarind trees.”43  The epigraph further specifies several towns (nagara), which are 
near the gifted lands and connected by roads and highways (patha and mahāpatha).44  This last 
detail is in keeping with Schopen’s findings about Buddhist monasteries: they were on the 
outskirts or margins of urban settlements, while remaining accessible to them.45  Thus, following 
41 EI, Vol. XXXII, 317-325. 
 
42 Note that G.S.Gai, who published the inscription, understands jina bhavanam as a “Jain monastery” based on 
supporting evidence from an 11th century inscription documenting Kunkumadevi’s construction of a basadi at 
Purigere.  K.V. Ramesh, who cites much of the same evidence, calls the structure a Jain temple.  See Ramesh, 
Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 144-147. 
 
43 EI, Vol. XXXII, 320. 
 
44 Ibid., 320. 
 
45 Schopen, “The Buddhist Monastery,” 494.  
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Schopen, I would argue that this particular Jaina institution possessed and provided access to 
lands proximate to water and gardens, and was arguably constituted by them; moreover, these 
particular landscape elements would have drawn townsfolk, and been a source of pleasure and 
aesthetic enjoyment for the Jaina ecclesiastical community and their visitors.  Additional support 
for this view comes from prescriptive texts such as the Kāma Sūtra, which endorse frequent 
garden expeditions for the elite;46 gardens were also the venue for game playing, spring festivals, 
and other celebrations.47   
Numerous texts, both pan-Indian and regional, contain prescriptions for the siting, spatial 
arrangement, and functions of various kinds of spaces, including directives for the planning of 
capital cities, towns, and villages, and for temples, fortresses, mansions, and palaces.  These 
often detailed and specific directives can comprise the direction, shape, dimensions, and 
ornaments of the constitutive waterworks and proximate water bodies; and even stipulate 
auspicious times or asterisms for building such structures.  Like accounts of temple types, it is 
difficult to find strict correspondences between textual representations and the topography of 
sacred spaces; instead, it is useful to apply Bruno Dagens’ understanding of the Mayamata to 
these texts: they were written “according to some monuments and not vice versa.”48  They do 
nonetheless emphasize the constitutive necessity of aquatic features, for water was considered 
essential for many functions: coronations, consecration of temples, houses and other buildings, 
 
46 Ali, “Gardens in Early Indian Court Life,” 235. 
 
47 Ibid., 235. 
 
48 Bruno Dagens, “Iconography in Śaivāgamas: Description or Prescription?,” in Anna Dallapiccola et al., eds. 




                                                                                                                                                             
fortification, purification, oblations, bathing, and games and amusement.  The Mayamata has this 
to say about the benefits of constructing a water pavilion in the king’s palace:  
A pavilion like this, set up in a pleasant place, is intended for the king’s water sports.  If it 
is endowed with all prescribed elements and decorated in various ways it brings women, 
health, pleasure, and happiness to the king.49  
 
The passage suggests that water monuments, whether in the palatine world or in the abode of the 
gods, were part of the ornamental order discussed in Chapter 2, for some of the same benefits of 
auspiciousness and well being are linked with their presence.  Though scholarship going at least 
as far back as Stella Kramrisch’s The Hindu Temple has emphasized water’s ritual meaning to 
the near exclusion of other meanings and functions, what literary and epigraphic accounts and 
the experience of temples and their environs, in the ancient, medieval, and contemporary periods, 
affirm is the imbrication of “secular” and “sacred,” and the conceptual inaccuracy—
inappropriateness even—of these distinctions in the South Asian context. 
 
Earth’s Beloved and Fortune’s Favorite 
The interrelationships between South Asian monarchy and landscape are undeniable, for not only 
did ruling elites present themselves as overlords of their realms, but also divined and constituted 
place and places in important ways.  The Badami Chalukyas, overlords of the Deccan for two 
centuries, famously called themselves by the title Śrīpṛthivīvallabha from their earliest epigraphs 
onwards.50  Translated as “beloved of the earth and fortune,” this formula instantiates a 
homology between the kings and god Vishnu, whose spouses are the earth goddess (Pṛthivī) and 
the goddess of fortune (Śrī), thus making the kings’ territorial claims not only supraregional but 
49 Dagens, Mayamatam, 493-497.  
 




                                                 
also cosmic.  This self-representation was deemed so powerful that it became an essential part of 
the charters of their political successors, the Rastrakutas (750-973).51  Even when the Chalukyas, 
like rulers in the Deccan and elsewhere in South and Southeast Asia, aligned themselves with 
Shaiva modes of gaining and maintaining authority, this particular formulation did not lose 
traction nor did Vishnu as a sign of universal kingship.   
The myth of Vishnu also served the political imagination through the figure of his boar 
incarnation Varaha, who, according to legend, rescued the earth from the bottom of the ocean, 
where she was being held by the demon Hiraṇyākṣa.  Diving into the ocean in his boar form, 
Vishnu fought the demon for years and eventually raised the earth to the surface on top of his 
tusk, thus restoring order to the universe.52  The story is most famously exemplified by the 
monumental relief panel at the rock-cut complex at Udayagiri in central India (figs. 5.15-16) and 
linked to imperial Gupta patronage (320-486).53  Chalukya genealogies, which often precede 
their land grants, claim their possession of the Varaha emblem (varāha lāñchanam).  This 
assertion appears during the reign of the fourth Chalukya monarch Pulakesin II:54 the Chalukyas 
“who have had all kings made subject to them by the mere sight of the sign of the boar which 
they had acquired through the favor of the holy Narayana.”55  In fact, Pulakesin II’s Modlimb 
plates begin by lauding Varaha and describe him in language, unrepeated in Chalukya epigraphy, 
51 Inden, Imagining India, 250.  Other important Chalukya titles (biruḍas) that the Rastrakutas appropriated: 
mahārājādhirāja, parameśvara, and paramabhaṭṭāraka, meaning “great king of kings,” “paramount overlord,” and 
“grand master” respectively. 
 
52 Heinrich von Stietencron, Hindu Myth, Hindu History: Religion, Art, and Politics (Delhi: Permanent Black, 2005), 
13. 
 
53 Willis, The Archaeology of Hindu Ritual, 46 – 55, provides a detailed historiography of the scholarship that 
connects Varaha with imperial Gupta political symbolism. 
 
54 Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, xxxi 
 




                                                 
that richly trades on water metaphors including aquatic flora.  Inscriptions from subsequent ruler 
Vikramaditya I’s reign also hail Varaha and introduce another oft-used formulation that becomes 
the invocatory verse of a majority of his inscriptions:  
Victory to the Boar Incarnation of Vishnu, shaking the ocean as it comes into view with 
the Earth resting at peace on the tip of its upraised right tusk.56   
 
What’s more, the monarch’s grants begin with this verse even after his inauguration into 
Shaivism in 660, as do the charters of his successors.  Some exceptions are short inscriptions, 
particularly those carved on stone slabs and temples, Jaina foundations, and Pattadakal’s 
Lakshmikambha pillar, which begins by invoking Shiva followed by a lyrical description of the 
union of the god and his mate Gauri.     
Numismatics also affirm Varaha’s importance in the imagery that likely circulated in 
Chalukya territories.  Surviving Chalukya coins, of which, unfortunately, very few can be 
indisputably attributed, are embossed with the boar image, as are the rings securing the 
Chalukyas’ copperplate grants.  The obverse of a particularly noteworthy gold coin, assigned to 
Vikramaditya I’s reign, has the image of a boar with the sun, moon, and a floral motif carved 
above; an image of a standing male figure, right arm akimbo, appears on the coin’s reverse.57  
Though the coin’s “Vikrama” legend, in seventh century characters, cannot be linked with 
certainty to Vikramditya I, it seems reasonable to suggest that the coins, too, equated the ruling 
kings and Vishnu Varaha.  Though we have no surviving coins of their immediate successors, 
the Rastrakutas,58 a significant number of gold die-cast coins of the Chalukyas of Kalyana (973-
56 As quoted in Pollock, Language of the Gods, 152. 
 
57 See A. V. Narasimha Murthy, “Coins of the Chalukyas of Badami,” in The Chalukyas of Badami, ed. M. S. 
Nagaraja Rao. (Bangalore: The Mythic Society, 1978), 187. 
 
58 Michael Mitchiner, The Coinage and History of Southern India, Vol. one, Karnataka - Andhra (London: Hawkins 
Publications, 1998), 133. 
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1189) carry the boar image on the obverse.  A majority of these coins show the boar (in 
zoomorphic form), facing right; the sun and moon appear above the boar in a large percentage of 
the coins, as in the Vikramaditya I issue.59  The Kalyana Chalukya punch-marked gold coins also 
imprint a boar in the center, which motif the outside encircling punches repeat.60  The Cholas, 
too, issued boar coinage, particularly Raja Raja.61  And since the Badami Chalukyas were the 
first rulers of peninsular India to adopt Varaha as their dynastic emblem, scholars credit the 
dynasty for the Varaha nomenclature of the region’s later coinage even when the issues no 
longer carried the boar emblem.62    
Turning to the Deccan’s sculptural imagery shows that Varaha images at the Chalukya 
capital Badami (ancient Vātāpi) are as compelling as those of their northern counterparts.  The 
most semantically charged example is in the verandah of Cave III, one of the earliest Chalukya 
commissions, dated to 578 CE and the reign of king Mangalesa, son of the dynasty’s founder 
Pulakesin I.63 The north-facing Cave III is grand, formally ambitious, and organized into a 
verandah leading to a pillared hall and a small sanctum (fig. 5.17).  
On the verandah’s east wall is the four-armed Varaha.  He has the body of a man and the 
head of a boar and is depicted frontally in an assertive pose in which the god splays his legs, the 
right leg thrust forward into the cave on an enormous, well-articulated foot, and the left leg, bent 
at the knee, resting on the coils of a snake (fig. 5.18).  The composition moves the viewer’s gaze 
 
59 Ibid., 134-135. 
 
60 Ibid., 136. 
 
61 Ibid., 145-146. 
 
62 See Durga Prasad Dikshit, Political History of the Chālukyas of Badami (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1980), 
11 and A. V. Narasimha Murthy, “Coins,” 186. 
 
63 See IA Vol. III., 305-306; IA, Vol. X, 57-59 for the Cave III inscription.   
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to the tableau’s right; this impression is further heightened by the god’s head, which, unlike his 
body, is carved in strict profile: the pointy and slightly upturned snout appears to nuzzle the earth 
goddess, who is represented anthropomorphically as a bejeweled woman standing on a lotus 
pedestal.  Held aloft by the god’s front left arm and carved in the crook formed by his rear, 
conch-bearing arm, the goddess rests one hand on the god’s left shoulder, and leans into him.  
(fig. 5.19) The god’s rear right arm bears his signature wheel, while the corresponding front arm 
rests at his hip.  Witnesses to this scene are a couple of cauri bearers and two celestial couples, 
who hover above Vishnu and the earth goddess.  
Mangalesa’s inscription, not coincidentally, is on an engaged column to the right of the 
Varaha tableau.  The epigraph informs us that the king dedicated the temple to Vishnu for the 
religious merit of his older brother Kirtivarman.64  It presents Mangalesa as “victorious in 
battle,” having defeated many kings and therefore possessed of both “the earth bounded by four 
oceans” and “prosperity,” thus invoking the homology between king and Vishnu and the 
interconnectedness of prosperity and land.  Only after establishing Mangalesa’s world-
conquering and world-possessing power is Vishnu’s martial power affirmed, as is the gift of the 
village of Lanjisvara for the maintenance of the temple and sixteen brahmanas.  The inscription’s 
final section, addressed to the Mahabharata’s most righteous king, is a lyrical avowal of the 
privileges and responsibilities of kingship: “Guard thou diligently, O Yudhishtira, that [land] 
which is given by yourself or by another; land is the most valuable gift of kings; and better than 
giving is protecting.” 
64 Note that there is disagreement regarding the period of Mangalesa’s reign as well as the territorial conquests that 
can be safely attributed to him. See Dikshit, Political History of the Chālukyas of Badami, 46-48, for a discussion of 
Mangalesa’s dates. K.V. Ramesh suggests that the Badami inscription was issued while Mangalesa and his older 
brother Kirtivarman I ruled jointly.  See Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 53.   
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As the earliest substantive donative inscription of the Chalukyas the epigraph is the first 
to articulate tropes reiterated and expanded upon over the next two hundred years or more.  
Besides establishing Vishnu’s salience for the monarchs’ self-stylings, the epigraph announces 
the importance of controlling and protecting land.  It was only through the just and rightful 
stewardship of land and other natural resources that a king could then redistribute—that is, 
donate or gift—those resources for the benefit of the gods and their sanctuaries, their Brahmin 
intermediaries, and the other communities that constituted his realm. 
A less accomplished Varaha tableau found farther down the hillside at Badami’s Cave II 
further affirms the boar incarnation’s salience.  Though smaller, Cave II is also north-facing, 
dedicated to Vishnu, and organized along the same plan as Cave III: an open verandah leads to a 
pillared hall and sanctum.  While the relative chronology of Badami’s cave temples remains 
open to debate and though Caves I, II, and IV can be dated based only on style, their foundation 
can nonetheless be placed roughly between 550 and 575 CE.  Here, too, the Varaha scene 
appears on the verandah’s east wall.  The composition of the tableau and the treatment of 
individual figures are less skilled and smaller in scale (fig. 5.20).  Fewer figures are involved: 
there is no cauri bearer and the size of the celestial couples is vastly reduced.  Though less 
proficient, the fact that both temples include the same image in the identical part of the plan 
affirms its importance; moreover, Varaha’s meaning was not limited to Vaishnava temples, for 
he is included at Ravalaphadi, the contemporaneous rock-cut Shiva temple at nearby Aihole.   
Varaha imagery continues to feature in the sculptural programs of temples in Chalukya 
territories in the Deccan regardless of the shrines’ sectarian affiliation.  At Pattadakal, Varaha 
imagery appears at the Sangameshvara and Virupaksha temples, both royally sponsored Shaiva 
dedications of the first half of the eighth century, and only at these temples. The Virupaksha’s 
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Varaha, located in an exterior sculptural niche on the north wall of the sanctum, is remarkable for 
being an iconic presentation that telegraphs the larger narrative and semantic context of the 
myth.  In addition to Vishnu, the sculptor depicts two key figures: the earth goddess and a nāga, 
a serpent being on whose hooded head Vishnu rests an upraised bent leg, and whose significance 
I will discuss presently (fig. 5.21).  Like the building, the Sangameshvara Temple’s Varaha is 
unfinished, but has been fleshed out enough to make an identification, and appears on the 
exterior north wall of the temple’s sanctum (fig. 5.22).  What is important for our purposes is that 
both temples were royal Chalukya donations and both Varahas appear on the same ritually 
significant parts of the elevation; and although Shaiva imagery dominates, Vishnu images 
relating to kingship, such as Varaha, Trivikrama, and Narasimha, continued to be purposefully 
deployed.   
Imagery of Vishnu as Tirvikrama, or conqueror of the three worlds, should also be 
explored vis-à-vis the connection between place and power.  According to the myth, Vishnu 
assumes the form of a dwarf in order to vanquish demon king Bali; in his diminutive form, 
Vishnu convinces Bali to grant him the portion of land he can cover in three steps.  Once Bali 
agrees to what must have seemed a puny request, the dwarf, who was of course Vishnu, the lord 
of the cosmos, “stepped over the heaven, the sky, and earth, this whole universe, in three 
strides.”65   
At Badami’s Cave III, the multi-figure tableau depicting this story is carved in the 
verandah (fig. 5.23), and is possibly the most accomplished and dynamic relief sculpture at the 
site, if not in the entire Early Deccan corpus. The cave temple’s makers used hierarchical scale to 
great effect: Vishnu dwarfs the other figures in the composition; his left leg raised at close to a 




                                                 
120-degree angle, the giant, eight-armed god appears poised to take his next stride and step out 
of the cave into the large stone terrace in front that provides panoramic vistas of the sandstone 
hills ringing Badami and the artificial lake at the town’s heart.  Trivikrama is not in the interior 
of the cave but on the western flank of the verandah, open to the elements, carved on the rocky 
cliff face, literally suspended over the physical environment (figs. 5.24).  While scholars have 
focused on the myth’s narrative and on decoding the tableau’s iconography,66 little has been said 
about the way this sculpture so effectively uses its location both in Badami’s overall topography 
and in the cave temple’s plan to stage a scene to which landscape is so integral.   
Given Trivikrama’s possession of the entire cosmos and his ability to do so in three 
simple strides, it is clear why he would be considered particularly germane for the rhetoric of 
universal kingship; the narrative also emphasizes a corollary of rightful kingship: the prerogative 
of the just king to displace unjust rulers. The Varaha and Trivikrama images appear at opposite 
ends of the verandah, the former on the east and the latter at the west, but together and coupled 
with Narasimha, Vishnu’s half man-half lion incarnation, stress not only the martial prowess of 
the god but also his possession and stewardship of the earth, and his inextricable connection to 
land and landscape.   
Cave II also includes a Trivikrama scene, which, like the cave, is far more compact 
compared to that at Cave III (fig. 5.25). Importantly, here, too, Trivikrama appears on the 
verandah’s west wall, but the scene, unlike at Cave III, is carved above a panel of gaṇas and is 
enclosed within a rock-cut niche created by pilasters on the sides and a rock-cut molding on top.  
This relief is in the verandah proper, to the south of the columns that mark the temple’s facade. 
66 See, for instance, Aschwin Lippe’s articles on the subject such as “Early Chālukya Icons,” Artibus Asiae, Vol. 34, 
No. 4 (1972): 273-330; Archana Verma, Temple Imagery from Early Mediaeval Peninsular India (Farnham, Surrey; 




                                                 
As Gary Tartakov has observed, this image establishes a greater physical and psychological 
distance with the viewer by its containment in architectural and sculptural elements.67  The 
Trivikrama in Cave III, by contrast, has fewer figures, is twice as high and four times the size of 
the panel in Cave II, but “stands on the same floor as the worshipper and reaches out.”68  While 
Tartakov emphasizes the ways in which the Cave III Trivikrama breaks barriers between image 
and viewer, and between image and containing architecture, by extending into the eave, the 
porch and the ceiling, I would add that the image also extends its reach into the surrounding 
landscape and, thereby, connects worshipper to that landscape and makes the experience of that 
landscape part of the experience of the Vaishnava shrine.   
Like the Varaha incarnation, this form of Vishnu too appears elsewhere.  At Pattadakal, 
he appears in exterior sculptural niches of the Virupaksha (eastern elevation, north of doorway); 
Kashi Vishvanatha Temple (eastern elevation, north of doorway), and Papanatha (west wall of 
the sanctum) temples.  The Virupaksha Trivikrama, an iconic presentation, is particularly 
striking, for here the god raises his leg almost at a 180-degree angle.   
If Trivikrama and Varaha establish equivalencies between Deccan rulers and god Vishnu, 
then the nāga or serpent being, a subsidiary figure in the narrative panels just discussed, served a 
related but different function in the rhetoric of kingship and the control of nature.  The nāga can 
be connected broadly to landscape and specifically to water.  In the Cave III Varaha tableau, two 
seated male figures appear in the panel’s bottom third; serpent hoods frame both their heads, 
identifying them as nāgas.  The larger figure sits upright on his knees to the right of Vishnu’s 
bent knee and the smaller figure is enframed by the space formed by the god’s legs and seems to 
67 Tarr (Tartakov), “Chronology and Development,” 164. 
 
68 Ibid., 165. 
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be the owner of the curved tail on which Vishnu rests his foot (fig. 5.26).  As figures with watery 
associations, nāgas or snake demi-gods are an important way in which landscape is visually 
embodied, evoking not only the Varaha myth’s rootedness in water but also alluding to the 
various creatures populating that realm.   
South Asian artists indicate the presence of water by representing aquatic flora and 
fauna—lotuses, elephants, tortoises, ducks, geese, and, importantly, nāgas.  In the near 
contemporaneous Great Relief panel at Mamallapuram in Tamil Nadu, the Ganges River (or just 
a water body since the meaning of the scene is open to debate) is conjured through all these 
pictorial devices and through the depiction of nāga figures in a prominent vertical cleft in the 
rock. At Badami, too, sculptors have conveyed the Varaha myth’s larger cosmic, watery 
dimensions deftly, through the shorthand of the nāga emblem. 
Once possessed of separate cults and venerated in their own right, nāgas have been 
assimilated by Buddhist, Brahmanical, and Jaina cosmologies, and appear in South Asian visual 
culture from as early as the first centuries BCE.  However, it is their ambiguous nature that might 
explain the full import and meaning of their presence in Badami’s Varaha panel.  It is important 
first to acknowledge the nāga’s placebound character by considering a comparative example 
from Ajanta.  According to an inscription at Cave 16, Vakataka prime minister Varahadeva built 
the vihāra “to be occupied by the best of ascetics”69 (meaning, the Buddha, of course); the 
dwelling was built “on the best of mountains…inhabited by the lords of serpents,”70 that is, 
nāgas, or more correctly, nāgarājas.  The inscription goes on to say that the dwelling is situated 
69 Mirashi, CII, Vol. V (1963): 111, verse 22. 
 




                                                 
on top of a mountain “also ornamented with a shrine of the lord of the Nagas.”71 The reference 
may be to a shrine situated at the bottom of the cave, along a path leading from the Waghora 
River, which houses a nāga with an impressive hood resting on his own fat, fluffy coils in a state 
of royal ease. 
Indeed, as the original fierce inhabitant of the valley displaced by the monastery, the 
nāga, whom Richard Cohen calls “the keeper of this Waghora chasm,” had to be appeased with 
his own shrine.72 For while Buddhist texts and visual imagery stress the nāgas’ loyalty to the 
Buddha and adherence to his teachings, they were seen, at the same time, as capricious and 
dangerous beings who might revert to their old ways.73  According to some sources, the nāga 
feared his own nature and worried that he might lose his way even after his conversion to 
Buddhism.74 Cohen’s description of nāgas is particularly useful: they are “powerful creatures 
who dwell in a glorious but debased existence underground or in rivers, nāgas control patterns of 
fertility and destruction through their power over rains, which may be sweetly life-giving or 
torrential and deadly.”75 Nāgas therefore had to be propitiated, pacified, and worshipped in their 
own right in order to ensure their good behavior and to ensure rainfall and other beneficial 
conditions for crops.  But as Robert DeCaroli shows, nāga shrines were on the peripheries of 
Buddhist spaces, such as at Ajanta’s Caves 19 and 16; within Buddhist spaces, nāgas are always 
71 Ibid., verse 25. 
 
72 Robert DeCaroli, ““The Abode of the Nāga King”: Questions of Art, Audience, and Local Deities at the Ajanta 
Caves,” Ars Orientalis, Vol. 40 (2011): 157. 
 
73 Ibid., 158. 
 
74 Ibid., 157. 
 
75 Richard Cohen, “Nāga, Yakṣiṇī, Buddha: Local Deities and Local Buddhism at Ajanta,” History of Religions, Vol. 




                                                 
subsidiary creatures, whether represented in painted narratives or as sculpture, serving as 
witnesses to the Buddha’s miracles and wisdom,76 and as supporters of the faith.77   
But what role did the nāga play in the Brahmanical context, in Badami’s Varaha panels?  
Here, too, nāgas are clearly subordinate attendant beings, small in scale, consigned to the bottom 
of the relief, parts of their bodies serving as de facto footrests for Varaha, and depicted in 
attitudes of adoration, such as in Cave II, where both nāgas gaze up at Varaha with their palms 
pressed together in the añjali mudra (fig. 5.20).  For Udayagiri, scholars propose that the nāga 
figure, besides visualizing the myth’s location in the ocean, also signifies Gupta king 
Samudragupta’s defeat in the fourth century of a powerful network of Brahmin families called 
Nāga;78 subsequent to Samudragupta’s victory, a Nāga princess was given in marriage to his son 
Candragupta II.79  The nāga is doing double duty, then, working on the level of political 
metaphor and at the level of cosmic myth.  Indeed, the Udayagiri nāga and those at Badami bear 
many signifiers of high or courtly status such as crowns, heavy earrings, necklaces, armbands, 
and other adornments (figs. 5.26-27); the Udayagiri nāga is also much larger than the 
subordinate figures and is located closest to Varaha, who rests his left leg on a large platform 
formed by the snake’s coiled body (fig. 5.16).  
Similarly at Badami, Varaha’s position in Cave III, which, given the shrine’s previously 
discussed politically charged iconographic program and epigraphic content can be justifiably 
called a “royal” cave, and his juxtaposition with Mangalesa’s inscription also lends an added 
76 DeCaroli, “The Abode of the Nāga King,” 151. 
 
77 Ibid., 157. 
 
78 See Willis, Archaeology of Hindu Ritual, 59; Julia Shaw, “Nāga sculptures in Sanchi’s Archaeological Landscape: 
Buddhism, Vaiṣṇavism, and Local Agricultural Cults in Central India, First Century BCE to Fifth Century CE,” 
Artibus Asiae, Vol. 64, No. 1 (2004): 45.   
 
79 Willis, Archaeology of Hindu Ritual, 199-200. 
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dimension of political authority and allegory even absent evidence of a similar Chalukya victory 
over local rulers.  Therefore at the level of political rhetoric, on the one hand, the king, who is 
homologous to Vishnu, holds the earth in his palm (literally and figuratively) after having 
rescued her from the waters, and on the other, by keeping the nāga underfoot (again both 
metaphorically and literally), he controls the unpredictability and intractability of water in 
general, and the rains in particular.   
Other evidence complicates the perspective on the nāga.  Nāgas do appear independently 
in Brahmanical temples: they are seen along the approach to the sanctum, on ceiling panels, in 
depictions that are large as those of the deities Vishnu, Shiva, and Brahma.  Examples abound, 
but a few noteworthy instances are the panels of the 8th century Papanatha temple at Pattadakal, 
where, of seven ceiling panels lining the central east-west aisle, two are devoted to nāgas and a 
third features a nāga as a central figure; of the remaining, one is a lotus motif, one depicts 
elephants lustrating the goddess Lakshmi (Gaja Lakshmi), and two show Shiva with his consort.  
Thus, at a temple dedicated to Shiva, the nāga king merits the same number of ceilings panels as 
Shiva, and while Shiva is accompanied by other significant personages, the nāga king is the 
dominant figure in two panels.  Significantly, he is on the panel closest to the sanctum.  With a 
human torso and a head encircled by a five-segmented serpent hood, he emerges from the 
concentric loops formed by his own tail (fig. 5.28).  In addition to his bodily adornments celestial 
attendants at the panel’s four corners communicate his exalted status. Moreover, he holds a lotus 
bud in each hand, usually associated with Surya iconography.  
An even earlier example is the nāga ceiling panel from Badami’s Cave I, the mid-6th 
century dedication to Shiva. Here, too, he is along the central aisle leading to the sanctum and is 
depicted as at Pattadakal though unaccompanied by celestials (fig. 5.29) The remaining Cave I 
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ceiling panels carry lotus motifs or celestial couples.  It seems, then, that at Pattadakal and 
Badami, the nāga is coeval with images of Shiva and Parvati and such auspicious motifs as 
couples, lotuses, and Gaja Lakshmi, as well as swastikas, which appear at analogous locations in 
Cave II.  Might he be an apotropaic figure?  DeCaroli suggests that rather than view the nāgas as 
mere attendants and witnesses of the Buddha’s actions, wisdom, and teachings, their images may 
have served as reminders to the nāga himself to behave, to remain within the teachings of the 
Buddhist faith, and to honor his pact with the Buddha.  In other words, nāga imagery was 
intended for the nāga, and so protected the Buddha, the monks, and other residents of Buddhist 
spaces.  While that specific idea may not animate the nāga images in Brahmanical spaces, it 
would not be unreasonable to suggest that nāgas occupy a similarly ambiguous position in the 
Brahmanical context.  Undoubtedly, they were witnesses to Vishnu’s cosmic power and willing 
and adoring participants in the dharmic order restored by his interventions, but their independent 
depictions acknowledge, as the separate shrines do in the Buddhist context, their status as 
powerful entities deserving (perhaps demanding) veneration and respect on their own terms.   
    *** 
The sculptural imagery at Badami’s Cave IV, the temple dedicated to Jaina saviors 
(tīrthaṅkaras) and located at the highest point on the hill face, also evokes and embodies 
landscape elements in many ways, and gives us the opportunity to consider the nāga in yet 
another context. Organized into a verandah leading to a pillared hall and a small sanctum, this 
excavated shrine is Badami’s smallest. On the sanctum’s rear wall is a seated image of Mahavira, 
the Jaina faith’s founder.  My primary interest, however, is in the images of Gommaṭeśvara, an 
omniscient being (kevalin) also known as Bahubali, and the twenty-third Jina, Pārśvanātha, 
which form a pendant pair at either end of the verandah.  The Gommaṭeśvara-Pārśvanātha 
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images at Badami and at Aihole’s Jaina cave temple are significant for being the earliest 
depictions of this pairing, whose importance grows in later periods, for it is repeated nineteen 
times in the 9th century at Ellora’s rock-cut shrines.80   
Gommaṭeśvara is striking for his somatic connection to nature and its creatures.  
According to Jaina texts, Gommaṭeśvara stood so long in a meditative posture that vines grew 
around his body, cobras emerged from anthills and gathered at his feet, stinging insects bit into 
his flesh, and birds made nests in his hair.81 For Gommaṭeśvara’s continued resonance in the 
Deccan we need only look to the monumental granite image (60 feet high) at Shravanabelgola, a 
pilgrimage place in southern Karnataka.  The icon, which was commissioned in the tenth century 
by a minister of the Ganga dynasty, continues to be venerated through elaborate rituals such as 
lustration by milk and other ritual offerings every twelve years.82  The relief sculpture at Badami 
artfully enunciates the legend: the naked ascetic is depicted in a frontal standing pose, arms 
hanging loosely down his sides;83 the sculptor has depicted Gommaṭeśvara’s long hair in tight 
bands around the skull, but allowed two long locks to travel down each shoulder and curl near 
the armpits (fig. 5.30).  Sinewy vines hold his elbows, thighs, calves, and feet in place, and 
willowy cobras curve near his feet and calves: one pair, depicted frontally, flanks his feet, while 
another, seen in a side view, is poised to strike his knees.   
80 Lisa Owen, Carving Devotion in the Jain Caves at Ellora (Boston: Brill, 2012), 6.   
 
81 Ibid., 167. 
 
82 Sonya Rhie Quintanilla, “Icons in the Manifold: Jain Sculpture in Early and Medieval India,” in Victorious Ones: 
Jain Images of Perfection, ed. Phyllis Granoff. (New York: Rubin Museum of Art; Ahmedabad: Mapin; Ocean 
Township, NJ: Grantha, 2009), 124. 
 




                                                 
Thus, like the Vishnu Varaha imagery this relief panel featuring the Jaina being also 
subsumes the nāga, showing, if not Gommaṭeśvara’s subordination of the nāga, then his 
indifference to the nāga and to the vicissitudes of nature in general.  Though Gommaṭeśvara is 
not a tīrthaṅkara the following statement might apply to his physical surroundings while he is 
meditating: “no danger, disease, or natural disaster occurs within that area.”84  Furthermore, like 
the Vishnu Trivikrama in Caves II and III, this image extends the landscape in which 
Gommaṭeśvara finds himself into the physical terrain of the caves, and vice versa.  Carved into a 
recess in the west wall of the verandah, Gommaṭeśvara stands close to the cave’s entrance, which 
is open except for four pillars, and lit by sunlight entering the cave (figs. 5.31-32).  Since the 
shrines are not constructed, but are rather scooped out of the hill face, the image and even the 
mode of construction reinforce an intimacy with, and inseparability from, nature.  Another factor 
that establishes this relationship is a flight of stairs (now collapsed) that originally connected this 
cave, perched high up on the hill, with Agasthya Tirtha, the artificial lake below.85  As at 
Pattadakal, then, the current ASI-mediated approach to the sacred space brackets out water’s 
importance to both the siting and experience of this shrine.  
Nāgas also play an important role in the Pārśvanātha panel with which Gommaṭeśvara is 
paired.  The standing Pārśvanātha is a naked, broad-shouldered male, also frontally depicted, 
with arms hanging down the sides of his body. A cobra with five hoods emerges from behind 
84 Paul Dundas, “Victorious Across Eternity: The Lives of the Jain Tīrthaṅkaras” in Victorious Ones: Jain Images of 
Perfection, ed. Phyllis Granoff. (New York: Rubin Museum of Art; Ahmedabad: Mapin; Ocean Township, NJ: 
Grantha, 2009), 18. 
 
85 Bolon PhD diss., 57; George Michell, Temple Architecture and Art of the Early Chalukyas (New Delhi: Niyogi 




                                                 
Pārśvanātha’s neck and acts as a parasol or halo for the Jina’s head (fig. 5.33).86  Indeed, the 
snake canopy is a distinguishing feature of Pārśvanātha’s iconography;87 he is the penultimate 
tīrthaṅkara in a lineage of twenty-four that stops with the faith’s founder Mahavira, and among 
the four most revered.  A nāgini (a female serpent being), identified as Padmāvatī,88 stands to his 
proper right with a parasol, further reinforcing Pārśvanātha’s connection to the nāga world.  
According to medieval texts, Pārśvanātha tried to save a pair of snakes from a Brahmin’s 
sacrificial fire in a previous life; although he was unsuccessful, he was reborn in the subsequent 
life as the Jina Pārśvanātha and the snakes were reborn as a serpent king and queen (nāga and 
nāgini).89  The Brahmin, however, was reborn as a demon and assaulted Pārśvanātha with rocks, 
fire, and inclement rains to deter his enlightenment, similar to the demon Mara’s assault on the 
Buddha.  But the Jina was undeterred since the serpent-king Dharaṇendra shielded his head with 
his hood, while his queen Padmāvatī held a parasol above.  Both Dharanendra and Padmāvatī are 
prominent in the Badami relief panel, as described above.  
While scholars have suggested that the Buddha and Brahmanical deities displaced and/or 
subordinated the nāga, it is useful to consider Paul Dundas’ argument that the inclusion of the 
nāga in the Jaina context demonstrates instead concern for the natural world and its creatures, in 
keeping with the Jaina faith’s nonviolent bedrock.90  I would argue that the Jina, in a way, is 
86 See Pratapaditya Pal, The Peaceful Liberators: Jain Art from India (New York: Thames and Hudson; Los Angeles, 
CA: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1994), 162, who argues that though Pārśvanātha is traditionally associated 
with a seven-headed serpent as a canopy, a five-headed hood might be standard in southern India.  
  
87 Pratapaditya Pal has identified a ninth-century Pārśvanātha figure from Karnataka, now in the collection of the 
Norton Simon Museum, very similar to the relief image at Badami. 
 
88 See Bolon, PhD diss., 59. 
 
89 See Owen, Carving Devotion, 144-145; Dundas, “Victorious Across Eternity,” 23, but Dundas refers only to a 
single snake not to a couple.    
 
90 Dundas, “Victorious Across Eternity,” 23. 
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framed antithetically to Vishnu: while the latter enjoys the love of the earth (and fortune), it is 
the Jina who adores the earth.  Also worth pursuing is the notion that nāgas functioned not as 
mere attendants of the Jina, but rather as witnesses to his spiritual power and teaching.  Robert 
DeCaroli has made this point convincingly in the Buddhist context: “It would be a mistake to 
dismiss such figures as merely decorative and not recognize the manner in which such figures 
were employed to construct sanctity and convey legitimacy.”91  Like the mithuna couples 
discussed earlier, nāgas complete the temple’s iconography, and so are constitutive features of 
the temple’s alaṁkāra.   
 
Claiming, Representing, and Reproducing Northern Rivers 
It is time to turn from representations of aquatic beings to representations of water bodies 
themselves.  Deccan visual culture abundantly affirms the northern Indian river goddesses Ganga 
and Yamuna: they appear as anthropomorphic sculpture at the base of doorjambs marking the 
thresholds of temple sancta, antechambers, and pillared halls.  Yamuna and her tortoise stand on 
the doorway’s left (fig. 5.34), while Ganga on top of her makara, a mythical creature that is part 
crocodile, is to the right (fig. 5.35).  The relief images show a great deal of variety: from 
depicting the goddesses singly, accompanied only by their mounts, to multi-figure compositions 
featuring a number of attendants alongside the goddess, including gaṇas, flywhisk or parasol 
bearers, doorkeepers, and mithuna couples.  In many temples, a nāga is sculpted on the 
doorframe above the goddess (fig. 5.36).  Other doorway imagery reinforces fluvial themes.  The 
center of lintels feature elephants lustrating goddess Lakshmi (Gaja Lakshmi) or Garuda 
 
91 DeCaroli, “The Abode of the Nāga King,” 150. 
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grasping nāgas in his beak; and a rich array of lotus, floral, and vegetal meanders cover the 
series of horizontal and vertical moldings that enframe the doorway.  
River goddesses are depicted at all but one of Pattadakal’s major Early Deccan shrines.  
They are at the doorways of the following temples: Galaganatha (antechamber), Papanatha 
(eastern and western pillared halls), Kada Siddheshvara (sanctum), Sangameshvara (sanctum), 
Virupaksha (sanctum), Mallikarjuna (sanctum), and Kashi Vishvanatha (pillared hall, sanctum).  
The facets of a column in the Virupaksha Temple’s pillared hall are even sculpted with four 
episodes from the Ganga’s descent from her erstwhile heavenly home.  River goddesses are also 
significant to the iconographic programs of other Early Deccan sacred spaces in the Malaprabha 
and Krishna-Tungabhadra river valleys such as Aihole, Alampur, Badami, and Mahakuta.  Two 
striking examples from the northwest Deccan include the descent of the Ganges relief panel at 
Elephanta (dated to 540 – 555 CE)92 and a shrine dedicated entirely to the Ganga, Yamuna, and 
Saraswati rivers at the monumental rock-cut Kailasanatha Temple at Ellora, dated to the mid-
eighth century93 and typically associated with Rastrakuta patronage.  In both instances, sculptors 
have represented the rivers as shapely, bejeweled women. 
But what semantic significance did these fluvial deities have in the Deccan?  And did 
their imagery have a meaning different from the meanings at northern sacred sites specifically 
and in northern India more generally?  Let me first acknowledge theological views before 
complicating the picture with art-historical and other perspectives. Hindu myths (Vedic and post-
Vedic) stress the heavenly origins of the Ganga and her descent to earth through her association 
92 Huntington, The Art of Ancient India, 276. 
 
93 Ibid., 341 – 342, gives a concise account of the chronology of the major structures at Ellora and their links to 




                                                 
with one of the three great male gods: Shiva, Vishnu, or Brahma.94  Because of her celestial 
origins, the Ganga is believed to purify the earth and dispel pollution from anything or anyone 
her water touches.  Though this purifying aspect is attributed to all the subcontinent’s rivers and 
streams, the Ganga’s purifying qualities are unmatched.95  The presence of Ganga and Yamuna 
at temple thresholds, then, serves an ablutionary function: crossing the thresholds so marked is 
the equivalent of ritually bathing in their waters before entering the temple’s sacred spaces.96  
Thus, the temple doorway becomes, in Stella Kramrisch’s words, “a structural equivalent of a 
tīrtha,”97 that is, a pilgrimage place, a sacred “crossing” for the devotee into the numinous.  If the 
Ganga flows both in the realm of the gods and on earth and bridges the two realms, then her 
presence at temple thresholds allows the devotee to cross over, ford, or ascend to the heavenly 
realm.   
Art historians have approached the topic from a dominantly political perspective.  Odette 
Viennot’s detailed pan-Indian monograph traces the origins and development of river goddess 
imagery as well as regional variations in a period extending from the 4th to the 16th centuries 
CE.98  Proposing that the Ganga served as a northern tutelary deity from the fourth century 
onwards,99 Viennot posits that the Guptas considered the Ganga their dynasty’s protector: in two 
94 David Kinsely, Hindu Goddesses: Visions of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Tradition, (Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1987), 189. 
 
95 Ibid., 193. 
 
96 Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple, 315; Kinsely, Hindu Goddesses, 192; Joanna Williams, The Art of Gupta India: 
Empire and Province (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 62.  
 
97 Kramrisch, The Hindu Temple 316. 
 
98 Odette Viennot, Les Divinites Fluviales Ganga et Yamuna aux Portes des Sanctuaires de l’Inde (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1964). 
 




                                                 
Gupta gold coins, carrying images of the emperors Samudragupta I (335 – 385 CE) and 
Kumaragupta (415 - 455 CE) on the obverse, the goddess appears on the reverse.100  Viennot 
contends that for northern rulers like the Guptas, the Ganga represented protection and 
prosperity; whereas for the Chalukyas, Rastrakutas, and other peninsular polities, she signified 
their hegemony over northern rulers and lands.101   
According to Joanna Williams, Ganga and Yamuna came into “unusual visual 
prominence” only after their inclusion at Udayagiri Cave 5,102 where sculptors have included the 
deities, standing on their makara and tortoise mounts respectively, on a side panel to the left of 
the monumental Varaha.  Udayagiri is also probably one of the first places where Ganga and 
Yamuna become iconographically differentiated.103  Though the two rivers feature in literary, 
mythological, and legendary accounts, Williams suggests that the theme became prominent for 
reasons other than religious or mythological ones.  As the principal rivers of the Gupta heartland, 
“their appearance at Udayagiri would form another reminder of Gupta political power,”104 she 
says.  Michael Willis usefully surveys the scholarship on the river goddesses and their salience 
for the Gupta polity, and though he shows that many questions, including the location of the 
Gupta heartland and capital, remain open, he nonetheless affirms “Viennot’s political reading of 
river-goddess imagery.”105 
100 Ibid., 157-158. 
 
101 Ibid., 106. 
 
102 Williams, The Art of Gupta India, 45. 
 
103 Willis, The Archaeology of Hindu Ritual, 52. 
 
104 Ibid., 46. 
 
105 Ibid., 46-55, gives a critical summary of the salient arguments and counterarguments for Ganga and Yamuna as 
political metaphors of the Gupta imperium, although his interest, ultimately, is the interpretation of the Udayagiri 
Varaha tableau in which the river goddesses feature. 
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Turning to Deccan-specific views brings us to Carol Bolon, who associates the 
beginnings of river goddess imagery with Chalukya Vinayaditya’s reign (681-696) and with the 
epigraphic claims of his son prince Vijayaditya, who returned with Ganga-Yamuna insignia 
following successful northern military campaigns.  Moreover, Bolon uses the presence of Ganga 
and Yamuna images as a clue for dating Deccan temples to 681 or later.106  K. V. Soundara 
Rajan’s essay on Chalukya architecture in the Encyclopaedia rejects this view: river goddesses 
appear even earlier in the Deccan, he counters.107  The following examples antedate 
Vijayaditya’s northern campaigns: Ajanta cave 2 (second quarter of the 5th century) and the 
Rāmeśvara cave, Ellora (mid-6th century).108  In the Malaprabha Valley, Ganga and Yamuna also 
appear in Badami at Cave I, a Shaiva excavated shrine dated approximately to 550-575.109  In 
addition, the appearance of proto river deities in yakhsi-like forms at the top of doorjambs at 
Ajanta and Amaravati should further caution us against accepting a strict northern provenance 
for this imagery. However, while the forms themselves may have been known well before the 7th 
century, they may have taken on an added political charge and deployed self-consciously as 
political metaphors only following the Chalukya military conquests of the late 7th century.   
 Ronald Inden approaches the problem from a different and more persuasive Deccan 
angle.  Inden argues that textual understandings situate India’s center in the subcontinent’s 
 
106 Carol Bolon, “The Mahākuṭa Pillar and its Temples,” Artibus Asiae, Vol. 41, No. 2/3 (1979): 257. 
 
107 EITA, vol. 1, pt. 2, 46. 
 
108 Ibid., 46. 
 
109 I am grateful to K. V. Soundara Rajan, Cave Temples of the Deccan (New Delhi: Archaeological Survey of India, 




                                                                                                                                                             
north.110  Kailāsa, Shiva’s mountain home, and the most important Shaiva and Vaishnava 
pilgrimage spots are located in the Himalayas; and the Ganga, Hinduism’s holiest river, emerges 
from the Himalayas and drains the plains of northern India along with the Yamuna, its principal 
tributary.  Kailāsa and the Ganga were, to use Inden’s words, “both the epistemological and 
ontological centre of India.”  Therefore, by claiming the two northern rivers for their Deccan 
homeland, the Chalukyas, and their Rastrakuta successors, moved India’s conceptual center to 
the Deccan.111   
Chalukya inscriptions state that Vijayaditya brought back the Gaṅgā-Yamunā pāḷidhvaja 
from his successful northern campaigns, conducted while he was still a crown prince under the 
ruling monarch Vinayaditya, his father.  Scholars understand the Sanskrit compound to mean a 
banner or standard carrying the river goddesses’ images.112  This feat is reported in Vijayaditya’s 
Jamalagama grant, dated to 696 CE,113 and is repeated by the dynastic eulogies of his successors.  
Importantly, in the context of Inden’s argument, the charters of their Rastrakuta successors also 
make similar claims.114  
Chalukya Mangalesa’s Mahakuta pillar inscription (595-596 CE) provides an even earlier 
indication of the Ganga’s place in the Deccan’s political imaginary.115  According to the 
110 Inden, Imagining India, 256-262. 
 
111 Inden, Imagining India, 257.  Specifically, the Baroda plates of Dhruva, which state that he took “from his 
enemies the Ganga and the Yamuna, charming with their waves…” 
 
112 Dikshit calls the pāḷidhvaja an “insignia of supremacy” and an “emblem;” he does not speculate further about its 
form. See Dikshit, Political History of the Chalukyas of Badami, 152; 159. K. V. Ramesh refers to “a royal 
standard.”  See Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 131. 
 
113 EI, Vol. XXXVI, 313-316. 
 
114 Inden, Imagining India, 258-259.  
  




                                                 
epigraph, the king, “having set his heart upon the conquest of the northern region”116 and after 
having defeated northern ruler Buddharāja, expresses his desire to set up a victory pillar 
(jayastambha) on the banks of the Ganga (called the Bhāgīrathī).  But, the text informs us, 
Mangalesa chose instead to erect a pillar of victorious piety (dharma jayastambha) at Mahakuta, 
in the Deccan.117  Mangalesa’s desire appears to reproduce a key element of South Asian 
imperial practice articulated in Kālidāsa’s Raghuvaṁśa (The Dynasty of Raghu): Raghu plants 
pillars on the banks of the Ganga during his conquest of the four quarters (digvijaya).118  It was 
only by successfully performing the digvijaya that a king could rightfully claim to be a universal 
or paramount lord of India, a chakravartin, and so distinguish himself from commonplace, 
regional kings.  That the Mahakuta inscription’s composer knew Kālidāsa’s literary works is 
clear from the inscription’s verbatim duplication of a prose phrase from the play.119  Moreover, 
Gupta king Samudragupta’s fourth century Allahabad pillar, on whose epigraph Kālidāsa 
modeled the Raghuvaṁśa’s spatial understanding of India, originally stood on the banks of the 
Yamuna.120   
If asserting ownership of the Ganga had not been considered essential for subcontinental 
claims to power, the Chalukyas’ successors would not have arrogated and recycled the idea 
wholesale.  Indeed, the act of symbolically appropriating the Ganga had significance for other 
political formations in peninsular India besides the Chalukyas and the Rastrakutas, for the Chola 
116 Ibid., 19. 
 
117 Ibid., 19. 
 
118 Pollock, Language of the Gods, 241. 
 
119 Salomon, Indian Epigraphy, 233. 
 




                                                 
kings of Tamil country too boasted of similar feats.  Chola king Rajendra I’s temple 
Gangaikondacholapuram (third decade of the 11th century) commemorates his “capture” of the 
Ganga, inscribed in the name of the temple and the new capital in which he installed the structure 
– the City of the Chola who conquered the Ganga.121  The trope was thus important to the claims 
of universal kingship of rulers across south Asia, of the Deccan, of the Tamil south, and 
elsewhere.  But interestingly and perhaps paradoxically, Ganga imagery is not seen in Tamil 
country temples, whether Pallava, Chola, or Pandya.122  By contrast, river deities appear in 
Deccan shrines from as early as the fifth century and continue till around the 10th century, when 
they disappear from the Deccan’s visual culture as they do from that of the Indo-Gangetic 
plain.123 
It may however be salutary to remember that Hindus revere the physical Ganga: they 
travel to “see” the river (for darśana) as they would other deities, they bathe in its waters, and 
they make offerings of flowers, music, incense, camphor, and other substances to the river.  They 
even circumambulate the river as they do images of other gods, for some devotees walk from the 
source of the Ganga to the sea and back again on the other shore.124  In other words, they revere 
her, first and foremost, in her material form, irrespective of her embodiment in sculptural, 
discursive, or ideational forms.  
 
121 Huntington, The Art of Ancient India, 529.   
 
122 Viennot, Les Divinites Fluviales, 153. 
 
123 Ibid., 151. 
 
124 Diana Eck, “The Goddess Ganges in Hindu Sacred Geography,” 137. 
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Landscape in the Political Imagination 
While the chapter’s previous sections focused on material embodiments of landscape—
topographical, locational, sculptural, and numismatic—this final section will look to the donative 
epigraphs of the Badami Chalukyas for discursive constructions of landscape.  How, in other 
words, did poets and writers—through linguistic terms; names of places, geographical features, 
and ruling families; literary tropes; and allegories—not only imagine place, but also produce and 
constitute it?  What does this epigraphic discourse in turn reveal about local and translocal 
understandings of place and the ways in which those were deployed?   
The inscriptions customarily commence with the genealogy of the reigning king and 
describe his martial exploits and those of his ancestors.  As a result, they have been mined to 
construct political histories and chronicles of conflict, but have yet to be exploited from the 
perspective of early medieval Deccan landscape history.  Carved on copper plates or on stone 
and recording the donation of lands and other resources for the maintenance of Brahmins, 
temples, monasteries, and other religious institutions, the texts locate and delineate the 
endowments through a number of means.  They name a variety of landscape features—rivers, 
mountains, water monuments, cities, villages, fortresses, roads, gardens, and fields; the same is 
true of the praise-poems of the Chalukya rulers, which reveal both local and translocal spatial 
and geopolitical understandings.  In the latter case, however, writers marshal landscape elements 
for the construction of imperial rhetoric and for political aggrandizement.  Because I am 
specifically interested in water, I will analyze the inscriptional record for terms for water bodies 
and monuments, and the contexts in which they appear.  Which terms appear most frequently, 
and what do they tell us about the specifics of the built environment, about the form and 
distribution of water bodies?  What do they say about water’s pragmatic and material functions?  
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But also, what was water’s connection to polity and the workings of polity?  Though I have 
considered this question through sculpture, here I will examine the emphasis epigraphs place on 
the same question.  Which aspects relating to the control and management of water resources 
were particularly salient for the Chalukyas, and why?  
Starting with the first epigraph, left by the dynasty’s founder Pulakesin I in 543 CE, I will 
analyze the epigraphs in chronological order ending with those of Kirtivarman II, whose rule 
ended in 757 CE.  While this is an admittedly tedious and schematic exercise that promises to 
test the reader’s patience, it needs to be undertaken even in this preliminary fashion so that we 
may begin to integrate built worlds with the larger environments in which they operated.    
 
I already discussed the Chalukyas’ first epigraph from the perspective of authorship, but here I 
will emphasize this short text’s avowal of the connection between political power and place.  
Dated to 543 CE, the Sanskrit inscription says that the founder of the ruling house, Pulakesin I, 
“made the best hill of Vātāpi into a fortress (durgam) unconquerable from the top as well as from 
the bottom.”125  Pulakesin thus claims to have transformed the landscape around Badami, the 
Chalukyas’ first capital, fortifying it and reconstituting it for the purposes of his ruling house and 
for the benefit of their constituents.  Often overlooked in most scholarly treatments is the 
significance of the epigraph’s location in Badami’s physical terrain.  The inscription’s location 
itself replicates the inaccessibility of the citadel of which it speaks.  R.S. Pachamukhi, who first 
visited the inscription spot in 1941, writes of the difficulties involved in reaching the spot, 
situated 120 feet from the ground on a cliff in Badami’s north fort.  Due to the inscription’s 




                                                 
inaccessibility Panchamukhi had to return again for an estampage which he got with the help “of 
the local bee-scarers who are experts at scaling hill rocks.” 126  
 Henry Cousens’ 1926 volume on Chalukyan architecture evocatively illustrates the 
importance of Badami’s location for fortification.  Besides the sandstone hills’ “embrace” or 
enclosure of the town and its artificial lake, Cousens also emphasizes the relative impassibility 
and inaccessibility of the capital’s fortified space:   
The town, with its lake behind it, is held in the embrace of the rugged sandstone hills, 
whose beetling cliffs circle around them and throw out fortified horns to the north and the 
south.  The crags and boulders, covered with wild cactus and jungle—its evergreen tints 
contrasting with, and enhancing the ruddy hues of the rocks—leave but a few rough 
boulder-strewn passages up through the gorges and rents between the detached masses to 
the ruined forts above…The old town walls, with their ditches, join up the northern with 
the southern forts, bowing out westward, and so enclosing the village between them and 
the tank.”127   
 
Of Pulakesin’s successor, Kirtivarman I (566/7-597/8), I will mention only his Godachi 
plates.  This epigraph records the donation of twenty-five nivartanas of land, the standard unit 
measured against the royal standard of rājamāna,128 to a Brahmin, and says that the gift 
comprised all the land’s produce (sarva jātakaṁ), garden cultivation (tōṭṭaṁ), a wild or 
cultivated cumin crop (jīraka), water (pāniyaṁ), and a house-site (niveśaṁ).129  This information 
is notable for being early in the Chalukyas’ tenure, and for encompassing so many different 
kinds of landscape elements: water, agricultural produce, as well as land intended for diverse 
uses.  
126 Ibid., 4. 
 
127 Cousens, The Chālukyan Architecture of the Kanarese Districts, 53. 
 
128 Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 55. 
 
129 P. B. Desai, “The Godachi plates of Katti-Arasa; Year 12,” EI, Vol. XXVIII, 59-62.  Note that Desai proposes the 




                                                 
The Mahakuta pillar inscription merits close attention for allegorizing the king using the 
figure of the water lily (kamala).  The epigraph describes Mangalesa (596/7-608/9), Kirtivarman 
I’s brother and the next ruler in the lineage, “as resembling a group of water lilies;” “an object of 
desire to crowds of warriors, being surrounded by beautiful damsels…just as the group of water 
lilies (kamalavanam) is an object of desire to crowds of birds, is surrounded by female bees, is 
full of blossoms, is caused to expand by the rays of the sun.”130  It is useful to view this epigraph 
in light of Daud Ali’s concept of the “erotics of politics,” wherein royal eulogies present the king 
enjoying an erotic relationship with the earth, not a filial one, emphasized by the attention 
inscriptions pay to the beauty of the king, his ability to physically attract the earth and his 
subjects, and in this case, other warriors and damsels.131   
I earlier discussed the same inscription for avowing Mangalesa’s desire to build a victory 
pillar on the banks of the River Ganga.  Since Chalukya genealogies do not attain their standard 
form until the reign of Mangalesa’s successor Pulakesin II, these early inscriptions are valuable 
for giving us access to idiosyncratic and creative literary tropes.  Given the inscription’s ultimate 
intent to declare the king’s conquest of a northern king and his desire to commemorate that 
victory on the Ganga’s waterfront, the composer’s choice of a flower that lives and flourishes in 
water and its use for the purposes of celebrating the king’s martial strength and beauty is not 
only apposite but also effective.    
Many more inscriptions from the reign of Pulakesin II (608/9-642) have come down to 
us, providing a fuller sense of the ways in which landscape was constituted.  For the first time in 
130 IA, Vol. XIX, 19.   
 
131 Daud Ali, “Royal Eulogy as World History: Re-thinking Copper-plate Inscriptions in Cōla India,” in Querying 
the Medieval: Texts and the History of Practices in South Asia, ed. Ronald Inden. (Oxford; New York: Oxford 




                                                 
Chalukya tenure, we have evidence of the king donating land for the construction of a water 
monument, a taṭāka or water tank, a term repeated in Chalukya inscriptions from then on and to 
which I will return in the conclusion.  Issued early in Pulakesin’s reign, the Modlimb plates 
record the gift of Tiyare village, located on the bank (taṭa) of the river Sinna, for the construction 
of a tank (taṭāka).132  The Kandalagaon plates inform us that Pulakesin donated a village on the 
north bank (uttara kūla) of the river Mahanadi in Revatidvipa for the perpetual benefit of a 
Brahmin.133  In the Kopparam plates the proximity of water bodies appears most significant, for 
the donated land is described as “situated to the east of the Balaka pond (palvala), to the west of 
Karmmakara tank (taṭāka), to the south of the road to Kondaverupuru road (patha) and to the 
north of the road (patha) to Virparu.134  Not only was this particular parcel of land bounded by 
water, it was also well connected by road to nearby towns.   
The Aihole praise-poem (praśasti) is next in the chronology.  Dated to 634 CE and 
inscribed on a stone slab at the Meguti Temple, this is probably the most celebrated epigraph in 
the Chalukya corpus, and gives valuable insight into the poetics of landscape.135  The poet 
Ravikirti composed the poem to commemorate the construction of a Jaina temple at the summit 
of Aihole’s highest hill, and gives a fulsome account of Pulakesin II’s martial exploits employing 
high literary Sanskrit that displays an intimate knowledge of Kālidāsa’s Raghuvaṁśa (The 
132 EI, Vol. XXXVIII, 215-18.  All the scholarship translates the Sanskrit taṭāka as “tank,” but it is time to think of 
other alternatives to expand our understanding and also consider the actual form of this water monument.  The use 
of the locative form of the noun udyamanam (meaning raising, elevation, effort or exertion) in reference to this 
water monument suggests that something was being constructed, but whether this was a masonry structure or not is 
unclear, although that is the implication of the English “tank.”  Also, Sanskrit dictionaries give many meanings for 
palvala: small pool, pond, puddle, and also tank.  It is therefore difficult to ascertain the nature of these water bodies 
– were they natural, constructed, or a combination of the two? 
 
133 IA, Vol. XIV, 330-331; Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 29. 
 
134 E. Hultzsch, “Kopparam Plates of Pulakesin II,” EI, Vol. VIII, 257-261. 
 
135 IA, Vol. VIII, p. 237 ff.; EI, Vol. VI, 1-12.   
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Dynasty of Raghu); in so doing, Ravikirti describes the territories his patron conquered and 
assimilated.  The inscription charts India’s geography and Pulakesin’s conquest of this 
geography, by naming rivers, mountains, fortresses, cities, and towns.  The text reports that 
Pulakesin besieged Vanavasi, Puri, Pishtapuram, and Kanchipuram, crossed the Rewa and 
Kaveri rivers, and skirted the Vindhya Mountains (or rather, his elephants did).  
No doubt the epigraph has been useful for constructing Chalukya political history, and for 
determining the extent of their empire, since many of the geographical features the inscription 
names can be cartographically mapped.  I have already identified the key topographical elements 
above.  These suggest that landscape was constituted equally by natural features such as rivers 
and mountains and by built and fortified settlements.  But what is of interest to me is the 
epigraph’s poetics: in other words, while it is important to find correspondences between, say, 
the named rivers and actual rivers, what is equally interesting is the manner in which the 
inscription constructs India, the features it emphasizes and the ways it chooses to elaborate upon 
those features.  It was the India so constituted that the Chalukya ruler dominated.  
Observe how the poet describes the Vindhya Mountains.  They were not barriers that the 
king and his armies traversed, but rather, the king avoided the mountains because his elephants 
might overwhelm them with their immensity: “While he was ruling the earth with his broad 
armies, the neighborhood of the Vindhya, by no means destitute of luster of the many sandbanks 
of the Reva, shone even more brightly because of his great personal splendor, having to be 
avoided by his elephants because, as it seemed, they by their bulk rivaled the mountains.”136  
Pulakesin and his elephant army also proved too mighty for the Kaveri river:  “when 
straightaway he strove to conquer the Cholas, the Kaveri, who has the darting carps for her 




                                                 
tremulous eyes, had her current obstructed by the causeway formed by his elephants whose 
rutting juice was dripping down, and [so she, the Kaveri river] avoided contact with the 
ocean.”137 And finally, the city of Vanavāsi, which, Pulakesin presumably conquered is 
represented as follows:  “when he was besieging Vanavāsi, which for a girdle has the row of 
haṁsa birds that sport on the high waves of the Varadā as their play-place, and which by its 
wealth rivaled the city of the gods, that fortress on land, having the surface of the earth all around 
covered with the great sea of his army, to the onlooker seemed at once converted into a fortress 
in the water.”138 
Each of the examples I cited shows Ravikirti creatively adapting tropes from Kālidāsa’s 
Raghuvaṁśa and showcasing the same geographical features: the Vindhya Mountains, the 
Kaveri River, and the city of Vanavāsi.139  Whether Pulakesin II actually accomplished the feats 
the poet chronicles is beside the point, for what is discursively important is the poem’s use of 
geographical features and its enunciation of space in a manner significant to the subcontinent’s 
political imagination.  Sheldon Pollock argues that the Raghuvaṁśa’s spatial map of India and its 
“geopolitical vision” is in turn modeled on the mid-fourth century Allahabad pillar inscription of 
Gupta ruler Samudragupta, which Pollock deems “a foundational document of the self-
expression of imperial polity in the Sanskrit cosmopolis.”140  Specifically, Pollock says, Kālidāsa 
patterned the fictional Raghu’s conquest of the four quarters (digvijaya) on Samudragupta’s 
charter; since Raghu travels the same territory the inscription charts, the two texts share the same 
137 Ibid., 10. 
 
138 Ibid., 9-10. 
 
139 Ibid., 9-11, see Hultzsch’s notes. 
 




                                                 
spatial imagination and vision of universal conquest.141  Moreover, court poets across South and 
Southeast Asia studied Kālidāsa’s oeuvre, so the assertion of power in a space as conceived in 
his play in turn fed the inscriptional language of the Sanskrit world, as we see at Aihole.142   
Like the prototypical Raghu, Pulakesin’s “world conquest” includes Vanavasi in the 
northwest, the defeat of the Ganga and Alupa lords in the south, the conquest of the peoples of 
the Latas, Malavas and Gujaras of the northwest coast, the kingdom of Harsha in the east, then 
“the three Maharashtrakas” with their ninety-thousand villages, the people of Kosala and 
Kalinga, coastal Tamilnadu, and the Cholas, Keralas, and Pandyas.143  The point is that these 
places and ruling families served as points on the compass and stood in for larger geopolitical 
spaces, which were given greater meaning by naming specific places such as Vanavasi or the 
Kaveri river or the Vindhyas.144  Moreover, the same claims were being made in polities across 
South Asia, in Aihole, in Bengal, in Malava, to name just a few places, and often 
simultaneously.145  In Pollock’s terms: “This was a political sphere…where multiple universal 
sovereigns, like multiple Mount Merus, Ganga Rivers, and fields of the Kurus, violated no 
principle of logic.”146  The poem thus rhetorically positions Pulakesin’s overlordship in terms 
intelligible to the subcontinent’s elite, and in showcasing the literary fluency of the king’s court 
poets and eulogists further legitimizes his claims to universal kingship.   
141 Ibid., 241. 
 
142 Ibid., 241. 
 
143 I have relied on Pollock, The Language of the Gods, 243, for furthering glossing these territorial assertions made 
by the inscription. 
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Pulakesin’s other charters have more mundane aims and appear to pitch themselves to 
local audiences.  The Tumbeyanuru grant also highlights water bodies; it locates the grant’s 
eponymous village in Chalukya territory (viṣaya) between the Santanuru and Pulikurepu villages, 
near Jukuru tīrtha, on the south bank (dakṣiṇa taṭa) of Cimgheru.147  The donated land in the 
Chiplun plates is on the bank of a certain Varubenna or Charubenna river.148  Yet another way in 
which the donated lands are defined is through the term kṣetra, translated in the published 
epigraphs as “field,” but better denoted by “arable land.”149  The Laksmeshvara inscription, a 
10th century copy of an epigraph from Pulakesin’s reign, describes the boundaries of land 
donated for the daily worship and offerings of the Jaina leader Neminatha as follows: on the east 
Kinnari kṣetra, on the southeast Jyesthalinga bhūmi, on the south Ghatika kṣetra, on the 
southwest the land of Dandiga śreṣṭhi, on the west Ramesvara kṣetra, on the northwest 
Hobesvara kṣetra, on the north Sindesvara kṣetra, on the northeast Bhatari kṣetra, and to the 
south of that the previously mentioned Kinnari kṣetra.”150  Besides the seven occurrences of 
kṣetra, the inscription also designates land using bhūmi (earth) and śreṣṭhi (perhaps meaning the 
part of the settlement inhabited by artisans). 
 Let us now turn to the donative epigraphs from the subsequent reign of Vikramaditya I 
(654/5-681).  His Kurnool plates donate two types of land: 500 nivartanas of arable land (kṣetra) 
and 10 nivartanas of garden land (kṣetra toṭṭa).  The lands are located on the eastern side of the 
147 CPIAPGM, 40-45; Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 44. 
 
148 EI, Vol. III, 50-53. 
 
149 See Ranabir Chakrabarti, “Agricultural Technology in Early Medieval India (500-1300),” The Medieval History 
Journal 11, 2 (2008): 242.   
 




                                                 
river in the village of Rattagiri, which was on the west bank (taṭa) of the river Andirika.151  The 
king’s Peddavoleti plates record the grant of Raccamirri village, located on the south bank 
(dakṣiṇa taṭa) of the Tungabhadhra river (called mahānadi) as well as 25 nivartanas of kṣetra.152  
The Gadwal plates are noteworthy for being issued from the king’s “victorious camp” on the 
south bank (dakṣiṇa taṭa) of the Kaveri river, and for documenting gifts to three individuals who 
are given land and agricultural produce.153  And though the inscription is in Sanskrit, the produce 
is denoted using non-Sanskritic regional words vaḍḷa and salage—most likely Telugu words.”154  
According to the Savanur plates the king was once again encamped on the Kaveri’s southern 
bank (dakṣiṇa taṭa), in Chola territory (Chola viṣaya), and document a gift of Kuvvalapalu 
village.155  The last inscription from Vikramaditya’s reign that I emphasize does not record a gift 
by the king, but by Vijayamahadevi, the consort of his older brother.  The epigraph is noteworthy 
for documenting a gift of a “field of marshy ground with akula trees;” embankments, we are told, 
protected the land on the east and west.156   
 Donations of the next ruler in the lineage, Vinayaditya (681-696), provide ample 
evidence of charters issued from riverbanks and of donations of riverfront land.  His Paniyal 
grant documents the gift of the eponymous village, located close to Dharmapura on the south 
151 JBBRAS, Vol. XVI, 227-229, 238-239. 
 
152 Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas 75-76.  
 
153 Ibid., 92-94. 
 
154 The Telugu words are waḍḷu (plural of wari) and selaga, the former means “paddy,” or rice in the husk, and the 
latter “a double palmful of grain.  See J.P.L. Gwynn, Telugu-English Dictionary, online at the Digital Dictionaries of 
South Asia.    
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bank (dakṣiṇa taṭa) of the Krishnavenna river.157  His Jejuri plates donate the village Vira located 
in the midst of three other places (probably also villages), on the north bank (uttara taṭa) of the 
Nira river, in the Satimala bhōga and the Palayatthana viṣaya.158  Per his Togarchedu plates, the 
king was encamped on the bank of the Pampa (paṁpā taṭa) and gave away, interestingly, the 
gleaning rights at a number of villages.159  According to the Kurnool plates the granted village is 
on the north bank (uttara taṭa) of the Krishna river;160 the Mayalur plates say that the ruler’s 
camp (vijaya skandhāvāra) was at Mahakota tīrtha,161 the Dayyamdinne plates on the Tagara 
river’s northern bank (uttara samīpa),162 and the Kohlapur plates on the Sinna riverbank (sīnnā 
nadī taṭa).163  The Harihar plates interestingly document the donation of both cultivated and 
uncultivated fields; the Kotturu inscription mentions the gift of 80 maruttu of cultivable land.  
The long reign of the next ruler, Vijayaditya (696-733), spanning more than three 
decades, provides some of the richest epigraphic insights into landscape history.  Among the 
most noteworthy examples are his Shiggaon plates and the praśasti (praise-poem) inscribed on a 
column in Alampur’s Bala Brahma Temple.  The Shiggaon plates are remarkable for the sheer 
157 APGAS, 58-63. 
 
158 D. R. Bhandarkar, “Jejuri Plates of Vinayaditya,” EI, Vol. XIX, 62-65. 
 
159 IA, Vol. VI, 85-88; Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 125, provides the translation of māruñcha marumanna 
as gleaning rights, which Fleet’s original translation in IA leaves untranslated.  Note also that Philip Wagoner 
believes that the inscription reads Pampa tīrtha not Pampa taṭa.  See Phillip Wagoner, “From “Pampa’s Crossing” to 
the “Place of Lord Virupāksha:” Architecture, Cult, and Patronage at Hampi Before the Founding of Vijayanagara,” 
in Vijayanagara Progress of Research, 1988-1991, eds. D. V. Devaraj and Channabasappa Patil (Mysore: 
Directorate of Archaeology and Museums, 1996), 141-175. 
 
160 IA, Vol. VI, 88-91.   
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number of references to landscape and its defining features.  The five plates name numerous 
water bodies to define the boundaries of the donated land, and include references to roads, hills, 
fields, towns, and even to “fine tamarind trees,” but since I discussed the epigraph in an earlier 
section I will not dwell on it here. 
A bilingual Sanskrit-Kannada inscription from Badami’s Jambulinga temple is notable 
for giving us a record of the kinds of produce donated for the temple’s upkeep.  Among the 
products mentioned in the Kannada portion of the inscription are oil, turmeric, and sugar.164  The 
Nerur plates record Vijayaditya’s gift of the eponymous village, which was located on the bank 
(taṭa) of the river Vilige.165  The Satara plates donate a village on the bank (taṭa) of the river 
Krishna, near the town (nagara) called Karahata, as well as a field (kṣetraṁ) at that very town.166  
The Lakshmeswar inscription, issued from the king’s camp at Pattadakal donates a village to a 
Jaina establishment and provides the boundaries of the gift village with reference to six water 
bodies (three taṭākas and three saras), a mountain (parvata), a village (grāma), and three koṇḍis 
(whose meaning is not clear).167  
The Taravadra grant is particularly important for my purposes as it is one of the few 
epigraphs to record a donation of the eponymous village for the construction (udyamanam) of a 
well (vāpi).168 What is striking is that this is the only other epigraph in the Chalukya corpus 
164 Ibid., 155-156. 
 
165 IA, Vol. IX, 125-130. 
 
166 H.D. Sankalia, “A Copper-plate Grant of Chalukya Vijayaditya,” EI, Vol. XXVI, 322-326. 
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besides an inscription from Pulakesin II (already discussed in relation to the construction of a 
taṭāka) to use the same Sanskrit noun udyamanam meaning raising, elevation, exertion, or effort.   
The long praise-poem of Vijayaditya in Alampur’s Bala Brahma Temple gives us further 
information about the king’s association with water monuments.  After the usual lauds of his 
ancestors the text tells us that the king excavated tanks (taṭāka) in all regions of his realm.169  
The inscription goes on to say that while Vijayaditya’s ancestors gave villages (grāma) and 
fields (kṣetra) for the upkeep of Brahmins, this king distinguished himself by giving excellent 
villages and townships; in addition, he provided “fertile lands and chariots yoked to 
elephants.”170  Thus the king’s intervention in ensuring the agricultural productivity of his realms 
was undoubtedly viewed as one of his responsibilities, even if elephants are not necessarily the 
most suited for this role.  Moreover, even if such claims did not necessarily distinguish the 
Chalukyas specifically or Deccan rulers generally within the subcontinent’s political discourse, it 
is nonetheless important to establish to what extent Deccan polities participated in this discursive 
practice.  Even tropes that appear similar, say, like the act of appropriating and reproducing the 
Ganga, do exhibit a regional imprint in their execution.  Perhaps we might ask why Pulakesin II 
and Vijayaditya are the only Chalukya rulers known to have make provisions for the construction 
of water monuments.     
The Bannikoppa inscription, in Kannada, records the gift of a parcel of land from a 
person hailing from north India for a house as well as twelve mattars of cultivable land. Another 
gift from Vijayaditya’s reign, from the king’s beloved concubine (sūḷe) Vinapoti, his “heart’s 
darling,” records the gift of a field (kṣetraṁ) measuring 800 mattars for the god of the 
169 Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 148. This incomplete though long inscription is published in fragments in Ramesh, 
while Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 199-201, assembles the fragments. 
 
170 Ramesh, Chalukyas of Vātāpi, 148-149. The Sanskrit is: hiraṇya garbhāṁ pṛthvīṁ hasti yukta rathān api 
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Mahakutesvara temple in Mahakuta; Vinapoti also gave the god a ruby pedestal and a silver 
parasol.171  The Chippagiri grant, also from a private citizen and recorded in Kannada, gives a 
flower garden, a parcel of land of 50 mattars, and several fields.172  The grant also mentions a 
tank (keṛe) and a well (bāvi) as belonging to the god.173  A final grant (Betapalli) from 
Vijayaditya’s reign, also composed in Kannada, introduces further nuance into the category of 
land grants by mentioning black-soil land (ere kāḍu) and red-soil land (kesu kāḍu).174  This 
charter also mentions a tank, a small tank (kilkeṛe), and garden land.  Thus, it is clear that the 
charters not only circumscribe the donated land using various landscape features such as roads, 
hills, rivers, streams, tanks, towns, and villages, but also distinguish among types of land: 
cultivable land, say, or land for houses, fields, both uncultivated and cultivated, gardens, and so 
on. 
Though the number of epigraphs from Vikramaditya II’ short reign (733-745) are few, we 
observe some of the same trends.  His Lakshmeshwar inscription defines the gift land as north of 
the town (nagara) of Purikara and south of the Karpati tank (taṭāka).175  The king donated the 
land for the benefit of a Jaina establishment while encamped at Pattadakal.  The charter is 
interesting (and beautiful) for describing the boundaries of the land making repeated use of the 
same landscape features: śamī trees, a white stone, “the stone of the Kinnara,” a red stone, and a 
171 J. F. Fleet, “Sanskrit and Old-Canarese Inscriptions,” IA, Vol. X, 102-103. 
 
172 Padigar, Inscriptions of the Calukyas, 206-207. 
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blue-black stone.176  The ruler’s Narawan plates provide two villages, located by the seashore 
(samudra tīre),177 and “bounded on four sides by the river Sonne, Ambada village, etc.”178  The 
description is certainly interesting for invoking two different water bodies—the sea and the 
river—but also for its seeming cartographic impossibility. How is it possible for the donated land 
to be on the seashore and to be bound on four sides by the river and Ambada village?  Perhaps 
the inscription’s use of a series of landscape features ending in ādi (et cetera) suggests that the 
land’s exact and literal coordinates were not important for its purposes.  A final inscription from 
this ruler’s tenure that I wish to highlight is a short Kannada epigraph carved on a stone tablet at 
Gudagudi in Karnataka.  The tablet records the excavation of a tank (keṛe) and has an image of a 
lotus, typically associated with water bodies, water beings, and water deities.179    
A greater number of epigraphs from the last Chalukya ruler Kirtivarman II’s reign (745-
757) have come down to us, and these too show similar patterns.  His Ainuli plates were issued 
from the banks of the Bhimarathi River and record the gift of a village located on the eastern 
bank of the Tumbuvaruvu; the grant also mentions the gift of 300 nivartanas of land to the north 
of one village, to the southeast of another, and to the west of a pool named Arkavallar.180 Issued 
from the king’s “victorious camp” on the northern bank (uttara taṭa) of the Bhimarathi River, 
Kirtivarman’s Vakkaleri plates record the donation of three villages (grāma, Sulliyur, Nengiyur, 
and Nandivalli) located on the southern bank (dakṣiṇa taṭa) of the Aradore River and in the 
176 Ibid., 111.  Note that the same word pāṣāṇa is used to denote all occurrences of “stone.” 
 
177 The inscription uses the locative form of tīra, which Khare translates as “by the seashore” but which could easily 
mean “on the seashore.” 
 
178 G. H. Khare, “Narwan Plates of Chalukya Vikramaditya II,” EI, Vol. XXVII, 125-131. 
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midst of four other named villages (grāma).181  In addition, this ruler’s grants mention two more 
categories of donated land: the Sanskrit-Kannada Adur grant, recorded in two parts on a stone 
tablet and made to a Jaina establishment (jinendra bhavana), gives “wet land,” towards worship 
and offerings;182 and the Nilur grant, entirely in Kannada except for the last two lines, discusses 
forested land.  Interestingly, this last epigraph grants two individuals the right to reclaim the 
forested land for cultivation; equally intriguing is the donation of a plough, presumably for their 
efforts, and the tax-free nature of the gift for the first four years, and payment in the form of a 
tenth portion of produce for the fifth year.183  
     *** 
This systematic analysis of Chalukya inscriptions gives us a complete list of terms for 
waterworks in Sanskrit and, to a much lesser extent, in Kannada and Telugu, for the period of 
study.  The term we encounter most commonly is the Sanskrit taṭāka, which epigraphers 
translate as “tank” or “lake.”  Kautilya’s Arthaśāstra, a political treatise written during the reign 
of Mauryan king Chandragupta (321-297 BCE), mentions the word in the context of the South 
Asian ruler’s obligations towards the construction, maintenance, taxation, and protection of 
irrigation works.184  Two inscriptions from Junagadah (Gujarat) are early and noteworthy 
examples from the epigraphic corpus to employ the term, and record the value placed on taṭākas 
over a period of several centuries.  The first inscription, dated to 150-151CE, documents the 
repair of Sudarsana taṭāka, constructed even earlier, during Chandragupta Maurya’s reign; 
181 IA, Vol. VIII, 1879, 23-29; EI, Vol. V, 200-205. 
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coming three hundred years later the second inscription documents further upkeep of the same 
taṭāka.185  D.V. Narayana Reddy’s study of water management in 2nd to 17th century Andhra 
allows us to link the use of taṭāka to periods before and after the period surveyed here.  Reddy 
finds the earliest use of taṭāka in Mauryan and Satavahana inscriptions,186 and begins to see the 
Telugu samudram gain popularity only during Kakatiya rule.187  We might also relate our 
Deccan results to B.D. Chattopadhyaya’s findings for early medieval Rajasthan, where the 
epigraphs mention taḍāga, taḍāgika, and taṭākini, also translated as “tank.”188  
Despite the ubiquity of taṭāka both in the Chalukyan inscriptional record and in other 
South Asian sources, the physical form of the water body denoted by this term remains an open 
question.  Were these natural or constructed bodies?  What were their forms, meanings, and 
functions?  Kathleen Morrison argues that “tank” subsumes a number of categories of water 
monuments.  In particular, scholarship conflates the following: on the one hand, masonry 
structures associated with temples and used for ablutions and other ritual functions, usually fed 
by the water table; and on the other, water-retaining or water-holding bodies bounded by 
embankments and fed by rain runoff or canals.189  Morrison proposes “temple tank” or “tank” 
only for the former structures and “reservoir” for the latter.190  Returning to the Junagadh 
185 Ibid., 14-17. 
 
186 D. V. Narayana Reddy, Water Management in Andhra: From the Earliest to the 17th Century A.D. (New Delhi: 
Harman Publishing House, 2010), 6. 
 
187 Ibid., 21.  Other Telugu words to consider are ceruvu and kālava; the former also appears to have been used like 
taṭāka, while the latter is understood to mean “canal.”   
 
188 B. D. Chattopadhyaya, “Irrigation in Early Medieval Rajasthan,” Journal of the Economic and Social History of 
the Orient, Vol. 16, No. 2/3 (Dec. 1973): 298-316. 
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inscription it is clear that Sudarsana taṭāka was in fact a reservoir or artificial lake formed by 
damming water between embankments, as the inscriptions record the repair and reconstruction of 
embankments. 
A second pattern that comes into focus is the nearness of water.  Why do so many 
inscriptions emphasize the proximity of water bodies as features of the donated land? Rivers, 
lakes, pools, “tanks,” and even the sea.  One obvious explanation is the semi-arid climate of the 
Deccan plateau.  The southwest and northeast monsoons provide only unpredictable and variable 
water supplies, and the average annual rainfall is 500 millimeters, and likely to fluctuate widely 
from this mean.191  In addition, unlike northern rivers, which are nourished by glacial supplies, 
Deccan rivers are rain-fed.  Artificial irrigation thus becomes essential for the cultivation of rice 
and other wet crops, which require consistent and abundant water supplies.  In the absence of 
information about Early Deccan period crops and cultivation, it is useful to consider Morrison’s 
findings for the city of Vijayanagara (1335-1565 CE), located around 150 kilometers to the south 
of Badami on the Tungabhadra River.  The construction of perennial irrigation facilities, 
specifically reservoirs or keṛes, was responsible for lush paddy cultivation around Vijayanagara, 
and the expansion of agriculture and human settlements into the hinterland.192  Moreover, these 
irrigated zones along the Tungabhadra River continued to be farmed even after Vijayanagara’s 
fall.193 
191 Ibid., 16. 
 
192 Note that Morrison sees the use of reservoirs outside the city in places like the Daroji Valley only after the 13th 
century.  She also notes that for Vijayanagara city itself reservoirs were just one part of a major complex of 
irrigation facilities.  See ibid., 34. 
 




                                                 
Indeed, the second most widely used term for a water body in the Chalukya epigraphs is 
the Kannada keṛe, also translated as “tank.”  But keṛes are reservoirs, according to Morrison, and 
consist of a water-catchment basin and a dam or embankment called a bund.194  Water is 
collected behind the dam, fed by the rains or canals and channeled to fields by underground 
masonry lined tunnels.  Since Early Deccan inscriptions show that donors and their beneficiaries 
distinguished among different categories of land, many of which also stress the cultivability of 
that land—arable land, garden land, wet land, and so on—it is probable that the keṛes and taṭākas 
to which the grants refer were meant for irrigation, and are in fact better understood as reservoirs 
in the sense Morrison articulates.  The agricultural, garden, and commercial produce that the 
epigraphs note may corroborate this claim.  Furthermore, since the most productive lands were 
artificially irrigated and since temples and other religious establishments depended on their 
produce for maintenance, it seems reasonable that these establishments should be located close to 
water bodies, whether natural or artificial.  It is this very pragmatic concern that both inscriptions 
and the material record in the Malaprabha and Krishna-Tungabhadra river valleys appear to 
confirm.  A fact that holds true in other historical periods as well: all the major temple complexes 
of Vijayanagara were also located in the irrigated zones close to the Tungabhadra River.195  It 
may be useful in this regard to consider Ranabir Chakrabarti’s argument that the majority of 
revenue-free lands donated to religious establishments in medieval India were “hitherto 
uncultivated, fallow and forest tracts,”196 which, he says, the donees developed themselves, 
194 Ibid., 88. 
 
195 Ibid., 293. 
 




                                                 
leading not only to agricultural expansion but also to settlement expansion197.  Sacred 
environments cannot be isolated therefore from mundane or productive interests, which must be 
acknowledged in any study of the siting of temples and temple clusters in the Deccan or in other 
parts of South Asia.    
One other pattern that emerges is the significant percentage of charters issued from the 
king’s “victorious camp” (vijaya skandhāvāra) on a riverbank.  While the term may be a 
formulaic and honorific one to designate the king’s encampment and need not be connected to 
warfare, we should nonetheless allow for the function of rivers as arteries of transport, 
facilitating the movements of the king and his entourage.  Riverbanks (taṭa) surely provided 
comfortable, secure, perhaps even beautiful, places to stop, with easy access to water and food 
supplies.  The references may also indicate that the Chalukyas did not have a fixed or stable 
capital after the interregnum, which began with Pallava Narasimhavarman’s capture of Badami 
in 642-643 and lasted till 654/5.  We remain relatively uninformed about Chalukya movements 
during this interruption of their rule, though it is possible that they shifted their base of 
operations eastward.  With the restoration of Chalukya power in 654 and the reign of 
Vikramaditya I, inscriptions appear again.  The number of inscriptions issued from camps during 
the reigns of Vikramaditya I and his successor Vinayaditya suggests that the rulers were 
itinerant, engaged in military campaigns and travels within peninsular India.198  To be sure, the 
197 Ibid., 243. 
 
198 Indeed, B. N. Sarvamangala makes this claim about Vijayaditya, most of whose grants he says were issued from 
such camps.  See B. N. Sarvamangala, “The Careers of Vinayaditya and Vijayaditya,” in Chalukyas of Badami: 




                                                 
epigraphs credit Vikramaditya I for reasserting Chalukya authority, reclaiming their former 
territories, and for leading several successful assaults against their traditional Pallava enemies.199  
The practice of visiting pilgrimage places or tīrthas may have been linked to these 
circulations as well.  The Chalukyas notably issued a couple inscriptions from tīrthas, which as 
we have seen before were located on rivers: Vinayaditya issued his Togarchedu copper plates in 
689-90 from his “victorious camp” at Pampa tīrtha on the Tungabhadra River, and his Mayalur 
plates from Mahakota tīrtha.  Philip Wagoner has shown that by the 14th century Pampa tīrtha 
had transformed into the city of Vijayanagara, which capitalized on the pilgrimage spot’s 
spiritual cachet:200 the palace and other elements of the urban environment were constructed to 
the south of the ancient pilgrimage place, while Vijayanagara’s monumental sacred core 
encompassed the tīrtha.201  While the pilgrimage center was likely much humbler in the 7th 
century (built in non-durable materials) and while there is little evidence that rulers established 
special relationships with the deities of the site202—the local river goddess Pampa and the fierce 
deity Mahakala-Bhairava—the two inscriptions do nonetheless stress ties between rulers and 
tīrthas.   
At a primary level, rulers clearly visited pilgrimage places, but also clear is the value 
placed on issuing grants from these auspicious spaces because of the belief that the merit 
199 See Dikshit, Political History of the Chālukyas of Badami, 121-134, for an analysis of Vikramaditya’s numerous 
military campaigns and the often conflicting and contentious histories of his conflict with the Pallavas.  As Dikshit 
notes, one of the problems with constructing this history is the conflicting reports from Chalukya and Pallava 
sources. 
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accruing from such a grant would be augmented.203  At the same time, Wagoner proposes that 
between the 7th and 12th centuries, that is, before Pampa transformed from pilgrimage place to 
capital city, this “spot sanctified by the presence of a powerful and life-giving deity,” the 
goddess Pampa, primarily drew pilgrims desiring to perform death rituals.204  Thus Vinayaditya 
may have travelled to Pampa for that reason during his military campaigns. 
Ruling elites were also invested in the symbolic capital associated with sponsoring water 
projects.  The Matsya Purana endorses their patronage in the following way: “a wise person who 
causes a well to be built in a waterless land will remain in heaven for as many years as there are 
drops in the well.”205  Later Deccan texts such as the Telugu Rāyavācakamu (17th century) list an 
“irrigation tank” as one of the seven meritorious and enduring legacies a man can leave.206  Also 
germane for rituals and constructions of kingship is the idea that sponsoring reservoirs and 
temple tanks was analogous to replicating the Ganga in the king’s territories, a practice I 
discussed earlier from a different perspective.  Consider the actions of Chola ruler Rajendra I 
who not only discursively appropriated the Ganga but also constructed the Cholaganga at 
Gangaikondacolapuram, thus literally confining and circumscribing the waters of the Ganga at 
his newly built capital city.  This enormous artificial lake, close to 5km in length, was filled by 
channels from the Vellar and Kollidam rivers.207  As Daud Ali has argued, this act addressed 
itself to an ““all-India audience” of imperial and would-be imperial kings.”208  
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Though we lack evidence directly linking Chalukya rulers to any specific temple tanks, 
Badami, the Chalukyas’ first capital, is organized around a substantial artificial lake, the 
Agasthya Tirtha.  A masonry spring-fed tank is the spatial focus of the temple cluster at 
Mahakuta, as noted at the beginning of the chapter, and many prominent temples in Chalukya 
realms include masonry tanks within their compounds. The Durga Temple at Aihole, discussed 
in the previous chapter is a significant example; other examples at Aihole are the Huccimalli, 
Mallikarjuna, Jyotirlinga, Chakra, and Lad Khan Temples.  Chalukya epigraphs, too, reinforce 
the value of sponsoring water projects: Pulakesin II granted a village for the construction of a 
taṭāka; Vijayaditya also granted a village towards the raising of a water monument (a vāpi), and 
moreover, is celebrated for sponsoring numerous water projects across the realm.   
    *** 
This chapter examined water’s place in the construction of Early Deccan landscapes, both 
ideational and material.  It approached the question by studying the topography, sculptural décor, 
and experience of sacred places, as well as through representations of water and place in the 
epigraphic discourse of the Badami Chalukya rulers.  Admittedly, a detailed analysis of the 
distribution and growth of Early Deccan temple clusters and their landscapes in the longue durée 
must await future research, and a decidedly crossdisciplinary approach that integrates 
archaeology, paleoecology, information from satellite imagery and remote sensing, geology, 
geography, climate studies, and hydrology, to name only some aspects that need further 
elaboration.  Yet my analysis, however exploratory, confirms water’s constitutive necessity to 
the organization of Early Deccan temple clusters as well as the importance of beauty, pleasure, 
and courtly concerns to the experience of “sacred” landscapes during historical periods.  More 
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broadly, economic, commercial, aesthetic, political, and other worldly concerns must not be 
separated from sacred, ritual, or metaphysical demands in our approach to Deccan landscape 
culture. 
Examining sculptural embodiments of landscape themes demonstrated the importance of 
landscape metaphors and tropes for allegorizing the monarch.  Through homologies to god 
Vishnu, particularly his Varaha and Trivikrama forms, the Deccan ruler could present himself on 
the one hand, as the earth’s lover and protector, and on the other, as powerful enough to manage 
nature’s dangers by subordinating, or at least regulating capricious water beings like the nāga.  
Ideational and material embodiments of the river goddesses, too, served political rhetoric.  As 
Ronald Inden has argued they allowed peninsular rulers to “recenter” India by reproducing 
certain defining landscape features—the Himalayas, Kailāsa Mountain, the Ganga—in their own 
territories, and in so doing, to communicate in a language of power that was comprehensible 
transregionally.  Moreover, by associating himself with the sponsorship of water structures, the 
ruler was not only discharging the responsibilities of kingship but also accruing merit and 
participating in and supporting ritual life. 
Epigraphic constructions of space suggest that the landscapes constructed therein were as 
much ideational as they were cartographic.  Certainly, the inscriptions make abundant reference 
to specific towns, roads, and other features of the built world and distinguish between settlement 
type—grāma vs. nagara—variously sized administrative units—such as bhōgas and viṣayas—
and between roadways—patha vs. mahāpatha.  They also contain copious references to natural 
landscape features such as mountains, rivers, pools, and lakes.  But the India so constructed was 
also discursively constituted, as seen most evocatively in Pulakesin’s Aihole praśasti: it was a 
place that had to be defined, divined, and particularized through its fortified towns, rivers, and 
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mountains, and through the naming of various peoples and populations, in order to be claimed, 
conquered, and assimilated by the world-conquering monarch.  Yet the power of place in general 
and water in particular in pragmatic, productive, and agronomic constructions of landscape must 
not be ignored.  For while it may have been politically expedient for early medieval rulers to 
participate in a transregional discourse of authority, it must have been equally important to effect 
tangible transformations of their local landscapes through the sponsorship, repair, and regulation 







The discourse of derivativeness and countervailing arguments have tended to dominate the 
history of ideas on Indian and South Asian art.  Foreign origins have been ascribed for a whole 
range of South Asian objects: the monumental stone pillars erected by the Mauryas, the Buddha 
image, painting produced for the Mughal courts, and even the Taj Mahal, that quintessential 
emblem of “Incredible India.”  Responses, too, have returned to origins, albeit by charting 
alternate genealogies.  A particularly telling example is the discourse surrounding the emergence 
of the Buddha image.  It may suffice to give the titles of the essays published by the two figures 
who were central to the debate: Alfred Foucher’s “L’origine grecque de l’image du Bouddha,” 
published in 1913,1 and Ananda Coomaraswamy’s 1926 riposte, “The Indian origin of the 
Buddha image.”2  While Foucher implicated the Greco-Roman culture of the Gandhara region 
and its images of the gods, Coomaraswamy countered by tracing the beginnings of the Buddha 
image to Mathura, in the Indo-Gangetic plains, and yaksha imagery, citing both their anteriority 
and indigenousness.   
When foreign influence has not been cited, the art and architectural productions 
associated with certain polities, time periods, or regions have been posited as hegemonic, 
instrumental in shaping not only art and art making in South Asia but also in Southeast Asia and 
the rest of Asia.  Gupta art and the image of the Buddha created during this “classical” period of 
India, staying with the same example, have been understood in this manner.  This model assumes 
the mobility of cultural forms and makers completely unmediated by the receiving culture, and is 
1 Alfred Foucher, L’origine Grecque de l’image du Bouddha (Chalon-sur-Saone: Bertrand, 1913). 
 
2 Ananda Coomaraswamy, "The Origin of the Buddha Image," Art Bulletin 9, no. 4 (1927): 287-328. 
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premised on the anteriority of certain visual ideas.  This dissertation has suggested that the 
aesthetic value of Early Deccan architecture and the agency of Deccan social actors have been 
diminished as a result of such a discourse.  
I have argued that understanding this architecture as eccentric, hybrid, stylistically 
incoherent situates it at the margins of two putatively stable, coherent, and anterior styles: 
Nagara and Dravida.  I have also argued that the lack of a distinct category for the Early Deccan 
temple means that its common characteristics cannot be grouped together around a name, and 
distinguished from those of other categories.  As such, I attempted to locate the architect or 
maker in the process of creation in order to establish this architecture’s circumstances of making 
and its formal distinctness.  In short, I sought to make a place for the Early Deccan temple in the 
canon of Indian temple architecture. 
Inclusion is undoubtedly one way of making an impact on the canon.  Accommodating 
unrepresented material and peoples—such as miniature shrines, rock reliefs, water monuments, 
and gateway buildings, or the work of female artists, African-Americans, Asian-Americans, and 
so on—does change the morphology of the canon.  But it does not reconstitute the canon or 
change the way the discipline goes about business; it does not alter theories and methods and it 
does not redefine epistemologies.  So despite coming to the project with the hypothesis that the 
Early Deccan building was a distinct mode or building type, like Vesara, this is not, ultimately, 
the dissertation’s claim.  What I have proposed instead is approaching Early Deccan architecture 
from the perspective of the temple cluster or temple assemblage.  For it is only by expanding the 
analytical lens beyond the temple, rather than by creating a separate category for the Early 
Deccan shrine, that we can account for the built environment’s formal heterogeneity both in 
space and in time.  This also opens up architectural history to other disciplines – to integration 
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with environmental and landscape histories – avenues towards which I was able to gesture but 
which must be fully worked out by future research. 
Adopting the cluster as the unit of analysis has permitted us to examine the dialogical 
relationship between Nagara and Dravida at multiple levels and to present an integrated view of 
Deccan built environments.  From this perspective, we have observed builders’ use of multiple 
tower forms, which make visual and rhetorical statements, certainly, and distinguish one building 
from another, but we have also seen formal and spatial affinities emerge through the common 
adoption of the śukanāsa projection (Pattadakal) and through related basement molding types 
(Mahakuta).  Similarly, we have been able to attend to the miniature shrine and the subsidiary 
temple, too, at places like Kadamara Kalava, where they play an important part in the cluster’s 
organization and in its social and ritual lives.   
The temple-image added another level of nuance to the analysis: the workings of the 
Nagara-Dravida dialectic in the fabric of the individual building were made visible, as was the 
decision to use Dravida temple-images along the approach to a sanctum surmounted by Nagara 
and Dravida towers alike.  The latter observation interconnected buildings at a single temple 
cluster normally segregated along Nagara and Dravida lines—the Papanatha, Virupaksha, and 
Mallikarjuna Temples at Pattadakal, for example—and also related spaces across temple clusters: 
connecting the Pattadakal temples with the Durga Temple in Aihole, the Sangameshvara Temple 
in Alampur, and the Jambulinga Temple in Badami.  Thus asserting, once again, the necessity of 
the wide angle view to Early Deccan architecture.   
Articulating the meaning and operation of the temple-image is another finding of the 
dissertation that I wish to highlight.  Ajay Sinha perceptively observed that, “Vesara architects 
made the arrangement of shrine motifs [temple-images] comparable to the use of figurative 
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imagery in temples from other traditions of India.”3  I have furthered that argument by situating 
the temple-image within the wider ornamental order that comprised female figures, amorous 
couples, and other figural imagery, all of which, I have argued, strengthened, augmented, and 
protected buildings in the Sanskrit sense of alaṁkāra (ornament).  Moreover, makers’ decision 
to use Dravida temple-images to demarcate the ritual path to the sanctum and its doorway comes 
into greater relief vis-à-vis the other claim I have made: the ontological equivalence of temple-
image and temple.  Approaching the temple-image in this way gets us closer to the divergent 
values attached to Nagara and Dravida, although, as I have suggested in Chapter 4, these values 
may have depended on the Deccan region in question (among other factors), and any broad 
generalizations must be cautiously made.  One final implication is that architectural images 
worked similarly in Brahmanical and Buddhist spaces, and possibly in the Jaina realm too, 
though that aspect could not be explored.  The temple-image embodied the sacredness of the 
garbha gṛha, and the stupa-image the sanctity of the Buddha’s relics.   
Because of the framework of the temple cluster, I was able to turn towards the reception 
of Nagara and Dravida, or, as I have put it in various chapters, attitudes or leanings to Nagara 
and Dravida, as reflected by and in Deccan built worlds.  This turn gets us out of the current 
historiographical bind in several ways.  First, it obviates the need to seek ever more ancient 
origins for cultural forms, as we have done for Deccano-Dravida.  Second, and importantly for 
this dissertation, it dispenses with the false polarity between native and alien architectural styles.  
Thus, instead of framing Nagara as foreign and exotic and Dravida as native and natural—and 
concomitantly viewing Deccan productions as incorrect transpositions or misunderstandings of 
essential, unchanging categories—we can instead view the uses to which Nagara and Dravida 
3 Sinha, Imagining Architects, 181. 
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were put and the contexts in which they operated.  Reception, in other words, makes it possible 
to consider how the Deccan of the 6th through the 8th centuries responded to, interacted with, 
viewed, translated, understood, used, adapted (these are only some of the possibilities, as 
Michael Baxandall points out in his “excursus against influence”4) the variety of cultural forms 
that it encountered, irrespective of their putative origins.  Third, we can finally historicize 
Deccan eclecticism, because we can approach the phenomenon not as a formalist exercise in 
which we ferret out the Nagara and Dravida components of buildings, but as a reflection of Early 
Deccan society’s values and concerns.     
For heterogeneity was not simply a characteristic of Deccan built worlds: it was reflected 
more widely by Early Deccan society, and several different kinds of evidence have been 
presented here.  The Deccan clearly shows discernment in its use of language.  No doubt the 
praise-poems of Chalukya elites were Sanskrit compositions, but I have shown that Sanskrit 
verse and its semantic and rhetorical richness were exploited in the representations of some 
makers, specifically the Virupaksha Temple’s Gundan and the Huccapayya Temple’s Narasobba.  
What is significant is the adoption of Sanskrit in contradistinction to the other languages that 
were available to poets and writers and to the society of which they were a part: Prakrit, 
Kannada, and Telugu.5  The evidence while not abundant suggests that language difference was 
used to distinguish amongst makers’ status, for some are represented using Sanskrit formulations 
like sūtradhāri, pitāmaha, ācārya, and upādhyāya and others with the Kannada terms māḍidor 
4 Michael Baxandall, Patterns of Intention: On the Historical Explanation of Pictures (New Haven and London: 
Yale University Press, 1985), 58 ff.  
 
5 Some of the label inscriptions at Pattadakal, such as at the Papanatha Temple identifying figures in the Ramayana 
and Mahabharata panels are in Prakrit.   
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and ovaja.  Importantly, the Sanskrit terms go hand in hand with values and qualities attributed 
to courtly individuals.    
Turning to attitudes towards the geopolitical space called uttarāpatha (north India) 
revealed a similar apprehension of difference.  It was clearly important for peninsular rulers 
(Chalukyas, Rastrakutas, and Cholas, to name just the polities discussed here) to declare 
sovereignty over north India.  Chalukya rulers Mangalesa, Pulakesin II, and Vinayaditya all 
claim to have defeated northern rulers.  It was also important that they bring back tangible 
evidence of their northern conquests – banners and other booty in the Chalukya case – and to 
further commemorate those victories in their own locales by building pillars (Mangalesa’s 
Mahakuta pillar, for example), tanks, temples, and other structures.  The Aihole praśasti 
imagines even larger spatial realms—the entire subcontinent—by naming geographical features, 
peoples, and ruling families in every direction that Pulakesin II purportedly conquered.  The 
lithic epigraphs at Pattadakal and Aihole make analogous claims for Gundan and Narasobba 
based on equally grand spatial understandings: one is hailed as an eminent sūtradhāri of the 
Deccan, the other is unparalleled in all of Jambudvīpa, that is, the entire cosmos.  Juxtaposing the 
adoption of the Nagara Latina tower against such discursive and material practices may therefore 
add another valence to Nagara, though given the widespread recourse to Nagara in this and in 
later periods, it is unclear to what extent Deccan agents deemed Nagara “northern.” 
Related to the attitude to north India were attitudes to the river goddesses Ganga and 
Yamuna.  Mangalesa’s Mahakuta pillar inscription affirms not only his conquest of a ruler of 
north India but also his desire to build a victory pillar on the Ganga’s banks to mark that victory; 
and Vijayaditya is reported to have brought back the Ganga-Yamuna insignia from his northern 
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incursions.  Thus, in the discursive domain, at least, the rivers appear to be linked to political 
authority, territorial expansion, and to assertions of universal kingship.   
I am, however, reluctant to interpret the Deccan’s river goddess imagery through the 
bluntly instrumentalist lens adopted so far.  For here, too, the idea of influence and the implied 
origins of cultural forms have created historiographical misperceptions.  Like the Nagara 
architectural style, river goddess imagery is viewed as foreign, originating outside the Deccan, in 
north India and/or Gupta territory.  What if we approach the deities as translocal figures whose 
significations depended on the historical circumstances in which they were deployed—and 
received.  It may be useful to adapt Richard Cohen’s argument about the Buddha at Ajanta as “a 
translocal divinity with a specifically local identity.”6  The Buddha became, according to Cohen, 
“of this place through his association with and resolution of indigenous and uniquely local 
forms.”7  Following Cohen, therefore, I propose Ganga and Yamuna as “local translocal” figures.   
The same may be true of other transregional forms, such as Vishnu Varaha and the nāga, 
also widely deployed in Deccan visual culture.  Varaha appears on the Deccan’s coinage and on 
the rings that bind Chalukya copperplate charters, as seen in Chapter 5; he is meaningful 
discursively, too, for he is invoked in Chalukya genealogies from as early as Mangalesa’s reign.  
While the salience of this particular incarnation of Vishnu for South Asian political symbolism 
may be a historiographical commonplace, what has not been adequately acknowledged is the 
specific way in which a number of values of this time and place intersect with representations of 
Varaha.  The Varaha image in Badami’s royally sponsored Cave III is juxtaposed with a 
Chalukya epigraph donating land in the locality (the village of Lanjisvara, to be specific) to local 
6 Cohen, “Nāga, Yakṣiṇī, Buddha,” 362. 
 
7 Ibid., 362. 
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religious institutions and authorities; at the same time, it makes pan-Indian statements about the 
prerogatives and responsibilities of kingship and its relations to power and place.  And these 
claims are visual and discursive.  The image’s emplacement in Badami’s topography signifies its 
rootedness in that place, as does the tableau’s inclusion of nāga figures, who, as dangerous local 
beings that could inflict havoc on agricultural productivity had to be controlled, appeased, and 
subsumed.  But again, though nāga images across South Asia may share formal affinities and 
may be grouped together under the common sign of the nāga, they are very much deities of a 
place and must be distinguished as such: the nāga at Ajanta cannot be considered functionally or 
ontologically equivalent to the nāga at Badami.   
Similarly, the adoption of the supralocal Siddhamātṛkā script at two important ritual 
centers (Alampur and Pattadakal) affirms associations between Chalukya rulers and local Shaiva 
preceptors.  In other words, Deccan agents “acted beyond the local” by adopting a range of 
translocal cultural forms and ideas—Sanskrit language, Nagara and Dravida architectural styles, 
Ganga, Yamuna, Varaha, and nāga imagery, and the Siddhamātṛkā script—that communicated to 
an “all-India audience” on the one hand, while encoding them with regional concerns and values, 
on the other. 
Alaṁkāra was another cultural value that crisscrossed and inter-related many social 
domains: the worlds of gods, rulers, and makers.  Rulers like Pulakesin II and Mangalesa are 
described as ornamented by their virtues, valor, and physical beauty; they were themselves 
ornaments of the Chalukya ruling family; Mangalesa is analogized to a cluster of water lilies: he 
was attractive to warriors and beautiful women alike, drawing them to his orbit.  Rulers were 
homologized to god Vishnu, who is in turn ornamented and adored by the earth goddess and the 
goddess of fortune.  Similarly, architects, like the Virupaksha Temple’s Gundan, were 
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embellished with many of the same moral qualities that kings and other courtly men possessed.  
Moreover, if Pulakesin is adorned by his moral and bodily virtues, then Gundan’s own 
multifarious creations were his adornments.  The ornamental order was important in the 
embellishment of built spaces, too, as I have shown in Chapters 3 and 4.  Furthermore, ideas 
about beauty and aesthetic enjoyment governed the locational choices made for Deccan built 
environments as well as the ways in which they and their landscapes were organized and 
experienced.  Broadly speaking, alaṁkāra operates discursively, spatially, and visually, and cuts 
across social spheres, militating against any study that analyzes the formal character of 
architectural spaces in isolation from the rest of the social world.   
    *** 
The reception-based approach clarified several questions for me.  Firstly, that we need 
not emphasize the role of makers to the exclusion of other Deccan social actors—ruling elites, 
patrons, worshipping communities, or priestly class—because approaching the built environment 
as a reflection of the cultural values of its time permits a consideration of the gamut of responses 
that produced that environment.  That is, the author model need not be posed in opposition to the 
patron model or any other social lens that we may adopt.  Secondly, it made clear that the work’s 
aesthetic value does not reside in the moment of production nor can it be recuperated by 
returning to the “original” meanings invested in the work.  Rather, as Keith Moxey has argued, it 
may be more fruitful to think “in terms of how the values with which it was originally invested 
intersect with the values of the culture in which it is viewed.”8  This enables the interpreter to 
8 Moxey, The Practice of Theory, 40. 
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regard the canon “not as something transcendent and eternal but as something that must be 
negotiated by each generation in light of its particular political and cultural interests.”9  
Let me briefly consider the reuse of Nagara at Alampur’s Jogulamba Temple in order to 
elaborate upon the insight a little.  A 21st century construction consecrated to the worship of 
goddess Jogulamba in 2003, the temple has been integrated into Alampur’s Nava Brahma temple 
cluster, comprising nine seventh-century buildings.  Like the historical structures the Jogulamba 
has been oriented towards the Tungabhadra River and aligned (spatially and ritually) with the 
Bala Brahma Temple, which remains in worship and is central to the Shaiva pilgrimage networks 
of which Alampur is a part (fig. 6.1).  
According to contemporary accounts the temple “was designed to match Chalukyan 
architecture”10 and was built in the “style of the Chalukyas.”  Indeed, like eight of the nine Early 
Deccan temples at the cluster the Jogulamba is equipped with a Nagara Latina tower, built in 
locally quarried stone, and shares some general stylistic affinities with its Early Deccan 
forebears, though it appears to generously appropriate from later period styles as well (fig. 6.2).  
Another claim is that the temple was constructed according to traditional building methods using 
sthapatis (architects or builders) trained in “the ancient manner.”  The building’s sthapati, S.P. 
Perumalachary, came from Tamilnadu, and reportedly worked with one hundred sculptors from 
Tamilnadu, Karnataka, and Andhra “to give the temple its stately stature.”11  The temple has also 
been drawn into the discourse of Hindu-Muslim conflict, for it is claimed that the original shrine 
to Jogulamba had been destroyed some six hundred years prior during a “Muslim invasion;” the 
9 Ibid., 40. 
 
10 As quoted in D. Sreenivasulu, “Razed Temple Rebuilt After 615 Years,” The Hindu, Monday, February 8, 2005.  
  
11 M. Malleswara Rao, “New Abode for Jogulamba Nearing Completion,” The Hindu, Monday, September 22, 2003. 
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“reconstruction” of the temple, therefore, constitutes a restitution of the goddess, whose image 
had been safely kept in the Bala Brahma temple all these years.12  Moreover, the goddess had to 
be mollified, for the lack of an exclusive shrine dedicated to her worship was believed to be 
responsible for the region’s drought and other natural calamities.  
While certain strands of this discourse are interesting for highlighting the continued 
resonance of some of the social values encountered in the historical period discussed here, the 
discourse is also uniquely situated in India’s postcolonial politics.  Nagara undoubtedly had a 
specific valence in Alampur and in the eastern Deccan during the Early Deccan period, as I 
suggested in Chapter 4.  In addition to its predominance at Alampur, the principal shrines at all 
other Andhra clusters have Latina towers and even subsidiary shrines are largely Phamsana.  Yet 
Nagara’s reuse in 21st century Alampur, although appropriating or drawing on its historical usage 
and meaning, is freighted with the political, economic, class, and religious concerns of its 
particular historical moment.  A whole new set of attitudes is brought to bear on Nagara, in other 
words, intersecting and interacting with the values with which it was originally invested.    
Moreover, regarding the values that cultures impart upon a work is not only a matter of 
“then” and “now,” but also of the intervening cultures through which a work has been received.  
This must lead, then, to a study of the lives and afterlives of the temple cluster.  Rich and 
fascinating histories are yet to be written addressing temple clusters following their moments of 
inception.  For new buildings were constructed, existing structures diminished or expanded, and 
the physical environment of the landscape too altered as the courses of rivers shifted, as land was 
brought under cultivation, and as settlements grew.   Religious affiliations of temples shifted as 
12 D. Sreenivasulu.  Note, however, that the reports about the putative destruction give conflicting chronologies.  
Some claim that it happened 600 years ago during the Bahmani period (Sreenivasulu), and others say it occurred in 
the 16th century (Mallesawara Rao), though no evidence is given for these claims.   
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some religious traditions gained momentum and subsumed others and as temples and deities 
became integrated into transregional pilgrim networks.  Patronage patterns and the fortunes of 
ruling elites, too, made a tangible impression on the distribution and shape of temple clusters.  








































Fig. 1.1 Map of  Deccan India
(Courtesy: Adam Hardy)
Fig. 1.2 Early Deccan temple clusters in Karnataka
(Courtesy: EITA)
Fig. 1.3 Early Deccan temple clusters in Andhra 
(Courtesy: EITA)
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Fig. 2.1 Map of  the Deccan showing Pattadakal (Courtesy: Joseph 
Hammond)
Fig. 2.2 Temple cluster at Pattadakal, View from 
the Malaprabha River (Courtesy: American 
Council for Southern Asian Art)
Fig. 2.3 Temple cluster at Pattadakal, View from the northwest 
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Fig. 2.4 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Shrine, from the southeast (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 2.5 Pattadakal, Plan of  the Virupaksha Temple 
Complex (Courtesy: George Michell) 
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Fig. 2.6 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple, Door Guardian (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 2.7 Map of  the Malaprabha Valley showing major religious centers (Courtesy: George Michell)
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Fig. 2.8 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple,
view from the southeast
Fig. 2.9 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, 720 – 750 CE (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 2.10 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch, view from the east
Fig. 2.11 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch
loving couple, south pillar
Fig. 2.12 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch 
loving couple, north pillar
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Fig. 2.13 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch
door guardian, south engaged column
Fig. 2.14 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch 
door guardian, north engaged column
Fig. 2.15 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch
inscription, south engaged column
Fig. 2.16 Aihole, Huccapayya Temple, porch 
inscription, north engaged column
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Fig. 2.17 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex,
Eastern gateway entrance (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 2.18 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex,
Gateway inscription, south (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 2.19 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex,
Gateway inscription, north (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 2.20 Satyavolu, Ramalingesvara Temple,
view from the northeast
Fig. 2.21 Satyavolu, Ramalingesvara Temple, Pillared hall
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Fig. 2.22 Satyavolu, Ramalingesvara Temple,
Utpattipidugu image and inscription
Fig. 2.23 Satyavolu, Ramalingesvara Temple,
Utpattipidugu inscription
(only the top row of  text)
Fig. 2.24 Kadamara Kalava, Sivanandisvara Temple, from the west
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Fig. 2.25 Badami, Malegitti Sivalaya Temple (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 2.26 Aihole, Meguti Temple, viewed from the town
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Fig. 3.1 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, part of  southern elevation
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.2 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, 
Temple-images, eastern elevation
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.3 Amaravati stupa drum slabs (Courtesy: The British Museum)
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Fig. 3.4 The Great Stupa at Sanchi, 50 – 25 BCE, Gateway architectural representations
Fig. 3.5 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex, Nandi 
shrine, eastern elevation (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.6 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex, Nandi 
shrine, western elevation 
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Fig. 3.7 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex, Nandi
Fig. 3.9 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex, Loving 
couple, north porch (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.8 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple Complex, Temple-
images, north porch
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Fig. 3.10 Badami, Caves I – III (Courtesy: 
Susan Huntington) Cave I
Cave IV
Fig. 3.12 Badami, Cave III, 578 CE, Sanctum 
overdoor (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.11 Badami, Cave III, 578 CE, Sanctum doorway 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.13 Badami, Cave III, 578 CE, Sanctum 
Overdoor, Temple-images (Courtesy: Adam Hardy)
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Fig. 3.14 Badami, Cave II, Sanctum overdoor (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.15 Badami, Cave IV, Sanctum overdoor 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.16 Badami, Cave IV, Sanctum overdoor, Seated Jina figure 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 3.17 Aihole, Buddhist Temple (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.18 Aihole, Buddhist Temple, Lower level overdoor 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.19 Aihole, Buddhist Temple, Upper level overdoor 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 3.20 Aihole, Buddhist Temple, Upper level Buddha image 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.21 Aihole, Ravala Phadi cave temple (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 3.22 Aihole, Ravala Phadi, Elevation left 
Temple-image(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.23 Aihole, Ravala Phadi Cave, elevation 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.24 Aihole, Ravala Phadi, Elevation right 
Temple-image (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 3.25 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple, 
Wealth deity in temple-image, eastern porch 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 3.26 Bhaja, 100-70 BCE, Vihara 19, Stupa-images(Courtesy: 
The John C. and Susan L. Huntington Archive of  Buddhist and 
Related Art)
Fig. 3.27 Junnar, Manmodi Cave 40, Elevation (Courtesy: American 
Institute of  Indian Studies)
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Fig. 3.28 Junnar, Manmodi Cave 40, Elevation 
(Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies)
Fig. 3.29 Junnar, Manmodi Cave 40, Elevation 
(Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies)
Fig. 3.30 Junnar, Manmodi Cave 45, Elevation (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies)
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Fig. 3.31 Junnar, Manmodi Cave 45, Stupa-images (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies)
Fig. 3.32 Nasik, Cave 18, Elevation (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies)
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Fig. 3.33 Badami, Boulder near Bhutanatha Temple Group
Fig. 3.34 Badami, Boulder 
near Bhutanatha Temple 
Group (Courtesy: Caleb 
Smith)
Fig. 3.35 Badami, Rock relief, temple-images (Courtesy: Caleb 
Smith)
Fig. 3.36 Badami, Rock relief, temple-images (Courtesy: Caleb 
Smith)
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Fig. 3.37 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara III, Plan (Courtesy: Susan 
Huntington, Art of  Ancient India, p. 168)
Fig. 3.38 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara III, Stupa-image (Courtesy: 
American Institute of  Indian Studies, photo archive)
Fig. 3.39 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara III, Relief  Torana (Courtesy: 
Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of  India )
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Fig. 3.41 Sanchi, 50-25 BCE, West Torana, west face (Courtesy: 
John C. and Susan L Huntington Archive of  Buddhist and Related 
Art)
Fig. 3.40 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara III, 
Torana in Relief  (Courtesy: American 
Institute of  Indian Studies, photo 
archive)
Fig. 3.42 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara III, Stupa-image 
(Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies, 
photo archive)
Fig. 3.43 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara III, Stupa-image 
(Courtesy: Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of  
India )
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Fig. 3.44 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara X (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies, photo archive)
Fig. 3.45 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara X, Stupa-image (Courtesy: 
American Institute of  Indian Studies, photo archive)
Fig. 3.46 Nasik, 124 CE, Vihara X, Stupa-image (Courtesy: 
American Institute of  Indian Studies, photo archive)
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Fig. 3.47 Ajanta, 5th century CE, Cave 16 (Courtesy: Fergusson and 
Burgess, Cave Temples of  India )
Fig. 3.48 Junnar, Shivneri Cave XLVII, 110-138 CE, 
Stupa-image (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian 
Studies, photo archive)
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Fig. 3.49 Kadamara Kalava, Temple on southeast with 
Nagara Latina Tower
Fig. 3.50 Kadamara Kalava, Shrines on northeast with 
Phamsana towers
Fig. 3.51 Kadamara Kalava, Miniature shrines to the south and west of  the central shrine, view from the 
southwest
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Fig. 3.52 Kadamara Kalava, Miniature shrine with 
Kuta roof  (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian 
Studies, photo archive)
Fig. 3.53 Kadamara Kalava, Miniature shrine with 
Phamsana tower,(Courtesy: American Institute of  
Indian Studies, photo archive)
Fig. 3.54 Satyavolu, Apsidal shrine 
Fig. 3.55 Satyavolu, Apsidal shrine in the shadow of  the 
Sivanandisvara Temple
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Fig. 3.56 Bhaja, Cave 20, Monolithic “Miniature” stupas 
(Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies, photo 
archive)
Fig. 3.57 Bhaja, Cave 20, Monolithic “Miniature” stupas 
(Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies, photo 
archive)
Fig. 3.58, Mahabodhi Temple model, 
schist, 12 cm. high, 12th century (Courtesy: 
Victoria & Albert Museum, London)
Fig. 3.59, Mahabodhi Temple model, 
mica-schist, 10.8 cm. high, 12th
century (Courtesy: The British 
Museum, London)
Fig. 3.60, Mahabodhi Temple model, 
mica-schist, 2.1 inches. high, 12th
century (Courtesy: The British 
Museum, London)
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Fig. 3.61, Votive stupa, terracotta, 8.7 cm. 
high, 9th century, Bodhgaya (Courtesy: The 
British Museum, London)
Fig. 3.62, Votive stupa, terracotta, 
5.4cm. high, Bodhgaya, (Courtesy: 
The British Museum, London)
Fig. 3.63, Votive stupa, terracotta, 7.5 
cm. high, 8th-9th century (Courtesy: 
The British Museum, London)
Fig. 3.64 Huligamanakolla, Phamsana shrines
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Fig. 3.65 Huligamanakolla, Memorial shrine Fig. 3.66 Huligamanakolla, Shrine inscription
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Pattadakal
Fig. 4.1 Location of  Pattadakal on the 
Malaprabha River
Fig. 4.2 Pattadakal, Ground plan of  temple cluster 
(Courtesy: George Michell)
Fig. 4.3 Pattadakal, Galaganatha Temple, Nagara tower 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.4 Pattadakal, Sangameshvara Temple, Dravida superstructure, Western elevation (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.5 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, 720 – 750 CE, plan (Courtesy: George Michell)
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Fig. 4.6 Pattadakal, Plan of  the Virupaksha Temple 
Complex (Courtesy: George Michell) 
Fig. 4.7 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, 720 – 750 CE (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.8 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, parapet, southern elevation
Fig. 4.9 Shala, Panjara, and Kuta Dravida 
shrines (Courtesy: Adam Hardy)
Fig. 4.10 Interlacing gavakshas
(Courtesy: Adam Hardy)
Fig. 4.11 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, interior of  eastern hall (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.12 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, porch ceiling panel (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.13 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, eastern hall, central aisle (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.14 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, eastern hall, central aisle, female figure (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.15 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, eastern hall, radiant lion face (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.16 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, overdoor between the two pillared halls
Fig. 4.17 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, eastern hall clerestory
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Fig. 4.18 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, Dravida temple-images demarcating east-west axis
Fig. 4.19 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, east-west and north-south axes
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Fig. 4.20 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, eastern hall, 
Ganesha (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.21 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, eastern hall, 
Goddess (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.22 Pattadakal, Jambulinga Temple, c. 696- 720 CE, eastern elevation (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.24 Mahakuta, Mahakutesvara Temple, 
overdoor (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian 
Studies)
Fig. 4.23 Pattadakal, Jambulinga Temple, c. 696- 720 CE, 
Temple overdoor (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.25 Pattadakal, Kashi Vishvanatha Temple, eastern 
elevation (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.26 Pattadakal, Kada Siddheshvara Temple, eastern 
elevation (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.27 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple
Fig. 4.28 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple
Fig. 4.29 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, 
Clerestory temple-images
Fig. 4.30 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple, 
Clerestory temple-images
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Fig. 4.31 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple, showing the antechamber and tower projection (Courtesy: George Michell)
Fig. 4.32 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple, Tower projection
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Fig. 4.33 Pattadakal, Kashi Vishvanatha 
Temple, Tower projection (Courtesy: Caleb 
Smith)
Fig. 4.34 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple,
Tower projection (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.35 Alampur, Taraka Brahma Temple, c. 670 CE Fig. 4.36 Banda Tandrapadu, Shiva Temple, c. 635-642 
CE
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Fig. 4.37 Pattadakal, triad of  Virupaksha, Kashi Vishvanatha, and Mallikarjuna Temples
Fig. 4.38 Kudaveli, Sangameshvara Temple (Courtesy: American Institute of  Indian Studies, Photo 
Archive)
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Fig. 4.39 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple
Fig. 4.40 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple, Nandi pavilion and dhvaja stambha
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Fig. 4.41 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple, Prakara wall, southern elevation
Fig. 4.42 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple, Prakara wall detail
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Fig. 4.43 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple, Upper circumambulatory path
Fig. 4.44 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple,
Kinnara torana over pierced window
Fig. 4.45 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple
Dravida kuta temple-image
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Fig. 4.46 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple,
Dravida subshrine on southeast
Fig. 4.47 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple,
Dravida subshrine, southern elevation
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Fig. 4.48 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple,
Sanctum overdoor
Fig. 4.49 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple,
Sanctum overdoor, Central shala pavilion sheltering Shiva and Parvati
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Fig. 4.50 Alampur, Sangameshvara Temple,
Main entrance with flanking nidhis and extant river goddess
Fig. 4.51 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Plan (Courtesy: George Michell)
Fig. 4.52 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Eastern elevation showing porch and later additions
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Fig. 4.53 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Nagara temple-image
Fig. 4.54 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Dravida temple-image
Fig. 4.55 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Clerestory with Dravida temple-images
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Fig. 4.56 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Dravida sanctum overdoor, west sanctum
Fig. 4.57 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Sanctum overdoor, north sanctum
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Fig. 4.58 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Fish-wheel ceiling panel, north sanctum
Fig. 4.59 Badami, Jambulinga Temple,
Svastika ceiling panel, south sanctum
Fig. 4.60 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Plan (Courtesy: Gary Tartakov)
Fig. 4.61 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Nagara tower (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.62 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Gateway entrance (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.63 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Gateway overdoor (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.64 Aihole, Durga Temple, Gateway Overdoor,
Shala and Kuta temple-images (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.65 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Outer ambulatory (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.66 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Ambulatory temple-image (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.67 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Ambulatory, Dravida temple-image (Courtesy: Caleb 
Smith)
Fig. 4.68 Aihole, Durga Temple
Kuta-Panjara-Kuta superstructure of  Dravida temple-
image (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.69 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Sanctum western wall, Nagara temple-image 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.70 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Sanctum western wall, Nagara temple-image 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 4.71 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Porch clerestory (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.72 Aihole, Durga Temple,
Hall doorway showing Dravida overdoor and other 
auspicious emblems (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.73 Pattadakal, Lakshmikambha Pillar, ca. 750 CE
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 4.74 Pattadakal, Lakshmikambha Pillar, 
detail showing Telugu-Kannada script
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Fig. 4.75 Alampur Inscription, 713 CE, Telugu-Kannada script (left); Siddhamatrka script (right)
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Fig. 5.1 Location of  Pattadakal on the Malaprabha River
Fig. 5.2 Location of  Alampur on the Tungabhadra River
Pattadakal
Fig. 5.3 Mahakuta, Central masonry tank (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.4 Mahakuta, Central masonry tank (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 5.5 Approach to the temple cluster at Pattadakal from the Malaprabha River (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.6 Ghat at Pattadakal (Courtesy: Caleb Smith) 
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Fig. 5.7 Badami, Ghats around the Bhutanatha Temple group Fig. 5.8 Badami, Bathing and other activity on the ghats
Fig. 5.9 Badami, Southeastern view from the Lower Sivalaya
Fig. 5.10 Badami, View of  the Upper Sivalaya from 
the Lower Sivalaya 




Fig. 5.11 Badami, Stone pillared pavilions Fig. 5.12 Badami, Stone pillared pavilions
Fig. 5.13 Mahakuta, Leisure activity (Courtesy: Caleb Smith) Fig. 5.14 Mahakuta, Onlookers (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 5.15 Udayagiri, Cave 5, Varaha relief
Fig. 5.16 Udayagiri, Cave 5, Varaha
Fig. 5.18 Badami, Cave III, Varaha 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)




Fig. 5.19 Badami, Cave III, Varaha and the Earth goddess 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.20 Badami, Cave II, Varaha 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.22 Pattadakal, Sangameshvara Temple, Varaha 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.21 Pattadakal, Virupaksha Temple, Varaha 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 5.23 Badami, Cave III, Trivikrama 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.24 Badami, Cave III, Vishnu Trivikrama in 
his landscape context
Fig. 5.25 Badami, Cave II, Trivikrama 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 5.26 Badami, Cave III, Nagas underfoot (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.27 Udayagiri, Cave V, Naga
Fig. 5.29 Badami, Cave I, Naga ceiling panel
Fig. 5.28 Pattadakal, Papanatha Temple, Naga ceiling panel
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Fig. 5.30 Badami, Jaina Cave, Gommatesvara 
(Bahubali) (Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
Fig. 5.32 Badami, Jaina Cave, Plan, Courtesy: 
George Michell
Fig. 5.31 Badami, Jaina Cave in Landscape Context 
Fig. 5.33 Badami, Jain Cave, Parsvanatha 
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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Fig. 5.34 Alampur, Garuda Brahma Temple, Yamuna with Naga 
figure on doorframe
Fig. 5.35 Alampur, Garuda Brahma Temple, Ganga
Fig. 5.36 Alampur, Svarga Brahma Temple, 
Doorway to pillared hall showing Ganga, Yamuna, 
Naga, and Garuda imagery
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Fig. 6.1 Modified satellite image of  Alampur showing 
Jogulamba Temple and Early Deccan temples
(Courtesy: Caleb Smith)
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